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ADVERTISEMENT.

Iff this work it has been attempted to collect together

everything that the Apostles taught the Church on

the subject of unfulfilled prophecy: to ascertain all

that the primitive believers might know as Jews,

and all that they believed as Christians. This school

of prophecy is next traced historically, through its

fallings-off and its revivals, down to the present

time. An Appendix contains a short notice of the

principal counter-interpretations, from the sophistries

of the infidel Porphyry to the recent speculations

of the Futurist Lacunza.
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APOSTLES' SCHOOL

or

PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION.

INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

" These things we believe : we leave posterity to see them ful

filled."— Prosper.

Since the time of the Apostles, the study of unful

filled prophecy has never held so low a place in

theology as during the last two centuries. For the

humble position now assigned to it, a reason may be

found in the variety of opinions prevailing among

interpreters : a state of confusion which seems to

render hopeless every attempt to master even the

outline of the prophetic scheme.

No such difficulty was felt by the ancients. There

had been handed down to them, side by side with the

written word, an unwritten explanation of the lead

ing prophecies contained in it. Of this, part was

derived from the verbal teaching of the Apostles ;

part inherited from the synagogue, together with the

Book of Daniel ; finally, by the publication of the

Apocalypse, this floating tradition was confirmed,

I!



2 INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

receiving in almost every particular the seal of direct

inspiration.

The supposition cannot be unreasonable, that what

the Apostles taught their followers about prophecy

may be worth our knowing also ; and that they who

were to be guided into all truth, might know some

thing of this portion of truth. But we now pre

fer to suppose that the Apostles themselves might

not have understood prophecy ; or that, if they did,

they probably taught their converts nothing about

it. But these speculations are not supported by their

own writings: "Ye have heard that Antichrist shall

come," writes one,—the first time that the word

Antichrist occurs in Scripture. Therefore the churcli

must already have heard about him by word of mouth.

" When I was yet with you," writes another, " I

told you these things:" that is, about the Man of

sin and the Letting power. It is therefore idle to

repeat that the ancients could know nothing about

prophecy : the Apostles say that they did.

Nor can we successfully urge the excuse that the

inspiration of the twelve was confined to their writ

ings, and that their oral teaching possessed no au

thority. For what they had taught by word of

mouth they afterwards confirm by epistle : pen in

hand, they have nothing to retract, nothing to add

but a caution against forgetfulness. Down to the

end of the Apocalypse, they do not once say,—All

that we told you about Antichrist was wrong : all

that Barnabas said in his epistle was wrong : there is

no literal millennium, no Judaizing Antichrist, no

great tribulation under the little horn, no shortening

of the days of the eleventh king. On the contrary,
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they confirm .what they had said, and bid their dis

ciples remember it : " Hold the traditions which yc

have been taught, whether by word or our epistle." *

This primitive tradition, having so long remained

unfalsified by history, comes before us with yet fur

ther claim to attention. For the future is not so

easily guessed as to come right for every prognostic

cator; and, to judge by the fate of modern theories,

a system of interpretation must be of more than

human origin if it can survive the changes and

chances of eighteen centuries. The expectation of

the ancients did not indeed include many occurrences

of the intermediate time ; but it was in no way con

tradicted by the public establishment of Christianity,

by the repeated translations of the Roman empire,

or by the rise and fall of the Turkish power. They

profess, indeed, to know little of the details of the

trumpets, vials, and locusts ; of the birth of the

man-child, and of the history of the scarlet beast:

but, on the other hand, they tell us confidently what

they have learnt about the metallic statue and the

four beasts; also about the person described as the

man of sin and the little horn. They explain to us

the Western Babylon, the prospects of the Roman

empire, and the thousand years of the heavenly

kingdom. All this they believed as a settled part of

Christianity ; much of it was taught to catechumens,

and some portions, not altogether safe to be divulged,

were at times disclosed to the heathen.

But parts of this creed were, in later ages, suc

cessively abandoned. In the fourth century the pub.

* 2 Thcss. ii. 15.

n 2 '



4 INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

lie establishment of Christianity threw out of sight

the doctrine of the millennium. In the fifth, the

Western world, and in the seventh the Eastern,

dazzled by Rome's new pretensions, closed their eyes

to the inscription which marks her forehead. The

West rushed blindfold into her arms, and " Zion,

late Babylon," was thenceforth to be her title. The

millennium was now more hopelessly shut out than

ever : the voice that proclaimed a new Jerusalem to

be sent down from heaven, jarred with the preten

sions of one that sprang from earth. Image-worship

struck the next blow : it was made treason to speak

of Babylon's idolatries in her own house. " Anathema

to those that call the holy images idols."*

A thousand years passed away, and still the Mas

ter came not. To fill up the interval, some sought

present accomplishments of prophecies till then un

derstood to belong only to the end. In this way

was produced the historical school of interpreters,

which has since flourished uninterruptedly, and bids

fair to flourish, till the first sound of Apocalyptic

judgment shall dispel the dream, and Prophecy, too

long degraded and trifled with, shall appeal from the

visionaries of the closet to the consent of a terror-

stricken world.

In most ages there has been felt a temptation to

abandon the plain sense of the prophecies, in favour

of some meaning capable of adaptation to existing

events. First, Pagan persecution invited the church

to believe that Antichrist was come already. She

* Second Nicene Council, Act. v. The references, when not

given in this introductory chapter, may be found elsewhere tin the

work.
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made no sign of assent, but while struggling with the

present, prepared for a more dismal future. Next

came Arius, with his denial of the Father and the Son:

again, the temptation was resisted. This might be

the “falling away first,” but it was not the revelation

of the man of sin. Thirdly, the Mahomedan power

perilled her existence: here some wavered, for Mao

metis was found to contain the number of the Beast,

and the Turks were treading under foot the holy

city. Fourthly, the iron of papal tyranny entered

into her soul: in the struggle for liberty more of the

primitive belief was lost. The Reformers of England

prudently held their ground in silence, confident of

one thing only, that Babylon was Rome. Luther

partly gave way to the pressure: Calvin broke loose

altogether, setting up Praeterism and independence of

interpretation. Rome for the moment reformed a

little: to prevent worse, she allowed that she would

once more become Babylon in time for her destruc

tion by Antichrist. Fifthly, the church, again slum

bering, was aroused by the infidel outbreak in France:

she now bethought herself of the Scriptures, and

consulting them in haste, found among the marks of

Antichrist the denial of the Father and the Son.

But this storm blew over like the rest. Rome,

recovering from her Reformation terrors, first shut

up the Apocalypse, and then left the Inquisition to

settle the question about Babylon. Meanwhile, a new

danger had menaced the primitive belief.

The Praeterism of Calvin was not long in spreading

to the Jesuits, and thence back to the Continental Pro

testants. Their system was continually improving :

Nero was found to act the little horn better than

B 3



G INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

Julius Caesar ; Barchochebas made a better Antichrist

than Simon Magus. In this way the warning voice

of the Apocalypse was effectually silenced : that great

witness against Rome and Antichristianity lay dead.

The critics rejoiced, relieved from the pressure of

controversial difficulties : they sent gifts one to ano

ther, new names of the Beast and new little horns*—

mere toys, not worth quarrelling about, and easily

replaced if thrown aside. Thus the very credit of

the Apocalypse was undermined : the prophecy of

things future was degraded to a drama of the past,

barely true in outline, and altogether imaginary in

details.

In this wreck of human systems one resource re

mains. The school of the Apostles is open to us :

Barnabas remains unrefuted ; we may still " salute

Hermes ; " the tradition held fast by the Thessalo-

nians may be made our own.

The primitive believers, living so near the time in

which prophecy was given, looked upon it as a thing

in itself stupendous and supernatural, and expected a

fulfilment of corresponding importance. To them it

was no marvel that the Babylonish monarch, the head

of gold, whose very dreams ran upon universal em

pire, should fall upon his face before the Hebrew

captive ; nor that Daniel himself, after foreseeing the

desolation of his people, should have fainted and been

sick certain days. Nor did the repetition of the

visions lessen the marvel ; for in childlike eagerness

the beloved disciple exceeds both Daniel and his king.

* See Appendix, Section IV.

'
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The opening of the sealed book is for a moment de

layed ; and he who has grown old in sorrows, who

has watched on Calvary, has passed through boiling

oil, and is now wearing out his last years an exile in

the mines, bursts into tears : " I wept much."

But the occasion justified both the Apostle's impa

tience and the old man's tears : he had seen what he

might least have expected to see in that dismal region,

his risen Lord. The vision was mercifully adapted

to the desolate condition of the seer : Daniel, a mon

arch's favourite, might endure the prospect of abomi

nation and desolation ; but the weary breaker of ores

needs something more consoling. He looks on till he

sees a city descending from above: and upon one of

its twelve foundations he reads a name, proscribed

indeed on earth, but already engraved in heaven,—

his own.

For our knowledge of one subject we are entirely

dependent upon the ancients : the true meaning of the

expression, " He that letteth." (2 Thess. ii.) Here,

however reluctantly, we must sit at their feet : if we

are to solve their riddle, we must plough with their

heifer. For on this point St. Paul and the Thessalo-

nians understood each other : " Ye know what with-

holdeth." And how had they learnt it ? " When I was '

yet with you I told you these things." They knew

something not directly expressed in Scripture: and

this knowledge they were told to hand down together

with the epistle. In the primitive church, therefore,

there was no doubt of the meaning of that saying. If

put as a question, it was only as by way of catechism.

Tertullian scarcely condescends to answer it : " What

but the Roman status?" he asks in reply, so placing

B 4



8 INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

the words as to throw the emphasis upon Roman.

(Quis nisi Romanus status ?) But, if St. Paul meant

no more than this, why not say plainly in the epistle,

That man will not come so long as the Roman order

of things continues? A fair question, remarks

Chrysostorn, who is the first to ask it ; for before his

time the reason was self-evident.

From its beginning Christianity had come into ap

parent collision with the interests of the Roman

state. Pilate thought it impossible to befriend Christ,

and yet to continue Caesar's friend. The same feeling

hurried on the Jews to their last great act of apo-

stacy : " The Romans will come," said the politicians

of the Sanhedrim. It was pretended to be against the

decrees of Caesar, to say that there was another king,

one Jesus. But the Jewish rulers feared for their

own sake also. Herod's jealousy of his infant rival

must be quenched in the blood of Ramah and the

tears of Rachel. From the first, the kings of the

earth stood up, when another King was about to be

set upon the holy hill of Zion.

This jealousy was met by prudence and a reason

able submission. The Babe was carried into Fgypt,

from the face of Herod : the King's children were di-

. rected to pay the tribute-money, " lest we should offend

them." The Apostles were not less prudent : one,

speaking " of the mouth of the lion," leaves us to guess

the fangs of Nero : two style Rome, Babylon. Even

Daniel, though he had spoken freely of Medes and

Persians, and even of the king of Grecia, kept silence

about the Roman name. " In the fourth beast,"

says Chrysostom, " he describes the Romans, but he

mentions no names. And why ? Because, had he
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made the account too plain, most persons would

have destroyed the Bible."* The same reserve was

maintained by the first rabbinical writers, who called

the Roman the " wicked kingdom ;" the later gloss

says Roman. The idea is also preserved by Barnabas,

who applies to the fourth beast the epithet wicked.

So far have some carried the principle of suppressing

the Roman name, as thus to account for the repre

sentation of that empire by a nameless beast,f

In the New Testament writings, any appearance of

intentional obscurity may suggest an allusion to

Rome or the empire. On all other subjects the

Apostle of the Gentiles uses great plainness of speech ;

when he lowers his voice it is lest the Romans should

hear. When the danger was past the reason of this

obscurity became a matter of history. What Lactan-

tius knew too well, Chrysostom found it needful to

explain ; and this brings us to the answer which he

gives to his own question : " Had the Apostle said

that the Roman empire would presently be over

turned, they would instantly have despatched him as

seditious, and with him all the faithful, as persons

who lived and fought under him."

The Apostle's successors were equally cautious :

IrenaBus betrays the secret by little more than one

word, " Latinus." After Constantino, the reserve, no

longer needful, was laid aside ; yet so late as the fifth

century, Jerome was called to account for his remarks

* Chrysost. in Dan. vii.

f So Titus Bostrensis : " Since this part of the prophecy was to

be cleared up in the time of the Romans, he leaves the beast

anonymous, that the Empire might not feel itself insulted." This

Titus lived soon after Constantine.
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upon the clay mixed with the Roman iron. They

must settle their dispute, he says, with Daniel : " Nou

mihi imputent, sed prophetae."

But why so much fear of speaking against the per

petuity of the state ? " He does not choose," answers

Jerome, " to foretel openly the destruction of the

Roman empire, which its rulers think to be eternal."

Thus did Christianity clash with the political creed of

Rome : a grave offence, for upon that creed was sup

posed to be based, in great measure, the stability of

the imperial throne.

For, to secure the permanence of Roman rule,

prudent statesmen had availed themselves of super

stition. Rome was made a goddess, her supremacy a

matter de fide: " invicta et aeterna" was the first

article of her creed. With these principles she had

grown up : for that one virtue was Varro thanked by

the people, that though he had rashly ventured

upon a battle, and had left the bones of his army

upon the plains of Cannae, yet in that disastrous hour

he had proved himself no apostate from the national

faith ; " he had not despaired of the welfare of the

republic."

The Romans, accustomed to augur defeat if their

charging legions wavered in their shout, knew better

than to tolerate for a moment political scepticism.

But the Christians refused to recognise in the

empire any peculiar principle of permanency : they

knew well that, like other empires, it was to end ;

to be followed by the short reign of Antichrist,

and that then the saints would take the kingdom.

By most, this belief was carefully concealed from

the Pagans. " They ridicule us," says Lactantius,
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" because we do not publicly maintain these things ;

but, in obedience to God, keep His secret in silence."*

Yet, notwithstanding all their caution, the secret

was very early betrayed. It was found too good to

keep, and was therefore told anonymously. About

the year 135 there appeared a fictitious work entitled

" SibyUine Oracles," in which the coming of the

Eastern Antichrist was connected with the ruin both

of Rome and of the empire. " Then," said the dis

guised Christian, " then shall perish the flourishing

empire of Rome, the ancient queen of neighbouring

cities ; no more shalt thou possess the fertile plains

of Rome, when the Strong one shall come in arms

from Asia." f

Of this tradition, the earliest versions are given by

the Pseudo-Sibyl, Tertullian, and Lactantius. " The

Roman name," says Lactantius, " will be taken from

the earth, and empire will revert to Asia." Ter

tullian, the best lawyer and politician of the three,

declares that the Roman status is the thing to be

removed.

All this is easily verified from Scripture. Antichrist,

according to St. John, will destroy Rome so completely,

that he may be said to take away its very name from

the earth. At that time she will no more rule "the

fertile plain of Latium." But, perhaps, Tertullian's

Roman status is more precisely the meaning of the

Apostle. In what sense, then, does this still exist, so

as to be incompatible with the establishment of Anti

christ's kingdom ?

* Institutiones, lib. vii. c. 26.

f Sibylline Oracle?, lib. 8.
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To this question many think it enough to answer,

that the title of Roman Emperor has existed without

interruption from the time of Augustus Caesar to our

own. They think it enough to appeal unto Caesar;

and, while there is a Caesar to answer for himself, they

are content. For, owing to the restoration of the

Western Empire during the rule of the Byzantine

Caesars, the world has never since been without one

or two emperors of the Romans. The present Aus

trian emperor, though holding scarcely a province of

Adrian's, is the direct successor of Charlemagne, who

was crowned in Rome, Emperor of the Romans, the

sixty-ninth from Augustus. Bellarmine, tracing in

history the existence of the iron legs and feet of the

vision, remarks that, between East and West, the

statue has always had a leg to stand upon. More

over, during the middle ages, the Emperor's claims

against the Pope were enforced upon the old ground

of literally rendering to Caesar the things that were

Caesar's; and lastly, the Roman bishop and emperor

still form an essential part of the European consti

tution. To this day, therefore, throughout a large

portion of the civilised world, the petition rises every

year, " Mercifully regard the Roman Empire." *

But, with the help of Daniel f, we may assign to

* Missale Romanum, ed. 1840. "Almighty and everlasting

God, in whose hand are the powers of all men, and the rights of all

kingdoms, mercifully regard the Roman Empire ; that the nations

who trust in their fierceness may through thy power be restrained."

—Servicefor Good Friday.

f We turn to Daniel with the better hope of assistance, as St.

Paul's discourse in Thessalonica seems to have been an exposition

of Daniel. Eusebius thinks almost as much : " ' Remember ye

not,' &c. Thus did the admirable apostle, in his discourses, teach
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the letting power a somewhat wider meaning. Anti

christ will change four things : times, laws, religion,

and the seat of empire. All these may be massed

together as the Roman status.

The times and laws now existing are Roman. The

canon and civil law are based upon the codes of

Justinian and Theodosius; the names of the months,

the calends of the calendar, all are Roman. But this

order of things Antichrist will change: for though it

is only said, " He will think to change times and laws,"

this form of speech seems to be a reservation in

favour of the Divine prerogative, since it belongs to

God alone truly to change times and seasons. (Daniel,

ii. 21.) Antichrist may call things by new names,

but he can neither change the times, nor alter the

immutable laws which bind mankind. *

He will set up a new religion, abolishing all worship

but his own. Or, if any besides himself is the " god

of forces," it will be a god that his ancestors knew not.

He will deny the Father and the Son: he will deny

that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh. Therefore,

till the government of Asia and Europe is entirely

wrested from the hands of Trinitarian princes, Anti

christ cannot have come.

Lastly, he will change the seat of empire, planting

them about the end of the world, confirming what Daniel had said

about Antichrist, and about our Saviour's glorious kingdom." —

Mai, Vet. Scriptores, torn. i. pt. i. p. 206.

• Of these changes, a faint image was seen in the last century,

in the enactments of the French Republic, when, detesting alike

Christianity and the Roman order of things, its members thought

to change times and laws. The week was then broken up into a

decade, and the years were dated, not from the Incarnation of

Christ, but from the birth of the .atheistical republic.
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the tabernacles of his palace in the holy mountain.

During his reign Jerusalem will be occupied by his

followers, for they will tread under foot the holy city

forty and two months. Where the Lord was cruci

fied, there he will slay the witnesses : he will set up

the abomination in the holy place. All prophecy

agrees in pointing out Jerusalem as the seat of Anti

christ's kingdom.

So much for the nature of the assistance to be

derived from tradition ; we come now to a yet more

important subject, the use to be made of the explana

tions contained in Scripture. On this point the

ancients and the moderns are at variance. The

primitive writers made it the basis of their system,

that when a symbol is accompanied by an inspired

explanation, that explanation embodies its true and

final meaning. They no more thought of inventing

another meaning of their own, than of applying the

parable of the tares to the Incarnation, or that of the

sower to the judgment of the world. But from this

restraint most modern expositors of prophecy think it

allowable to free themselves, urging that all prophecy

is figurative, and that it must mean something dif

ferent from what it says.

The explanations in question are such as these:

that the great horn of the he-goat is the first king of

Grecia ; that the great city of the witnesses' death is

the city where the Lord was crucified. The three

frogs are the spirits of devils working miracles ; the

woman Babylon is the seven-hilled city that ruled

the world in the days of Domitian.

It is little suspected by the world at large, that in

this our Bible-reading country there are to be found
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writers who deliberately set aside most of these in

spired explanations, and advance others directly op

posed to them. The reader, not aware of this prac

tice, wonders to see so many grave and studious

men at variance : and, if cut off from access to the

ancients, probably laments that the prophecies should

be so difficult and obscure, while in reality most of

the difficulty lies in the system pursued by the expo

sitors themselves.

Symbols left uninterpreted in Scripture must be

studied by the help of whatever light can be brought

to bear upon them. But when there is given an

explanation, as plain as words can make it, how can

we hope to understand anything, if we reject the

help thus given us ? If we reckon such things

obscure, we may, as Augustine remarks, expect to

find nothing plainly revealed in Scripture.*

To fix upon an instance. In the twelfth chapter of

the Apocalypse there is seen a red dragon, explained

to be the old serpent, the Devil, and Satan. Its

history is carried on through the book : nor is there

any other explanation of the symbol, excepting in

chap, xx., where it is again declared to be the old

serpent, the Devil, and Satan. In these passages

there might appear to be no obscurity or contra

diction. But our expositors have decided otherwise.

Clarke.— " That the Dragon is the symbol of the heathen

Roman empire, is the opinion of most commentators."

Bishop Newton.—" That the Roman empire was here figured,

the characters and attributes of the Dragon plainly evince."

Mede. —" The Dragon, a sign and image of the dragon-

worshipping heathen Roman empire."

i Civitas Dei, lib. xx. cap. 17.
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Elliott.— " What is added, of the Dragon now seen by

St. John, having seven heads and ten horns, designated it,

though bearing the strange badge of Asiatic royalty, as dis

tinctively the persecuting power of pagan Rome."

Galloway. —" The great red Dragon does not here refer to

the pagan emperors, as former commentators have thought,

but to the Pope."

It cannot even be said, in excuse, that this mode

of interpreting is absolutely required by their system.

One of the same school has distinctly stated his

opinion that in these cases Scripture ought to be

followed : " Where an interpretation," says Dean

Woodhouse, " is expressly given in the vision, that

interpretation must be used as the key to the mys

tery, in preference to all interpretations suggested by

the imagination of man."*

Throughout the Apocalypse, the same neglect of

the inspired explanations has been carried out. The

" great city" of Apoc. xi., though explained to be the

city where the Lord was crucified, is in turn made

to mean Germany, Rome, France, Constance, and

even Paris. The whole ancient world took it to be

Jerusalem : but the ancients, we shall be told, knew

nothing about prophecy. If by understanding pro

phecy is meant being wiser than Scripture, truly the

ancients were ignorant of prophecy: but if, as Dean

Woodhouse supposes, the inspired explanation is the

true key to the mystery, then the neglect of that help

may furnish the key to another mystery, the present

deplorable condition of our prophetic studies.

The history of this corruption is easily traced :

human inventions were placed, first side by side with

* Woodhouse on the Apoc. ch. xii.
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Scripture, afterwards above it. The ancients, as a

matter of course, received the inspired explanation

of the red Dragon. " His colour," quaintly remarks

Victorinus, " is worthy of his work, for he was a

murderer from the beginning." The monks also fol

lowed St. John in expounding the Dragon ; but they

must needs speculate acutely upon its tail. The

tail, said some, is hypocrisy, " quia turpia celat."

Others, equally bent upon refinement, made it the

hindmost and baser part of our nature : quoting the

words of the Apostle, " Forgetting those things that

are behind." Late in the sixteenth century, Aretius

first set the example of admitting human speculations

as an alternative to Scripture : if the Dragon, he says,

be the Roman empire, his tail is the Papacy; if the

Pope, his tail is the clergy ; " but if the Devil, as he

is, his tail is some false teacher." From that time

modern inventions gained ground upon Scripture,

till matters came to their present condition. And

yet the Apocalypse holds out no encouragement to

those who would take from it, or add to it.*

The writers who thus unintentionally exalt their

own modern systems, extend their favour to some parts

of the primitive and apostolic tradition : but, unlike

* In justice to our own age, it must be added that a few still resist

the stream. So Mr. S. R. Maitland : " What meaning is there in

language, or how are we to expect assurance from a written revela

tion, if we can make the Dragon anything but the great enemy of

man?" (Second Inquiry, p. 24). Also Pareus, in 1608: "The

Dragon is called the old Serpent, the Devil, and Satan : and who

this is, nobody is ignorant." In the fifth century this was known

even by the African catechumens : " that this Dragon is the Devil,"

says their catechist, "not one of you is ignorant."— Sermo alius de

Symbolo, inter opp. Augustini.

C
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the ancients, they do not keep the unwritten teaching

in subordination to the inspired word. Many now

say, and perhaps justly, that the identity of the fourth

beast with the Koman Empire is " almost an article

of faith : " but if this human, though venerable, tra

dition be almost an article of faith, should not the

revealed identity of the red Dragon with Satan be

made quite an article of faith ?

To explain truly the meaning of a prophecy before

its fulfilment is the highest honour permitted to the

expositor. Thus Daniel, learning from Jeremiah

that seventy years were to be accomplished in the

desolations of his people, knew by books the end of

the time. Second to this honour is that of inter

preting a prophecy after its fulfilment ; a measure of

success less uncommon . So kings, poets, and pastors,

reading what had been said of Babylon, applied it to

the city of Rome. They learnt from the angel that

Babylon meant a city, that this city was seated on

seven hills, and that it was regnant in the time of

the Apostle. Next came the discovery that Rome

had seven hills : requiring no great ingenuity, since

the Pagan Symmachus could use the fact prover

bially, commending a Roman not for being " de sep-

tem montibus," but " deseptaa mentis." * Putting

these things together, they contrived to explain the

vision ; but are we never to improve upon this, never

* Symmachi Epist. lib. ii. ep. 9. The name of seven-hilled,

once made proverbial, became independent of the existing number

of hills. For, as the. Jesuit Tyrinus remarks, Rome was still

called "the seven-hilled" after three new hills were added to the

city. ( Tyrinus in Apoc. xvii).
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to perceive the meaning of a prophecy till all history

is ringing with its fulfilment?

And now, if never before, let us look forward. Let us

say;-we have been right about Babylon. Prophecy

has been wonderfully exact and wonderfully literal

about Rome, let us trust it in the matter of Antichrist.

If we are to gain any credit as expositors, let us at

once say boldly, Antichrist will certainly rule the

world for three years and a half: he will indeed work

great miracles; he will undoubtedly reign in Jeru

salem; and, though none of these things as yet seem

likely, though the fig-tree does not blossom, nor

fruit appear in the vine, yet we will trust in that

Word which has never failed us; we will do our ut

most to demolish the boast of the infidel, that pro

phecy means nothing distinct till the time comes,

but then—may be fitted to anything.

To secure for ourselves that highest honour, we

must pursue the method which has led to the right

understanding of other prophecies. Had we lived in

the time of Alexander, by what means could we have

shared with Jaddus the power of pointing out to the

conqueror the coming triumphs of his nation ?

First, we must have brought ourselves to believe

that the Grecia of the prophet meant neither India

nor Ethiopia, but Grecia proper; that the Persia to

be conquered was none other than the kingdom of

Darius; that a king meant a king; and that the king

dom would be broken by literal combats of horse and

foot. We might be told that this was no inter

pretation at all, that prophecy is always figurative,

and the like. But we should not be kept long in sus

pense: the sword of Alexander soon cuts this Gordian
C 2
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knot, and in the triumph share both Daniel and

Jaddus, and the principle of literal interpretation.

But it is a small matter to foretel the exploits of

the son of Philip ; let us attempt a higher subject,

even the first coming of the Son of God.

We transport ourselves to the temple during the last

year of the Saviour's preaching. We will suppose a

group of rabbis to be discussing this passage of

Zechariah : " Thy king cometh unto thee : he is just,

and having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon an ass,

and on a colt the foal of an ass." The prophecy

throws them into confusion. One, mystically inclined,

is bent upon explaining it generally, in reference to

God's spiritual guidance of man. For man is the

wild ass's colt, and the Messiah, presiding over such

a one, is just, and brings with Him salvation.

The majority of our rabbis, we may suppose, are

anxious to find some meaning more specific, and yet

not so literal as to seem unworthy of the prophecy.

With the help of our new methods of developing the

sense, all would be easy. The riding upon an ass is

the event of a single day ; the fulfilment, therefore,

may be expected to occupy a year. The ass must be

magnified, in proportion, to a war horse, or even to a

triumphal procession : so that, according to the modern

rule of symbolic miniature, the Messiah may be ex

pected to enter Jerusalem with chariots and horses,

that He may sit upon the throne of His father David.

By the rule of allusive contrast, the prophecy may be

explained in direct opposition to its natural sense;

or, it may describe allusively the coming of some false

messiah, who will attempt to gain credit by assumed

humility. And, on the Praeterist principle, it may
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be applied to Israel's temporal saviours : " Speak, ye

that ride on white asses, ye that sit in judgment."

Therefore, as a judge, some future king of Judah will

come, just, and bringing salvation from the Roman

yoke.

To these arguments one shall be made to object,

that other prophecies have been fulfilled literally. He

quotes instances from Daniel and Jeremiah ; but the

general feeling is against him. If we take the ass

literally, they reply, what shall we do with the thirty

pieces of silver? what with the stripes of the man

of sorrows ?—the vinegar and the gall ?—the lots to

be cast upon his vesture ? Allow the ass to be figura

tive, or you will be forced to apply all these degrad

ing particulars to our glorious Messiah.

Our literalist, though not convinced, is silenced.

He is not prepared to carry out his system with the

piercing of the hands and the feet. But not long

after, while walking towards the Mount of Olives, he

is met by a rustic procession. The daughter of Zion

seems to be rejoicing ; yea, for once, the daughter of

Jerusalem is shouting. And, as the crowd approaches,

he discovers the cause of so much transport,—a Man

of humble condition, lowly, and riding upon an ass,

and upon a colt the foal of an ass.

Thus the methods now employed to evade the natural

meaning of the prophecies about Antichrist, would

have enabled the Jews to evade all that was predicted

about the first coming of Christ. By such means they

might have persuaded themselves that there would be

no personal and literal Christ, working miracles and

finally ruling in Jerusalem; but, instead of this, a

succession of anointed high priests, lasting through

c 3
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many centuries, destitute of supernatural power, and

performing, in a low and far-fetched sense, some few

of the things foretold of the true Messiah. And, were

it objected to them that this supposed order of priests

had never set foot in the holy city, we might supply

them with the means of evading this difficulty also.

When history has falsified any part of a prognosti

cation professing to be derived from Scripture, the

mistake will be found, not in the over-literalness

of the interpretation, but in its not being literal

enough. Petrarch styled Avignon the Western Baby

lon, because the Papal court was then fixed there.

Petrarch, we shall say, was wrong. And why ? be

cause he did not keep closely enough to the literal

seven hills, and to the mark of reigning in the time of

the Caesars. In a few years the Papal court returned

to Rome, and the honour of the literal sense was once

more vindicated.

About the same time another mistake was made.

From the flight of the Papal court to Avignon, Cle-

mangis ventured to infer the approaching ruin of

Rome. But Clemangis, on his own principles, ought

to have known better ; for he believed that the church

had been expelled from Rome on account of its profli

gacy : this migration, therefore, could not be called

" God's people coming out of Babylon."

When the literal sense is duly observed, the future

is not always impenetrably veiled. Were it so, there

would be some capital error in ourselves, defeating

the intentions of that book which is entitled " The

Unveiling," from its professing to show us things that

must come to pass. In the year 1280, it was given out

by a Franciscan monk that Rome would become yet
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more depraved, in order to fulfil all that is said about

Babylon. The name of this obscure expositor was

Peter John, of Olivi. The church of Rome, he

argued, is not yet bad enough to merit the vengeance

then to be inflicted on her : Christ's honour demands

that she should still more openly oppose the truth.

There must first be, he continued, a reformation, a

revival of Gospel principles ; by opposing this, the

" Church Carnal" of Rome will appear in her true

colours, justifying her subsequent destruction by the

antichristian kings. The inquisitors, not wise in their

generation, extracted this passage in order to condemn

it. Thanks to their labours, we now possess it, with

the assurance that it was written more than two

centuries before the Reformation.

Excepting in the matter of Antichrist, inferences

drawn from Scripture concerning the future have

been for the most part doubtfully expressed. Thus

the friar Hervey, who lived in 1 320, in commenting

upon the removal of " him that letteth," suggested as

possible this accompaniment to the event : " That

the church of Rome may one day work iniquity, so

that many churches will separate from her." Andreas

of Caesarea, writing about 500, supposed that in order

to fulfil that part of the Apocalypse which declares

Babylon's destruction by Antichrist, Rome might

again rise to power, and Constantinople be taken

out of the midst. Two events at the time most

improbable : but what matters probability ? The

Popes brought about the one, the Turks the other.

It is easy for us to say now that these events were

necessary, and that Andreas should have tossed

empires about more confidently, having the plain

c 4
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sense of the Apocalypse to back him : but which of

us is in a condition to cast a stone at him ?

There are some predictions which correspond with

history so closely and so naturally, as apparently to

refute altogether the supposition of a prophetic style.

" These nations," says Jeremiah, " shall serve the

king of Babylon seventy years : " and those nations

did serve the king of Babylon seventy years, until

the yoke was broken by the Medes and Persians, as

recorded by Daniel. But, though numberless in

stances forbid our fixing upon any one form of

speech as peculiar to the prophets, their writings

contain some unusual modes of expression, in which

the church has agreed to recognize the elements of a

prophetic style. These forms of speech can scarcely

be distinguished from ancient poetic style: but, by

whatever name they are to be called, they may be re

duced to some such classification as the following : —

1st, The past or present put for the future, no

ticed by Pantaenus about the year 165 : " The sayings

of prophecy are generally to be taken aorist-wise :

the present is used for the future, and also for the

past."* But this style is not so much prophetic as

divine : " Before Abraham was, I am."

2dly, Expressions borrowed from the symbol are

sometimes carried into the plain narrative. The

nominative case may be symbolic ; the accusative

literal ; the intervening verb either common or doubt

ful. " It was given to the Beast to make war with the

saints:" repeated from Daniel; "Another king shall arise

. . . and shall wear out the saints of the Most High."

* In Clement of Alexandria's Eclogues, sect. 56.
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Here St. John retains the literal saints and their being

worn out, while he substitutes for the coming king

his symbol, the beast. To these mixed prophecies a

key must be sought in the unsymbolic, such as the

discourse upon the Mount of Olives, and the epistle of

St. Paul to the Thessalonians. From the latter we

learn that the Beast is an individual man, "that man of

sin," literally helped by Satan, and literally destroyed

by Christ's second coming. The ancients, anxious

only to discover the meaning, found these sayings not

more obscure than the corresponding figures, " Be

ware of dogs : " — " The unclean spirit walketh

through dry places:" — "After my departure shall

grievous wolves enter in."

Now in these passages, the dogs, the dry places, and

the wolves, though taken symbolically, are left un

explained. They need no explanation, so long as the

symbols preserve their ancient meaning among man

kind. But let this figurative meaning be lost or

changed, and the same difficulty may arise as in the

case of the uninterpreted emblems of the prophets.

If, again, the old meaning should be discovered, the

symbol becomes once more plain as at the first.

Thus the rider of the first seal, in place of a name,

has this distinguishing mark, " Going forth to con

quer." At length some reader of Tacitus lights upon

an account of the Jews, how they gathered from the

prophets the certain promise, that at that time some

should go forth from Judea to conquer. Again,

Daniel sees in vision a lion with eagle's wings : from

the context alone, the Church explains it as the Baby

lonish empire. But the ruins of Nineveh, buried from

that time to the present, are at length discovered and
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explored: among them is found, keeping watch over the

portals of the Assyrian halls, a lion with eagle's wings. *

3dly, The words king and kingdom are some

times put for each other. " The rough goat is the

king of Grecia, and the great horn between his eyes

is the first king." Here the word king is used first

for kingdom, afterwards for king. To this mode of

speaking the ancients were not unaccustomed ; Bar

nabas uses the words as convertible : " Ten kingdoms

shall reign on the earth, and after them shall arise a

little one, who will depose three : likewise of their

kingdoms." Another instance is found in Daniel :

" These great beasts are four kings. . . . and the

fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth."

But neither Theodotion nor the Seventy felt the

difiiculty, since they translated without scruple,

" The four beasts are four kingdoms."

* Layard's Nineveh (1848). The confirmation of Daniel's

genuineness, afforded by these important discoveries, is not the

least part of the advantage to be derived from them. The Assy

rian eagle-winged lion has been mentioned by no writer from the

time of Daniel till the recent discovery of ancient Nineveh.

The Christian will not fail to rejoice when noticing that each

successive attack upon the character of Daniel has been met by the

production of some new testimony to his credit. A century ago,

the absence of a Septuagint Daniel was the boast of the infidel :

presently the true Septuagint Daniel comes to light, authenticated

by internal evidence of the strongest kind. Within fifteen years

the East yields up the same treasure in the form of a Syriac

translation, executed A. D. 928. Next, the scheme of the empires

is assaulted; and now Mai lights upon a swarm of Greek ex

positors, fourteen of whom are new to the modern world. Lastly,

a rude hand, within the Church, would drag Daniel from his place

in history, thrusting him some centuries downwards to the end of

the Grecian kingdoms. Who now shall stand his friend against

Christians ? The Nincvites shall rise up against this generation,

and shall condemn it-
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4thly, The prediction is sometimes repeated in a

new form, especially -when containing a fixed time.

The seven years of famine were foretold to Pharoah,

first by seven lean kine, and next by seven thin ears.

The reason is given by Joseph : " The dream was

doubled unto Pharoah twice, because the thing is

established by God." So in the case of Peter on the

house-top : " This was done thrice."

For, though God's mercies are sure, His threaten-

ings, as Hezekiah and the Ninevites happily learnt,

may sometimes be withdrawn. At other times God

not only speaks once, but twice also we hear the

same : thus, the period of the woman's wilderness-

life, is expressed first in days, then in times. The

duration of the desolating abomination is told to

Daniel first in times, next in the fraction of a land-

week, and lastly in days. And, as if to make us

more abundantly certain of the accuracy of the ful

filment, the time is again expressed by St. John in

the form of months.

5thly, There is found an abrupt and unexpected

transition from one period to another, and even

from one person to another: "I will pour out my

spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your

daughters shall prophesy. . . . And I will show

wonders in the heaven and in the earth, blood, and

fire, and pillars of smoke." The first part is applied

by St. Peter to the day of Pentecost : the last is still

future.

" To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord, and

the day of vengeance of our God." At the end of

the first clause the Saviour Himself shut the book :

the acceptable year had come; the day of vengeance
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is still future. Transitions of greater difficulty occur

in the cases of Solomon and of Mahershahal-hash-baa ;

a subject which Jerome, by his masterly handling,

has almost made his own. The Jews, accustomed to

living prophets, probably found in these passages

little or no obscurity.

Fortunately for the student, the prophetic style is

never found to affect the times. From Genesis to

Revelation, there is no instance in which a prediction

containing a set time has been fulfilled in any other

measure of time. To this rule there is no exception,

as may be seen by the following list, comprising all

extant prophecies containing times, except those that

refer to the days of Antichrist. A collation of these

prophecies, if made earlier, might have saved three

centuries of discord and confusion.

1. To Noah.—" His days shall be an hundred and twenty

years." Gen. vi. 3.

2. " Yet seven days, and I will cause it to rain upon the

earth forty days and forty nights." Gen. vii. 4.

3. To Abraham. — " They shall afflict them four hundred

years." Gen. xv. 13.

4. To Pharaoh's butler. — " Within three days shall Pha

raoh lift up thine head." Also to the chief baker. Gen. zL

13. 19.

5. To Pharaoh. — " There come seven years of great

plenty . . . and there shall arise after them seven years of

famine." Gen. xli. 29.

6. To another Pharaoh. —" To-morrow about this time I

will cause it to rain a very grievous hail." Ex. ix. 18.

7. To the Israelites. — " Your children shall wander in the

wilderness forty years." Num. xiv. 33.

8. To Joshua. —" The seventh day ye shall compass the

city . . . and the wall of the city shall fall down flat."

Jos. vi. 4, 5.
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9. To Saul.— " To-morrow shalt thou and thy sons be with

me." 1 Sam. xxviii. 19.

10. To Ahab.— " There shall not be dew nor rain these

years." 1 Kings, xvii. 1. (explained by our Lord to be three

years and a half.)

11. To Ahab. — " At the return of the year the king of

Syria will come up against thee." 1 Kings, xx. 22.

12. To the Samaritans. — "To-morrow about this time

shall a measure of fine flour be sold for a shekel." 2 Kings,

vii. 1.

13. To the Shunamite woman. — "A famine shall come

upon the land seven years." 2 Kings, viii. 1.

14. To Ahaz. — " Within threescore and five years shall

Ephraim be broken." Is. vii. 8.

15. To Moab.—" Within three years, as the years of an

hireling, and the glory of Moab shall be contemned."

Is. xvi. 14.

16. To Arabia. — "Within a year, according to the years

of an hireling, and all the glory of Kedar shall fail." Is.

xxi. 16.

17. To Tyre.— " Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years,"

Is. xxiii. 15. 17. (until the fall of Babylon, after the seventy

years' captivity).

18. To Hezehiah. — " I will add unto thy days fifteen

years." Is. xxxviii. 5.

19. To Judah.—"These nations shall serve the king of

Babylon seventy years." Jer. xxv. 11, 12.

20. To the captive Jews. — " After seventy years be ac

complished at Babylon, I will visit you." Jer. xxix. 10.

(referred to by Daniel, ch. ix. 2.).

21. To Hananiah. — "This year shalt thou die." Jer.

xxviii. 16.

22. To Pharaoh. — " At the end of forty years will I

gather the Egyptians." Ezek. xxix. 13.

23. Against Gog. — " They shall burn the weapons with

fire seven years." Ezek. xxxix. 9.

24. " Seven months shall the house of Israel be burying

them." Ver. 12.

25. To Nebuchadnezzar.—" Let seven times pass over
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him." Dan. iv. 16. 23. 25. 34. The Seventy translate in

each place, seven years : also Joscphus. Theodotion next re

stores the poetic form, reading seasons.

26. To Daniel, (ch. viii. 14.)— "Unto two thousand three

hundred evenings and mornings." All the Asiatics before

Theodoret agree in taking this to be the three years of

Antiochus, about 1150 days, allowing for intercalation. Cle

ment of Alexandria reckons it as 2300 days, beginning with

the first invasion of Antiochus.

27. " After two days he will revive us ; in the third day

he will raise us up." Hosea, vi. 2. The only Old Testament

prophecy (except perhaps the type of Jonah) answering to

St. Paul's reference, "rose again the third day, according to the

Scriptures." Quoted for that purpose by Tertullian.

28. To the Ninevites. — "Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall

be overthrown." Jonah, iii. 4.

29. To the Jews. — " The Son of Man shall be three days

and three nights in the heart of the earth." Matt. xii. 40.

30. To the Disciples. — " The Son of Man must be slain,

and be raised the third day." Luke, ix. 22.

31. To the penitent thief. — " To-day shalt thou be with

me in Paradise." Luke, xxiii. 43.

32. To the Jews. — " Destroy this temple, and in three

days I will raise it up." John, ii. 19.

33. To the church of Smyrna. —" Ye shall have tribulation

ten days." Rev. ii. 10. (Fulfilled in April, A. D. 168 ; the

persecution raging during the nine or ten days of the

games.)

34. " They lived and reigned witli Christ a thousand

years." Rev. xx. 4.

These are perhaps all the prophecies that can fairly

be pressed into the service. Some persons might be

disposed to add the parable of the fig-tree, where the

three years' barrenness might indicate the three years

of our Lord's dealings with the barren synagogue.

Also the three days' walking toward Jerusalem, " to

day, to-morrow, and the day following," which appear
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to mean nothing more definite than a few days, nei

ther one nor two. There is, however, one more pas

sage containing a numeral, but having no measure of

time expressed.

" Seventy sevens " (in our translation, weeks) " are

determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city."

(Dan. ix.) Is it seventy times seven days, or months,

or years, or jubilees ? All ancient expositors, in

cluding the Seventy Translators, supply the word

years : the Christian naturally, because this brings

the time right for the cutting off of his Messiah ;

but the Jew, in spite of his prejudices, reads years

also. Forced by some strong necessity, he supplies

that word, though it convicts him of rejecting the

Messiah, and places at the service of his opponents

an argument of fatal power. That he was right in

supplying it, the event has proved ; one question only

can be raised, — what led him to supply it ?

The Jew enjoyed two sabbaths : the one made for

man, kept on the seventh day ; the other called the

sabbath of the land, and kept on the seventh year.

The latter, though long neglected, was again ob

served after the time of Daniel ; and, by a grant of

Alexander the Great, the seventh years' tax was

remitted to the Jews.* The connection between

this land-sabbath and the national captivities may be

gathered from the following passages of Scripture :—

I. The appointment of the land-sabbath : " The

* This sabbatical year was well known to Tacitus, who makes

it an argument of Jewish indolence : for, forgetting»the numberless

holidays of the Roman calendar, he accuses the Jews of not only .

resting on the seventh day, but even devoting to sloth the seventh

year. — Historiarum. lib. v.
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land shall keep a sabbath unto the Lord ; six years

shalt thou sow thy field . . . but in the seventh

year shall be a sabbath of rest unto the land."

Levit. xxv. 2. 4.

II. The numbering of the seven sevens : " Thou

shalt number seven sabbaths of years unto thee,

seven times seven years." ver. 8.

III. A national captivity threatened in case of dis

obedience : " Then shall the land enjoy her sabbaths,

as long as it lieth desolate, and ye be in your enemies'

land. Even then shall the land rest, and enjoy her

sabbaths. As long as it lieth desolate it shall rest,

because it did not rest in your sabbaths, when ye

dwelt upon it." Levit. xxvi. 34, 35.

IV. Seventy years' captivity inflicted : " They

were carried away to Babylon . . . until the land

had enjoyed her sabbaths : for as long as she lay de

solate, she kept, sabbath, to fulfil threescore and ten

years." 2 Chron. xxxvi. 20, 21.

In these passages both the offence and its punish

ment are calculated in terms of years, expressed or un

derstood. Both the seventy and the seven sevens refer

to years : therefore the Jews would naturally take the

seventy sevens also to mean years. Of this reason

ing a trace remains in a sermon by James of Nisibim,

an Armenian writer of 340. He compares the seventy

sevens of Daniel with the seventy times seven of

the Christian's forgiveness ; for " when the children

of Israel were carried captive to Babylon, God chas

tened them during seventy years, and then, returning

to the abundance of His mercy, brought them back

to their country by the hand of Ezra the scribe.

He increased and magnified His mercy upon them,
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even to seventy sevens, each consisting of seven

years."*

Until late in the middle ages, the Jews steadfastly

adhered to the custom of supplying years. At that

time some pretended that jubilees was the word to be

supplied, making the whole period 24,500 years.

Bartoloccius adds, that they were ashamed to commit

this extravagance to writing, but taught it privately

by word of mouth.f

Sometimes a prophetic period is found to be closely

connected with some other time already expired,

the same numeral being found in each. Thus,

Jonah's three days in the whale typified Christ's

three days in the heart of the earth ; the forty years'

wandering were a punishment for forty days' unbe

lief ; and Ezekiel, lying on his side for 390 days,

bore the national iniquity of 390 years. Our Lord

also, having preached three years, lay dead during

three days. This system is carried farthest with the

number seven, first introduced into the world's his

tory at the time of the creation. The seventh day

was made a sabbath, the seventh seventh a Pentecost.

The seventh year was a land-sabbath, the seventh

seventh a jubilee. The seventh thousand of years,

says Barnabas, will be the millennium.J Seventy

years of captivity were announced by Jeremiah, and

after these was to come the most perfect of all num

bers, seventy times seven.

* Jacobi Nisibeni, Sermo 2. cap. 13.

f Bibliotheca Rabbinica, part ii. page 365.

X Barnabas, Epistle, ch. xv. In chap. xvi. he appears to call

the seven thousand years a week. " When the hebdomad is ended,

a glorious temple shall be built unto God."

D
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How far may this analog)7 be pushed in other

eases? Perhaps it is best not attempted, since it

can make no possible difference in the times pre

dicted. Whether a day be given for a year, a year for

a day, or a day for a day, the Israelites must wander

forty years, according to the forty years foretold them ;

Christ rises again the third day, according to the

Scriptures. It might, perhaps, be allowable to say

that the witnesses, having prophesied with destructive

powers during three years and a half, will therefore

suffer a temporary defeat of three days and a half, a

day for a year; or, to plunge altogether into con

jecture, to say that their 1260 days of tormenting the

earth may possibly be intended to avenge the cause

of a Gospel rejected during 1260 years. (This seems

to have been the meaning of Joachim, who gave out

that there would be, from Christ to Antichrist, 1260

years.) Provided always, that we allow no specula

tions about an imaginary 1260 years to obscure our

sight of that period, seven times declared in Scripture,

the three years and a half of Antichrist's reign.

But the " year-day " theory means nothing so inno

cent as this ; for by it the expositor, whenever it

suits his purpose, understands years instead of days.

The result is a multiplication of the prophetic periods

by 360; in excuse for which, they are in the habit of

asserting roundly, that the prophets said days when

they meant years. Such ignorance of Scripture, dis

played by those who enjoy the free circulation of the

Bible in their mother tongue, has drawn down much

ridicule from our Romish opponents.

These expositors for the most part follow that

system of which we have seen a specimen in the case
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of the red Dragon. In the present instance, however,

they profess to follow Scripture, pleading, in self-

defence, first, a direct permission ; and secondly,

several precedents.

Their supposed permission is derived from two

passages : the first in Numbers xiv., where the Is

raelites are sentenced to wander forty years, as a judg

ment for forty days of unbelief ; the other is in Ezekiel,

where the prophet is ordered to lie upon his side 390

days, to bear 390 years of Israel's sin; it being added,

" I have appointed thee each day for a year." But on

looking through their commentaries, it appears that

they agree with all other Bible-readers in taking forty

years as forty years, and 390 days as 390 days. There

is, therefore, no difference to be discussed, no ques

tion to be argued : nobody is prepared to suppose that

Ezekiel besieged the iron pan for 390 years, or that

the Israelites wandered in the wilderness for 14,400.

What these passages have to do with their reading

1260 years, for as many days, remains to be shown.

The year-day theory, as its opponents have been

careful to notice, involves a plain and obvious fallacy.

It assumes the identity of two things directly opposed

to each other : a day of punishment mercifully given

instead of a year, and a day said when a year is really

intended. The first is undoubtedly observed in the

case of Ezekiel : if, therefore, they think the principle

too honourable to the Divine mercy to be lost sight of

in the case of Antichrist, let them follow it out ac

cording to their precedent. Let them say (if they

must be wise above what is written), God might have

inflicted upon us 1260 years of Antichrist : the sins

of eighteen centuries deserve no less. But God, who

D 2
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is rich in mercy, intends not to consign twelve

centuries of our race to eternal perdition : He will

punish one generation only, the unbelievers them

selves. Thus he has appointed a day for a year : and

since, if the days were not shortened, no flesh should

be saved, He has limited the Beast's power to forty

and two months. But, far from reasoning thus, the

year-day expositors endeavour to lengthen out the

days, maintaining that the prophecy meant one time

when it said another. In defence of this strange

assertion they produce still stranger precedents.

Some would persuade us that the forty days de

clared to the Ninevites meant forty years, and that

after forty years Nineveh, perhaps, was destroyed.

Rather than see their gourd wither, they would sacri

fice that great city, though forgiven by God, of whose

threatened judgment it was said, " He did it not."

Others are reported to have argued (for this argu

ment is now at least uncommon) that our Lord's

three days in the heart of the earth meant His mi

nistry of three years ; as if Jonah must go down to

the bottom of the sea to prefigure Christ preaching

on the surface of the earth.

Even Christ's three days' walking towards Jerusa

lem have been quoted in this cause : for from those

three days, " to-day, to-morrow, and the day follow

ing," they do not despair of making out the present

year, the year before, and the year before that. But

from St. Luke *, it appears that our Lord was then

on his way to Jerusalem, a few days before the Cruci-

* From St. Matthew's arrangement, it seems possible that these

words were spoken on that day on which it was said, " After two

days is the feast of the passover." — Ch. xxvi. 2. compared with

xxiii, 37.
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fixion. The Pharisees had advised Him to escape for

fear of Herod ; but the Saviour is not to be disturbed

in his work : He will do cures to-day, and to-morrow,

and the third day He will be perfected, or have

finished. Then follows another declaration, usually

understood in this sense : I have at least three days'

journey before me, that I may reach Jerusalem in

time for the passover. For on that day, and in that

city, I must be offered up ; since it cannot be that a

prophet should perish anywhere but in Jerusalem ; —

that Jerusalem which killeth the prophets.

But what shall be said of those who would have

the seven times of Nebuchadnezzar's wandering to be

not yet ended, although it is said, " At the end of

the days, I, Nebuchadnezzar, lifted up my eyes unto

heaven ? " Not that they suppose the monarch to be

at this moment eating grass with oxen near Babylon ;

but, by joining the vision of the metallic statue to

that of the brass-bound stump, they contrive to make

him, in his beast-like state, still the representative of

the four empires.*

If true, the system of the 1260 years must be ab

solutely necessary to a right understanding of the

prophecies. It completely changes the character of the

great tribulation, of the man of sin, and of all the Apo

calyptic visions. Yet it was never heard of till dreamed

* This interpretation is given by Mr. Elliott. " On the seven

times of Nebuchadnezzar's insanity and bestialism. These, cal

culated after the year-day system, on the hypothesis of the Babylo

nish king's insanity figuring that of the great empires, which he

then headed, in their state of heathen aberration from God (a

point on the propriety of which I can myself feel scarce a doubt),

terminate — if dated from the time, B.C. 797," &c Horce Apoca-

lyplica, p. 1429.

d 3
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into the world by a wild Abbot in 1190. None of

the inspired writers allude to it ; and, which might be

conclusive against its pretensions, our Lord Himself

appears to have known of no such principle. For by

it the time of the end could have been determined,

by reckoning 2520 years from Nebuchadnezzar, and

2300 from Antiochus. " Let him that readeth

Daniel understand," says the divine Expositor,

doubtless Himself understanding whatever could be

learnt from Daniel. Yet the time of the end was un

known even to Himself ; for, as Augustine remarks,

the " day and hour" in Greek mean times and seasons

generally, according to the saying of St. John, " It

is the last hour."

Athanasius, with his accustomed zeal for the honour

of the second Person, suggests a special reason for

the declaration that " neither the Son" knoweth the

times. Antichrist, he says, will do great wonders,

perhaps pretending to a knowledge of times and

dates, and enforcing his assertions by miraculous

signs. But when he and his false prophets profess

this knowledge, remember (says Athanasius), that

not even the true Christ, as man, knew the times;

still less shall a false Christ and a false prophet be

suffered to attain to that knowledge.*

The imaginary period of 1260 years is no more to

be found in history than in Scripture. That a period

of this length may be fixed upon, anywhere in the

course of the last eighteen centuries, cannot be

denied ; but, beyond this, even the writers of the

year-day school are not agreed. For the first who

attempted to count the 1260 years reckoned from

* Athanasius, Oratio IV. contra Arianos.
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Christ's birth and resurrection ; but how these events

contributed to set up the desolating abomination,

they left their readers to guess. The next event

fixed upon was Constantine's public establishment of

Christianity. These 1260 years, with a little contri

vance, were made to end at the Reformation ; a result

which somewhat redeemed the theory. As time went

on, they dated from Justinian's decree in favour of

Trinitarianism, and this date also succeeded in its way ;

for, precisely 1260 years afterwards, Christianity was

suppressed in France, and thus, in a manner, the

sanctuary was cleansed. If, as the Arians say, Tri

nitarianism were Antichristianity, and the worship of

the Son the " strong delusion," there might be some

truth in this calculation ; but, to a believer in the

Trinity, it is in danger of seeming itself an abo

mination.

The next date is 606, when Phocas is supposed to

have settled the dispute for precedence in favour of

the church of the mother city. This date will run

out in 1866 *

* Among the number of dates thrown out, it is surprising that

so few have come right by chance. One of the most successful

schemes is that of Fleming, published in 1703, and twice reprinted

since. The system was judiciously laid down according to the

political aspect of his times : the fourth vial, he supposed, began

to be poured out in 1648, upon the houses of Austria and Bourbon,

the political sun. St. John describes that vial as increasing the

power of the sun ; but Mr. Fleming, belonging to the school of red

Dragon notoriety, takes the opposite view, and supposes that the

vial will diminish the power of the sun of Europe. " As to the

remaining part of this vial," he continues, " I do humbly suppose

that it will come to its highest pitch about 1717, and that it will

run out about 1794." But the Bourbon misfortunes were at their

height, not in 1717, but in 1792, 1830, and 1848 ; while the house

of Austria suffered most disgrace in 1806 and 1848. The other

b 4
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History, by continually falsifying the calculations

of this school, signally avenges the cause of divine

prophecy. It suffers none to go off boasting that he

has attained to knowledge not possessed by the Son :

slowly but surely it teaches to all this lesson, that it

is enough for the disciple to be as his Master, and

the servant as his Lord. But the failure of all these

speculations, far from discouraging the Bible-student

of prophecy, ought to raise his hopes and his con

fidence to the highest. For, if any system could

succeed when opposed to the rules laid down for his

direction, he might well stand aghast at its triumph,

and doubt whether it were wise to commit himself

exclusively to the guidance of Scripture. But now

the choice is easy : the one path indeed demands

patience, but the other leads to confusion : and such

confusion as is not to be met with in any other art,

mystery, or science, taught throughout the world.

To return once more to Scripture, from which, in

following the year-day school, we have wandered too

far. In the fulfilment of prophetic times, the cur

rent, rather than the precise mode of reckoning, ap

pears to be observed. In this sense Christ was three

days in the heart of the earth, having broken into

three periods of twenty-four hours each. Yet, by

Gentile reckoning, He is said to have risen again " on

the third day;" for, as St. Luke delights to tell,

Cleopas reminds him to his face, in proof of the

failure of His mission, that " to-day is the third day

since these things were done."

guesses are not nearer the mark ; the sixth vial, which he makes

the destruction of the Turkish power, " will probably take up most

of the time between 1848 and 2000." The Pope's spiritual power

is to begin to fall in 1848, his temporal power in 2000.
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Sometimes, as if in acknowledgment of the divine

character of prophecy, every thing is made to give

way to the precision of the fulfilment. The Israelites

must not stay to heat the oven, for the self-same day

of the four hundred and thirty years has arrived.

The Thief must be roughly despatched at sunset; he

must follow his Master in haste, being promised

Paradise for that very day. And despite the scoffing

of the unbelieving lord, the fine flour and the barley

were sold the next day in Samaria, though no window

was opened in heaven to bring it about.

The two great powers whose names stand fore

most in prophecy come into historical contact

at a single point. Where Babylon ends, Antichrist

begins: the same ten kings that destroy the first,

give their power to the second. When the ten kings

shall have burnt Rome, so complete will be the ruin,

that no sign of life or habitation will again be found

in her. Here, then, is a decisive landmark; Rome

is still standing, therefore Antichrist has not yet

come: we are still in the times of Babylon, whether

tasting or refusing her golden cup.

Expositors have laboured to fix the precise point

in the rise of Antichrist which corresponds with the

fall of Babylon. From the shortness of the Beast's

partnership with the ten Kings, some conclude that

their work of destruction will be ended before that

“one hour.” Others, perceiving that Antichrist

plucks up three of the ten, infer that whatever the

ten do they must do before the coming of Antichrist;

and, from the proclamation of Babylon's fall, issued

immediately before the caution against worshipping
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the Beast, it appears that the danger from Babylon

ends before that from Antichrist begins.

This point of junction is also the point of union

between the revealed and the unrevealed times of

our dispensation. When once Antichrist's supremacy

is established, all delay and uncertainty of time will

be ended : the three years and a half will be scru

pulously reckoned, being laid down by Him who is

not a man that he should lie, in months, and in

times, and in days. Vainly will Antichrist think to

confound that reckoning, for his time is registered

beyond his reach: while he treads down the earth,

its revolutions are silently numbering his days : while

he lifts his hand against heaven, the sun and the

moon are measuring with fatal regularity the years

and the months of his long-determined sway.

A few prominent differences between these great

powers may be collected from Scripture :—

BABYLON IS DESCRIBED, ANTICHRIST IS DESCRIBED,

As a feminine power. As a masculine power.

Seductive and abandoned, pre- Ferocious and warlike, en-

vailing through her golden cup. forcing his claims by the sword.

Continuing from the Apos- Continuing forty and two

tie's time till Antichrist ; length months,

of duration not revealed.

Is succeeded by the ten anti- A final apostacy, provoking

christian kings. Christ's second coming in ven

geance.

Is burnt by the ten Kings, Destroyed, together with the

who afterwards fight against the Kings, in the great battle with

Lamb. the Lamb.

Is bewailed by her accom- Leaves none to lament his

plices in crime. fall.

Contains some of God's people Fatal to the salvation of all

even to the end. his followers.

Established on the seven hills. Keigns in Jerusalem.
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In a word, Antichrist's coming will be as much a

deathblow to Babylon, as the present establishment of

Infidelity would be to Popery. " The ten kings shall

burn her with fire, and shall give their power to the

Beast." That this is the broad sense of Scripture is

proved by a consent of writers of every age and na

tion. A few specimens shall be placed before the

reader.

A. D. 135. Pseudo-Sybil. — "No more shalt thou possess

the fertile plain of Rome, when the strong one shall come in

arms from Asia."

180. Irenaus. — " He will become the eighth among

them, and they shall desolate Babylon and burn her with

fire."

200. Tertullian.—" The harlot-city must suffer merited

destruction from the ten Kings, and the beast, Antichrist,

with his false prophet, make war upon the church."

270. Victorinus. — " They will give to Antichrist honour,

and counsel, and power : of whom it is said, These shall hate

the harlot, that is, the city."

300. Lactantius. — " The abominable tyrant who medi

tates the extinction of that eye" (Rome), " on the loss of which

the world will stumble and fall."

500. Andreas. — " Babylon, a city which will reign till

the coming of Antichrist."

1195. Joachim. — " The beast and his kings triumphing

over Babylon."

1530. John of Kemnitz. — "Antichrist will execute God's

sentence and judgment upon the great harlot Babylon."

1604. Malvenda. —"While the ten kings are reigning,

after the ruin and destruction of Rome, Antichrist, as it

appears from Scripture, will come."

1832. C. D. Maitland. — " The infidel power, the beast

under its last head, devours Popery, — burns that great city

Babylon down to the ground."

As if the doom denounced upon Babylon were not
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sufficient for the warning of Christendom, many

modern writers have endeavoured to amalgamate

Babylon and Antichrist, hoping to identify both with

the Papacy. By this rash step they unsettle every

thing : in snatching at the shadow of a Papal Anti

christ, they let go the substance of a Papal Babylon.

For, if Antichrist is now reigning, and the ten hours

can be made to mean those five Gothic kingdoms that

Machiavel reckons up, and which some persons, by

a process known to themselves only, expand into

ten *, Babylon must have long ceased to exist. Yet

some, not content with making Babylon and Anti

christ coincide in time, reckon the 1260 days to have

expired already, while Babylon is still standing un-

consumed.

Apparently indifferent to the way in which Scrip

ture expounds its own symbols, these writers labour to

throw at the head of the Pope nearly every denunci

ation contained in prophecy. He is made in turn the

beast from the sea, the lamb-like beast, and the image

of the first beast. Twelve centuries of Popes, in

cluding the evangelizing Gregory and the gentle

Ganganelli, are made, ex officio, sons of perdition : the

man of sin becomes three hundred men of sin. At

another time, the Pope is the red Dragon or the

wild Boar, the star fallen from heaven f, the angel

of the bottomless pit, and even the beast from the

* See Appendix, end of Section III.

f This figure of the fallen star was first applied to Gregory the

Great, who was supposed to have fallen from the ecclesiastical hea

ven. Unfortunately for the theory, he did not fall from that

heaven, but rather rose to it ; so that they are mistaken, as Bel-

larraine has it, toto ccelo.
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bottomless pit. The great point seems to be that

the type should be something infernal. Fleming

styles the Pope " Prince of incarnate devils ; " Mr.

Fysh, more moderate, makes him only vice-devil.

Many have waded through enormous difficulties to

prove that the Pope is the beast that " was and is

not;" probably attracted by the words, " Goeth into

perdition." But at this point they leave us to struggle

with the greatest difficulty of all, how the Pope was

before the time of Domitian, ceased to be while the

angel was speaking, and was again to come up out of

the bottomless pit, in which at that moment he was

kept shut up.

The penetration of these writers baffles all disguise :

a man lies concealed in the little horn, but his eyes

are visible, and at once they recognize the Pope.

Their line of proof is curious: eyes — see— seer—

overseer— episcopus — bishop— Pope ; and so they

catch him. Sometimes, to complete their satisfaction,

they accomplish a play upon a proper name : Bright-

man makes the martyr Antipas the Antipapal martyrs ;

in the black horse, Mede finds the severity of Severus.

According to Mr. Elliott, the angel of Apoc. x. is

Christ acting the part of Antichrist ; the voice, " as

of a lion roaring," being that of Leo the Tenth.*

To Gualterus, the wild boar out of the wood seemed

a fit emblem of the Pope : but no Pope had been

named Wild-boar. In this emergency he fastens upon

* Horae Apoc. p. 387 to 465. See especially the heading of the

pages, " Antichrist's face as the sun : Antichrist's feet on land and

sea : Antichrist's cry as a lion roaring." The Protestant Daubuz

had before made the same angel Luther.
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Hog's-snout (Bocca di Porco), the name of Sergius

the Second before his accession.*

Of this rough usage the Pope cannot fairly com

plain. He first, in that indecent warfare, made free

with the bolts of heaven, attempting to fix upon his

sovereign the epithet of " the Beast." The emperor,

as was natural, retorted : " The Pope describes me,"

he complains, " as the beast coming up out of the sea,

full of names of blasphemy, and marked with the

spots of a pard. But I say that he is that beast

of which we read, ' There went out another red horse

from the sea,' (meaning the seal, for Frederick was

not quite at home in the Apocalypse,) ' and he that

sat upon him took peace from the earth.' "f

This wild mode of interpreting produces a reaction :

" In the Apocalypse," says Professor Lee, " I have

not been able to find any mention either of the Pope

or of Popery." J And that is not the only mischief:

these interpretations, though little noticed at home,

figure with great effect in Romish commentaries.

They are found to tell well in Gath : the Jesuit or the

Benedictine, dragging them in as a foil to some other

speculations of his own a little less extravagant,

expresses a modest gratitude that he himself is not

like other commentators, or even as this Angbcan.

Thus Calmet, to keep himself in countenance with

his " Diocles Augustus," repeats with satisfaction the

* Gualterus, Homilia in Marcum 110. (a.d. 1570.) "By which

omen," says Walter, " God declared that now the fatal period was

at hand, when, as the Psalmist says, the wild boar out of the wood

was to lay waste His vineyard."

f Petrus de Vineis, Ep. lib. i. cap. 31. (a.d. 1240.)

X Professor Lee on the Study of Holy Scripture, Preface.
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scheme of Potter, making the Beast's enigma an in

correct square of 25, a number supposed to be of

frequent occurrence in the Roman church. *

When an interpretation of this sort is peculiarly

weak, its supporters attempt to raise its credit by

styling it " the Protestant interpretation." Now it

cannot be denied that the Reformed churches, having

suffered severely at the hands of their common as

sailant, have been sorely tempted to revenge them

selves by controversial bitterness. Protestantism, it

may safely be allowed, has been at times betrayed

into rash assertions, and has been driven, by the

violence of its enemies, to avail itself of some unsound

arguments in its own defence. But Protestantism is

not yet so besotted as this, to contradict Scripture out

of spite to the Pope. It is not yet so blind as formally

to maintain that denying the Father and the Son

means supporting the doctrine of the Trinity, or

that denying Christ's coming in the flesh means pa

rading the historical accompaniments of that coming

beyond the bounds of sober decorum. The Pope

denies neither the Father nor the Son ; the Arians

call him Antichrist because lie honours the Son even

as he honours the Father. Far from denying Christ's

having come in the flesh, the Pope treasures up, with

superstitious fondness, even the spurious relics of the

cross on which He hung : the Pope sits up all night to

* Calmet (in Apoc. xiii.) expresses his surprise at the praises

which Protestant writers have bestowed upon this vagary. So

late as 1814, Mr. Clarke writes thus: " Dr. Potter's most in

genious interpretation of the number 666, upon which Mr. Mede

has passed a very high and deserved encomium."— Clarke's Dragon

and Beast, p. 76.
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worship a pretended fragment of the cradle in which

He lay.*

The inspired writers, when foretelling the doctrines

of Antichrist, must have been capable of so describing

the Papacy as to leave no doubt of its real character.

They could, had they wished it, have foreshown an

Antichrist idolatrous, seductive, spreading abominable

delusions, and, above all, so given to unlawful in

trigues with the kings of the earth, as precisely to

correspond with what our church is thinking of when

she exacts from her clergy this solemn oath, — " I do

swear that I do from my heart abhor, detest, and

abjure, as impious and heretical, that damnable doc

trine and position, that princes excommunicated or

deprived by the Pope, or any authority of the See of

Rome, may be deposed or murdered by their subjects,

or any other whatsoever." For this spirit of blood

thirsty intrigue is literally foretold of Babylon ; there

fore we may be certain that had the Apostles meant to

describe the Pope as Antichrist, they would have fixed

upon points on which he is opposed to Scripture, not

those on which he is entirely in accordance with it.

It is sometimes felt as a difficulty in the literal

system, that nobody could be supposed mad enough

to fulfil prophecies well known and plainly expressed.

If the objector should be weary of being reminded of

the Jews, who, with the prophets in their hands, still

pierced and buffeted the Man of sorrows, let him

accept, by way of supplementary proof, the history of

Babylon. Rome, swarming with readers and expo

sitors of the Apocalypse, nevertheless assumes the

• On Christmas eve, when the supposed relic of the Bethlehem

manger is exhibited at the midnight mass.
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purple, claims queenship, massacres her thousands,

and, as if she had never heard the story of the Sor

ceress on the hills, spreads treachery and bloodshed

wherever her agents succeed in obtaining power.

The year-day expositors would make the prophets

no better geographers than theologians. Antichrist is

said to reign over the whole world : over all kindreds,

tongues, and nations. St. John's whole world need

not include America, or Russia, or perhaps Great

Britain ; but it must include his own continent : for,

excepting in the episode of Babylon, every place men

tioned in the Apocalypse is Asiatic. These are Patmos,

where the book was written ; the seven churches to

which it was sent ; also Armageddon, the holy city,

and the river Euphrates. A European may think

Europe the world ; but to an Asiatic the rest of the

world is an appendage to his own continent : he would

say with Demetrius of Ephesus, " all Asia and the

world." To St. John and his readers Asia was, to say

the least, an essential part of the "whole world;"

therefore, until the Pope begins to have some power

or dominion in Asia, he has not fulfilled the prophe

cies about Antichrist.

Let it not be objected to this rigid adherence to the

language of Scripture, that better and more learned

men have not thought it needful, and that we may

safely trust a little to their good sense and piety.

For, in conflict with antiscriptural powers, this scru

pulous adherence will be found our only safety. The

Church of Rome may possibly dispense with the Bible,

having her Trent for doctrine, her anathemas for

reproof, her inquisition for correction, and her infallible

pontiff for instruction in righteousness. But with us,

E
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all these purposes must be served by Scripture. We

must part with all else, if the price of that pearl should

require it. As the Reformers triumphed, so must we ;

consigning to oblivion all that opposes the word of

inspiration, and setting up over its sepulchre this epi

taph, — "A fond thing vainly invented, and grounded

upon no warranty of Scripture, but, rather, repugnant

to the word of God." *

The prophecies hitherto considered have been either

-— first, those interpreted in Scripture ; or, secondly,

those explained by the Apostles in their oral teaching.

A third class still remains;— those which were ex

plained (to the best of its power) by the Church at

large, unassisted by any inspired teacher. Against

these interpretations there lies the objection, that, how

ever finished may be the superstructure, the founda

tion is always weak, — they want the authority only

to be imparted by an inspired voice or pen. On the

other side it may be urged, that in a book named

" The Revelation," the portions left unexplained may

be supposed to require no explanation ; so that the

meaning first attached and usually adhered to is pro

bably right. The character of these explanations

may be gathered from the following sketch, compris

ing all extant notices of the first seal down to the

Reformation : —

" A white horse," writes the Apostle, " and he that

sat on him had a bow : and a crown was given to

him, and he went forth conquering and to conquer."

(Perhaps a Hebraism, for, he went forth to complete

* Article XXII. On Purgatory.
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and decisive victory ; since the early Eastern versions

make no attempt to preserve the exact form of the

Greek.) He tells us everything about the conqueror

except his name. But what if his name were known

already? What if the expression " going forth to con

quer " were already appropriated to the Messiah and His

religion ? The Jews, says Tacitus, resisted Vespasian

partly on the strength of a prophecy contained in the

books of their priests, that some persons " should then

go forth from Judea to conquer." * Suetonius is more

explicit : " Throughout the East," he says, " there

flourished an ancient and steadfast belief that the

fates had declared that some persons should at that

time go forth from Judea to conquer. This predic

tion, as the event afterwards showed, referred to the

Roman Emperor ; but the Jews, applying it to them

selves, rose in arms."f The prophecy may have

been taken from Micah, from Jacob's blessing, or from

both ; this, however, is certain, that the belief was

so general among the Jews as to support them in the

unequal contest, and at length to reach the ears of both

the Roman historians. Both of these thought the

prediction true, but both applied it to Vespasian,

whom they had seen going forth from Judea to con

quer and to receive a crown. But St. John would

certainly know better. He had another king than

Caesar, and to that King of kings he would not fail to

apply the prophecy, even before he was shown the

second crowned and conquering rider of the white

horse, having on His vesture the full length title,

• Tacitus, Histor., lib. v. cap. 13.

f Suetonius in Vespasian, c. 4. " Judaea profecti rerum poti-

rentur."

b 2
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" King of kings and Lord of lords." Therefore,

from the time of Irenaeus to the year 1500, all agreed

to consider Christ as the Rider of the first seal. It was

received without dispute, that though John first saw

the emblem, David foresaw it, even when to that horse

man it was cried in his hearing, "Ride prosperously."

Irenaeus, the earliest writer on the subject, says,

briefly, that the rider is Christ, prevailing like Jacob.

Tertullian, in his usual rapid manner, styles him " The

Angel of Victory." Elsewhere he appears to identify

the rider with the Prosperous Rider of the psalm : the

arrows he takes to be precepts, piercing the conscience.

Victorinus finds a motto for the picture : " The Gospel

must be preached throughout all the world." Like

Origen, he takes the white horse to be the pure word.

The bow is its power of piercing the heart. He thinks

the Holy Spirit to be included in the symbol.

This is all that remains from the martyr-church.

Their explanation, though scanty, amounts to this,

that, the first seal represents Christ's victory through

the first preachers of the Gospel. The rapid temporal

success of Christianity, its vast conquests and its

spreading dominion, soon justified their application

of the triumphant symbol. And it now becomes not

the least part of the explanation, that the explanation

itself was first given in the martyrs' age : that by

faith they snatched this crown, and made it theirs.

From St. Paul downwards they claim a share in their

leader's victory : they come in panting to the goal,

and demand the prize. But shall we reckon them

victors, so weary, so blood-stained, and so despairing

of life ? They have still strength to answer for them

selves, and their shout of triumph has not yet died
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away, " In all these things we are more than con

querors." *

A habit of not distinguishing between the two

white horses deprives us of some ancient comments.

Jerome merely notices Christ as the rider of the white

horse in the Apocalypse. Tychonius makes the rider

Christ combined with the Holy Spirit ; the white

horse is the church. Andreas, a valuable Greek

writer, enjoying access to many primitive works now

lost, understands by this seal the sending forth of the

Apostles to preach the Gospel. Their victory is over

error, their weapons are arrows of salvation. Cassio-

dorus follows the track. The white horse, says

Primasius, is the band of primitive preachers, by

divine grace made whiter than snow; the rider is

Christ, mounted, as Habbakuk foresaw Him, upon

horses and chariots of salvation. Aretas agrees in the

matter of Habbakuk, making the horse the preaching

of the Apostles. The bow, he says, is now " made

quite naked."

The eighth century brings with it our countryman

Bede, in whose hands the interpretation takes a more

substantial form. " Upon the church, through grace

made whiter than snow, sits the Lord, who, bearing

against the wicked the arms of spiritual doctrine,

i The primitive interpretation of the first seal has been lately-

objected to, on the ground of its supposed unsuitableness to an age

of martyrdom. " It will at once be seen," says Mr. Elliott, " that

to have applied the bright symbols of the first seal, in any earthly

sense, to them, amidst their bitter sufferings, mockeries, and often

tears of blood, would have been felt as an act adding insult to

injury." Vol. iv. p. 548. ed. 2. Perhaps " conquering and to con

quer " may be a paraphrase of the hyperbole, " more than con

querors."

e 3
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does in His people win a victor's crown." Haymo

understands Christ going forth in the gospel; His

success is betokened by the crown. Ansbert has

nothing to add. Christ, says Deacon Anselm, is here

seen, borne by holy preachers, conquering in Judea,

and to conquer among the Gentiles. Thus, uncon

sciously, he comes round to the original belief, as

reported by Tacitus and Suetonius.

Bruno adds, that as often as a sinner is converted,

Christ is crowned afresh.

Rupert innovates a little : the horse and rider are

Cod and man, one Christ. There is given Him a

crown — the Apostles : " Thine they were, and thou

gavest them me." Richard St. Victor is more simple :

the primitive elect bear forth Christ : the bow is their

preaching, the crown their reward. Anselm of Ha-

vilsburg adds some touches to the picture : the apo

stolic church goes forth, daily increasing, multitudes

being added to it ; and Christ obtains the crown,

going into a far country to receive a kingdom. He

goes forth, already a conqueror, saying, " I have over

come the world."

Even the eccentric Joachim assents: upon the

army of the primitive elect sits the King of Righte

ousness, crowned, as man, by God the Father. The

thirteenth century brings the schoolmen, who do no

great mischief. Albertus Magnus finds a text for the

white horse, — " Ye are the light of the world," —

thus bringing the apostolic band within the compass

of a single figure. Upon this horse Christ goes forth,

armed with the weapons of Scripture ; and there is

given Him a crown of believing followers. But a man

of twenty-one folios is not to be tied down to a single
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meaning. Christ went forth from the Father to

come into the world; also He went forth, yea, He

burst forth, from the narrow confines of Judea, that

He might be for salvation to the ends of the earth.

But Albert vainly attempts to reckon up the goings

forth of this Horseman, for they have been of old, even

from everlasting.

Albert is not satisfied till he has found something

more strictly appropriate to the " Lamb that had been

slain." There was given Him (he says) a crown —of

thorns ; and He went forth — from the gate of Jeru

salem ; conquering — the Jews and Pilate by His pa

tience, that He might conquer — the devil and death.

The first seal, says Cardinal Hugo, is Christ con

quering through primitive preaching. To some, adds

Thomas Aquinas, those arrows are a savour of life,

while to others their wounding brings death. De Lyra

follows closely ; also De Gorram : He goes forth from

Judea, conquering few, to conquer many. At that

point Oremius finds room to insert the saying, " Lo,

we turn to the Gentiles." Berengaud proposes a

change : Christ striving with the antediluvians. He

was so fortunate as to find a follower, unless the

" Block-book" Apocalypse be his own production. In

that collection of wood-cuts, the first living creature

holds a scroll containing the words (almost copied from

Berengaud), " Come and see, — that is, understand

spiritually, — what thou hast read of as done before

the deluge." Paradisus returns to the beaten track,

and is followed by Bernardine, who copies Bede.

For some centuries they had been labouring to

perfect the illustration of the bow and the crown,

the conquest past, and the conquest to come. The

E 4
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monks, who overdid every thing, were on these points

minute to a fault. The wood of the bow was made

the Old Testament ; the string, the more active and

impelling power of the New. For the horse, some

quoted the prophet : " He hath made the house of

Judah his goodly horse in the battle." For, from

the tribe of Judah, Christ chose those who were to bear

Him forth to the conquest of the Gentiles. Of such

a horse they might well affirm that " He saith

among the trumpets, Aha ; neither believeth he that

it is the sound of the trumpet." For in the inner

prison those men sang praises, their feet fast in the

stocks, but their steps as firm in heaven. (Fulgen-

tius.) And from this horse the rider never dis

mounts : He has promised to be with it always, even

to the end of the world. But the crown and the

conquest were not so easily fixed.

Whatever remains as the trophy and glory of a

conquest may be called its crown. It was the crown

of Eleazar, that when his work was ended and the

sun went down, he could not lay aside his weapon ;

his hand, stiffened and swelled with the carnage, was

not to be disengaged from the hilt. It was the

crown of Phinehas that he was zealous for his God,

and this shall be told of him to all generations for

evermore. But what, in this figurative sense, is the

Saviour's crown ?

Some said, the glory of being beheved in. Evidently

a great triumph, since St. Paul reckons it among the

mysteries, that Christ was believed on in the world.

Others said, the believing people ; " a crown of glory

in the hand of the Lord." For this rewards His la

bour : when He sees of the travail of His soul, He is
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satisfied. But Christ was crowned in another sense,

even for the suffering of death with glory and honour.

Nor may we forget the martyr's crown, to which, as

the faithful and true martyr, He is entitled. But here

the mystic Bernardine dashes into the thickest of the

glory, and undertakes to tell the whole story of the

crown. It is, he says, four-fold. First, of flesh :

the crown with which His mother crowned Him on

the day of His espousals with our nature ; secondly,

of thorns, with which His stepmother, the synagogue,

crowned Him ; thirdly, a glorified resurrection body ;

and, fourthly, His believing people. Bernardine then

dreams on, uttering in his sleep very pleasant things :

how in this crown there are entwined the lilies of the

pure in heart, the red roses of martyrs, and the

violets of the lowly ones.

He went forth conquering and to conquer: con

quering in Judea, and to conquer among the Gen

tiles : conquering in Himself, to conquer in His people.

His first conquest might be that of which His wounds

are telling : " He through death overcame death."

And yet this is scarcely the first, since before it He

could say, in a better sense than Alexander, " I have

overcome the world."

In 1450 Dionysius sums up : the chorus of the

Apostles, or the primitive church, bears forth Christ

and His Gospel to the conquest of the world. To

the man Christ Jesus there is given, by the blessed

Trinity, a crown,—supreme felicity, dominion, and

honour ; also a circle of believing followers. Also,

there was given Him, by the synagogue of Satan, a

crown of thorns, by patiently enduring which He

won that crown of glory which now adorns His brow.
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He conquered the devil by humiliation, the world by

poverty, the flesh by holiness ; that by His power He

might subdue all adversaries, wounding them either

to perdition or to endless life.

At this point we may leave the horseman, before

he falls into the hands of certain Jesuits, who strip

him of his glory, and rob him of his divine immor

tality. Alcassar makes the rider Faith ; Viegas styles

him Caligula, but Caligula as a shadow of Christ.

He has since been taken for Nerva and Constantine ;

Foxe and Faber make him the Babylonish empire ;

Wetstein, reasoning from the bow, the Parthian

Artabanus. For to each of these the expositors

present a crown, and decree a triumph at their own

proper cost.

A symbol so generally applied to the Saviour

acquires, if merely from long and hallowed associa

tion, a degree of sacredness. The accredited por

trait of an earthly benefactor we do not endure to

hear lightly spoken of, or pronounced to resemble

some hateful and revolting character. Moreover,

there seems to be a certain propriety in the symbols

of prophecy : the King of kings goes forth upon a

white horse ; the Cajsars rage in the figure of a ten-

horned beast. These emblems of the crown and the

white horse, this tribute to the valour and the purity

of the warrior, is it lawful to give them to Caesar

or not ? Let us first inquire whose is the image and

superscription.

Even among the moderns, some have sacrificed

part of a favourite system rather than remove this

ancient landmark. This primitive interpretation has

been followed by Woodhouse, Wordsworth, Vitringa,
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King James I., Pareus, Bossuet, Grotius, La Haye,

Mede, Cunninghame, Walmsley, Lowman, Mulerius,

Tyndal, Brightman, and others, together with the

Jesuits Mariana, Ribera, Pererius, Menochius, A

Lapide, and Tyrinus. Still, the meaning of the

symbol, though for fourteen centuries considered

fixed, is now made an open question ; and, which is

yet more strange, nearly the whole prophetic creed of

the ancients, including the inspired explanations, has

shared the same fate. The cause of this change is a

subject for diligent inquiry.

Some point to the year-day theory as the origin of

the confusion: not that they intend themselves to

follow the natural sense, but, finding that theory un

protected by Scripture, ridiculed by the critics, and

continually falsified by history, they think it fair

game, and cry out upon it as the author of all the

disturbance. But a little inquiry will show that the

year-day theory has not this to answer for: since,—

First. It did not originally interfere with the na

tural interpretation ; for both Joachim and Walter

Brute placed the appearance of Antichrist after the

end of the 1260 years.

Secondly. It was never an active principle, but

one of many contrivances, resorted to by way of

lengthening out the periods fixed in prophecy.

Among these are a time for 100 years, suggested by

Tychonius ; a time for thirty years (Luther) ; a month

for seven years (Foxe) ; and a year for 190 years,

(Bengel). Bishop Horsley, with the help of more

algebra than the Apostles had any idea of, reduces

1260 days to 242 years. Clearly these are not the

persons to cast a stone at their year-day neighbours.
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Thirdly. The 1260 years, though invented by

Abbot Joachim together with the historical system,

did not come into favour till long after it. Dionysius,

'who wrote in 1450, knew nothing of the 1260 years,

but accused the historical expositors of causing the

confusion. " Some," he says, " endeavour to explain

the Apocalypse, in reference to the state and trou

bles of the church in chronological order during

the Gospel dispensation, from the time of the Apostles

and Christ's first coming down to the persecution of

Antichrist and the end of the world. Their expo

sition is made out of histories and chronicles."*

The writer here pointed at is De Lyra ; otherwise an

excellent commentator, and a fair specimen of the

unmixed historical school. On Apoc. xiv. he writes :

" I saw one seated on a cloud, King Pepin ; like unto

the Son of Man, being conformed to Christ : having

on his head a golden crown, which the Frank kings

then wore. And another angel, Pope Stephen, went

out of the temple of the Roman church," &c..j-

This system professes to find in history the fulfil

ment of nearly all the Apocalypse. As time advances,

the events have to be moved farther back in the book,

—an operation easily performed, as there appears to be

no fixed point in the system ; but, as nothing has yet

happened like the opening of the sixth seal, or the

resurrection of the witnesses, the plan has its diffi

culties. Here the more prudent make a stand : these

things, they say, must be still future; the great day of

the Lamb's wrath cannot have passed away unnoticed,

* Dionysius Carthusianus, in Apoc. x.

f Nicolas De Lyra, postilla in Apoc. xiv. Such expositions, when

a little out of date, begin to appear almost ludicrous.
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since the universal terror is an essential part of the

event. But they all profess to have found the locusts,

which the ancients expected as part of the great tribu

lation. Here, then, we may expect a decisive ex

planation : if the locusts have come at all, there can

be no question when they came.

The locusts, says Joachim, are the Waldenses,

Cathari, and Paulikians. The locusts, says De Lyra,

are the Arian "Vandals. The locusts, thunders Luther,

are the schoolmen ; and their King Apollyon is Aris

totle.* The locusts, says Brute, are the friars: but

the friar Ubertinus hopes that they are only monks.

Here Broughton steps in as moderator : the locusts, he

says, are both monks and friars : their women's hair

shows that they live in cloisters. The swarm now

threatened to settle finally upon the monks ; but,

beyond all hope, a strong west wind took away the

locusts. Their sudden migration may be thus ex

plained : —

These fiery visitants, though in other respects well

fitted for controversial use, possessed the disadvantage

of being certain to sting those that employed them.

Long after every one else had discovered this

propensity, the Romanist Walmsley was incautious

enough to give out that the locusts were Protestants.

Be it so, answered his opponents ; allow, therefore,

that the Church of Rome, being tormented by them,

has not the seal of God upon her forehead. Upon

this the stern features of Controversy relaxed into a

smile.

Since that time the locusts have been banished to

the East. They are now usually explained to be

i Lutherus in librum Ambrosii Cathnrini.
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the Saracens, sent to torment those who worshipped

idols of gold, and silver, and brass ; that is, the Greek

church. But history says something about the Greeks

having split off from the Latins on the question of

image-worship ; adding, that, because they refused to

worship the idols of gold and silver, the Latins aban

doned them to their fate, and to the ravages of the

Mahometan arms.

The strangest part of this system is the length

of time sometimes required to elapse before the

event can be sufficiently forgotten to allow of its

being mistaken for a fulfilment. Hyrcanus, who

lived through the persecution of Antiochus, could

describe it in no language more suitable than the

words of the prophecy of Daniel. Polycarp, having

received, as angel of Smyrna, the promise of a crown,

delays the fire by thanking God for the fulfilment.

But the reign of Diocletian had to be steeped in a

thousand years of forgetfulness, before any one could

take it for the opening of the sixth seal ; the peaceful

reign of Constantine required fourteen centuries,

before it could be taken for that great day of the

wrath of the Lamb. Others, indeed, find fulfilments

in the events of their own lifetime : but these fulfil

ments seldom survive their discoverers. Luther

thought it safe enough that the little horn was the

Turks : Melancthon was equally confident. * Sud-

* Melancthon on Daniel rii. " What is this kingdom, rising

close upon the decline of the Roman monarchy, propounding a doc

trine openly contumelious to the Son of God, openly abolishing

the Scriptures of prophets and apostles, which by arms compels

other nations to embrace a new, lying, and impious doctrine, and

in power excels all kingdoms? The thing speaks for itself, that it

is the Mahomcdan kingdom."
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dcnly Calvin decides that all are wrong, and the little

horn must be Julius Caesar. Then, as the papacy

declines, and people form a confused idea of what it

was at its worst, they make the little horn the Pope.

DeLyra finds theWitnesses in Sylverius and Menna.

The other characters of the vision he distributes

among their cotemporaries ; as for the beast from the

bottomless pit, that obolus he bestows upon Beli-

sarius. Soon their cloudy chariot has to ascend with

Huss and Jerome ; at another time with Luther and

Zwingle, or with the Old and New Testaments. And,

to crown all, it has to return for half the Antichristian

rabble of the middle ages: for the arrogant Sergius,

who boasts himself the Good Shepherd ; and for the

Orleanists, who refuse to believe in the Incarnation,

because they were not present when it took place.

None of these can be said, even figuratively, to have

shut heaven, except the Paulikians and Orleanists,

who suppressed the greater part of the Bible.

At the basis of the historical method there seems

to lie an assumption that the events foretold cannot

possibly happen as they are described. Daniel's

king of Graecia may indeed have been a king of

Graecia ; but that St. John's witnesses should turn

out to be two individual men, working miracles and

breathing out fire,— this seems impossible. It appears

more prudent, and less likely to compromise the

honour of the prophecy, to style any Antichristian

sectaries " the witnesses," than to suppose that the

prophet means literally what he says. But should we

once hear that two men are at this moment preaching

in Judea, turning water to blood, and shutting heaven

by the year together, no doubt thousands would at
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once begin to believe literally the eleventh chapter of

the Apocalypse. Show us — now that we intend to

walk by sight — show us the thing in a newspaper :

otherwise Ave cannot believe it ; the most noble Festus

would think us mad.

Who will venture to talk of improbability in matters

of prophecy, after reading the promises fulfilled in

Mary the Virgin, in Sarah the barren, and in Eliza

beth so well stricken in years ? Let none think to

mend matters by starting difficulties, seeing how little

Zacharias profited by that method. Whereby shall I

know this ? he asks. " Thou shalt be dumb," answers

the angel : thou shalt ask no more unbelieving

questions.

The ancients look through one end of the telescope,

we the other. Where they magnify, we love to

diminish : where they strive to let no word of the

prophecy fall to the ground, we consign whole predic

tions to the history of events, which, if the prophets

thought worth foretelling, the Church has not found

worth remembering. " On Sunday," says Mr. Fysh,

"July the 13th, 1788," the first angel poured out

his vial upon France.* That is, four years before

the Revolution ; but who now has the faintest recol

lection of what happened in France upon that Sunday ?

What, then, means that prelude to the vials which

John heard sung in heaven : " Who shall not fear thee,

0 Lord, for thy judgments are made manifest?"

not " made manifest " to one single person, but

" to all nations." Therefore, though expositors

continue to cry out, century after century, We are

* Fysh's Beast and his Image, p. 149.
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now in the sixth vial ; or, We are now in the first

droppings of the seventh; — no one is called upon to

believe them, till they can show in history the pre

ceding five, as agreed upon among themselves, — or

rather, as proclaimed, without their help, by the voice

of those nations whose wailing and dismay will con

stitute a large portion of the fulfilment.

The historical system, when it takes possession of a

man, sends him forth to wander through the history

of Europe, in search of the seals and the trumpets,

the vials and the angels, of the Apocalypse. Like a

hard master, it would reap where none has sown : its

votary is not suffered to complain that no suitable

events can be discovered, or that the Church cannot

be brought to recognise his scheme of fulfilment.

No such agreement is now required. Long ago,

indeed, it was thought needful to be like-minded,

to walk by the same rule, and to speak the same

thing; but now, if he is to have any success, he

must aim at being original : he must learn not

to covet his neighbour's interpretation. For, as he

quickly discovers, there is room for many to differ,

even when applying the same prophecy to the same

event : if one has made the sun-like angel to be

Luther, another may try Leo ; and, for the sixth seal,

if Diocletian be already engaged, Constantine is still

to let.

His labours will not be unrewarded. Having fixed

upon a new and original date of the end, he will

enjoy the honours of a prophet. If prudent, he will,

by deferring the time, provide against a speedy refu

tation : if of warmer temperament, he will stake his

credit upon an alarming proximity of the end. But

F
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he knows not, for he neglects to profit by the expe

rience of his predecessors, that with this honour

comes anxiety. The lapse of time, that brings the

literalist so much nearer to the object of his expec

tation, to the disciple of the historical school brings

misgivings : each year sounds the knell of some rival

system, suggesting gloomy forebodings of the fate of

his own. And when the sad hour has arrived, and

his own " year of the end " has passed away, in all

things like other years (save that to him its December

sets in darker), let him expect no pity, attempt by no

second calculation to retrieve his credit. Enough that

he is not worse off than his neighbours ; nor shall

they that follow him flourish longer : time, that has

consigned his system to oblivion, is even now at the

door, and will soon carry theirs out also.

And now we may stay no longer at the threshold,

while the Apostles are calling to us from the inner

courts. From ephemeral speculations, utterly repug

nant to the permanent character of prophecy, we turn

to the bulwarks of our faith, — proofs of divine fore

knowledge, plain enough to madden a Porphyry, and

to cause a Gibbon to stultify himself — testimonies to

the inspiration of prophecy engraved in the hard

rock of unbelief itself. Even now there are rebels

for whom this rock must be made to yield water.

But before entering upon the Christian interpreta

tion, we must turn over a few pages in the history of

our elder brother. For a certain man had two sons :

while the elder remained at home, we were wandering

in a far country. To the Jew were given the adop

tion and the covenants, the law and the prophets;
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with him, therefore, the study of the prophets must

begin. But, when we reach the time of the prodigal's

return, we shall leave the elder son to stand without

by himself: we can no longer keep him company at

the door, but must go in, where the music is heard,

where they are singing the new song, and where

many nations are joining in harmonious measure,

forgetting that there is either Jew or Greek, Barba

rian or Scythian, bond or free.
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CHAPTER I.

THE INTERPRETATION OF PROPHECY BY THE JEWISH

CHURCH.

" The books which Daniel left in writing ore read amongst us to

this day, and from them we conclude certainly that Daniel held

intercourse with God. For he not only, like other prophets, de

clared what was to be, but even laid down the time at which it was

to happen."—Josepiius.

The earliest recorded attempt to expound the pro

phecies of Daniel belongs to the time of Alexander

the Great. About 332 3'ears before Christ, the high

priest Jaddus gathered from that prophet that the

kingdom of Persia, then in possession ofthe world, was

destined to give place to the kingdom of the Greeks.

There is no difficulty in finding the passage from

which this inference might be drawn : " The ram

having two horns are the kings of Media and Persia ;

and the rough goat is the king of Grecia; and the

great horn that is between his eyes is the first king."

It was the moment of transition from the second

to the third empire. The Babylonish monarchy had

long since passed away, and the victorious Persians

had fixed their seat of government at Susa and Per-

sepolis. But they had meanwhile felt the power of

the Greeks at Salamis and Marathon, and were about

to receive their death-blow at the Granicus, Issus,

and Arbela.

Alexander, when he had gained his first victory

over Darius, assumed the air of a conqueror, and
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demanded supplies from the Jews. But Jaddus,

grateful for the favours of former monarchs, returned

answer that he was in league with Darius, and was

resolved to maintain his good faith. Alexander was

at the moment occupied with the siege of Tyre; so

that, being unwilling to abandon that enterprise, he

was forced to content himself with the threat of

chastising Jaddus, promising through him to teach

a lesson to the world at large with what sort of

persons it was proper to keep treaties. Upon the

fall of Tyre, he marched straight for Judaea.

The visit has been slightly sketched by the heathen

Justin: “He went into Syria, where he was met by

many kings of the East with mitres.”* Who were

these “kings of the East,” and how they met the con

queror, is better told by their countryman Josephus.

On approaching the temple, Alexander was met by

a procession of priests, and soon recognised in Jaddus

a person who had appeared to him in a dream. The

high priest and the warrior embraced; and, in a happy

moment, Jaddus produced the book of Daniel. Alex

ander, who had forced half the oracles of Asia to

declare in his favour, obtained without violence a fa

vourable response from Daniel:

“There was shown to him the book of Daniel, in which it

is foretold that one of the Greeks must destroy the Persian

Empire; and he, supposing himself to be the person intended,

in his joy dismissed the people: but next day he called them

back, and bid them ask whatever they wished. Upon this

the high priest begged that they might retain the laws of

their ancestors, and that the seventh year might be free from

tribute. All this he granted.”f

* Justini Historia, lib. xi. cap. I0.

f Josephus, Ant. Jud., lib. xi, cap. 8. The propriety of the goat

F 3
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Justin's phrase, "the kings of the East with mitres,"

reminds us of the contemporary expression, " that

the way of the kings of the East might be prepared."

The heathen appears to mean either Jewish nobles

accompanied by priests, or the priests themselves in

the capacity of rulers. The pseudo-Esdras, living

at the same time, seems to understand, by St. John's

expression, the ten lost tribes.*

b. c. 280.

" How many volumes are there in our library ?"

asked King Ptolemy of his librarian. " Two hun

dred thousand," answered Demetrius ; " and I hope

soon to make it half a million, for I hear that the

Jews have many valuable works in their own lan

guage. But those works," continued the librarian,

who was as great a bibliomaniac as his master—

" those works, being difficult to read, will require

translation." Upon this, Philadelphus set on foot

the version of the Bible known by the name of the

Septuagint.f

So runs the story, the credit of which, during the

last two centuries, has been repeatedly attacked.

But Philo, himself an Alexandrian Jew, reports that

in his own time the Jews of Alexandria continued to

hold an annual festival in remembrance of the trans-

as a Macedonian symbol may have struck Alexander. His ancestor,

Caranus, when seeking a home in Macedonia, was warned by the

oracle to " Seek empire with goats for guides." This remained an

enigma, till, by following a flock of goats, he entered Edessa under

cover of a storm. From that time his army, when marching, drove

goats before the standards.— Justin. Hist.

* 2. Esdras, chap. 13.

'f Josephus, Antiq. Jud., lib. xiii. cap. 2.
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lation made under Philadelphus.* Moreover, all an

tiquity agrees in quoting by the name of Septuagint

this Greek version of the Old Testament Scriptures.

That all the world should have been altogether mis

taken, and that the mistake should be discovered at the

distance of nearly two thousand years, cannot reason

ably be supposed : yet from some discrepancies in

the story, backed by internal evidence of no small

weight, there is reason to believe that the so-called

Seventy were not so much the translators, as the au

thorises of the work : in a word, that the transla

tion is the production of five or six individuals, each

of whom submitted his labours to the Alexandrian

Sanhedrim, consisting of seventy, or probably seventy-

two, elders of the Jews.

The version, it appears, was not executed all at

one time. Ptolemy received from the Jews no more

than the law of Moses.f The book of Esther, ac

cording to its subscription, was translated " in the

fourth year of Ptolemy and Cleopatra." The prophets

are said to be much later than the Pentateuch ; yet

the version of Daniel is repeatedly copied from in

the first book of the Maccabees, and, from its openly

mentioning the Romans, appears to have been ex

ecuted before their power suggested any fear of a

collision with the Jews.

In many places the Seventy paraphrased the ori

ginal, so as to show their own idea of the sense.

This practice, freely resorted to in the book of Daniel,

may have given rise to the saying of their injudicious

admirers, that " they were not oidy translators, but

* Philo Judaeus de Vita Mosis, lib. ii.

f Josephus, preface to the Antiquities,

r 4
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also prophets."* The Septuagint Daniel was soon

rejected both by Jews and Christians ; a proceeding

so strongly at variance with the excessive reverence

paid to the rest of the version, as to demand a short

review of the ascertained facts bearing upon the case.

First, the translators of Daniel, in addition to great

inaccuracies, took undue liberties with the sacred

text : thus, in the prophecy of the seventy weeks they

inserted the words " of years." This reading, which

fixed the time of the Messiah's cutting off, could not

fail to displease the later Jews. Next, the version

disappeared from general circulation about the be

ginning of the third century, soon after being col

lated by Origen. " I give the reader notice," says

Jerome in the beginning of the fifth, " that the

Churches now read Daniel, not according to the

Seventy, but from Theodotion, who, though living

after the coming of Christ, was an unbeliever." f

Further, Theodotion's " Daniel " is to this day pub

lished as part of the Septuagint Old Testament. Lastly,

the true Septuagint Daniel, so long lost, has been

lately discovered, and has already passed through

five editions. J

This Septuagint Daniel bears strong internal evi

dence to its own antiquity. On one occasion, while

attempting to improve on the text, the Seventy

* Philo de Vita Mosis, lib. ii. The saying was eagerly caught

up by the Christians, who reckoned the version quoted by the

Apostles good enough for all practical purposes afterwards,

f Jerome's preface to his Commentary on Daniel.

| Besides these should be noticed the Syrinc version of the Sep

tuagint Daniel, executed in 928 by the Abbot Mar Paulus. It

was published at Milan, 1788. The Greek itself first appeared

in Rome, 1772.
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showed themselves not indeed prophets, but mis-trans

lators. " The daughter of the southern king," says

Daniel, " shall go in to the king of the North."

This princess was the daughter of that Ptolemy, who,

according to the usual account, promoted the transla

tion of the Scriptures. But, as the daughter of Zion,

or of Babylon, sometimes means Zion or Babylon

itself, the Seventy took upon themselves to omit all

mention of the daughter, and to make " the king of

Egypt " go in to " the kingdom of the North." In

this they are opposed by the plain sense of the Hebrew,

and by all other versions of Daniel ever made. The

reason, as it seems, is simple enough ; the other ver

sions were made after the event : the Seventy trans

lated the prophecy while unfulfilled.

They perceived that the scene lay in Egypt, but

they despaired of seeing the king of Egypt bestow

his daughter on his deadliest foe. The infidel may

here be disposed to object, that the prophecy ought

to have been so worded as to allow of no mistake,

and to require no subsequent history to fix the sense.

But prophecy does not profess to tell every thing.

Allowing for a moment the reading of the Seventy,

Daniel still foretels the intentions and alliance of

Ptolemy. For the minutias we may go to the Pagan

Athenaeus : " The second king of Egypt, surnamed

Philadelphus, having given his daughter Berenice

to Antiochus king of Syria, took care to supply

her with water from the Nile, that his child might

drink of the water of that river only." *

Where Daniel says (ch. xi.), " Ships shall come from

* Athenasus, Deipnosophista?, lib. ii. cap. vi.
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Chittim," the Seventy, dropping all prophetic reserve,

write in the broadest way, " And the Romans shall

come." It was probably this prophecy that Caiaphas

afterwards twisted to his own impious purpose : " All

men will believe on him, and the Romans shall come."

But the coining of the Romans there intended took

place in the time of Antiochus. On such occasions

the Seventy become expositors, and, to their credit,

it must be told that their renderings are for the most

part supported by New Testament authority. Among

these may be noticed the whale for fish in Jonah,

afterwards confirmed by our Lord. In close trans

lation they were equally successful : their saying in

Malachi, " the priest is the angel of the Lord," is car

ried out in the titles of the seven Asiatic bishops';

while Diabolus, their version of Satan, is reckoned

in the Apocalypse among the proper names of the

ancient serpent. And later in that book, when

heaven is opened, John hears its courts resounding

with the words of the Seventy, " Lord God Al

mighty," or " Pantocrat" * ; an expression not found

elsewhere in the New Testament, and never, in the

Old Testament, in the Hebrew.

For Nebuchadnezzar's seven times they write seven

years; also, in the prophecy of the seventy weeks,

they have inserted, after much blundering, " of

years." With equal confidence they make the four

great kings of Dan. vii. " four great kingdoms :" which

is obviously the true sense of the passage, since the

fourth beast is explained to be the fourth kingdom.

The Hebrew text of Jeremiah justifies them in styling

Jerusalem " the city the great. " (Jerem. xxii. 8. )

* Occurring in the Septuagint throughout the minor prophets.
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Moreover the phrase, with the double Greek article,

is copied into Apoc. xvi. 19. ; and, with the casual

omission of one article, into ch. xi. 8.

This version of Daniel remained in general use,

probably till the end of the first century. At that

time there appeared the rival translation of Theodotion,

better executed, and less free in its attempts at para

phrase. Of all their amendments he retains but one :

" the four beasts are four kingdoms ;" he neither com

mits himself to weeks of years, nor does he tear off

the disguise from the men of Chittim.

The Daniel of the Seventy, so often appealed to by

the Apostles, has since been cast aside. But the les

son which it teaches still remains as fresh and as im

portant as ever : — that the veil of prophetic style was

at the first much thinner than we are now accustomed

to consider it, being so far transparent as often to

allow of being seen through with clearness, and even

with certainty, before the fulfilment.

b. c. circ. 160.

Of the persecution raised by Antiochus, but one

original history now remains, the first book of the

Maccabees, attributed to Hyrcanus. This writer, an

eye-witness of what he relates, recognises so evidently

the fulfilment of Daniel's prophecies, as often to de

scribe events in the very words which Daniel uses

to foretel them. It is a fault in Hyrcanus, though

one for which he will readily be forgiven, that he

sometimes sinks the historian in the commentator;

and here the second book of the Maccabees, though of

inferior credit, becomes of value. Where Hyrcanus
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almost leaves us to guess his meaning in the abomin

ation of desolation, Jason helps us to discover that it

was a statue of Olympian Jove.

To obtain the full benefit of this history as a com

ment upon Daniel, we should study it by the light of

the Gospels and the Apocalypse. We shall then, while

allowing a primary fulfilment by Antiochus, be in no

danger of forgetting that abomination which is to pre

cede "immediately" the second advent: we shall

be saved from the supposition that the three years

and a half were fulfilled by the Seleucid, when we

find that period spoken of as still future by St. John,

even after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.

With this precaution, we may safely collate the

records of the Greek historian with the forebodings

of the Hebrew prophet.

DANIEL.

The great horn that is between

his eyes is the first king. Now

that being broken, whereas four

stood up for it, four kingdoms

shall stand up out of the nation,

but not in his power. And in

the latter time of their kingdom,

when the transgressors are come

to the full, a king of fierce coun

tenance and understanding dark

sentences, shall stand up

And out of one of them came

forth a little horn. (Ch. viii.)

The place of his sanctuary

was cast down, and an host was

given him against the daily sa

crifice. (Ch. viii.)

FIRST BOOK OF MACCABEES.

Alexander reigned twelve

years, and then died. And his

servants reigned each in his

place. And after his death they

all put diadems upon themselves,

also their sons after them for

many years; and evils were

multiplied in the earth. And

there came out of them a sinful

root, Antiochus Epiphanes.

Antiochus went up against

Jerusalem with a great multi

tude, and entered proudly into

the sanctuary, and took away the

golden altar.
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DANIEL.

He shall have intelligence

with them that forsake the holy

covenant. (Ch. xi.)

They shall place the abomina

ation that maketh desolation.

Ch. xi.)

Then shall the sanctuary be

cleansed. (Ch. viii.)

FIRST BOOK OF MACCABEES.

They went to the king (An

tiochus,) who gave them leave

to follow the customs of the

Gentiles . . . . and they forsook

the holy covenant.

They built an abomination of

desolation upon the altar.

They cleansed the sanctuary,

and carried out the stones of de

filement into an unclean place.

Hyrcanus makes no attempt to account for either

the 1260 days, or the 1150. (2300 evenings and

mornings.) He is satisfied with noticing that the

sanctuary was cleansed on the third anniversary of its

defilement: for, being polluted on the 25th Casleu,

145, Anno Seleucidarum, it was purified the 25th

Casleu, 148.

B. C. circ. 100.

A reference to Elijah's return is found in the book

of Ecclesiasticus. The passage forms a connecting

link between the prophecy of Malachi and the saying

of the scribes, “That Elias must first come.”

Of Elijah this Ben-Sirach writes: “Who was or

dained for reproofs for times, to pacify the wrath

before the indignation, and to turn the heart of

the father to the son, and to restore the tribes of

Jacob.” (Eccles. xlviii. 10.)

A. D. 35.

The works of Philo disappoint us, from containing

no direct reference to the prophecies. To judge from

this specimen of the Alexandrian Jews, they must
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have lost much by their residence in the metropolis

of science. Philo seems to know of no future, no

Messiah, no restoration of his people to their land.

Though living through the lifetime of Jesus, he

knows nothing even of His name. Yet the works of

Philo must ever be valued by the Christian ; for,

writing in the same dialect with the Evangelists, he

quotes the same Scriptures, and sometimes employs

the very same expressions. As an instance, may be

quoted his simile of the untrodden field of virtue, and

the few that go thereby. And it throws a certain

historical light upon the opening of St. John's Gospel,

to find in Philo this sentence : " God's Image is the

Word, by which all the world was made." *

a. d. circ. 70.

From Josephus we learn the standard Jewish inter

pretation of the four empires, the ram and he-goat,

and the times of Nebuchadnezzar's exile.

He thus paraphrases Daniel's account of the me

tallic statue : —

"It seemed to thee that thou sawest a great image stand

ing. Its head w as of gold, its shoulders and arms of silver,

its belly and thighs of brass, and its legs and feet of iron.

Then thou sawest that a stone, torn from a mountain, smote

and felled the image, breaking it till no part was left whole.

Then the gold, the silver, the iron, and the brass, became

lighter than flour, and by the force of a mighty wind were

blown away and scattered ; but the stone increased, till the

whole earth seemed filled by it

" Such was the dream that thou sawest, and in this manner

is it to be explained : The head of gold represents both thee

* Philonis Judaii de Monarchic, lib. ii. For some extracts from

Philo, see under Irenoeus, on the serpent of Dan.
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and the kings of Babylon before thee. The two hands and

the shoulders signify that this your empire will be overthrown

by two kings ; but theirs will be destroyed by another,

coming from the West, sheathed in brass. And this power

shall be brought to an end by another resembling iron, which

shall amalgamate them into a whole ; according to the nature

of iron, which is harder than gold, or silver, or brass.

" Moreover Daniel explained to the king about the stone.

But this I see no necessity for repeating, since it is my

business to tell of things past, not future."*

The two kings who overturned the Babylonish

Empire are afterwards explained to be Cyrus and

Darius. The "coming from the West" is borrowed

from the Macedonian goat in the next chapter.

The history of Nebuchadnezzar's abasement is told

by Josephus, professedly from Daniel; but where

Daniel says seven times, Josephus, following the

Seventy, reads seven years.

" Soon afterwards the king saw in his sleep another vision :

that falling from his empire he should feed with the beasts,

and, after seven years passed in solitude, should again receive

the kingdom. . . . Having spent in solitude the pre

dicted time, no one during the seven years venturing to

assume the management of affairs, he prayed to God that he

might again receive the kingdom, and was once more restored

to it. And let none blame me for this, that I tell every

thing in writing as I find it in the ancient books. For in

the very beginning of my history, I guarded myself against

all who were disposed either to ask questions, or to criticise,

saying that I should do no more than paraphrase and explain

in Greek the books of the Hebrews, neither taking from

them, nor adding anything of my own."

If Josephus here betrays a feeling of embarrass

ment, it must be remembered that he is for the first

* Antiq. Jud., lib. x. cap. 10.
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time delivering to the Roman world the marvellous

narratives till then locked up in the sacred volume.

But his courage rises as he proceeds, till in the sequel

he finds himself in a condition to give a home-

thrust at the Epicureans of his day :—

" The great horn in the forehead of the goat is the first

king ; and by the sprouting up of the four upon its fall, and

by their pointing to the four quarters of the earth, are repre

sented those who will succeed upon his death. There is

shown also the division of the kingdom among those who are

neither his children nor his kinsmen, as well as their govern

ing the world during many years.

" And out of these will arise a king, who will make war

upon the nation and their laws, taking from them their con

stitution ; who will ravage the temple, and suffer no sacrifice

to be offered during three years. These very things did our

nation suffer under Antiochus Epiphanes, even as Daniel had

foreseen, having written down, many years before, what was

to happen.

" In like manner Daniel wrote about the empire of the

Romans, and the desolation that they would inflict. All this

he left in writing ; God having declared it to him, that they

who read, and behold it coming to pass, may wonder at the

honour which God bestowed upon Daniel ; also that they

may detect the error of the Epicureans, who exclude Pro

vidence from life, and suppose that the affairs of men are not

cared for by God. . . . From these predictions of

Daniel, then, I gather, that they are utterly mistaken when

they maintain that God takes no oversight of the concerns

of men ; for if the world were left to be governed by chance,

we should not see every thing happening according to God's

prophecy."

In this version of Josephus we miss the 2300

evenings and mornings : in one place they are para

phrased by 1296 days; in another by three years.

In the reckoning of this period great confusion has

ever prevailed, probably owing to an attempt to correct
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the calculation by the addition of intercalary months,

to correspond with the three years of the cessation

of the sacrifice. Two things, however, are certain :

that Antiochus interrupted the morning and evening

sacrifices for three years precisely ; and that the

early Asiatics were unanimous in understanding, by

2300 evenings and mornings, about half that number

of days.

Tha principle of this calculation seems obvious.

The question, asked in reference to an evening and a

morning sacrifice, is supposed to have been answered

in terms of the same : That the offering of two thou

sand three hundred lambs should be hindered, and

for that number of evenings and mornings the ap

pointed communication between God and His church

should be suspended. But the ancients, especially as

time passed on, attempted further explanations. Thus

the Syrian Polychronius : " Even now, those magis

trates that decree banishment do, according to the law,

reckon time by counting the night as a day."* Also

the Syrian Ephrem : "He adds the nights to the days,

and doubles the number of the days."f Chrysostom

goes further : " He reduces the years to days ; and

that their number may seem formidable, he reckons

not days only, but also nights; and to strike the

more terror, he dwells upon the tragedy to be enacted

by Antiochus." J And to conclude with Apollinarius :

" It does not say, The vision of the days, but of the

evening and the morning ; showing that in the rec-

• Mai, Coll. Vet. Script., t. i. p. 133. (part 2.)

f Ephrem Syrus, Syriac Comment on Daniel,

t Chrysostom on Daniel.

Q
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koning of the years, he means both the days and the

nights to be counted."*

The calculations of the ancients will be best ex

pressed in a tabular form. The Maccabaean author,

though he works out, with some exultation, the pre

cise period of three years, makes no allusion to the

prophecy. The rest paraphrase the 2300 mornings

and evenings as follows : —

Joseph us - - - 3 years, or 1296 days.

and in various readings 1266, 1066, and 1275.

Clement of Alexandria - 6 years and 4 months, or 2300 days.

Hippolytus f - - - 3 years and a half, or 1300 days.

Ephrem Syrus - - 1150 days.

Apollinarius ... 1150 days.

Chrysostom ... 1150 days.

Jerome - - 6 years and 3 months, or 2300 days.

Polychronius the Syrian - 1150 days.

Theodoret - - - 6 years and 6 months, or 2300 days.

From the time of Theodoret, all agree in reckoning

2300 days, till quite lately, when some have begun

to count 2300 years.

Josephus, though capable of saying so much about

the fourth empire, generally avoids the* subject ; for

he was writing in Rome, and at that time in high

favour with the emperor. Titus even affixed his own

signature to a copy of the " Jewish War," placing it

in his library as a true record of the campaign.

Josephus is equally cautious about the future: the

stone cut out without hands he thinks to be no bu

siness of his. The subject was dangerous either way :

the Christians had successfully applied the figure to

their Saviour ; while it would be thought treasonable

• Mai's Scriptores, t. i. part 2. p. 210.

f Roman ed. of Septuagint Daniel, p. 103.
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to repeat the Jewish explanation, that the stone sig

nified Israel's triumph in the end of the world.

Besides the Jewish works of ascertained date, there

is a mass of floating commentary known by the name

of the Targums, reduced to writing during the first

ages of Christianity. Their uncertainty of date scarcely

affects their value, since they are acknowledged to

represent the opinions of the scribes before the dis

persion by Titus.

A few passages bear upon the four empires and the

time of Antichrist : —

I. The Targum of the pseudo-Jonathan : —

" Habakkuk, iii. 1 7. : Although the fig-tree shall not blos

som. Although the kingdom of Babel shall no longer flourish,

neither exercise dominion over Israel; the kings of Media

shall be slaughtered, and the strong ones of Greece shall not

prosper ; the Romans shall be blotted out, and shall receive

no more tribute from Jerusalem: yet for the sign and the

redemption which Thou wilt give by thy Christ, even to the

residue of thy people, they that remain shall confess it with

words."

" Zechariah, i. 18. : I saw, and behold four horns; and I

lifted up my eyes and saw, and behold four kingdoms ; and I

said to the angel who was speaking with me, What are these?

And he said to me, These are the kingdoms which have

scattered Judah and Israel, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem."

" Isaiah, xi. 4. : With the word of His mouth He will

smite the sinners of the earth, and with the speech of His

lips He will slay the wicked Armillus."*

Armillus is the Jewish name of Antichrist; its

• Walton's polyglot, in loco. The current Rabbinical stories

about Armillus have been collected by Buxtorf ; " Synagoga Ju-

daica," cap. 36. He is to be the offspring, they pretend, of a

marble statue in Rome. The author of this volume feels bound

to state that he is .dependent on Greek and Latin versions of the

Hebrew, Armenian, and Syriac writers.

o 2
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derivation is unknown. To some such name there

seems to be an allusion in Apoc. ix. 11.: "Whose

name is in the Hebrew tongue Abaddon." Armillus

has not been traced farther back than this Targum.

II. Rabbi Jochanan : —

" It is written, the fourth beast shall be the fourth king

dom upon earth. This is Rome, worthy to be overthrown :

she pervades the whole earth."*

III. Chaldee Paraphrase on Canticles. In the ab

sence of any commentary upon Daniel, the following

passage displays the Jewish idea of Michael's office in

the time of Antichrist : —

" * We have a little sister.'— At that time shall the angels

of heaven say one to another, We have a single nation upon

earth, and her deserts are small : she has no kings nor

rulers to go forth to battle against the army of Gog. What

shall we do for our sister in the day when she shall be spoken

against by the nations, and when they shall go up to fight

against her ? Then Michael, the prince of Israel, shall say :

Though she stood as a foundation among the people, and gave

silver to possess the name of sole sovereign of the world, yet

will I and you, together with her scribes, be about her as

walls of silver." f

This attempt to defraud the Gentiles of their future

rights illustrates well the elder brother's envy in the

parable of the prodigal son.

* Bartoloccius, Bibl. Rabbinica, t. iii. p. 610.

f Walton's polyglot, in loco. The Seventy's translation of Dan.

xii. 1. should be compared: "And through that region shall pass

Michael the great angel, he who stands for the children of thy

people. That will be the day of trouble, such as was not since men

have been, until that day. And in that day shall the people be

exalted, all that shall be found inscribed in the book." In Deut.

xxxii. 8., the Seventy read ; " He hath placed the bounds of the

nations according to the number of the angels of God."
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IV. Aben-Ezra, who flourished about 1160*:—

" It was said by our honourable master Saadias that those

weeks are weeks of years. In proof of this may be quoted

the saying of Daniel : Dan. x. 2. 'I Daniel was mourn

ing,' &c., to 'three weeks of days? Now Saadias ex

pounds correctly and well. . . . Know also that in holy

Scripture days are always days, and never years. Yet it is

possible that the word days may mean an entire year, since

the repetition of the days produces a return of the year ; as

when it is said, Ex. 13. 10., from days to days, that is, from

year to year ; days meaning a complete year. But when the

number is stated, as two days, three days, it cannot mean

years, but must be days, as it stands. Therefore it is said in

Lev. xxv. 8., ' Thou shalt number to thee seven sevens of years.'

For the same reason I said that the 1290 days are half of the

week before mentioned."

The early Jewish code of interpretation may now

be summed up : —

The four empires of Daniel are the Babylonian,

Medo-Persian, Grecian, and Roman.

The ram and the he-goat refer to the ancient wars

between the Greeks and Persians. The great horn

is Alexander the Great; the four secondary horns

express the division of his empire among his succes

sors, according to the four points of the compass ;

the little horn arising from one of them is Antiochus

Epiphanes.

A time in Daniel means a year ; and all periods in

the prophecies are literally fulfilled, a day by a day,

and a year by a year. The 2300 evenings and morn

ings are about half that number of days.

The abomination of desolation is the setting up a

pagan idol upon the altar of God's temple.

• This passage is preserved in the Pugio Fidei of Martini,

part iii. dist. 3. chap. 16.

g 3
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Elijah is reserved to appear again before the great

day of the Lord. A certain head of the wicked will

be in existence at the time of Messiah's glorious Ad

vent, and will be slain by the breath of His mouth.

This system was slightly amended by our Lord.

In His teaching it was explained that an abomination

of desolation was yet to come, and that although the

scribes were right in saying that Elias must first

come and restore all things, yet no objection could

thence be drawn to the truth of His own mission:

for an Elias to the first Advent had already appeared

in John the Baptist; and though John denied being

the Elias, yet he came in the spirit and power of Elias,

doing for Christ's first coming what Elias himself will

do for the second.

The New Testament bears honourable witness to

the knowledge of prophecy possessed by the scribes:

they erred, not through ignorance, but against know

ledge. It was by their abject renunciation of the

national hope, saying, We have no king but Caesar;

by their efforts to suppress the miracles of Christ,

both his own Resurrection and that of Lazarus; and,

above all, by the desperate attempt to explain them

on the principle of Satanic power; — it was by these

things, and not through ignorance of the prophecies,

that they came to ruin. They were right when they

told Herod that Christ should be born in Bethlehem;

right when they reminded Nicodemus that no prophet

was promised from Galilee; and to the question,

What think ye of Christ, they answered rightly, He

is the Son of David. Even the seventh chapter of

Daniel was, in part at least, understood. When, to

the question, Art thou the Son of the Blessed, the
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Saviour answered that they should see the Son of

man coming in the clouds of heaven, the chief priest

and the elders well knew the passage referred to :

" One like the Son of man came with the clouds of

heaven." It was to them as plain as if He had said,

u I am the Son of the Blessed."

On that occasion their knowledge did but increase

their guilt : had they been blind, they would have had

no sin. But, as far as the understanding of prophecy

is concerned, these Jewish scribes might teach a

lesson to some modern Christians, who, with Grotius,

expound Daniel's coming of the Son of man as the

coming of the Romans to subdue the Greeks. For

the Son of man who comes with clouds is the Son of

the Blessed ; not Mummius and Flaminius ; no, nor

yet Titus and Vespasian.

Not less honour does St. Paul put upon their inter

pretation of Isaiah xi., where the Targum makes

Antichrist to be that Wicked one, whom the Lord

will slay with the breath of His mouth: for St.

Paul does the same, saying of the Man of Sin, " That

Wicked one, whom the Lord shall consume with the

spirit of His mouth."

The Jewish interpretation of the four beasts and

metals is the groundwork of that system upon which

the Apostles and their followers explained the pro

phecies. In its support, pens many and triumphant

have been wielded ; for the fulfilment of these visions

has been stamped upon the face of history, and acknow

ledged by almost universal acclamation. In this world

of sin and blindness, prophecy is accustomed to extort

no higher homage from our rebel race; nor can it,

without forestalling the triumph reserved for a day

G 4
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still future, when " All flesh shall see it together, for

the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it."

To avoid repetition, the current exposition of the

four empires is here amalgamated into a continuous

form ; and, as most of the paraphrase is the com

mon property of many writers, both Christian and

Jewish, the names of authors are omitted, except

where any have made the subject peculiarly their own.

And first, for the repetition of the prophecy, and

the different aspects under which the same empires

are revealed to king and prophet. The conqueror

and the captive, beholding the same objects from op

posite points of view, require to be taught different

lessons. To the one it must be shown that what

seems brightest shall fade : to the other, that what

is most proud and cruel shall yet be subdued. But

on this subject the men of old shall show forth

wisdom :

" To the monarch, deluded with the unsubstantial image of

the world, and admiring the beauty of things visible, as the

colours of a painting spread before him, — to this monarch

there is fitly shown, under the figure of a great image, the

universal history of man : but the prophet, in a great sea,

beholds the great and manifold tossings of human life. Again,

to the monarch, admiring that which is precious in the sight

of men,— the gold, the silver, the brass, and the iron, —

there are shown, under the figure of these metals, the

empires successively dominant in the history of man : but to

the prophet, the same kingdoms appear in the shape of beasts

corresponding to their imperial style.

"Lastly, to the monarch, thinking, as it appears, great

things of himself, and proudly boasting his ancestral sway,

there is shown a change in the state of things, and the end of

earthly rule : and this, to bring down his pride, and to teach

him that nothing among men shall stand securely, save only
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God's final and universal kingdom. . . . These four

empires, and these only, were shown to the king as well as to

the prophet ; I suppose because the Jewish nation was to be

enslaved by those only, from the prophet's time downwards."

— Eusebius. *

I. The kingdom of Babylon represented by Nebu

chadnezzar its head : Thou art this head of gold ;

" that is," says Theodoret, " thy kingdom." And this

point he argues well: "For after Nebuchadnezzar's

decease Evil-Merodach reigned in Babylon, and after

him Belshazzar. If, then, we make the individual

king to be the head of gold, how shall we take this :

— after thee shall arise another kingdom, inferior to

thee ? for this means, not the kingdom of his sons,

but of the Persians. Therefore the head of gold is

not Nebuchadnezzar himself, but the entire king

dom of the Assyrians or Babylonians."-)" Eudoxius

makes a stand for the verbal sense : " The head repre

sents the Assyrians, especially the Assyrians' noblest

king."

And who so golden, so superb as he, who, in the

extravagance of Oriental splendour, raised a statue of

gold ninety feet in height ? " Thy greatness," says

Daniel, " reacheth unto heaven, and thy dominion to

the end of the earth." In the second vision the gold

is replaced by a royal compound J of beast and bird :

• This passage, lost for fourteen centuries, has been recovered

by Mai. It was quoted from Eusebius by Apollinarius, and from

his work copied again into the Greek chain on Daniel. — Mai's

Vet. Script., t.i. p. 173.

f Theodoret in Danielem, in locum.

X So Chrysostom : " Two royal emblems." And Polychronius:

" The most royal of beasts." Also Eudoxius : " The most royal

of quadrupeds ; the swiftest and most royal of birds."
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— a lion with eagle's wings. But, while Daniel looks

on, a cloud obscures his master's splendour: the

eagle's wings are plucked. The monarch is seven

years (Septuagint) among the beasts ; his fit place,

for a beast's heart is given to him.

And as Daniel watches, he beholds once more in

vision what he had before witnessed in history, the

beast is set upon its feet as a man, and a man's heart

is given to it. No longer seeking heaven on wings

of pride, he knows himself to be but man,— with

barbaric mouth he honours and extols the God of

heaven, no longer foolish and ignorant, and as a beast

before Him.

In this way, during some eighteen centuries, the

Church has by conjecture expounded the symbol ;

but now, so late in history, the key has been brought

to light. A British traveller, scouring the Assyrian

plains, lights upon the palaces of heroes and the mon

uments of kings. Among these is found a colossal

sculpture ;—a lion with eagle's wings, and a man's

head has been given to it. *

Thus, while the basis of the ancient explanation is

confirmed, some of the work needs to be done over

* Layard's Nineveh, vol. i. p. 68. 70.: " I ascertained by the end

of March (1845), the existence of a second pair of winged human.

headed lions." — See at p. 70, first edition, a drawing of the

bas-relief.

So complete had been the break up of the Oriental world, that

even Nisibenus, living on the borders of the Assyrian empire,

knew nothing of its earlier customs. Being thus forced to seek

the explanation within the prophecy itself, he turned to the

parallel passage in chap. ii. Finding that Nebuchadnezzar was

there styled ruler of beasts and birds, he thought this a sufficient

explanation of the king of beasts and the king of birds, com

posing the symbol— Sermon 5.
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again. We must study the emblem afresh: first

becoming, like Daniel, familiar with the Assyrian

hieroglyphic. We shall have then to decide, whether

or not the vision expresses simply this : that the na

tional winged lion was converted into a man by the

process of plucking its wings, causing it to stand

up on its hind legs, setting it on its feet as a man,

and giving it the disposition and the heart of a man.

Further, whether Daniel and the sculptor might not

be each aiming at the same thing, each embodying

some popular and well-known story belonging to

the Assyrian kings: only that the sculptor, having

no better means of expressing a human heart, was

driven to the natural resource of designing a human

head.

II. The Medo-Persian. " After thee shall arise

another kingdom inferior to thee." To Belshaz-

zar, in Babylon, succeed Ahasuerus in Shushan,

and Xerxes in Persepolis. The seat of empire is

changed, and the law of the Medes and Persians

is now the law of the world. Both Daniel and the

sacred historians reckon the beginning of the Medo-

Persian empire from the death of Belshazzar : " Thy

kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and

Persians." " They were servants to Nebuchadnezzar

and his sons until the reign of the kingdom of Persia,"

2 Chron. xxxvi. 20. Also in Jeremiah li. : " The Lord

hath raised up the spirit of the kings of the Medes,

for his device is against Babylon to destroy it."

The empire now consisted of three elements, —

Medes, Persians, and Babylonians: moreover the

bear has in its mouth the unusual number of three

tusks. Of the four beasts, the first and third do not
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devour; the fourth devours and breaks in pieces;

while to the second it is said only, “Devour much

flesh.”* If the intention of the vision be, as Eusebius

thinks, to describe these empires in relation to their

dealings with the Jews only, there is but one known

event that corresponds with this saying. To the Per

sians it was said, first by Haman, and next by the

messengers of the king, that they should destroy, kill,

and cause to perish — all Jews in one day. It was

said, Devour much flesh (Jerome): but the saying

never came to doing : it was unsaid in haste, from

India to Ethiopia; and Mordecai ascended, not fifty

cubits in Haman's garden, but to the second post

of honour in the kingdom.

Thus far Daniel has worked his way, half prophet

and half historian: he now quits the present, and

launches out with equal boldness upon the unseen

future. The transition to unmixed prophecy is no

ticed by Hippolytus: “Thou didst prophesy of the

lion in Babylon, for that was the home of thy cap

tivity: thou didst reveal the future history of the

bear, for still thou wast in the world, and didst see it

fulfilled. Now thou tellest me of the pard: but how

knowest thou of this, having already fallen asleep?

Who taught thee to say these things, unless it were He

that formed thee from the birth 2 God, thou sayest,

for thou didst speak the truth. The pard arose; the

he-goat came : he smote the ram: he broke his horns:

he trampled him under foot: he was exalted in his

fall; the four horns arose after him. Rejoice then,

* The voice seems to be like that which said to the Apostle,

“Rise, Peter; kill and eat.” In that case it was said only. The

Seventy make the bear address itself: “It said thus, Arise.”
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blessed Daniel : thou wast not deceived, for all these

things have come to pass."*

III. Alexander and the Greeks. Says Josephus:

" Another will come from the West, sheathed in

brass." The sound recalls Homer and his brass-clad

heroes. This brazen kingdom was to bear rule over

all the earth ; and so, in the usual way of speaking,

it did. For it is affirmed, upon authority not to be

despised in what concerns ordinary modes of speech,

even a nursery tale, supported by a consensus of

babes and sucklings, that Alexander, when he had

conquered all the world, sat down and wept. As

Hyrcanus words it, " The earth was still before him."

The third kingdom is also, like the rest, compared

to a beast. " He desires," says Chrysostom, " to

show something rapid, unrestrained, and destructive ;

therefore he calls up a pard." The leopard is used in

comparisons on account of its swiftness: "Their

horses," it is said, "are swifter than leopards."

Moreover, to make this leopard swifter, it has four

wings : for in twelve years Alexander rose from the

government of a province to universal empire. In

the next vision, therefore, the king of Grecia comes

from the West, not touching the ground. History

has something to say of this also.

A young Roman once shed tears before the statue

of Alexander, when he remembered that at an age

when he himself had done nothing, the Macedonian

had conquered the world. And yet that young Roman

is no sluggard in conquest, for it is early manhood

with him yet: he will one day write home to the

senate that he also came, and saw, and conquered.

* Hippolyti opera, ed. Fabricius, p. 16.
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Alexander's empire has one more mark, the four

heads. This is fully explained in the next vision:

the first king of Grecia being broken, four kingdoms

shall stand up out of the nation ; and in another

vision, his kingdom is said to be divided towards the

four winds of heaven, and not to his posterity.

It fell heavily upon the Christian Greeks, when

their empire had been vanquished and disarmed, that

they seemed to have lost, with their brass, their

place in the prophecy ; but Greece, conquered in

all besides, still boasted, excepting while Cicero was

living, supremacy in eloquence. Now eloquence had

been compared, by St. Paul, to sounding brass, as

the most resonant and clear-toned of metals. The

expositors, therefore, deprived of the substantial

character of the metal, fell back upon its sound.

Titus Bostrensis first gave out that the brass of the

third kingdom represents its eloquence. Eudoxius,

also a Greek, remarks that the hard iron of the Ro

mans conquered the precious gold, the resplendent

silver, and the sonorous brass.*

IV. The Roman Empire, described as an iron king

dom, and represented by a nameless beast with teeth

of iron. This kingdom also was to rule the whole

earth : so the Caesars begin by issuing a decree that

all the world shall be taxed. Yet their " whole

earth" was limited: they never ruled beyond the

Euphrates.

The interpretation of the fourth kingdom gradually

passed through a complete history of its own. At first,

Josephus confines his exposition to the iron, the clay

finding no counterpart in the kingdom of Vespasian.

* Greek chain on Daniel. Mai, t. i. in locum.
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Hippolytus stops short at the teeth of iron, exclaim

ing, " This we ourselves have seen, and we give God

the glory." Thus far the clay had been lying

dormant. Eusebius shows himself no wiser about it

than his predecessors. Apollinarius, Jerome's master,

recognizes the iron, but has nothing to say about

the clay. His pupil knew better : under the tuition

of the Goths, the Church had made rapid progress in

mastering that part of the vision. Sulpitius found the

incongruous mixture abundantly plain: Theodoret

was but too happy to discover that the mixture would

remain, and that the iron would not altogether dis

appear. Eudoxius next proposes to use the condition

of the empire as a measure of the times : M The weaker

you see the Roman Empire, the nearer you may

suppose the end." In this state the interpretation

still remains.

Next in order comes the mysterious stone, which

Josephus leaves untouched, as if conscious that to

him it must prove a stone of stumbling and a rock

of offence ; but the Christians gladly accept the sub

ject, hailing that stone as the Headstone of the corner.

And, for the mystery, " cut out, yet without hands,"

since Josephus is silent, Victor of Antioch shall speak :

" The being born of a virgin was above nature ; the

union of substance, a paradox. It is therefore called

a mystery, not as unknown, but as incomprehensible.

For the plan of the Cross exceeds all human under

standing: how the Sufferer achieved salvation, and

how the Dying rose ; how the Dishonoured conferred

glory, and how the Crucified removed the curse." *

* This Victor of Antioch, a Greek writer, flourished about 380.

Mai, vol.i. p. 177.
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The Jews, while the darkness lasted, pored over

the passages of sacred prophecy: at sun-rise they

closed the book. They had now enough to do in

evading the consequences of their literal system ; for

the sixty and two sevens had expired, the sceptre

had departed from Judah, and Shiloh must have

come. A connected account of their further pro

ceedings is beside the purpose of this work : it would

indeed furnish but a melancholy history, the elder

brother still standing without, desperate of the future,

careless of the present, and driven to console himself

with visions.of the glories once the birthright of the

elder son. As one who has no future, he begins to

dream of the past : " My ancestors," says the Rabbi

Eleazar, " kept goats on the mount of Mihvor, and

they grew fat upon the smell of the incense wafted

from the temple."*

* Babylon Talmud, Codex Tamid, cap. 3.
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CHAPTER II.

THE CHRISTIAN INTERPRETATION OF PROPHECY IN THE

PRIMITIVE AGE.

" I have heard some say, Unless I can find it in the ancients, I

will not believe it in the Gospel. And when I have said, It is

written , they have answered me, That remains to be shown.

But my antiquity is Jesus Christ : His cross, His death and re

surrection, and the faith that is by Him, these are an Antiquity

that defies age."— Ignatius, a.d. 107.

As new wine is put into new bottles, so the new

revelation was committed to a new Church. And

both were preserved ; for as, down to the time of Con-

stantine, the Church withstood the utmost assaults of

Satan, so on the other hand, no particle of the pro

phetic creed was lost. During that golden age of

Christianity, one system of prophetic interpretation

was everywhere received : which system, gathered

from writers of the whole period throughout the

'world, may be reduced to the following form :

The four beasts and four metals represent alike

four empires, the Babylonish, Medo-Persian, Grecian,

and Roman. The last of these is to give place to the

kingdom of Antichrist, embracing the four.

All prophetic times are fulfilled literally : the 2300

evenings and mornings, expressing half that number

of days, were fulfilled by Antiochus. The sixty-ninth

land-week of Daniel expired at the death of Christ :

the seventieth probably refers to the time of Anti-

ii
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christ, which will occupy its latter half, or three

years and a half.

The city of Rome, as existing from the Apostles'

time to that of Antichrist, is shown under the figure

of Babylon: Rome will be destroyed, about or before

the beginning of Antichrist's reign, by the ten kings

in league with him.

The Status Romanus, or Roman order of govern

ment, is the appointed means of letting or withholding

the coming of Antichrist: in its fall, and consequent

division among ten kings, there will be accomplished

the removal of “him that letteth.” These ten kings,

typified by the ten horns both of Daniel's fourth

beast and of St. John's scarlet beast, are to precede

the appearance of Antichrist, to give him their power,

to destroy Rome, and finally to be slain in the great

battle with the King of kings.

The contents of the sealed book correspond with

the substance of the prophecy delivered on the mount

of Olives. The seals represent *,

I. Christ's triumph through Gospel-preaching.

II. Wars These are the beginning of the

III. Famines sorrows, (that is, of the

IV. Pestilences birth-pangs of the end.)

W. Martyrs, chiefly under Antichrist.

VI. Precursors of the second Advent: and,

VII. The Sabbatical silence in heaven.

* The earliest extant expositors of the seals are these : —

DATE.

1st seal, Irenaeus - - - - - - 180.

2, 3, and 4. Victorinus - - - - - 290.

5. Tertullian - - - - - 200.

6. Anonymous - - - - - 257.

7 Victorinus - - - - - 290.
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The trumpets, though not explained in detail, were

supposed by some to represent the plagues inflicted

by the witnesses, briefly noticed in the history of the

witnesses themselves. The vials (perhaps the con

cluding climax to the trumpet-plagues) are the final

judgments poured out upon the Antichristians.

The great red dragon is the Devil ; the woman

clothed with the sun, the Church. (The birth of the

man-child was not clearly understood.) The casting

down of the dragon to earth marks the beginning of

Antichrist, and of Satan's renewed supernatural power

over men. The woman's flight to the wilderness cor

responds with the flight of the Church from Judea to

the mountains, there to be miraculously sustained

during the three years and a half.

The personal Antichrist, though possessed by a devil,

will be a real and individual man, — a false Christ

raised up by Satan. That power, and seat, and great

authority which Satan will have to offer, Antichrist

will accept, being suffered to reign for three years and

a half, to tyrannize over the whole earth, and to wear

out the saints. He will lay claim to divine honours ;

and, in language supremely blasphemous and insulting

to God, will set up himself above all that passes by

the name of God, or that is made an object of worship.

Though head of the last form of universal empire,

Antichrist will probably be a Jew, the serpent of the

tribe of Dan. Of that tribe, as St. John shows, none

will be sealed in the final apostacy. Antichrist is the

person described in prophecy as the little horn ; the

vile person ; a false Christ ; the man of sin ; also as the

beast which has two origins, from the sea and from

the bottomless pit. He rises from the sea as man,

H 2
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possessed of temporal power ; from the bottomless pit

as of demon origin, and possessed by a devil.

The proper name of Antichrist is concealed in an

enigma, probably not meant to be decyphered till after

the rise of the ten kings. As the Greek letters of

the name of Jesus make 888, so those of Antichrist's

name will make 666 : for eight is the number of

the Lord's day, and of the eighth millennium, the

beginning of the eternal state ; whereas six is the

number of the days of the world and of the thousands

of years of sin.

As Christ came in His Father's name, and was re

jected by the Jews, so Antichrist will come in his own

name, and will be received by them. All the world,

excepting the elect, will worship him : for he will

work great miracles, which, whether true or false,

will appear to be real. By divine grace and a know

ledge of prophecy, the elect will be enabled to see

through the delusion, according to the saying of our

Lord : Behold, I have told you before.

This Antichrist will set up his throne in Jerusalem,

appearing to realise the ancient hopes of the Jewish

nation. He will also cause his image to be set up in

the temple, which will be restored, probably when

Elias comes to restore all things, in the first half of

the seventieth week. In this temple Antichrist him

self will sit : and either he or his image (the image

of the Beast) is the abomination of desolation spoken

of by Daniel the prophet. This abomination, says

Daniel, will last 1290 days ; and the sight of it, stand

ing in the holy place of the temple, is to be the signal

for flight to the churches of Judea. By diabolical

power, this image will be made to speak, and all who

refuse to worship it will be put to death.
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The time of Antichrist is limited, for the sake of the

elect then living, to three years and a half: being

1290 days of ancient Jewish, and 1260 of ancient

Gentile reckoning. This time coincides with the days

shortened for the elect's sake, with the short time

which remains to the Devil when cast down to earth,

and with the speedy avenging of the elect : probably,

also, with the last half week of Daniel, with the short

space of the seventh head's continuance, and with the

little season during which the white-robed martyrs

are instructed to wait. This is the time of the great

tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the

world, and which will consist of two parts : the per

secution of the Church by Antichrist ; and the judg

ments divinely inflicted upon his followers.

St. Paul's theory of Antichrist was thus under

stood. His coming, though effected by the operation

of Satan, will be God's judgment upon the world for

its rejection of Christ. For God's great truth is the

Word, made manifest in the flesh : whoever opposes

this truth is an antichrist : whoever denies it, a liar.

But the great opposition and the great lie will be

Satan's Contra-Christ, who will be received by the

generation then living. Thus will that whole race of

unbelievers be found inexcusable ; for, rejecting Him

to whom all the prophets bore favourable witness,

they receive one whom many prophets have de

nounced as a blasphemer and an enemy to God.

Before this, Elias shall come first, and restore all

things : possibly being employed to confirm the

covenant during the first half of the seventieth week.

Elias, and perhaps Enoch, will preach against Anti

christ during three years and a half, exercising the

H 3
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miraculous powers of Moses and Elijah. In the end

they will be slain by Antichrist, and their bodies will

lie for three days and a half in the streets of Jerusa

lem : but on the fourth day they will rise again, and,

in sight of their enemies, will go up to heaven in a

cloud.

When Antichrist's power is at its height, his pre

tensions will be suddenly destroyed by the appear

ance of the true Christ, who will be known by His

own test:—Every Christ that henceforward comes

from among men is a false Christ : he that comes

from heaven as the lightning is the true. Yet Anti

christ, blinded by Satanic influence, will lead on the

kings of the earth to oppose his heavenly foe : he and

his false prophet will be cast into the lake of fire,

while the kings and their armies will be slain.

The scarlet beast is in some way connected with

the red Dragon,—possibly as the demon-empire, or the

system of idolatrous devil-worship : it will reascend

from the bottomless pit in the days of Antichrist.

[The greater part of the mystery of the scarlet

beast cannot be gathered from the primitive writings

now extant ; yet this principle appears to have been

recognised :—that the seven heads of the Apocalyptic

beasts, when surmounted by a city, signify hills;

when crowned, they stand for kings ; and, when one

of them is seen to be wounded, they are likewise

meant to express kings.]

The six thousand years of the world's duration

having passed away, the seventh thousand (reckoning

loosely, for none can know the times or seasons of the

end) will be the sabbatical state. Before this the

saints will arise, those who have not received the
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mark of the beast, whether martyrs or not. Many

will come from the East and from the West, and will

sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, at the

marriage supper of the Lamb. To this state will

succeed the eighth or eternal age, typified by the

first day of the new week, the eighth of the old :

before this the earth will be purified, and cleansed

from all sin.

The New Testament writers, even when delivering

fresh predictions, sometimes take occasion to expound

Old Testament prophecies. These inspired expo

sitions, being the basis of all true understanding of

the subject, must be first examined.

a.d. 29.

The phrase, " the abomination of desolation," though

several times paraphrased in the Septuagint Daniel,

occurs in that precise form twice only : once in

chap. xi. 31., and again in chap. xii. : "The abomina

tion of the desolation shall be given for 1290 days."

From our Lord's manner of quoting Daniel, " the

abomination of the desolation, the spoken of by

Daniel," (Gr.), it appears that all these abominations

are one, though admitting of a secondary fulfilment.

This calamity, as it appears from Dan. xii., will befal

the Jewish nation in the end of the world : the Sa

viour's exposition makes the certainty doubly sure ; for

thus speaks He who hath the key of David : " When

ye shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by

Daniel the prophet, then let them which be in Judea

u 4
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flee to the mountains ; " and as for the period at which

this is to happen, it is added, that "immediately"

after that tribulation, the sun shall be darkened,

and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and

they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds

of heaven.

This abomination is to stand " in the holy place,"

and, " where it ought not." These expressions, though

plain enough to a Jew, throw us back upon Daniel for

explanation. In the ninth chapter, according to the

Seventy, it stands thus : " In the temple shall be the

abomination of desolations." (v. 27.)

St. Luke reports another saying having reference

to the same event: " When ye shall see Jerusalem com

passed with armies." This siege is described at length

in Zechariah xiv. : " I will gather all nations against

Jerusalem to battle, and the city shall be taken, and

the houses rifled." A comparison of the two passages

shows that the New Testament prediction, though

capable of a passing application to Titus or Adrian,

refers to the siege in Zechariah. For, after it, says the

Jewish prophet, the Lord shall go forth to fight with

those nations : after that tribulation, says the Divine

Teacher, shall the Son of man be seen. And, for the

times of the Gentiles (left indefinite in St. Luke), we

have to consult the Apocalypse, where it is said that

the Gentiles shall tread under foot the holy city forty

and two months. From this point the collation of the

prophecies runs on smoothly : the standing on the

mount of Olives, the great earthquake, and the mourn

ing of the tribes, all these, when read by the New

Testament light, become plain in their order and

connection.
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a.d. circ. 50.

The famous conversation in Thessalonica, from the

casual manner in which it is referred to, seems to have

been an exposition of old prophecies rather than a

formal delivery of new. If we take as the text the

version of the Seventy, the passages commented on

will appear to be the following : —

OLD TESTAMENT. ST. PAUL.

That Man of Sin shall be re

vealed.

He shall have intelligence with There shall come first the

them, because they have forsaken apostacy.

the holy covenant. (Dan. xii.)

And behold, eyes like man's

eyes. (Dan. vii.)

And the other king shall arise

after them. (Dan. vii.)

He shall speak words against

the Most High. (Ch. vii.)

And the king shall be exalted

above every god. (Ch. xi.)

He shall pitch his tent upon

the mountain of the will of the

Holy One. (Ch. xi.)

In the temple shall be the abo

mination of desolation. (Ch. ix.)

The fourth kingdom ... and

ten kings shall arise ... and after

them the other. (Ch. vii.)

He shall smite the earth with

the word of his mouth, and with

the spirit of his lips he shall

destroy that Wicked One.

(Isaiah xi.)

Who opposeth and exalteth

himself above all that is called

God.

So that he sitteth in the tem

ple of God.

And now ye know what with-

holdeth.

And then shall that Wicked

One be revealed, whom the Lord

shall consume with the spirit of

his mouth.*

* Noticed by Severianus : " This is that smiting the Wicked

One spoken of by Isaiah." He quotes both that passage in Isaiah

and the last words of Malachi : " Lest I come and smite the earth."

-—Cramer's Greek Chain on 2 Thess.
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a.d. 64.

At this time Rome is first called Babylon by St.

Peter, who thus prepares his readers for the coming

transfer of Old Testament prophecies in the Apoc

alypse. This use of the name is so entirely in con

formity with the usual style of Rabbinical disguise,

that the Apostle's meaning was never doubted till the

fifteenth century.

a.d. circ. 80.

About this time the name Antichrist began to be

applied to the man of Sin. From St. John's method

of introducing the word, it seems to have been already

familiar to the Church : " Ye have heard that the

Antichrist shall come." St. Paul's word, Antikei-

menos, is the nearest approach to it in older writings.

The Apostles, as it cannot fail to be remarked by

the most hasty reader, uniformly describe the day of

the Lord as close at hand ; but, let any one misun

derstand them, so as to reckon upon it coming in a

few years, or within any given time, and at once they

hasten to correct the mistake, and to explain their true

meaning. Happily for our instruction, they were,

even during their own lifetime, so far misunderstood

by some, as to find it needful to lay down the princi

ples of a more sober calculation :—That God's reckon

ing differs from man's in the proportion of a day to a

thousand years ; that what some men call slackness is

with Him long-suffering : and yet that the last day,

when it does come, shall come quickly, that is, sud

denly, and like a thief in the night. Where the

Saviour reveals one obstacle to His speedy coming, St.

Paul adds two besides : not only must the gospel be
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preached everywhere, but the letting power must be

first removed, and the Man of Sin must next ap

pear. Moreover, adds the Apostle, let none tell you,

as if he had learnt it from me, that the last day is at

hand ; let none think that I meant it in my epistle ;

let no man deceive you by any means.

Thus the Apostles, secure in the infallibility of their

inspiration, so treated the subject as to convey pre

cisely the same impression that their Master had left

before them : for He, who said " Surely I come

quickly," said also, "The end is not yet." To all,

therefore, they say, Be ready; to the over-anxious,

Be not troubled. Let no fond and frustrated hopes

give a handle to the scoffer ; but, above all, let no

unexpected arrival of death or of judgment peril

your eternal safety.

A.D. 96.

A year to be much remembered by the Church, for

the publication of a book which so far exceeds all

other prophecies in fulness and clearness as to merit

the exclusive title of "The Revelation." Its date

is fixed by the testimony of Irena?us, who talked

with those that had talked with St. John; for the

Apostle lived several years after his return from

Patmos.

The Apocalypse is found to be chiefly an arrange

ment of earlier prophecies and emblems: in it we

recognise the tree of life from Paradise, Eve's ancient

serpent, Enoch's ten thousand saints, Judah's Lion,

the Song of Moses, Job's accuser, David's Prosperous

Kider, Isaiah's Dragon, Jeremiah's Babylon, Ezekiel's

four sore judgments, Daniel's three times and a half,
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together with his lion, leopard, bear, and ten horns;

nor are there wanting Zechariah's great earthquake,

Joel's darkened luminaries, Malachi's Elijah, Jere

miah’s “great city,” Isaiah's spiritual Sodom, the

great tribulation of the Gospels, the Western Babylon

of St. Peter, and the Sabbatism of St. Paul. All

these are here so collected and arranged, that the

Apocalypse becomes a guide to all prophecy: an in

dex placed at the end of the sacred volume, both

marking its completion and facilitating the study of

its contents.

The book itself, as may be gathered from its open

ing chapter, was addressed as a circular epistle to

seven Asiatic churches. Before long it was remarked

by the heretical Alogi, that the church of Thyatira,

spoken of as infested by “that woman Jezebel, which

calleth herself a prophetess,” was not then in exist

ence. From this they inferred that the book was

fallible, and therefore uninspired.

Within sixty years from the date of the Apo

calypse a church was founded in Thyatira, and was

actually troubled by three false prophetesses, Pris

cilla, Maximilla, and Quintilla. Epiphanius, there

fore, in reply to the Alogi, grants the premises of

their argument, but draws his own conclusion :—

John spoke of a church and a false prophetess in

Thyatira:

But that church and false prophetess did not exist

till long afterwards:

Therefore John must have written in the spirit of

prophecy.”

Thus much for the inspired expositors in person

* Epiphanius contra Alogos, c. 33.
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Here ends implicit faith : here begins caution, with

the need to prove all things, and to hold fast that

only which Scripture declares to be good.

It had been foretold to Daniel that knowledge

should be increased : and now the promise was ful

filled ; the Lamb had opened the seals, and had given

to His servants that revelation which God gave to Him.

From the prophecy delivered on the mount of Olives,

down to the Apocalypse itself, fresh lights had con

tinued to dawn upon the future, till the path of the

Church, as far as was needful for her to see, was

clearly revealed. With what measure of steadfastness

she followed that light, given her to rule the night in

the absence of the Day-star, will appear in the course

of this history.

To become learners in the Apostles' school we must

seek them where they taught ; and as they were sent

into all the world, round the world we must follow

them. Confining ourselves to the time before Con-

stantine, and starting from the centre of the Apo

calyptic earth, we shall visit Barnabas in Cyprus, s

Polycarp at Smyrna, and Papias not far from Lao-

dicea. Reluctantly we pass by Sardis, for Melito's

commentary on the Apocalypse is lost. We have,

however, Methodius in Tyre, Lactantius in Nico-

raedia, and Justin Martyr in Sichem. Victorinus

next calls us northward to Austria, while Irenaeus

beckons from the western Lyons. Crossing the Alps,

we find Hermes and the Pseudo-sibyl among the

seven hills; Porto has its martyr Hippolytus, and

Carthage is by no means to be erased from our map,

yielding Cyprian and Tertullian. Returning to the

Apocalyptic home, we pass through Alexandria,
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where Origen and the younger Clement hold their

school.

A. D. 70.

Jerusalem is now about to be surrounded with an

army; the Jews of Jericho have already fled to the

mountains”; will the Christians of Jerusalem follow

them 2 Upon their conduct hangs the answer to this

question, Did they understand, by the approach of

Vespasian, the abomination of desolation spoken of

by Daniel? They did not; for, instead of fleeing

from Judea to the mountains, they fled from Jeru

salem to another city of Judea. A special revelation,

as it seems, authorised them to flee to Pella, where

they remained till their return to Jerusalem.

For this statement there are two authorities, though

neither of them very ancient.

I. Eusebius (in 320.): “The church which was

in Jerusalem, by an oracle given by Revelation to fit

persons among them before the war, were ordered to

leave the city, and to inhabit a town named Pella,

beyond Jordan.”f

II. Epiphanius (in 380.): “When the city was

about to be taken by the Romans, all the disciples

were warned by an angel to depart from it, since it

was to be totally destroyed; and they, emigrating,

dwelt in the city of Pella beyond Jordan.”f

This Pella, so far from being in the mountains, is

one of ten cities grouped in a plain, and thence

named Decapolis.

* Josephus, Bell. Jud., iv. 8.

f Euseb. Hist. Eccles, lib. iii. c. 5.

f Epiphanius, De Mensuris et Ponderibus, cap. 15.
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A. d. circ. 7 5.

The Catholic Epistle of St. Barnabas,—a work that

was universally received as genuine, though not in

spired,—bears evidence of having been written soon

after the year 70. It notices the destruction of the

temple as recent, and makes no reference to the

Apocalypse, even when treating of the millennium.

Also, when describing the little horn, Barnabas

makes no use of the word Antichrist, which first ap

pears in St. John's Epistles after the year 80.

Of Barnabas it is recorded that he was " a good

man, and full of the Holy Ghost and of faith."

(Acts xi. 24.) Therefore his Epistle deserves every

attention short of that implicit faith which is due to

inspiration alone.

Part of the early chapters being lost in the original

Greek, we are sometimes dependent upon the ancient

Latin version :—

Chap, iii., iv. : " To all of us God has shown these things

beforehand, that we may not run, as proselytes, to their law.

Therefore, closely examining into the future, I must needs

write that which will be for our safety.

" Let us flee every evil work, and hate the error of the

present time, that we may find favour hereafter : let us give

our soul no licence to hold intercourse with the wicked and

the sinner, lest at any time we become like them.

" For the consummate trial, as it is written, and as Daniel

says, draws near : for the Lord has cut short the times and

the days, that His beloved may hasten to His inheritance.

" Thus saith the prophet, Ten kingdoms shall reign on the

earth, and after them shall arise a little one, who shall subdue

three at once. So also of their kingdoms.

" Of this one Daniel says again, And I saw the fourth

beast, wicked and strong, and fiercer than the other marine

beasts, and on it there appeared ten horns. And there
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came up in the midst of them another short horn, which cast

down three of the greater horns. We ought therefore to

understand.* Furthermore I beg of you, as one of yourselves,

loving you all above mine own soul, that you take heed to

yourselves, and become not like those who heap up their sins,

and say, that their Testament is also ours. Yet ours it is,

for that which Moses received they lost for ever."

Barnabas is almost the only primitive writer on

prophecy who notices the destruction of Jerusalem, to

which, as very recent, he twice refers as an argument

against the Jews.

" Chap. iv. : Beware lest after being called we fall asleep

and slumber in our sins, and the Wicked one, receiving power

over us, awaken us and shut us out from the kingdom of the

Lord. And now, especially, understand this, having seen

such signs and fearful things in the Jewish nation, and how

the Lord has abandoned them."

" Chap. xvi. : Again he says, Behold, they that have

destroyed this temple shall themselves build it. And so it is;

for because of their going to war, it was destroyed by their

enemies, and now the very servants of their enemies shall

rebuild it. f Moreover it was shown how the city and temple

and people of Israel were to be delivered up : for the Scrip

ture says, And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the

Lord will deliver up the sheep of the pasture, their sheep-

fold and their tower to destruction. And, as the Lord said,

so it has happened."

From the passages now quoted we gather these

opinions of Barnabas :

The great tribulation is connected with the little

horn of the fourth Beast, and not with the destruction

of Jerffsalem.

* " He that readeth (Daniel) let liim understand."

t Spiritually, as appears from the context : through the Gentiles

being chosen to form the Christian church.
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In the time of Barnabas, the ten horns were expected

to come next : showing that the fourth Beast was

considered to be the Roman Empire then existing.

The vile person of Dan. xi. is the same as the little

horn, and his power is to be cut short, that Christ's

coming may be hastened.

The antichristian apostacy will be closely con

nected with the Jewish opposition to Christianity.

But the " son of consolation " has better news in

store for the Church : he is the first to tell of the

thousand years of the coming kingdom. The promise

of a sabbatical period had been already given by St.

Paul, who, after an appeal to the history of the Jews

and of the creation, declares that there remains a

sabbatism (o-a^^aT^o-/Aos) to the people of God. But

Barnabas, Paul's companion in travel, defines it more

exactly :

" Chap. xv. : Observe, my children, why it says, He ended

in six days. This means that the Lord God will finish all

tilings in six thousand years : for with Him a day is a thou

sand years, as he testifies, saying, Behold, to-day shall be as

a thousand years.

" Therefore, my children, in six days, that is, in the six

thousand years, all things shall be finished. And he rested

on the seventh day : this means, When his Son shall come,

and shall abolish the time of the Wicked one*, and shall

judge the ungodly, and shall change the sun and moon and

stars ; then shall He rest gloriously on the seventh day.

" He says moreover, Thou shalt hallow it with pure hands

and a pure heart. If, then, that day which God has hal-

* The Anomos, St. Paul's name for Antichrist— This account

of the millennium derives great importance from its date. Had

Barnabas conveyed a false impression, doubtless that impression

would have been contradicted, not supported, by the Apocalypse,

twenty years afterwards.

I
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lowed, can now be kept holy by any one, unless he be alto

gether pure in heart, I am mistaken. See therefore; He

truly will hallow it, resting honourably, when we ourselves

shall be enabled to work righteousness, having received the

promise ; when iniquity shall no more exist, and all things

shall be made new by the Lord. Then shall we be able to

hallow it, having been first made holy ourselves.

"Furthermore He says to them, Your new moons and

your sabbaths I cannot endure. Observe how He speaks ;

The present sabbaths are not acceptable to me, but those

which I have made. In which sabbath, having ended all

things, I will make the beginning of an eighth day, that is,

the beginning of another world. Therefore we keep with

gladness the eighth day, on which Jesus both rose from

the dead, and, after showing himself openly, went up into

heaven."

Barnabas and Peter both quote the ninetieth Psalm,

though for a different purpose : the one to prove that

God's reckoning of time differs from ours ; the other

to establish the principle, that each day of the world's

creation typifies a thousand years in its history.

As far as the seventh day is concerned, Barnabas is

supported by St. John; he seems therefore to be jus

tified in the general sense which he puts upon the

words of the Psalm. If so, the saying of Moses may

be understood as a comment upon his own history

of the six days' work, a first sketch of the great plan

of the seven thousand years.

Yet this calculation must not be taken in too

strict a sense ; for the day and hour of Christ's

second coming, and of its precursory troubles, no

man knows, — not even the Son, but the Father;

and though the loss of the true chronology may ac

count for human ignorance, it will scarcely explain

that of the angels or of the Son.
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a. d. circ. 100.

The first Christian writer after the appearance of

the Apocalypse is Hermes of Rome. His name occurs

in the Epistle to the Romans : " Salute Asyncritus,

Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes." The " Shep

herd " of this author, a work of undoubted genuine

ness, contains some imitations of the Apocalypse,

showing him to have written after 96. His ad

vanced age is alluded to in one of the visions, which

was deferred on account of his infirmities: after

seeing it he felt younger.

By this work the English reader will be strongly

reminded of the "Pilgrim's Progress;" a comparison

which will enable him at once to enter into the inten

tion of the pretended visions. Hermes is taken, in

his dream, to the tower of the Church, built upon

the Rock of ages : here he is left in charge of four

damsels, named Faith, Abstinence, Power, and Pa

tience. In the morning his guide inquires, " Upon

what didst thou sup, Hermes ?" " I supped all night

on the word of the Lord." * Though the style of

Hermes is simple almost to childishness, there are,

throughout his artless effusions, gushes of penitence

and hope and joy, that show him to be no novice in

the religion of the heart.

Where St. Paul's Epistle found him, there he re

mained, as may be learnt from his references to the

Tiber and the Via Campana. The fourth vision,

" concerning the trial and tribulation to come upon

mankind," will be made clear by first noticing the

chain of inspired declarations on the subject : —

* Lib. iii. similitudo 9.

i 2
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Dan. xii. : " There shall be a time of trouble such as never

was since there was a nation and many of them that

sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake."

Matt. xxiv. : " There shall be great tribulation, such as was

not since the beginning of the world and imme

diately after that tribulation shall the sun be darkened ....

and they shall see the Son of man coming."

Luke xxi. : " Pray always, that ye may be accounted

worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and

to stand before the Son of man."

Revelation iii. : " I will keep thee from the hour of tempt

ation, which shall come upon all the world."

Revelation vii. : " A great multitude which no man could

number, of all nations and kindreds These are they

which came out of the great tribulation."

Revelation ix. : " It was commanded them (the locusts

from the bottomless pit) that they should hurt only those

men which have not the seal of God in their foreheads."

Of this great tribulation, affecting all nations, kin

dreds, and tongues, a certain portion, represented by

the stings of the fiery locusts, may be escaped. But

how ? On this momentous subject Hermes under

takes to admonish his brethren.

His vision is styled " a figure of the tribulation to

come." The scene lies in the Via Campana, ten fur

longs out of Rome. The emblem of the tribulation

is compounded of the dragon and the locusts of

the Apocalypse; for, like the Roman Christians in

general, Hermes appears to consider a dragon and a

whale as synonymous* : —

" I walked a little further, when suddenly I saw a cloud

of dust mounting to the sky. I began to say to myself,

* Throughout the whole school of ancient Christian art, a

dragon, instead of a whale, is seen to swallow Jonah. This idea

is probably founded upon the words, " He will slay the dragon that

is in the sea."
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Can this be cattle raising the dust ? It was about a furlong

distant, and still I saw it rising more and more, till I sus

pected something supernatural. And now there was a gleam

of sunshine, when, behold, I saw a great beast like a whale,

with fiery locusts coming out of its mouth. Its height

was about a hundred feet, and its head was shaped like an

urn. I began to weep, and to call upon the Lord to deliver

me from it. Then I remembered the saying that I had

heard — * Hermes, doubt not. '

" And now, my brethren, putting on the faith of God, and

remembering who had taught me great things, I boldly pre

sented myself to the beast, which was coming on as if with

one blow it would demolish a city. I came close up to it ;—

and that beast, so great, stretched itself upon the ground, and

moved nothing but its tongue : it lay quite still until I had

passed by it."

Hermes now meets a noble virgin, coming forth as

from the wedding chamber : —

" From former visions I knew that she was the Church,

and I felt glad. Saluting me, she said, * Hail, O man ! ' And

I said in return, ' Hail, lady ! ' She said to me, ' Have you

met with nothing?' I answered, * There met me, lady, a

beast capable of devouring a nation, but through God's power

and special mercy I escaped it.' 'You have well escaped,'

she said, ' casting your solitude and your care upon the

Lord, and opening your heart to Him, — believing that by

none other could you be saved than by His great and

glorious Name. Therefore the Lord sent His angel who

is over the beast whose name is Hegrin (or, over the

beast whose name is the Wicked one*), and stopped its

mouth that it might not hurt you. Through your faith,

and through not fearing that beast, you have escaped the

great tribulation. Go then, and tell the elect of God

His great doings : tell them that this beast is the figure of the

tribulation to come. If therefore you are found prepared,

* The Greek is here lost; the reference is probably to Apoc. xii. :

" The dragon, called the Devil."

i 3
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you shall escape the operation of the Wicked one, if your

heart be pure and without spot.' "

Hermes now asks the meaning of the four colours

upon the head of the. Beast : the black, he is told, is

the present world ; the fiery and blood-colour show

that the age is to perish by fire and blood. The gold

represents those who escape its influence ; the white

is the age to come, the habitation of the elect.

" ' Cease not,' continues his guide, * to speak these things

in the ears of the saints. You have a figure of the great tri

bulation to come : if you choose, it shall be as nothing. Bear

in mind that which is written.' When she had finished speak

ing, she departed ; and I did not see which way she went,

for there was a noise, and I turned round in fear, thinking

that the beast was coming."*

Hermes follows St. John in making the apostacy

of Antichrist to consist in the denial of the Father

and the Son :—

" Blessed will he be, that will support the great tribula

tion to come, and will not deny his life: for the Lord has

sworn by His Son, that whoever shall deny His Son and

Himself, promising themselves His life, the same shall also

deny Him in the coming days."f

He also understands literally the new heavens and

the new earth. The Church, represented by an

aged woman, reads from a book the destiny of the

righteous : —

" Unrolling the book, she read in a manner glorious, mag

nificent, and wonderful, things which I was not able to

remember : for they were terrible words, which a man could

not endure. Yet the last words I remembered, for they

were few and useful to ourselves: 'Behold, the Lord of

hosts, who by His invisible power and great wisdom has

founded the world, and in His glorious purpose has sur-

* Lib. i. visio 4. f Visio 2.
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rounded His creation with beauty ; who by His mighty word

has built the heavens, and established the earth upon the

waters; who with His mighty power hath built up His

holy Church, and blessed it: behold, He will change the

heavens and the mountains, the hills and the seas, and will

make all things plain for His elect, that He may give them

the promise which He has promised, with much honour and

joy, if in stedfast faith they keep the commandments of God,

which they have received.' " *

a. d. circ. 100-105.

The so-called second book of Esdras, if we may-

judge from the period at which its predictions break

down, appeared about this time; for the Roman

Empire of this pretended prophet flourishes under

the twelve Caesars, but, after Nerva, falls into con

fusion. As the twelfth Ca?sar died in 96, the date of

the book must be about, or a little after, the year 100.

The credit of this anonymous writer is much

lowered by his endeavour to pass off his work as a

genuine prophecy of Ezra. This attempt, though

clumsily carried out, is not the less calculated to

injure the authority of the sacred books themselves.

That he was a Christian is proved by these words :

" My Son Jesus shall be revealed with those that are

with him, and they that remain shall rejoice within

four hundred years." His knowledge of the Apo

calypse appears in many passages, especially the ac

count of the palm-bearing multitude : " I, Esdras,

saw upon the mount Zion a great people, whom I

could not number ... so I asked the angel, and

said, Sir, what are these ? " &c.

According to the system of this writer, a year in

* Visiol.

I 4
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prophecy signifies a natural year. The declaration

that Jesus would be revealed after four hundred

years refers to the time from Ezra to Christ ; appa

rently an imitation of the seventy weeks of Daniel,

allowing for the interval between Daniel and Ezra.

Another instance occurs elsewhere : " Whereas she

said to thee that she hath been thirty years barren,

those are the thirty years wherein there was no offer

ing made in her."

Esdras is the earliest Christian expositor of the

fourth Beast ; for, though he avoids the Roman name,

he describes plainly enough the twelve Caesars, of

whom the second (Augustus) reigned longest, and was

the first regularly appointed emperor of Rome : —

" The eagle which thou sawest ascending from the sea,

this is the kingdom which was shown in vision to thy brother

Daniel; but it was not explained to him, therefore I now

explain it to thee. Behold, the days come, that a kingdom

shall arise upon the earth, more terrible than all the king

doms before it ; and over it twelve kings shall reign, one after

another ; for the second shall begin to reign, and shall reign

longest of the twelve."

When, in the visions of the Apocalypse, the sixth

angel has poured out his vial upon the Euphrates, its

waters are dried up to afford a passage for the kings

of the East. Esdras attempts an easy and natural

explanation of this prediction :—the miraculous dry

ing of the Euphrates to facilitate the return of the

ten tribes. This is to be at the time of the end, when

the nations rise up against Jerusalem. His history

of the ten tribes is worthy the attention of all who

concern themselves about the fate of that exiled

people.
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a. d. circ. 110.

Early in this century lived Papias of Hierapolis,

who devoted himself to the task of collecting inform

ation about Christ and the Apostles. In the preface

to his work, the only part now extant, he describes

his object : —

" Whatever I have learned and remembered from the

elders, I will labour to set forth and explain, that thereby I

may confirm the truth : for, unlike the many, I have delighted

to follow, not great talkers, but true teachers ; not those that

repeat strange precepts, but those that declare the articles of

faith given by the Lord, and flowing from the Truth itself.

Therefore, when I saw any who had followed the elders, I

asked what those elders had said : what Andrew, what Peter

had said ; what Philip, Thomas, or James ; what John, Mat

thew, or any other of the Lord's disciples ; what Aristion or

John the Presbyter (both disciples of the Lord) had said."*

Eusebius appears to quote this passage, solely for

the sake of the two Johns; for from it he proceeds

to argue that the Apostle John may not have been

the real author of the Apocalypse. He would rather

believe that the other John wrote it, and that the

whole Church has been mistaken in the authorship,

than allow the inspiration of a book which promises

a millennium. But Eusebius, belonging to the fourth

century, must not be allowed to disturb the unani

mity of these early times.

The millennial hope is the only portion of apostolic

teaching which has come down to us through Papias.

Unfortunately, we must here read Papias through

the glasses of Eusebius, who is bent upon running

down both the millennium and its supporters:—

* Eusebii Hist. Eccles., lib. iii. c. 39.
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" Papias also declared other things as having come to him

through unwritten tradition; certain strange parables and

doctrines of the Saviour, and other things more like fable.

Among these, that there will be a certain thousand years

after the resurrection from the dead, during which the king

dom of Christ will be bodily established upon the earth.

This, I suppose, came from his misunderstanding the teaching

of the Apostles, and not allowing for what they said mysti

cally and in figures : for he seems to have possessed very

little judgment, as may be gathered from his books."

Papias is as far superior to Eusebius in faith as

beneath him in learning ; the one is a semi-Arian, the

other makes it the business of his life to hear about

Jesus. But Papias injures his cause when he paints,

in hyperbolical language, the fertility of the millen

nial age : " Every vine," he says, " will bear ten thou

sand stems ; every stem ten thousand branches ; every

branch ten thousand twigs ;" and so forth. This pas

sage, preserved by Irenaeus, appears to be a fanciful

amplification of the words, "There shall be a thousand

vines at a thousand silverlings." For want of better

arguments, these words of Papias are still often cited,

to throw discredit upon the doctrine of the millennium.

Most of the writers who have flourished hitherto

may be classed together, as far as personal inter

course is concerned, as the school of St. Paul : for

Barnabas was his fellow-traveller, and Hermes his

Roman disciple ; Clement, who writes simply of the

Advent, was that fellow-labourer Clement whose name

was in the book of life. We now approach what

may be called, in the same limited sense, the school

of St. John : including Ignatius and Polycarp his dis

ciples, Irenaaus their pupil, and Hippolytus, said

to have learnt under Irenasus. True it is that the
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uniformity of apostolic teaching leaves no room for

any to style himself " of Paul or of Cephas :" nor was

any such distinction allowed for a moment to be en

tertained*; yet St. John and his immediate followers,

living in later times and among new dangers, are

remarkable for the prominence which they give to this

principle, that the apostacy of Antichrist will impugn

the doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation.

The Church, having been told every thing else

about Antichrist, was not left to herself to guess

the road that led to him. Scripture decided, once

for all, whether the danger would lie in believing

too much or too little, — in explaining away these

doctrines, or in holding them too grossly and too

literally. The spirit that confesses not, the spirit that

denies, that is the spirit of Antichrist.

It was these heresies that drew forth St. John's

catholic Epistle. Being sinners, he argues, we need

an atonement; that atonement we have in Christ

Jesus. But to this conclusion two premises are ne

cessary : that Jesus was a true Son of God, and that

He became truly man.

The position, commanding as it did the very citadel

of Satan, was attacked on either side : first, by

Jews, Simonians, and Pagans, who treated Jesus as

an impostor ; and, secondly, as well as more danger-

* It must not be supposed that the Apostles had so negligently

conducted themselves as to induce their followers to form parties,

under pretence of following some Apostle in particular. It was

others who had become the leaders of sects ; but, rather than per

petuate their names in the sacred record, St. Paul puts the case as

if it lay between himself, and Apollos, and Peter: — "These

things I have in a figure transferred to myself and to Apollos for

your sakes : that ye might learn in us not to think of men above

that which is written."
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ously, by Gnostics and Nicolaitanes, who contended

that the Incarnation had been fictitious. For the

first class, the Apostle fulminant (remembering late

in life his title of Boanerges) could find no milder

name than liars: they denied the Truth of truths.

The second he calls the many antichrists who pre

cede the coming of the Arch-Antichrist.

Early church history is loaded with the sayings

and the doings of these men. Of the first class was

Simon Magus, who after his rebuke by St. Peter

went to yet greater lengths, saying in his work: “I

am the word of God, I am the Excellent, I am the

Paraclete, I am the Almighty, I am all things of

God.”* Of the second class was Valentine, from

whose Epistle to Agathopus this sentence has been

preserved: “Jesus, having endured all things, and

having attained to perfect continence, wrought out

His own Divinity: He ate and drank in a manner

peculiar to Himself, not assimilating His food.”f

A. D. 107.

In opposing these doctrines, St. John's disciples

were not less zealous than himself. It was the last

care of Ignatius, while on his way to martyrdom, to

fortify the Church against the many antichrists. To

the Church of Trallis he writes:—

“Shut your ears when any one speaks to you without

Jesus Christ, who came of the race of David and of Mary;

who was in very deed born, did eat and drink, did truly

suffer under Pontius Pilate, was truly crucified, and did die,

in the sight of those in heaven, and on earth, and under the

earth; who was also truly raised from the dead by the power

* Hieron. in Matt. xxiv.

t Clem. Alexand. Stromatum, lib. iii.
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of His Father, who will in like manner raise up us also in

Christ Jesus, without whom we have no true life.

" But if, as some say, being atheists, that is, unbelievers,

He seemed only to suffer, then they themselves seem only to

exist. And if so, why am I bound, why longing to fight with

the beasts ? Do I then die for nothing ? or am I bearing

false witness for the Lord ?

" Flee, therefore, these evil growths, which bear a fruit

so deadly, that whoever tastes it, dies. These are no planting

of the Father: for, if they were, we should see shoots of the

Cross, and their fruit would be incorruptible."

From the custom of appealing to the Crucifixion

in proof of Christ's true humanity, the cross itself

began to assume a new force and meaning. Already

it had been to the Jews a stumbling-block, contra

dicting their notions of a glorious Messiah: it had

been to the Greeks foolishness, for their pride and

subtlety rebelled against it. Now, in the second

century, it was to be wielded as a weapon against

the Antichristians : to these it was fatal, for it pro

claimed a true humanity and a true atonement.

Therefore, with the necessities of the age, the cus

tomary mode of speaking of the cross changes also.

When self-indulgence is the temptation, the command

is given to take up the cross ; when there is a question

of being ashamed of a suffering Christ, one, and he

a standard-bearer, talks of glorying in the cross;

when letting go the atonement is proposed, we hear

of being nailed to the cross. This flaming sword,

it was found, could be turned every way, and on all

sides the tree of life was guarded. Ignatius writes

to the Church of Smyrna : "I know that you are

fixed in stedfast faith, as it were nailed, body and

spirit, to the cross of Jesus Christ our Lord ; being

established in love, through the blood of Christ, and
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fully persuaded concerning our Lord that He is

truly of the race of David according to the flesh,

God's Son according to the will and power of God."*

Polycarp showed himself a zealous disciple of the

same school. A little before his martyrdom he wrote

to the Philippians : " Whoever confesses not that

Jesus Christ has come in the flesh, is an antichrist ;

whoever confesses not the witness of the cross, is of

the Devil ; whoever twists the words of the Lord to

his own wishes, saying that there is neither resurrec

tion nor judgment, he is the first born of Satan." f

a. d. circ. 130.

A little before the middle of this century, the world

was surprised by the appearance of a work entitled

Sibylline Oracles. In spite of its title, a Greek poem

embodying a paraphrase of much of the Apocalypse

was not likely to go down with the heathen as the

work of their own prophetess. Accordingly they as

signed it to a Christian author, and took no further

notice of its contents.J But the Christians were less

sagacious : blinded by their wishes, they hailed it as

a tribute from Paganism to the truth of their own

religion. The forgery cannot be defended : all that

can be attempted is to state the motives that pro

bably led to it.

The Christians, hard pressed by their enemies,

possessed a means of retaliating, not at first brought

into play. They knew that the Roman Empire, far

from being eternal, was certainly destined to perish ;

that Rome herself, the boasted queen of cities, was to

* Ad Smyrnaeos, cap. 1. f Ad Philippenses, cap. 7.

$ Celsus (apud Origenem, lib. vii.) : " You have inserted many

blasphemies in the Sibyl's writings."
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be miserably ravaged and burnt. This knowledge, it

might seem to them, if properly applied, would strike

terror into their foes, and cause their enemies no

more to triumph over them: but this knowledge

the inspired writers had concealed in figures, for the

Church was not needlessly to be exposed to the sus

picion of inculcating treason. At length, some

member of the suffering community, more zealous

than scrupulous, discovered a plausible expedient:

the denunciations of the Apocalypse were to be put

into the mouth of a Pagan prophet. Thus the Pa

gans were to receive them without suspicion ; while the

Church, in no way committed by the effusions of a

sibyl, might securely look on, and profit by the result.

In this work, all disguise was to be dropped : there

were to be no mysterious hints about the mouth of

the lion, about him that letteth, about a wicked

kingdom, or a nameless beast : every where it was to

be plain Rome and the Roman Empire. But the

poet's ingenuity was ill rewarded ; the new oracles

were traced to their true source, and that within

the lifetime of their author : for the Christians were

called Sibyllists, first by Celsus.

With great simplicity and perfect truth, Lactantius

remarks that some people took these things for the

fictions of the poets, not knowing whence the poets

derived them * : for he supposes that the poets had

learnt them from primaeval tradition, together with

the story of Deucalion and the custom of propi

tiatory sacrifice. And truly it was well for the

Church that the heathen did not trouble them

selves to inquire into the source of the new Sibyl's

* Institutions, lib. vii. cap. 22.
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inspiration. It would have been impossible to deny

that the figure of Rome, as a woman, adorned with

gold, wooed by many lovers, clothed in purple, seated

on seven hills, and destined to be burned with fire,

was taken from an authentic Christian work. This

Clavis Apocalyptica would have let the Pagans into

the most secret recesses of the prophetic mysteries ;

and it is certain that, had they read the handwriting,

and heard the interpretation, the interpreter would

neither have been clothed in scarlet, nor made the

third ruler in the kingdom.

The pseudo-Sibyl, professing to write long before

the Christian era, begins by declaring that the Son

of God will come to earth, and that the letters com

posing His human name will contain eight tens, eight

units, and eight hundreds: for the letters of the

Greek name of Jesus make 888.

The second book begins with the tenth age of the

world, an expression probably familiar to the Romans.

The miseries of that time are made to open with the

" beginning of sorrows," war, famine, and pesti

lence : —

" At length there shall arrive the tenth age of the world,

when the Shaker of all things, He who wields the lightning,

will destroy the worship of idols, and will shake the nation.

Then shall perish the great wealth of seven-hilled Rome,

overwhelmed with much fire by Vulcanic flame: Then shall

sanguinary times be sent from heaven: the whole race of

men shall be maddened to mutual slaughter, and in the

tumult God will send, upon those who live without law and

justice, pestilences, famines, and thunders."

The poet makes the first attempt on record to

explain the sign of the Son of man : his idea is ap

parently borrowed from the star of Bethlehem : —
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" Then will God display a great sign. There shall ap

pear, like a glittering crown, a bright and resplendent star,

sparkling in heaven for many days. From heaven shall be

displayed the victor's wreath for those who have striven in

the race. Then shall be established the great age which

brings in the heavenly city — an age which shall embrace the

world, and shall possess the lustre of immortality." (Lib. ii.)

Antichrist is described under the name of his prime

mover and master, Satan. His connection with the

Jews and with the great tribulation is well set forth ;

nor is the " strong delusion" passed over : —

" There shall come certain false prophets, prophesying upon

the earth. Belial also will come, and will do many wonders

among men. Then shall be the restoration of holy men,

elect and faithful ; but the ruin of these Hebrews, for great

wrath shall come upon them. * * *

" Then the Most High, who dwells in heaven and beholds

all things, shall cause a sleep to fall upon men, and shall

blind their eyes. Blessed will be those servants whom their

Lord, when he comes, will find watching. Let all be wake

ful, ever waiting with unclosed eyes : for he may come in the

morning, or in the evening, or at mid-day. * * *

" In a heavenly chariot shall the avenging Tishbite de

scend from heaven to earth, and shall show to all the world

three signs in the destruction of food. Woe to those that

shall then expect offspring : woe to those that shall be bur

dened with the support of infants."

The three signs here attributed to Elijah are pro

bably the shutting heaven, calling down fire, and

smiting the earth with plagues : for all these will

affect the means of subsistence, and are to be inflicted

by the witnesses during the three years and a half.

Next follows the darkening of the sun and moon,

taken either from the Gospel or from the sixth seal.

The stars fall from heaven, and men gnash their teeth

K
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with anguish. The resurrection and the judgment

succeed ; and Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob come from

afar to receive the eternal kingdom.

The ruin of Rome, the great burden of the poem,

is principally copied from the Apocalypse and the

Old Testament prophets. From the latter is borrowed

the idea of describing Rome as the daughter of

Rome : —

" Then shalt thou lament the broad purple of thy rulers,

stripped of thy brightness, and clothed with sorrow. O boast

ful sovereign, progeny of Latian Rome, there shall be heard

no more the glory of thy boasting: miserably shalt thou

be abased, and shalt be no more exalted, and the glory of

thine eagle-bearing legions shall fail. Where then thy

power? what country will then be thine ally, foully enslaved

by thy vain arts? For then shall all the inhabitants of the

earth be shaken, when the Almighty Himself shall come with

thrones, to judge the souls of quick and dead throughout the

world." (Lib. viii.)

The origin of Antichrist and consequent destruction

of Rome, are attributed to Satan, under the figure

of the Dragon : —

" When the great and fiery Dragon shall come upon the

waves, and shall feed thy children during the time of famine

and civil war, then the end of the world and the last day are

at hand, with the judgment of the immortal God, for the

faithful and elect. But first there shall come inexorable wrath

upon the Itomans, a time of blood and a life of misery. Woe,

woe, to thee, Italy, great and barbarous nation ; dost thou not

recall the day when naked and dishonoured thou earnest forth

to the light of the sun, that naked thou mayest return to the

same place ? Thou who didst commit injustice, when with

giant hands alone controlling the world, — thou thyself shalt

in the end be brought to judgment. Descending from on high,

thou shalt dwell beneath the earth ; with naphtha and pitch,
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with sulphur and much fire shalt thou disappear, and shalt

be as ashes burning for ever. And he who looks on thee

shall hear a groaning as the great wailing of hell, and a

gnashing of teeth."

The pseudo-Sibyl distinctly connects the destruc

tion of Rome with the cominsr of Antichrist from the

East : —

" The destroyer of nations shall come to the united tribes

of the Hebrews ; then shall war repel war. He shall destroy

the proud boasting of the Romans ; then shall perish the

now-flourishing empire of Home, the ancient queen of sur

rounding cities. No more shalt thou possess the fertile plain

of Rome, when the strong one shall come in arms from

Asia." (Book viii.)

The Asiatic empire of Antichrist seems to be

alluded to in the third book, where it is said that, as

Rome once received tribute from Asia, she shall one

day pay it back to Asia threefold. Rome is also *

described as a woman courted by many lovers ; but,

owing to the absence of historical fulfilment in that

age, the poet makes little of this part of his subject.

Yet his prediction, being in the main founded on

Scripture, now seems in a fair way for being realized :

" O virgin daughter of Latian Rome, delicate and

rich in gold, oftentimes intoxicated with much-courted

marriages, then a slave, thou shalt no more wed with

any in this world." (Book iii.)

The Sibyl is the earliest of the very few Christian

writers who express a belief in Nero's return. Al

though the tyrant's name does not occur in the poem,

there are frequent allusions to the matricide emperor

whose name begins with N, who will return "and

declare himself equal with God. The Pagans are the

true authors of this superstition ; for such it must be

x 2
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judged, not being supported by any of those who bad

personal intercourse with the Apostles.

For the world, though glad to be rid of Nero, soon

betrayed a strange anxiety to see him brought back.

It was reported that he would soon be restored, and

the expectation was kept alive by various impostors.

In describing this state of things, Suetonius grows

almost pathetic : —

" There were not wanting those who for a long time decked

his grave with spring and summer flowers, and set up in the

rostrum, at one time his images dressed in robes, at another

time his edicts, as if he were still living, and soon to return,

to the great discomfiture of his foes. Moreover, Vologesus,

king of the Parthians, when proposing to the senate a renewal

of friendship, begged earnestly that the memory of Nero

might be cherished. Lastly, about twenty years later, during

my youth, there was a man of unknown origin, who boasted

that he was Nero ; and so popular was that name among

the Parthians, that he was supported with enthusiasm, and

with difficulty reduced to submission."

Dio mentions another false Nero ; Tacitus a third : —

" A slave from Pontus, or, as others have it, a freedman

from Italy, whose skill in lute-playing and singing, as well as

his personal likeness, favoured the deception Whoever

he was, he was killed ; and his body, remarkable for the eyes

and hair, as well as for the fierceness of its countenance, was

carried to Asia, and thence to Rome." *

During Nero's lifetime it had been given out by

St. Paul that the mystery of iniquity was already

working. Some, taking the word mystery in its Apo

calyptic sense, supposed that Nero was thus held

up as a type of Antichrist ; one or two, misled by

* Suetonius in Neronem, c. 57. Dio, lib. 63. (Otho). Tacitus,

Historiarum, lib. ii.
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the Pagan superstition, and remembering Nero's

death-wound with the dagger, took him to be that

head whose deadly wound is to be healed : the beast

that was and is not, and is to ascend from the bot

tomless pit.

a.d. 135.

The Jews, returning to their city after its destruc

tion by Titus, presently recovered their former spirit

and power. There soon appeared among them a false

Messiah, whose pretensions and ultimate ruin corre

spond so closely with much that is said of Antichrist,

as materially to aid our conceptions of that arch-

apostate.

This miniature precursor of the little horn was

originally a vile person, of a fierce and rapacious dis

position. Too ignorant to support his own preten

sions by an appeal to Scripture, he secured the

services of a false prophet, the eminent Rabbi Akiba.

That perverter of the law, taking advantage of the

name of Barchochebas, which signifies the son of a star,

applied to him the prophecy of Balaam, " There shall

come a star out of Jacob." Once, seeing Barchoc

hebas pass by, Akiba exclaimed, Behold the King,

the Messiah! and from that time the imposture

nourished apace.

The Jews readily gave credit to the deceiver, when,

with bold and savage eloquence, he dwelt upon their

degraded state, and the heaven which he had left for

their deliverance ; but, as Justin Martyr is careful

to remind Antonine, the Christians resisted his pre

tensions, and no tortures could force them to deny

Christ or to confess Barchochebas. According to

K 3
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a Jewish writer, the more resolute of his followers

had a mark of their own : 200,000 cut off one finger

in token of their constancy. *

Events seemed to conspire together to deprive the

Jews of all political excuse for their rejection of

Christ. On first hearing of the impostor's success,

the Romans did not come, nor did they show any

disposition to take away the place and nation of the

Jews ; but when, as Dio relates, the Jews allured other

nations to join in the revolt, so that the whole world

seemed about to rise in arms against the Romans,

Adrian bestirred himself to meet the danger.

So desperate was the valour of the Jews, that the

Romans did not venture to attack their main body,

but preferred to cut them off in detail. In the end,

Barchochebas was slain, 580,000 of the Jews were

killed in battle, and a great number perished by

famine and pestilence. The slaughter was greatest

in Beth-thera : the Jews say that the blood ran down

to the sea, a distance of thirty-two furlongs, and that

in one place horses sunk in it to the mouth. The

Jews cannot be suspected of copying this from the

Apocalypse, though the words of Ezekiel may have

suggested the addition, that the dried blood sufficed

to manure the neighbouring vineyards for seven

years. The whole event has in it something of a

judicial character : Galatinus notices a report that,

in the sale of the captive Jews, thirty might be

bought for one piece of silver.

There are extant, histories of this war by Jews,

* Galatinus found this stated by R. Jochanan, in a commentary

upon the words " The hands are the hands of Esau."
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Pagans, and Christians. The Romans look upon the

affair solely in a military point of view, noticing the

battles and the sieges, the number of the slain, and,

most of all, Adrian's dispatch, in which he was forced

by his losses to omit the usual salutation:—" If you

and your children are well, it is well ; I and the army

are well."

The Romans, having had enough of the Jews and

their fighting Messiahs, took measures for putting

down the whole system. Jerusalem was rebuilt as a

Roman colony, and its name, in honour of Adrian,

changed to ^Elia. Over the Bethlehem gate was set

up a marble sow, in which some modern interpreters

have thought to trace the abomination spoken of by

Daniel. By a decree of Adrian, the Jews were

banished from Judea, and forbidden to behold, even

from a distance, the land of their fathers. In their

exile they changed the name of their deceiver, who

to this day is known among them as Barcosbam : for

by that name was expressed the true parentage of the

Star-begotten, " The son of a lie."

Few events have supplied so much work for the inter

preters as the Barcosbam revolt. To the Christians all

this was an argument in favour of their own religion :

for it was now clear, as Tertullian remarked, that the

sceptre had completely departed from Judah, and there

was no congregated nation of the Jews to welcome a

Messiah. There was now no people to be scattered if

they should reject him ; but, on the contrary, a people

evidently scattered for a previous rejection. The Jews,

reckoning the war to have lasted three years and a half,

applied it to the elucidation of Daniel's last half week.

Jerome has preserved an outline of their scheme : —

K 4
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“Some of the Jews say that the one week, of which it is

written, He will confirm the covenant with many for one week,

is divided between Vespasian and Adrian; and that, according

to Josephus, Vespasian and Titus made peace with the Jews

for three years and a half. Three years and a half are also

reckoned under Adrian, when Jerusalem was utterly de

stroyed, and the Jews were slain in heaps. The remainder

were also banished from Judea. These things the Jews

maintain, not much caring that the time from the first

year of Darius King of Persia, down to the final destruction

under Adrian, is 174 Olympiads, that is, 696 years, which

make 99 Hebrew weeks and three years over.””

A.D. circ. 150.

As the Pagan philosophers began to form some

acquaintance with Christianity, those that remained

unconvinced began to attack what seemed to them

its weakest points. Among other things, Celsus

imagined the warnings against a coming Antichrist

peculiarly open to ridicule. That a true Christ

should foretel the coming of an impostor, who would

appear to equal Him in miraculous powers, and would

far exceed Him in success among the Jews— this,

* Jerome on Daniel viii. Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., iv. 6. ; also in

his Chronicon. Dio, under Adrian. Tertullian, Adversus Judaeos,

cap. 13. Justin Martyr, Apologia ad Antoninum. Galatinus de

Arcanis Catholicae Veritatis, lib. iv. cap. 21. Galatinus quotes

much from the Jewish history entitled Echa-Rabbethi: among

other stories is the following: — “Adrian besieged Bitter (Beth

thera) during three years and a half; when the city was taken,

Barcosbam was slain, and his head was brought to Adrian.

‘Who killed this man 2' asked the Emperor. ‘I,’ said a soldier,

‘I killed this man.” “Go and fetch me his body,” said Adrian. He

went, and found a serpent coiled round the neck of it; Adrian,

seeing this, said, “Unless his God had slain him, who could have

prevailed against him P’ for of such it is written in Deut. xxxii.,

Unless their God had sold them, and their Lord had shut them up.”
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said Celsus, argues a sense of failure on the part of

Christ. His words, full of the very spirit of infidelity,

are these : —

" Therefore the Son of God is vanquished by the devil ; and,

being Himself worsted, He bids us also despise his assaults,

declaring that Satan himself will also appear in like man

ner, showing great and wonderful works, and usurping the

glory due to God ; and that to those works all who desire to

resist him are to give no heed, but to believe in Himself

alone. This is evidently the scheme of an impostor, labouring

and guarding beforehand against those who may contradict

and oppose him. " *

The accuracy with which Celsus describes the

coming of Antichrist, and the true way of resisting

his delusion, is equalled only by his malice in scorn

ing the mercy which forewarns us against the danger.

The reply of Origen will appear in the history of the

third century.

a.d. circ. 150.

The defence of Christianity was next taken up by

Justin the Martyr. A point at issue between Jews

and Christians was the Millennium, on which subject

Justin thus states the belief of the Church : —

" With all perfectly orthodox Christians, I acknowledge

the future resurrection of the flesh. Now the thousand years

in Jerusalem, when it shall be built up, adorned, and enlarged,

arc declared by the prophets Ezekiel, Esaias, and others. For

thus did Esaias speak of that thousand years : There shall be

a new heaven and a new earth, and the former shall not be

remembered, nor come into mind, &c

" We know also the saying, that a day of the Lord is

as a thousand years. Moreover, one of our own people,

* Origen against Celsus, lib. vi.
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named John, an Apostle of Christ, prophesied in the Apo

calypse that for those who believe in our Christ there will be

a thousand years in Jerusalem ; and afterwards there will

come the catholic, or universal and simultaneous, resurrection

and judgment of all men."*

In this matter of the millennium the Jews and the

Christians appear to have changed sides: for the

doctrine, first maintained by the Church against the

Jews, was soon discarded by the Church as a fiction

of Jewish origin. The following slight sketch of the

controversy will illustrate the change : —

a.d.

75. Barnabas teaches the millennium.

96. St. John also.

150. Justin Martyr supports it against the Jews.

400. Jerome styles it a Jewish fiction.

450. Ammonius launches out against the Jews for

expecting another Christ to bring about their mil

lennium : " Vainly do they imagine that they will reign

with Antichrist a thousand years : he will not flourish

longer than three and a half." f

1 000. The book Zohar teaches the millennium ;

also most of the Rabbinical works.

To return to Justin. The Jews on one occasion

departed from their custom of interpreting a time as

a year: of this he complains: —

"He who will utter blasphemies and insults against the

Most High, even he is at the door : whose duration Daniel

fixes at a time, times, and half a time. But you,, not knowing

how long he is to continue, think differently : for you take a

time to mean a hundred years. If it be so, the Man of Sin

* Dial, cum Tryphone Judceo.

f Mai, Vet. Script., t. i. Greek Chain on Daniel.
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must reign at the least 350 years, supposing that by Daniel's

times, we understand no more than two."

Justin next takes occasion to discuss the future

coming of Elias : —

" Trypho.—We all expect that Christ will be a man, born

of men, and that Elias will come to anoint him. Now, if this

man (Jesus) is to be esteemed the Christ, we ought to know

by all means that he is man, born of men. Moreover, I do

not think that he is the Christ, because Elias is not yet

come.

"Justin.—Does not the word given by Malachi say that

Elias will come before that great and terrible day of the Lord ?

" Trypho. — Certainly.

"Justin.— Since the word forces us to confess that two

advents of Christ are foretold, —one in which He will appear

suffering, dishonoured, and inglorious ; the other in which He

will be illustrious, and the Judge of all, as I have already

proved at length — must not we suppose the word of God to

mean that Elias will be the precursor of that great and terrible

day, that is, of His second coming ?

" Trypho.— Certainly.

"Justin.—Our Lord also, said I, declared the same thing in

His teaching, that Elias is to come. And this we know will

take place when the Lord Jesus Christ is about to be revealed

from heaven in glory, whose first coming was heralded by

the Spirit of God, which was in Elias in the person of John,

a prophet of your nation; after whom no other prophet ap

peared among you."

The Scriptures referring to the second coming of

Elias are these : —

1. The prophecy in Malachi : " I will send you

Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and

dreadful day of the Lord."

2. John's mission : " To go before Him in the

spirit and power of Elias ; " apparently the spirit and

power of Elijah's second coming, for John's office
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bore no evident resemblance to the first mission of

Elijah.

3. John's denial: "Art thouElias? And he saith,

I am not."

4. The statement that Elias had shut heaven for

three years and six months, found nowhere in the Old

Testament, but twice in the New.

5. The declaration that " Elias truly shall first

come and restore all things," made after the disciples

had seen Elias upon the mount, though applied in a

secondary sense to John the Baptist.

6. The two witnesses are said to repeat several

of the miracles peculiar to Elijah, and for the same

space of time, three years and six months.

While everything points to Elijah as one of the Wit

nesses, Scripture leaves us in uncertainty respecting

the name of the other. Following Ben-Sirach and the

scribes, the Pseudo-sibyl, Justin, and Origen speak of

Elias alone ; Tertullian and Hippolytus add Enoch.

Lactantius speaks of one only. Victorinus suggests

Jeremiah as a second. The Pseudo-Hippolytus is

disposed to make three tabernacles, — one for John,

one for Enoch, and one for Elias.

For the office of second witness three principal can

didates have been proposed: Enoch, Moses, and John

the Apostle. The reasons adduced in favour of each

are, for the most part, more curious than weighty.

For Enoch 1. Like Elias, he was translated. If

Enoch and Elias are yet to die, it will be true of all,'

(excepting those that are alive and remain) that it is

appointed to men once to die. 2. He prophesied

of Christ's second coming as near at hand, as if in

anticipation of his future office.
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For Moses. — 1. That Michael contended with

Satan for his body. 2. That he appeared with

Elias on the mount, and can therefore testify to

having seen Christ in the flesh. 3. Moses and Elias

spoke of Christ's death at Jerusalem : to this con

versation there may be an allusion in the words,

" Where also their Lord was crucified," &c. 4. The

witnesses enjoy the miraculous powers'of Moses, tunn

ing water to blood, and inflicting plagues. 5. Christ

appeals to Moses as His witness against the Jews :

" Had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me,

for he wrote of me."

For St. John. — 1. There be some standing here,

&c. (unless this refers to the Transfiguration only).

2. Thou must prophesy again before many peoples,

&c. 3. Ye shall indeed drink of my cup; but

John has not yet been martyred. 4. If I will that

he tarry till I come *, &c. 5. John is the only

witness of the true death of Christ: he saw the

water and the blood, and he saw and bare witness.

Where Scripture holds no torch, we must be

content to remain in darkness ; nevertheless, most of

the ancients have recorded their sentences in favour

of Enoch.

A. d. 168.

In this year occurred the persecution at Smyrna,

an accomplishment of prophecy too signal to be

passed over in silence.

The angel of Smyrna, addressed in the Apocalypse,

• Some of these reasons are beside the mark, for the second

witness is to be killed, and does not tarry till Christ comes ; he

also tastes of death, &c. It has been suggested that John did

tarry, till Christ came to him in Patmos.
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was none other than John's disciple Polycarp, whose

pupil Irenams tells us that " he was appointed by the

Apostles bishop of the Church in Smyrna."* His

work was now well ended : he had been eighty-six years

a Christian, and of these not less than seventy-two

waiting for his crown ; but now after lying, as it were,

so long becalmed, while others were sailing past him, a

sudden blast of persecution sped him to the desired

haven. Nor docs he, even at the stake, forget to

return thanks for the fulfilment of the promise :

"Thou hast both foreshown and fulfilled, 0 God of

truth, who canst not lie ! "

Immediately after the persecution, the Smyrniotes

dispatched to the neighbouring churches an account

of the martyrdoms. We have thus the epistle general

from Smyrna f, as well as the epistle to Smyrna: in

which epistles, as if the one were a supplement to the

other, we read of the blasphemy of the Jews, and of

their eagerness to gather faggots for the pile of Poly

carp ; of the injunction given him, not to fear his

sufferings, and of his contempt of that fire which

burns but for an hour. We read of the ten days'

tribulation predicted, and of the sufferings of the

Church during the April games : we read that some

were to be tried ; in which trial Quintus was found

wanting, being terrified by the beasts,— while Ger-

manicus faced them boldly, and obtained his crown.

Also, how Polycarp proved faithful unto death, for

* Adv. Hrereses, lib. iii. cap. 3. Angel is a Septuagint word

for priest ; as in Haggai i. 13. : " Then Haggai the Lord's angel

spoke to the people among the angels of the Lord."

f Published entire by Ussher: the greater part is also preserved

by Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., lib. iv.
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the "Amen" of his last prayer was the signal for

firing the pile. All this, and much more, was written

by the believers of Smyrna, that it might be trans

ferred to the records of the Church's experience, teach

ing her to trust the plain sense of the Apocalypse,

and strengthening her faith against the yet greater

tribulations foretold in that book.

The persecution lasted during the April games;

whether nine days or ten, is uncertain. In Rome,

says Bulengerus, the Megalesian games of April

occupied nine days.* According to the same au

thority, the Roman games, in general, " at first lasted

one day, afterwards two days, and latterly nine." f

Yet these games are sometimes spoken of as occupying

ten : Cicero speaks of ten days' games appointed by

the augurs to avert a threatened calamity. J From

the details of the persecution it can only be gathered

that more than five days elapsed from the beginning

to the end. §

* Bulengerus de Circo Romano, in Graevii Thesauro, t. ix.

col. 612.

f Ibidem.

J Cicero in Catilinam, iii. cap. 4. : " Ludi decern per dies facti

sunt."

§ The fulfilment of this prophecy has not attracted so much

attention as might be expected. The ancients took these things

as a matter of course : Andreas simply remarks, " It is for ten

days only, and not long." Berengaud, " He shows how long the

worst part of the persecution would last." Dionysius also supposes

that the worst was limited to ten days. Daubuz is more precise :

" The persecution lasted not long, perhaps not more than ten days."

Grotius hazards a rash assertion : " After ten days the Christians

of Smyrna were released from prison." Foxe is too good a Martyr-

ologist for this : he notices the martyrdom of Polycarp and the

accompanying persecution ; also La Haye. Pareus likewise refers

to Polycarp : " I suppose, with Andreas, that ten days are mentioned
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a.D. 178.

A comparison drawn by the Lyonnese, between a

persecution which they had just suffered and that

which is to come in the days of Antichrist, is too

instructive to be omitted. The torments of their

martyrs had been among the most severe on record.

The slave-girl Blandina, after being tortured for a

whole day, was hung upon a cross to be torn by

beasts ; the Bishop Pothinus, upwards of ninety years

old, died of his wounds in prison ; and Attalus ex

pired honourably, having sustained more torments

than can be related in a few words. When all was

over, the survivors wrote an account of the persecu

tion, which had helped them to form an idea of the

times of Antichrist. "The adversary," they say, "bore

down upon us with his full strength, giving us already

a prelude to that coming in which he will be unre

strained; keeping his servants practised at all points,

and exercising them before-hand against the servants

of God."*

This vivid conception of the future tribulation,

rising above and casting into shade the horrors so

lately witnessed, bespeaks the existence of a flourish

ing school of prophecy in Lyons. Could there be in

that city any pupil of the disciples of John ? some

to show the shortness of the time." Says Aretius, " It will not be

long ; its severity will be ended in ten days' space." And to con

clude with a name of our own time, Dean Woodhouse supposes

that the persecution was "only of ten days, and was fulfilled

in that generation." For a similar use of "ten days," also in

reference to the duration of the games, see Cicero de Oratore,

lib. iii. c. i.

* Epistle from Lyons and Vienne, preserved by Eusebius, lib.

v. cap. 1.
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one deeply impressed by those words which cast so

strong and lurid a light upon the days of the end :—

“Here is the patience and the faith of the saints 2"

The salutation of the epistle explains everything:

Irenaeus was present throughout the persecution,

evidently as a leading character, since he was elected

bishop in the room of the martyred Pothinus. To

Irenaeus then we turn, for he has much to say about

the days of Antichrist.

A. D. 180–190.

In his work “against the heresies,” after de

scribing the many antichrists of his own time, he

goes on to the last great heresy, the apostacy of the

Arch-Antichrist. There is no single commentator

upon the Apocalypse of equal historical importance

with Irenaeus; for, while second to none in zeal and

knowledge of the Scriptures, he possesses an advan

tage over all his successors, in having learned from a

pupil of St. John himself. Against those who had

altered the number of the Beast's name, he could

bring this conclusive argument: “They that have

seen John face to face say otherwise.” Hence the

value of his declaration, that the Apocalypse was

written by the Apostle John in the end of Domitian's

reign.

Hitherto we have met with teaching only on the

* The Latin version of this work seems equally original with

the Greek, being at once too good and too bad for a translation :

too good, from its close and vigorous rendering of the sense; and

too bad, from the number of Greek words used in it by way of

Latin. Both Greek and Latin were spoken in Lyons during the

persecution.

L
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subject of prophecy ; we have now to weigh the

doubts and the conjectures of inquirers like ourselves.

Through Irenaeus we discover that many persons had

been employed in this study, and that even in his

time false interpretations and presumptuous guesses

were not unknown. Some had changed the Beast's

number to 616 ; a mistake which he supposes to have

begun with the copyists, and to have been kept up by

" vainglorious" attempts to support some names that

agreed with 616. All this tampering with the number

he regards in the most serious light ; " for," he says,

" there is no light penalty denounced against those

who add to, or take from, the Scripture."*

He advises that all positive conclusions regarding

the Beast's name be reserved till the appearance of the

eleventh king. In support of the established reading,

666, he adduces three arguments : first, it is found

in all the old and approved copies of the Apocalypse ;

secondly, those who have seen St. John adopt it ; and,

thirdly, the three sixes, he remarks, are an essential

part of the meaning ; for Antichrist will sum up the

sins of the six thousand years, typified by the six

days of the world. Whether Irenajus learnt this from

St. John, or from his own meditations, he does not

say. Elsewhere he remarks that the name of Jesus

contains 888.

The mischief liable to be produced by hasty con

clusions is well set forth : —

" Great will be the danger of those who falsely presume

* Irenaeus adv. Hcereses, lib. v. cap. 30. The fifth book contains

nearly all that he says about Antichrist : the exceptions will be

marked by special references.
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upon the knowledge of Antichrist's name ; for if, while they

are thinking it to be one, he comes under another, they will

easily be deceived, supposing that he against whom they are

to watch has not yet come. Let such persons, therefore, take

a lesson, and come back to the true number of the name, lest

they be ranked among false prophets : but, after learning the

genuine number as declared by Scripture, namely, 666, let

them first wait for the division of the empire among the ten :

and afterwards, when those ten are reigning, and beginning

to settle their affairs, and to increase their kingdom—and

another comes suddenly, usurping empire, and terrifying the

said ten, and having a name containing the predicted number

— then let them know that this is truly the abomination of

desolation."

The last expression is used by Irenaeus in a broad

sense : the ancients sometimes apply it to the image

of the Beast set up in the temple, sometimes to Anti

christ himself set up as God, and sometimes to the

defilement of the holy city and temple by his presence

and blasphemies.

For his account of the political designs of the horns,

Irenaeus may find support in the Septuagint. In place

of the words, " I considered the horns," the Seventy

render, " Many counsels were in the horns," which the

Syriac Septuagint takes to be "great thoughts." To

these counsels St . John seems to refer whenhe describes

the designs of the ten kings in reference to Rome.

Of these same kings, as it appears, David also wrote,

that they will take counsel together, how they may

break the bonds of the Lord, and cast away His

cords from them. A later writer, ingeniously fitting

together these passages, undertakes to unravel the

whole plot:—The ten kings, finding Rome an easy

prey, and knowing nothing of the divine counsel,

argue from the fall of the ecclesiastical city, the false

i 2
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hood of Christianity itself. Upon this, joining with

Antichrist, they will labour to extirpate both the

faith and its followers throughout the world.*

Irenaeus proceeds, with a fresh caution against rash

conclusions, to communicate the result of his own

labours : —

" Many names may be found having the predicted num

ber, and yet the question remains as it was; for, if many

names are found, we still have to inquire which of them will

belong to the coming man.

" I speak thus, not from any want of suitable names, but

from fear of God, and from zeal for the truth. Euanthas does

indeed contain the required number, but of this I will

affirm nothing. Lateinos also contains 666 ; and this is a very

likely name, since the last kingdom bears it; for they are

Latins who now reign : yet of this solution I will not boast.

But Teitan, having its first syllable written with the two

Greek vowels e and i, is the most likely of all the names that

have been discovered among us. * * *

" Yet about this name (Teitan) I will make no rash asser

tion, nor declare positively that he will bear it ; for this we

know, that if his name were meant to be openly published

at the present time, it would doubtless have been declared by

him who saw the Apocalypse: for that was revealed, not long

ago, but almost in our own age, about the end of Domitian's

reign."

Time, the great refuter of human systems, has done

nothing to shake the monument of prudence and

sagacity raised by Irenasus. The question remains

as he left it, and doubtless for the reason which he

assigns. Happily, he was not entrapped into hasty

conclusions, even by the word Latinus, tempting as

it seemed while Roman emperors were patronising

false prophets, and seating themselves as divine in

the temples of the gods. The judgment of nine-

• Abbot Joachim, a.d. 1195.
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tenths of the Church has approved his caution, and

not without obvious cause; for Latinus, if used in

the sense of Romanus, is altogether beside the pur

pose. Under the name Romanus St. Paul was glad

to shelter his Gospel and himself, at once a free-

born Roman and a citizen of the Jerusalem above.

But, when Irenajus suggested the word Latinus, it

was evidently with the idea of its acquiring some new

signification in aftertimes.

It now seems most unlikely that a mere geogra

phical name should ever obtain a meaning that will

ensure the eternal ruin of all who receive it. Both his

tory and Scripture lead us to expect something more

closely corresponding to "the number of a man:"

perhaps some proper name, like that of Antiochians,

given to the Jews by Antiochus (2 Mace. iv. 9.) ;

perhaps some name of pride or blasphemy ; perhaps

some watchword expressing the leading principle of

Antichrist's apostacy.*

Of the many names which later commentators have

proposed, " I deny" (a.f>vov[xa.i), found by Hippolytus,

is almost the only one supported by the analogy of

Scripture ; for, that Antichrist should be so candid as

* This subject has been dexterously handled in a series of tracts

very lately published. " This is the clue to the murk of the name

of the idol Messiah. At his first appearance he will be hailed with

' acclamations and hosannas, as the Redeemer of Israel, another

Judas Maccabaeus ; and, either from the initials of his name, or

from the initial letters of some scriptural motto adopted by

him, an artificial name will be formed, a cypher of his real name.

And that abbreviated name or cypher will be ostentatiously dis

played, as their badge, their watchword, their shibboleth, their

'Maccabi,' by all his adherents. This artificial name, this mark

or symbol of the real name, will be equal, by Gematria, to 666."—

Jewish Missionary, p. 52. (1848.)

I 3
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to assume the name of “Bad Leader,” “UnjustLamb,”

“Formerly envious,” or the like, is opposed to all

that we are taught of his deceivableness of unright

eousness.”

To return to Irenaeus: we have from him the

earliest connected account of the doings of Antichrist,

and of the Scriptures which describe his coming : —

“From what is said of the times of Antichrist, it appears

that he, being an apostate and a robber, will desire to be

worshipped as God, and though a slave, will seek to be pro

claimed a king. Receiving all the power of the Devil, he will

come, not as a just and lawful sovereign subject to God, but

as impious, unjust, and without law; as an apostate, a wicked

one, and a murderer; as a robber, summing up in himself

the diabolical apostacy. Putting away idols, to persuade

man that he is God, he will set up himself as sole idol, com

bining in himself the manifold errors of all other idols. * * *

“He will sit in the temple of God, showing himself that

he is God. I have proved in the third book that the Apostles

call no one God, in His proper person, excepting Him who

is God indeed, the Father of our Lord: by whose command,

for reasons already given, the temple in Jerusalem was built.

In this temple the adversary will sit, striving to show himself

to be the Christ; as also the Lord says, When ye shall see the

abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet,

standing in the holy place,” &c. * * *

* Some curious discoveries have been made on this subject :

Maometis contains the number; also Saxoneios, proposed by Bel

larmine, merely “for the satisfaction ofLuther.” Alcassar finds that

not only is 666 “the pride of life,” but 555 is the “lust of the flesh.”

Besides these attempts to penetrate the mystery by fair means,

the number, for its obstinate refusal to give up its secret, has been

tortured in every conceivable manner. Forced into the shape of

a repeating decimal, its second digit mutilated, and its square root

unskilfully extracted, it is at last dispatched without remorse, as

the illegitimate offspring of a transcriber's fancy.
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“Concerning the last time and those ten kings which

belong to it, among whom the empire now ruling is to be

divided, the Lord's disciple John has declared more fully in

the Apocalypse, explaining the ten horns which Daniel saw.

For thus it was said to him: The ten horns which thou sawest

are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet, &c.

It is therefore clear that the coming one will kill three of

these and subjugate the rest, and become the eighth among

them; and they shall desolate Babylon and burn her with

fire, and give their kingdom to the Beast, and put to flight

the Church: afterwards they themselves will be destroyed

by the coming of our Lord. * * *

“They shall believe, it says, in the False one, that all

may be condemned who believed not the truth, but had plea

sure in unrighteousness. His coming John thus describes

in the Apocalypse: The beast which I saw was like unto a

pard, &c. And afterwards of his armour-bearer, whom he

calls also the false prophet, He spake, it says, like a dragon,

and he exercised all the power of the first beast before

him, &c. This is said that all may know his miracles to be

done, not by divine power, but by magic art; and no marvel

if, having demons and apostate spirits to help him, he through

them performs miracles by which he deceives those that dwell

on the earth. He will also command them to make an image

to the beast.” (Cap. 28.)

Whether the second Beast represents an individual

false prophet only, or, as some have thought, the en

tire college of false prophets, inclusive of their head,

matters little to the understanding of the history.*

As Jannes and Jambres were to Pharaoh, as Balaam

to Balak, as Akiba to Barchochebas, so will be the

second Beast to the first. But even in the midst of

that judicial delusion God will not leave Himself

* In the case of Thyatira, the false prophetess Jezebel appears

to have stood for Priscilla, Quintilla, and Maximilla. Epiphan.

adv. Alogos.

L 4
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without witness : there will be an Elijah to withstand

that Ahab, a Moses and an Aaron to defy the Jannes

and the Jambres of the city spiritually called Egypt :

there will be once more waters turned to blood, and

the earth smitten with all plagues. This subject is

but slightly touched upon by Irenaeus, who makes

no mention of the witnesses by name: "If anyone

will observe carefully what is said by the prophets

concerning the end, and what John, the Lord's dis

ciple, saw in the Apocalypse, he will find that the

nations universally will sutFer the same plagues that

then fell upon Egypt in particular."*

Irenaeus continues : —

" The Lord said to those who did not believe in Him, I am

come in my Father's name, and ye received me not: when

another shall come in his own name, him ye will receive. He

calls Antichrist another, because he is alien from the Lord.f

He is also that unjust judge spoken of by the Lord, who

feared not God, neither regarded man ; to whom flies the

widow forgotten of God, that is, the earthly Jerusalem, to

be avenged of her enemy. And this he will do in the time

of his kingdom : he will translate the empire to that city, and

will sit in the temple of God, deceiving those who worship

him, as if he were the Christ. Therefore Daniel says again,

And the sanctuary shall be desolate ; and there was given a

transgression for a sacrifice, and righteousness was cast down

to the ground: and he practised and prospered." (Cap. 25.)

To place in the most favourable light this expla

nation of the unjust judge, the seventeenth and

eighteenth chapters of St. Luke should be read conse

cutively. It will then be seen that the Lord, while

* Lib. iv. cap. 30.

f Compared with the saying, " I and my Father are one."
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describing the times of the end, touches upon the

false kingdoms and the false Christs which will per

plex unstable souls. Then follows a reference to the

great tribulation ; for the warning about coming

down from the housetop occurs also in St. Mark, in

connection with the flight from Judaea: and lest,

in that time of unparalleled trouble, men should

despair and cease to pray, a parable is given to en

courage them.

At this point Irenajus diverges from the common

track, being followed by Hippolytus only. He sup

poses the illustration to be taken from that time to

which the body of the discourse refers ; as if it had

been said ; — Lest in the great tribulation the elect

should cease to cry day and night, let them take

courage from the answer which, by mere importunity,

the Jews will extort from Antichrist: if he, so unjust

a ruler, will be moved to take the part of that per-

severingly clamorous nation, much more will the

righteous God avenge His own elect, for whose sake

He has shortened those days; for, though it be His

character to bear long, yet in this instance He will

avenge them speedily. (Gr. iv ru^ei, commonly used

to express the quickness of Christ's second coining.)

Nevertheless, continues the Saviour, speedy as will

be the avenging, and short the trial of your faith

(even three years and a half), shall I, when I come

at the end of it, find your faith still kept alive upon

the earth ?

This passage of Irenajus is the most ancient in

which Antichrist is identified with him that is to

come in his own name. On this point primitive

writers were unanimous, though the modern trans
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lations of the Gospel leave it doubtful whether the

case is not merely hypothetical. But there are three

declarations of our Lord, all expressed in the same

form: If I be lifted up—If I go and prepare a place

— If another shall come in his own name. In all

these places, the primitive Greek Christians (who

must be supposed to know best the meaning of their

own language) understand the iav as when ; making

what follows, not doubtful, but merely indefinite in

time : as if it were said, When I shall be lifted up—

When I go to prepare a place —When another shall

come in his own name.

Irenaeus now hastens on to the closing scene :—

" And when this Antichrist shall have laid waste all things

in the world, reigning three years and six months, and sitting

in the temple of Jerusalem ; then the Lord shall come from

heaven in clouds, in the glory of the Father : and casting

him and those that obey him into the lake of fire, will bring

about to the just the times of the kingdom ; that is, the rest,

even the seventh day made holy. And He will restore to

Abraham the promise of the inheritance ; in which kingdom,

saith the Lord, many shall come from the East and from the

West, and shall sit down with Abraham, with Isaac, and with

Jacob." (Cap. 30.)

Irenaeus supposes the sealed book to contain those

things of which Christ said, " All things are delivered

to me by my Father;" thus seeming to identify it

with the Apocalypse itself, which is entitled, " The

Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave to him."

The first seal he expounds as Christ's triumph : As

Jacob wrestled and conquered, " so was Christ also

born to conquer, the type of whose going forth Jacob

displayed. And John also says of Him in the Apo-
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calypse, He went forth conquering and to conquer.””

He supports also the doctrine of the millennium,

though adding little to what Barnabas had said

before.

The Jewish origin of Antichrist was a question

much studied by the ancients. To avoid repetition, its

whole history shall be collected together in this place.

The patriarch Jacob, when telling his sons what

should befall them in the last days, declared that two

of them would bear rule in Israel, - one as a lion, the

other as a serpent. The Apocalypse, which identifies

Judah's lion with Christ, seems to point out Dan's

serpent as Antichrist: for, in the sealing which takes

place during or before the time of Antichrist, none of

Dan's tribe are sealed; and Jacob, as if allowed a

glimpse of the time of trouble, and of the crying of

the elect, interrupts his prophecy with this exclama

tion, — “I have waited for thy salvation, O Lord.”

This serpent had from the beginning so unpleasant

an appearance, that the Jews laboured hard to explain

it away. First, Philo attempted to connect it with

the brazen serpent, with us a type of the Messiah :—

“From one serpent Moses would have fled, but another ser

pent he made of brass, symbolising temperance; that he who

was bitten by pleasure might look upon temperance, and live the

true life. Such a serpent Jacob prays that Dan may become,

saying, Dan shall judge his people as one tribe of Israel; and,

Let Dan become a serpent in the way . . . Let him sit in

the path. And what means this? The field of virtue is not

trodden, for few go thereby: but the way of vice is trodden.

He persuades him, therefore, to sit, and to occupy in ambush

the trodden way of malice and concupiscence.”f

* Irenaeus adv. Haereses, lib. iv. c. 37, 38.

f Allegoriarum, lib. ii.
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Philo makes another attempt in favour of Dan;

but the more he labours, the worse his cause becomes.

In the treatise upon agriculture, Dan passes from

a serpent to a dragon. “Dan is interpreted judg

ment: that power of the mind which examines, dis

cerns, and judges all things, is compared to a dragon;

for it is an animal possessed of great agility, singu

larly crafty, and prone to violence.” -

Dan's biting the horse's heel might seem to refer to

the prophecy given to the serpent, “Thou shalt bruise

his heel.” Philo raises a slender objection: “Thou

shalt bruise his heel — but Dan's serpent, of which

we are now speaking, bites the heel, not of the man,

but of the horse.”

It was noticed by Onkelos, who lived about the

first or second century, that Samson had come of the

tribe of Dan, and that he had for a time ruled the

tribes of Israel. The difficulty was to make Samson

and the serpent agree in their history: the serpent

being crafty and concealing itself in ambush, while

Samson did everything by brute force. Dan's serpent

bites the horse and throws the rider; while Samson

never fought with chariots or horsemen, but confined

himself to massacres of the Philistine infantry.

Onkelos thus paraphrases the words of Jacob:—

“A man shall be chosen, and shall arise from the house of

Dan, whose fear shall be upon the people. He shall smite

the Philistines strongly, like a snake, – like an asp shall he lie

in ambush in the path. He shall kill the strong ones of the

Philistines, both horse and foot: he shall hamstring the horses

and the chariots, and shall cast down their riders backward.

I wait for thy salvation, O Lord!””

* Targum of Onkelos; Walton's Polyglot, in loco.
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Onkelos is followed, with little variation, by Jona

than Ben Uzziel, supposed to have been his pupil.

Another explanation was afterwards sought in the

burning of Laish by the men of Dan (Judges xviii.");

an event still more insignificant, though more in

accordance with the serpent's character. But the

Christians, rejecting all such interpretations as evasive,

considered the omission of Dan, in the sealing of the

tribes, as decisive of the question. This event, taking

place about the time of Antichrist, answers well to

the “last days” of Jacob's prophecy.

At this point comes in Irenaeus, the earliest Chris

tian expositor of Dan : —

“Jeremiah not only describes his sudden coming, but even

the tribe from which he will spring, saying, Out of Dan shall

we hear the sound of the swiftness of his horses; the whole

land shall be moved by the neighing of his horses: he shall

come and shall devour the earth with its fulness; the city, and

them that dwell therein. (Jeremiah viii.) And for this reason

that tribe is not numbered in the Apocalypse among those

that are saved.” (Cap. 30.)

The Jews, now exasperated, endeavoured to write

up the serpent, wandering as far from the plain

sense as Dan itself from Beersheba. About the

seventh century the Jerusalem Targum thus expounds

the passage: —

“There shall arise a Redeemer, who will be strong and

lifted up above all kingdoms. And he shall be like the

serpent that lieth in the way, like the basilisk that lieth in

ambush at the meeting of the ways: which biteth the horse

in his hoof, and through fear of him the rider thinketh to

turn back. And this is Samson, the son of Manoah, whose

* Theodoret, Quest. in Genesin. (Theod. rejects it for himself.)
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fear was upon all his enemies, and the dread of him upon

those that hated him. For he killed both kings and princes."i

Theodoret, writing about 430, well expresses the

general opinion of the Christians : —

" I suppose that the Divine Spirit, having by the patriarch

spoken of our Saviour, does in this prophecy speak of Anti

christ : for what is written closely agrees with him. Dan, it

says, shall judge his people, even as one tribe in Israel ; that

is, in like manner as our Lord and Saviour, springing from the

tribe of Judah, shall save the world, — so also shall a de

stroying serpent come out of the tribe of Dan ; for he says,

Let Dan be a serpent in the way."f

A close parallel may be drawn between the twelve

tribes and the twelve Apostles : the same city that

has on its gates the names of the tribes, has on its

foundations the names of the Apostles. To the

latter, also, it was said : " Ye shall sit upon twelve

thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel." And,

if Dan's serpent be the true cause why that tribe is

not to be sealed, the parallel may be carried out to

the two sons of perdition, and to the election of a

new twelfth to fill the gap occasioned by the defection

of each.

" I have chosen you twelve," said the Saviour, " and

one of you is a devil." Jacob also begat twelve, and

one of them was to be a serpent. Of the whole human

race two alone are styled sons of perdition, Judas and

Antichrist. And, as after the sop Satan entered into

Judas, and he went to his own place,— so will Anti

christ's coming be after the operation of Satan, and he

also will go into perdition. But the enemy will not

* Walton's Polyglot.

f Theodoret in Genesin, quaest. 110.
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be suffered finally to mar the perfection of either

twelve: as a new Apostle filled the bishoprick of

Judas, so one of Joseph's sons is to supply the place

of Dan. By the partition of Joseph's tribe Manasseh

is made a twelfth, leaving Ephraim to represent his

father : thus Joseph's blessing shall prevail above the

blessings of his brethren, for 24,000 of his tribe will

be sealed.

a.d. circ. 190-200.

Hitherto, if we except the anonymous revelations of

the pseudo-Sibyl, expositors had been careful to make

no pointed allusions to Rome or the empire. But this

system is abandoned by Tertullian, who, scorning

such caution, seems to think that the sooner the

Romans know their fate, the better. By his impe

tuous genius the position of parties is suddenly

reversed : where others had implored, he threatens ;

where others had seen a captive at the stake, he points

to one of heaven's favoured ones, by his supplica

tions averting from the threatened empire the bolts

of an offended God.

Yet, when he has told the worst, he draws from it,

in favour of Christianity, an argument of more peace

ful spirit. Since the existence of the Roman empire

restrains the coming of the great tribulation, how

earnestly must the Christian pray for the welfare of

that empire ! After Rome, Antichrist : who, then, so

averse to change as the Christian ? For Tertullian,

being by profession a special pleader, does not chose

to spoil his argument by adding— after Antichrist,

our eternal kingdom.

That argument he employs twice: once to the

governor Scapula : — "A Christian is no man's enemy,
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least of all the emperor's; for, knowing him to be

appointed by God, he must of necessity love, reve

rence, honour, and wish him safe, together with the

whole Roman empire, as long as the age stands: for

so long will the empire stand.” “And more pointedly

in the Apology: “We have even greater need to pray

for the emperors, and for every condition of the

empire, and for the affairs of Rome; knowing that by

the safeguard of the Roman Empire, there is kept

back that time of extreme violence which hangs over

all the world, even the very end of the age, which

threatens horrible calamities.”f

Tertullian is the first to explain, by the analogy of

Scripture, the transfer of the names Babylon and

Sodom to Rome and Jerusalem : —

“It is no new thing with the Creator to employ by a

figure a transfer of names, implying a comparison of crimes;

He calls the rulers of the Jews rulers of Sodom, and

the people itself a people of Gomorrah; also, in another

place, Thy father was an Amorite, and thy mother Cethea,

from their resemblance in wickedness. Yet He had formerly

called them. His children, saying, I have nourished and

brought up children. In the same sense, also, is to be under

stood Egypt, and sometimes the whole world, being used by

Him to express superstition and an accursed way. So, also,

with our own John, Babylon is a figure of the city Rome;

which is great and proud in her kingdom, and hostile to the

saints of God.”f

Hitherto, no expositor had touched upon the past

destruction of Jerusalem as a partial fulfilment of the

prophecy recorded in Luke xxi. Tertullian first

assigns to that event a place in the prediction: —

* Ad. Scapulam, cap. 2. f Apol. cap. 32.

f Adv. Marcionem, lib. iii. cap. 13.; also Adv. Judaeos.
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"Being asked by the disciples when those things should

happen, which have since come to pass in the ruin of the

temple, He lays down the course ofthe times : first the Jewish,

down to the destruction of Jerusalem; and afterwards those

common to all, down to the end of the age.

" For He says, Afterwards Jerusalem shall be trodden down

by the Gentiles, until there be fulfilled the times ofthe nations ;

that is, of those nations which are to be chosen by God,

and to be gathered together with the remnant of Israel. After

this He prophesies against the world and the age, in accor

dance with Joel, Daniel, and the whole council of the prophets ;

saying that there will be signs in the sun, and moon, and

stars, and distress of nations with perplexity. The sea

sounding : men's hearts chilled with terror." *

St. Paul noticed certain heretics who said that

the resurrection was past already : this heresy was

not extinct in the time of Tertullian. There were

still some who reckoned themselves already partakers

of the resurrection, already living and reigning with

Christ. To these thorough-going prasterists Tertullian

shows no mercy : —

" Who," he asks, " forestalling the Father, has yet placed

Christ's enemies (as David promises) beneath His feet, while

all this mob is still shouting, ' The Christians to the lion ? '

Who has yet seen Jesus coming down from heaven, (according

to the saying of the angels,) in like manner as the Apostles

saw Him go up ? To this day no tribes have mourned apart,

smiting their breasts, and beholding Him whom they pierced.

No man has yet welcomed Elias; none yet fled from Anti

christ ; none wept Babylon's ruin. And who is there that has

risen, but the heretic himself? Truly he has quitted the

body's sepulchre, being still liable to wounds and diseases I

He indeed has trodden down his enemies, being still doomed to

struggle with the strong ones of the world ! And he for-

* De Resurrectione Carnis, cap. 22.
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sooth is reigning, still forced to render to Cwsar the things

that are Caesar's." (Ibid.)*

From Tertullian we have the earliest connected ex

position of 2. Thess. ii. The custom of interweaving

with the text a continuous gloss or scholia was first

introduced about his time : —

" Let no man deceive you by any means ; for,— except

there come first a falling away (undoubtedly of this kingdom),

and the Man of Sin be revealed, — that is, Antichrist, the son

of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that is

called God or religion : so that he will sit in the temple of

God, declaring that he is God. Remember ye not that when

I was with you, I told you these things ?

" And now ye know what keeps him back, so that he should

be revealed iu his own time : for the secret of iniquity

already works, only he who now holds, may hold, till he be

out of the midst : — who, but the Roman state? The break

ing up and dispersion of this among ten kings will bring

on Antichrist, and then shall be revealed that wicked one

whom the Lord Jesus shall slay with the spirit of His mouth,

and shall destroy by His appearance.

" Also in the Apocalypse of John there is laid down the

course of the times, during which the souls of the martyrs

beneath the altar, demanding vengeance and judgment, are

instructed to wait. First, the earth must drink in its plagues

from the vials of the angels, and that harlot city suffer merited

destruction by the ten kings, and the beast Antichrist, with

his false prophet, make war upon the Church of God ; and

then, the DevU being banished for a season to the bottomless

pit, the privilege of the first resurrection will be adjudged

from the thrones, and afterwards, fire having been sent down,

the sentence belonging to the universal resurrection will be

pronounced from the books." f

* The argument was afterwards inverted by Tychonius : " We

have no right to doubt of the eternal kingdom, since even in the

present world the saints are reigning." For Tychonius was an

anti-millenarian, and lived after Constantine.

'f De Res. Carnis, cap. 25.
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The African apologist zealously supports the literal

millennium : —

" We confess that a kingdom is promised us upon earth,

but before heaven, and in another state, even for a thousand

years after the resurrection ; in the city of divine workman

ship, the Jerusalem brought down from heaven, which the

Apostle styles our Mother who is above. And, by declaring

that our citizenship, that is, our municipality, is in heaven, he

certainly traces it to some heavenly city. This city Ezekiel

knew, and the apostle John beheld." *

The Gnostics, thinking the endurance of martyr

dom a needless tax upon their self-denial, endea

voured to stigmatise the sacrifice, as savouring rather

of rashness than of devotion. Tertullian knew well

where to find an answer ; " satis de Apocalypsi in-

structus." Enumerating the blessings described in

the early chapters of the Apocalypse, he vindicates

the martyr's claim to their possession : —

" Those conquerors so blessed, who are they but the

martyrs in particular? For theirs is the victory whose was

the fight ; theirs the fight, whose the bloodshed. But mean

while the souls of the martyrs rest tranquilly beneath the

altar, and, in the confidence of being avenged, wear the white

robe of brightness, till the others also shall fill up the com

panionship of their glory.

" And now they are seen once more, an innumerable multi

tude, clothed in white and ennobled with the victor's palm,

triumphant over Antichrist. For thus said one of the elders,

These are they that came out of that great tribulation, and

have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood

of the Lamb."f

The expression, " that great tribulation " (ilia pres-

* Adv. Marcionem, lib. iii. cap. 23. j- Scorpiace, cap. 12.
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sura magna), accurately conveys the force of the

Greek, — " the tribulation the great." This passage

contains the earliest identification of the fifth-seal-

martyrs with those who suffer under Antichrist.

By the white robes then given to them, they are

afterwards recognised when standing before the throne,

reinforced by fresh martyrs, till they form a multi

tude which no one can number : — no one, says

Bernardine, save He who numbereth the stars, and

calleth them all by their names. Of this entire white-

robed company it is said, that they came out of that

great tribulation: they are, as Tertullian words it,

" De Antichristo triumphales : " there has been de

creed to them, and they are actually celebrating, a

triumph " concerning Antichrist." For Antichrist,

thinks the fiery Roman, must be triumphed over as

well as conquered.

Not content with standing in arms single-handed

against the nations, " Tertullianus adversus Gentes,"

the apologist must needs attack in succession Jews

and heretics, and at last even the Catholic Church.

Some heretics had denied that the flesh of our bodies

will rise with the souls. Tertullian, while arguing

against them, introduces a reference to the times

of Antichrist : —

" O my people, enter into thy closets for a little season,

until ray wrath be past. The graves will be those closets, in

which they who in the end of the world and in the last indig

nation shall suffer by the violence of Antichrist, will have to

rest a little season. . . . Until my indignation, which shall

extinguish Antichrist, shall be past. After that indignation

He shows that the flesh shall come out of that sepulchre in

which before the indignation it had been laid. For out of

closets nothing can be taken but what was before put in, and
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after the extirpation of Antichrist will follow the resur

rection."*

He says little about the first seal ; the Rider he

styles " the Angel of Victory, crowned, and going

forth upon a white horse, to conquer." f But in

another place he expounds the prosperous Rider of

the 45th Psalm, as if identical with the Rider of the

first seal.

Tertullian is the first to break the long silence

concerning the second witness : —

" Enoch and Elias are translated ; their death is not found,

being delayed. Yet they are reserved to die, that with their

blood they may extinguish Antichrist." J

a. D. 203.

The sixty-nine weeks of Daniel, according to the

reckoning of both Jews and Christians, had long since

expired ; the seventieth was not so easily disposed of.

While the Jews imagined it to have been fulfilled by

the desolations of their temple under Titus and

Adrian, the Christians were still looking for the

abomination spoken of by Daniel. At this time

a writer named Judas, abandoning the argument

founded upon the cutting off of the Messiah in the

sixty-ninth week, proposed a calculation, so contrived

as to bring the end of the seventieth to his own

time. On this plan Antichrist was to come in 204.

In spite of the warnings against declaring the times,

a few were found willing to believe in Judas. In the

year 203, a violent persecution was raised by Severus.

* De Res. Carnis, cap. 27. \ De Corona Militum, cap. 15.

% Tertull de Anima, cap. 50.
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The false prophet now enjoyed a short-lived celebrity,

for some persons were thrown into alarm, expecting

nothing less than the immediate coming of Anti

christ.*

The seventieth week was next taken in hand by

Clement of Alexandria, the first Christian who at

tempted to apply it to past events. “During half a

week,” he remarked, “Nero reigned, and set up the

abomination in the holy city Jerusalem; and in the

half week he was taken away, with Otho, Galba, and

Vitellius. Then Vespasian reigned, destroying Je

rusalem and desolating the holy place.”f The attempt

can scarcely be termed successful.

A. D. 220.

About this time the martyr-list was swelled by

the name of Hippolytus, bishop of Ostia, the port of

Rome, and for that reason mistaken by the Greeks

for Rome itself. The bishop, it is reported, was torn

to pieces by a wild horse, and his remains, in part

at least, were afterwards collected by his friends.

Strangely enough, a similar fate has befallen his

works; of which, for a long time, nothing could be

found excepting his “Oration upon Antichrist,” partly

spurious and containing evident traces of Ephrem

Syrus and the fourth century. For Hippolytus is made

a prophet as well as an expositor when the saying

is put into his mouth, that in the times of Antichrist

monks will seek the things of the world; for when

he wrote, the monks were not in being. The body of

* Eusebius, Hist. Eccles, lib. vi. cap. 6.

f Stromatum, lib. i.
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this "work, free from all such difficulties, was after

wards recovered by Fabricius ; next came to light the

commentary on Daniel, lately published together with

the Septuagint version of the prophet ; and lastly,

some remaining fragments rewarded the diligence of

the unwearied Mai.

The spurious oration contains two statements, both

opposed to the tenor of the genuine works. The first,

that John will return in company with Enoch and

Elias ; the other, that Antichrist will be the Devil in

carnate.

Hippolytus, though with more caution than Tertul-

lian, points out Rome's place in prophecy : " Tell me,

blessed John, apostle and disciple of the Lord, what

hast thou seen and heard concerning Babylon ? Awake

and speak, for she also sent thee into exile."* For

John, according to Tertullian, was banished from

Rome to Patmos.f

Of the seventy weeks, Hippolytus gives a short

connected sketch, making the last week to belong

to the times of the end ; " When the sixty-two weeks,"

he says, " have been fulfilled, and Christ has come,

and the Gospel has been preached in every place, and

the times have run out, there will remain one week —

the last, in which Enoch and Elias will come. And

in the midst of that week there will appear the abomi

nation of desolation, until Antichrist announces deso

lation to the world." J

• Opera, a Fabricio edita, p. 18.

f De Prescript. Haeret., c. 36.

X Roman edition of the Septuagint Daniel, p. 110. The Roman

editor suggests, "even Antichrist, who announces." He appears

to be printing from a single MS.
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Nor should we pass over his testimony to the millen

nium, contained in the same commentary on Daniel :—

" The six thousand years must needs be fulfilled, that

the Sabbath may come,—even the Rest, that holy day

on which God rested from all his works. The Sabbath,

then, is a type and image of the future kingdom of

the saints, when they shall reign with Christ after his

coming down from heaven, as John declares in the

Apocalypse, For a day of the Lord is as a thousand

years." *

Like Irenaeus, our bishop knows many names that

make the number of the Beast, but of these he will

say nothing positive. He prefers the word " I deny,"

doubtless from the predicted denial of Christ's having

come in the flesh : —

" Perhaps the seal will be written Arnoumai, I deny. For

in former times the adversary did by his servants, that is, by

idolaters, persuade the martyrs of Christ, saying, Deny thy

God, the crucified. Such will be the mark of that wicked

one ; I deny the Creator of heaven and earth ; I deny my

baptism ; I deny Him worship. To thee I adhere, in thee

believe.

" And this the prophets Enoch and Elias will declare,

saying, Believe not the coming enemy, for he is an adversary

and destroyer and son of perdition ; he will deceive you and

bring you to ruin. But the sword shall smite them."

Unfortunately for this theory, the word requires to

be mis-spelt to make the required number. The

bishop treads on surer ground when he descants upon

the glory of the future confessors : " Blessed they," he

exclaims, " who will then conquer the tyrant ; they

will take rank above former martyrs, as more exalted

• Roman edition of the Septuagint Daniel, p. 100.
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and more glorious. For those vanquished Satan's

satellites only, but these, overcoming the Devil him

self, the son of perdition, will be indeed conquerors.

With what praises and crowns will they not be

adorned by Jesus Christ our King ! "*

One more extract, and that from the genuine ora

tion given by Fabricius, must suffice for Hippolytus.

The following is by seventy years the earliest account

of the sun-clothed woman:—

" By the woman clothed with the sun is signified most

clearly the Church, clothed with the Word of the Father,

that outshines the sun. And, by the moon beneath her feet,

she is shown to be adorned with heavenly glory like the

moon ; and when it says, Upon her head a crown of twelve

stars, it means the twelve Apostles by whom the Church was

founded.

" And she being with child, cried, pained to be delivered.

For the Church will never cease bringing forth, from her heart,

the Word, which, when it is in the world, is persecuted by the

unbelieving. And she brought forth, it says, a man child,

who shall rule all nations. For the Church teaches all na

tions, evermore bringing forth that male and perfect offspring,

Christ, the Son of God, declared to be both God and man.

And the saying, that her child was caught up to God and His

throne, shows that He whom she continually brings forth is

no earthly, but a heavenly king, as David also cried of old,

The Lord said to my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, till

I make thy foes thy footstool.

" And the Dragon, it says, beheld ; and he persecuted the

woman that brought forth the man child. And there were

given her the two wings of that great Eagle, that she should

flee to the desert, where she is nourished for a time, times,

* This extract, as well as the preceding, is from the doubtful

oration. Csipp. 28—30. The identity of Satan with Antichrist is

rejected in the authentic works.
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and half a time, from the face of the serpent. These are the

1260 days, even the half week during which the tyrant

will rule, persecuting the Church, as she flees from city to

city. And she will lie hid in solitude in the mountains,

having with her nothing besides the two wings of that great

Eagle, even the faith of Jesus Christ.” "

At this time flourished the chronologist Julius

Africanus, who attempted to correct the calculation

of the seventy weeks. Eusebius, who gives the rest of

his system, has omitted his account of the seventieth.f

A. D. circ. 225.

Still the calumnies of Celsus had remained un

answered; but now the challenge was to be accepted,

and that Philistine to fall by the hand of the youthful

Origen. It was every way needful that some cham

pion of the faith should enter the lists, for Celsus, not

content with ridiculing the prophecies about Anti

christ, had gone on to propose the wars of the Titans

as a model for the imitation of Christian prophets.

Origen makes short work with the proud Pagan.

Celsus, he remarks, has not read Daniel. It was as

much a part of God's revealed will that the little horn

should prevail, as that the Stone should smite the

image. It was no after-thought of a baffled would-be

Messiah, that another shall plant his tabernacle on

the glorious and holy mountain.

“To what is thrown out concerning Antichrist by Celsus,

who has read neither what is said about him by Daniel, nor

by Paul, nor what is prophesied about his coming in the

Gospels by the Saviour, a few words must be said in reply.

* Opera, ed. Fabricii, p. 30.

f Eusebii Demonstratio Evangelica, lib. viii.
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" Through the assistance of his father the Devil, that

wicked one will perform miracles, and signs and wonders of a

lie. For, as wonders were wrought by magicians through

the help of those demons who seduced man into wickedness,

so this man will receive from the Devil himself power to do

yet greater wonders, to deceive the human race. And con

cerning the so-called Antichrist Paul speaks, teaching us,

though with some reserve, the manner, the time, and the

cause of his visiting the human race. And now see if Paul

has not spoken on this subject in a manner most grave, and

not deserving even the slightest ridicule, 'We beseech you,

brethren, by the coming of the Lord,' &c. 2 Thess. ii.

" To explain the whole of this is not our present business.

But there is in Daniel a prophecy about this same Antichrist,

which cannot but excite the admiration of any one who will

read it with common sense and candour. For there, in words

truly divine and prophetic, are described the kingdoms that

were to come, beginning from the time of Daniel down to the

destruction of the world. And this prophecy may be read of

all men.* Now see if Antichrist is not spoken of there also,

in these words, In the end of their kingdom, when their trans

gressions are filled up, there shall rise a king impudent of

face and understanding problems, &c.

" And that which I have already quoted from the words

of Paul, that he will sit in the temple of God, showing him

self that he is God — even this also is said by Daniel, and in

this manner, In the temple shall be the abomination of de-

Bolations ; and until the end of the time shall a consummation

be given against the desolation."!

The poets, when they wish to make their hero in

vincible, have his armour forged upon the same anvil

with the bolts of Jove. Origen does better: his

weapons are the same that the Captain of his salvation

had wielded before him. For Christ Himself, instead

* Probably referring to the Greek versions, especially tlie

Septuagint.

f Origen against Celsus, lib. vi. cap. 45.
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of uttering new prophecies about Antichrist, refers to

that which was before spoken by Daniel the prophet :

it being His purpose not to bear witness to Himself,

but to support His own mission by the witness of

His Father's prophets. The rejection of that wit

ness, according to the primitive belief, will increase

the condemnation of the Jews, and in the end

bring Antichrist upon them : God will send thein

strong delusion, that, as they rejected Christ in spite

of their own Daniel, so they may receive Antichrist

in spite of Daniel also.

Celsus was not able to decide whether the Scrip

tures represented Antichrist as a " Devil-demon, or

an impostor man-adversary." Origen remarks that

the latter expression was the more correct.

Thus Origen identified the time of Antichrist with

the latter half of the seventieth week. By the abo

mination standing in the holy place he understood

Antichrist sitting in the temple of Jerusalem. As

for his partial opposition to the millennium*, it was

provoked by the excesses of the Cerinthians, who ex

pected fresh marriages during the thousand years.

But in the resurrection, as Origen remarked, they

neither marry nor are given in marriage. He expects,

though doubtingly, the literal return of Elias:—

" The vision upon the mountain, in which Elias was seen,

did not appear to agree with what the scribes had said : for

Elias, it seemed, came not before Jesus, but after Him. They

asked the question therefore, supposing that the scribes had

* Origen never speaks against the thousand years. He applies

the epithet Judaizing to those who take literally the prophecies of

Isaiah, especially the predictions of a restored Jerusalem, and the

birth of children in the coming age.
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misled them. But to this the Saviour answers, not contra

dicting the tradition about Elias, but declaring that there

was another coming of Elias, before Christ, which had been

unknown to the scribes."*

a. d. circ. 250.

For some time the Church had been threatened

with a controversy about the millennium. The doc

trine, grossly misapplied by Cerinthus, was now vin

dicated by Nepos. His book gave occasion to a con

troversy, conducted by Dionysius, according to his own

account, with great moderation. Yet the story holds

badly together : for, when the readers of Nepos are

charged with not suffering their brethren to think of

the second advent, or of the resurrection from the

dead, it is clear that the real point at issue was far

removed from the Apocalypse and the millennium.

Dionysius next attacked the Apostolic authorship of

the Apocalypse itself, endeavouring to prove that it

contained " not a syllable " in common with the Gospel

and Epistles of St. John : for Dionysius, when it came

to a question of language, was one of those bat's-

eyed critics whose main difficulty in seeing arises

from the clearness of the light. In the opening of

the Gospel he found these words:—"In the begin

ning was the Word." The Epistle also resembles it :

" That which was from the beginning." Now Dio

nysius seems to have taken up an idea, that if two

works of an author begin alike, the same expression

must needs be repeated in the third : therefore, find

ing these words missing in the beginning of the Apo-

* Origen in Matth., torn. xiii. cap. 1.
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calypse, he concluded it to be no production of the

Apostle John.

Had he looked further, he would have found that

Christ, who is there styled " the Word of God,"

announces Himself as the " Beginning and the

Ending." He would also in that case have noticed

the ascription, " To Him that loved us, and washed

us from our sins in His own blood:" which would

have led him to spare the remark that the Apocalypse

contains nothing about the forgiveness of sins, and

God's love to us. Finally, when Eusebius repeats

with approval, that Dionysius could find in the

Apocalypse nothing against the Devil or Antichrist,

he shows to what lengths good and learned men

may be suffered to go, when they set up their own

reason against the inspired Word.*

a.d. 255.

This year produces the earliest direct notice of

the sixth seal. A Latin writer, whose name is now

lost, is commenting upon the judgment of the little

horn in Daniel : " I saw thrones : John also speaks

more plainly concerning both the day of judgment

and the end of the world, saying, And when he had

opened the sixth seal."f

a. d. 252-258.

The Church had lately received an important acces

sion in Caecilius Cyprian, formerly professor of rhe-

* Eusebii Hist. Eccles., lib. vii. cap. 24. The book of Dionysius

is lost : Jerome styles it " an elegant work, ridiculing the fable of

the thousand years."

f Anonymus ad Novatianum. Galland's Fathers, t. iii. p. 375.
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toric in Carthage. In a few months (for the years

are scarcely enough to be reckoned) Cyprian rose to

the primacy of all Africa ; and even now, at this

distance of time, he appears like one standing alone in

his generation, for all that we know of the Cyprianic

age of Christianity is but the background to the his

tory of Cyprian himself.

Persecution left the bishop no time for writing

systematic treatises upon prophecy : yet his thoughts

were filled with the expectation ofAntichrist's coming;

for the sufferings of his own time were then reck

oned but a foretaste of the great tribulation to come.

Under the guidance of their martyr-bishop, the Car

thaginians felt themselves to be skirmishing with the

advanced guard of Antichrist's army : " You have

conquered a pioneer of Antichrist," wrote Lucian to

a brother-confessor in Rome.

In Cyprian's " Exhortation to Martyrdom," there

occur some sentences relative to the future:—

Chap. xi. " The first seven days, by the Divine appoint

ment, contain seven thousand years." Cyprian must there

fore be reckoned a millenarian.

" That most hostile King Antiochus, yea, Antichrist ex

pressed in Antiochus."

The first resurrection is explained as including not

martyrs only, but all who are undefiled by the wor

ship of Antichrist : —

" It is said in the Apocalypse, And I saw the souls of

them that had been slain for the name of Jesus, and for the

word of God. Having placed in the first rank those who

were slain, he adds, And those that had not worshipped the

image of the beast, nor received his inscription on their fore

head, or in their hand. All these, being seen by him at once,
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and in the same place, he joins together, saying, They lived

and reigned with Christ. He says that all lived and reigned

with Christ, not only those who were slain, but all who,

persisting in steadfast faith, and in the fear of God, did not

worship the image of the beast, nor obey his fatal and impious

decrees.""

During his banishment, Cyprian dreamed that he

was brought before the proconsul, and sentenced to

immediate execution. In his dream, he begged for

a short respite, if only for a day, that he might set

his affairs in order. The proconsul, he fancied, made

a note of the demand, and through the gestures of a

youth who overlooked the writing, Cyprian learned

that his request had been granted.

The event proved still better than the dream, for he

was not apprehended till a whole year afterwards : and

even at the time of his condemnation, the execution

was unexpectedly deferred for a day. His biographer

Pontius, resolved to make the most of the vision, con

siders both the year and the day as distinct fulfil

ments, the one exact, the other by excess:—

" This one day signified that year which he was to pass in

the world after the vision : for, as I shall tell at length, lie

was crowned on the first anniversary of the day on which he

had seen it. Now a day of the Lord, though we do not read

in Scripture that it is a year, we yet take to be the very time

set apart for promises of the future. Therefore it matters

not, even if by the expression, a day, there be meant one

* Exhortatio ad Martyrium, cap. xii. "Where St. Paul speaks

of " them that are Christ's," St. John mentions none but the elect

of Antichrist's time. The explanation seems to be this: — that

St. John is speaking of that generation only. Of these, all that

resist Antichrist will arise, whether martyrs or not : all the rest

must await the end of the thousand years.
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year only, for the greater the occasion, the fuller may be the

meaning."*

A year after the vision, Cyprian was surprised by

a party of soldiers ; if, says Pontius, any thing may

be called a surprise to one who was always prepared.

The martyrdom was then unexpectedly deferred till

the next day : for, says Pontius, " that next day,

which the divine condescension had foretold a year

before, was to be truly the next day."

The story of Pontius is worth repeating in this

place, if only as showing that the year-day interpreta

tion was as yet unknown in the Church.

a. d. circ. 290.

After long waiting for a continuous commentary

on the Apocalypse, we come to the earliest now

extant, from the pen of Victorinus Martyr. Through

out Church history there is scarcely to be found a

writer so unlearned as Victorinus: " Great in

thoughts," says Jerome, " but unable to express him

self in words." Nevertheless his merits were uni

versally acknowledged: the Church preserved and

valued his work ; while the heathen marked him out

for one of the first victims of the Diocletian massacre.

But we have first to inquire how far his commentary

may be supposed to represent the teaching of the

Apostles on subjects not noticed by older expositors.

From the earliest times there had appeared succes

sive commentaries on the Apocalypse, now lost. One

, of these was written by Melito, bishop of Sardis,

who outlived Polycarp by three years only, and

i Pontius, in Vita Cypriani.

N
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may have been one of those " few names in Sardis

which had not defiled their garments." Hippolytus

also wrote on the Apocalypse ; while Nepos defended

its literal meaning in a " Refutation of the Allego-

rists." Through these works it was then possible to

obtain a traditional interpretation of the Trumpets,

the Dragon, and the scarlet Beast, subjects not fully

explained in any earlier commentary now extant.

But with these works Victorinus was little ac

quainted, as may be learnt from his remarking that

all the ancients expected Jeremiah as the second wit

ness: for of this opinion there is no earlier trace,

except once in the Maccabees, and once in the saying

of the Jews, that Christ might be " Jeremias, or one

of the prophets."* He also falls into the error of

expecting Nero's return : a supposition not coun

tenanced by any other writer of credit, still less hy

any hearer of the Apostles. As bishop of Pettau

in Austria, he was cut off from intercourse with the

world of civilisation, and cannot therefore be relied

upon as always representing with accuracy the sub

stance of the apostolic traditions.

The copyists have much injured the text of this

author. Jerome afterwards endeavoured to rectify

their mistakes, adding, that the entire passage op

posing the millennium is a forgery. For Victorinus,

as became a martyr and a primitive bishop, was a

millenarian : he looked forward to that thousand

years during which he is yet to reign with Christ.

* The idea is taken from Jeremiah i. 5. : "I ordained thee n

prophet unto the nations." But Jeremiah, as it seems, has hitherto

prophesied in person to the Jews only. It is next noticed by

Hilary, Comment, in Matth. xx. See 2 Maccabees, xv. 14.
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One clause has escaped the vigilance of the anti-mil-

lenarian copyists: " Judea, where all the saints will

assemble, and worship their Lord."*

Victorinus has much to say upon the glories as

cribed to Christ ; who was, long before He was born

of the Virgin ; who is, abiding ever ; and who is to

come, to be our judge. The sealed book he takes to

be the book of the Old Testament which Moses

sprinkled with blood. It was sealed till the death of

the Testator ; being of no force till He was dead : but

now the Lamb had been slain, the Testator had died

and returned to life; and, having conquered death,

had been appointed by His Father heir of all things.

Therefore He is worthy to open the seals, and to take

away the veil from the reader's heart. The book

which contains the results of this opening is called

an Unveiling or Revelation.

When the Christ of the New Testament prevails to

open the mysteries of the Old, the unity of the two

dispensations is shown forth : —

" The preaching of the Old Testament, combined with

the New, displays the Christian people singing a new song,

that is, publicly confessing their belief. And a new thing

it is for the Son of God to become man ; a new thing to go

up bodily into heaven. It is a new thing that remission of

sins should be given to men ; new tbat they should be sealed

with the Holy Spirit. It is new to receive a priesthood of

holy ordinance ; new, to expect a kingdom of boundless re

ward."

If, as Victorinus supposes, the sealed book contains

the substance of the old Testament prophecies, we

* Victorinus in Apoc. cap. i. Published in most editions of

the Bib. Patrum Maxima ; also, with some variation, by Galland.

N'2
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ought to see something relative to those prophecies

when its seals are opened. And this proves to be the

case: the opened seals display the emblems before

dimly set forth by the older prophets. In the first

we have David's Prosperous Rider: in the next three,

Ezekiel's four sore judgments; (the “beasts of the

earth” not having a seal to themselves). The fifth

displays the victims to Daniel's little horn: the sixth,

the day of the Lord foretold by Joel.

The living creatures prepare the Apostle for what

is to follow the opening of each seal:—Come and see.

The words of this invitation have been made the sub

ject of many refinements, as if the repetition implied

some mystical and latent meaning. Upon ordinary

occasions, indeed, this reasoning might hold good; for

the Apostle, though somewhat bewildered by the

greatness of the sights, is neither so dazzled by the

glory, nor so stunned by the thunder, as to require to

be told, each moment, where to stand, and which way

to look. But here the case is peculiar; for, as each seal

flies before the touch of the Lamb, there bursts forth

a mounted warrior; and the Seer is by these words

prepared for the moment at which each will sweep

past him, since it is his office to sing the arms and

the man, the colour of the horse, and the mission of

its rider.

Victorinus finds no difficulty in expounding the

seals, for he uses the primitive Clavis Apocalyptica,

“Ait enim Dominus in Evangelio.” In Matt. xxiv.

he finds the writing to which these pictures belong.

On this system, the first six seals are a pictorial illus

tration of that prophecy, teaching us, as we would

teach children, by a picture-book, about the progress
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of the Gospel, the wars, famines, and pestilences, the

great tribulation, and the darkening of the sun and

moon. By the silence of the seventh seal, he under

stands the unchangeableness of the eternal state : but

the silence is limited to half an hour, for this reason,

" that, had it been made perpetual, this would have

been the end of the vision."

" On the opening of the first seal, he says that he saw a

white horse and a crowned horseman, having a bow. For this

was done first ; after the Lord had gone up into heaven, and

had opened all things, He sent forth His Spirit, the words of

whose preaching are like arrows, penetrating to the hearts of

men, to conquer their unbelief. The crown upon His head is

that which is promised to preachers by the Holy Spirit.

" The other three horses, as it plainly shows, are the wars,

famines, and pestilences, foretold by the Lord in the Gospel.

Now, it adds that one of the animals said (for they are all

one)* ' Come, and see.' To him who is invited to believe, it

is said, ' Come ' : to him who sees not, ' See.' The white

horse, therefore, is the Word of preaching, with the Holy

Spirit sent forth into the world. For the Lord says, ' This

Gospel must be preached throughout all the world for a wit

ness before the nations, and then shall the end come.'

" The red horse, and his sword-bearing rider, represent

those wars which are predicted, of which we read in the

Gospel : — * Nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom

against kingdom, and there shall be great earthquakes.' This

is the red horse.

" The black horse means famine, for the Lord says, ' There

• According to the parallel passage in Ezekiel, where each

living creature is described as having the faces of these four. The

introduction of those symbols seems to confirm the belief that the

Old Testament prophecies are here referred to. Irenseus takes

the living creatures to be the fourfold aspect of Christ in the

four Gospels : in Matthew as the man, in Mark as the eagle, in

Luke as the sacrificial calf, and in John as the lion. Victorinus

follows him, but exchanges the places of Mark and John, thus

restoring the ordpr of Ezekiel. — Iren., lib. iii. c. xi.

n 3
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shall be famines in divers places.' Now this saying properly

extends to the time of Antichrist, when there will be a great

famine, by which all men shall suffer.

This is the famine which will be caused by the wit

nesses withholding the rain during their time of

prophesying. At this point Victorinus grows vague ;

yet he explains the pale horse as the pestilence de

scribed in the Gospel, and the souls under the altar

as those of martyrs in the separate state. The sixth

seal he also takes to be a symbolic representation of

the troubles under Antichrist.

The seals still present some minor difficulties. The

second, third, and fourth, are plain enough, being

interpreted in the text: their horsemen have power

to kill with sword, with hunger, and with death, and

with the beasts of the earth. These seals, therefore,

seem to correspond with the prophecy of Ezekiel,

" When I send my four sore judgments upon Jeru

salem, the sword, and the famine, and the noisome

beast, and the pestilence." The Gospel, omitting the

beasts, adds earthquakes; these are found in the

Apocalypse, in the sixth seal, which opens with a

great earthquake.

These wars, famines, and pestilences, are they the

immediate precursors of Antichrist, or are they ordi

nary judgments sent throughout the dispensation ?

The Gospels do not conclusively settle this question,

unless, by the " beginning of sorrows," we understand,

the beginning of the throes of Antichrist's bringing

forth. And this sense is fully borne out by the

With regard to the severity of the famine under this seal : —

a day's wages will be required to pay for the day's allowance of

corn. It is impossible, at such prices, to feed and clothe a family.
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Greek, which is paraphrased by Jerome, " conceptus

adventus Antichristi." Cyprian translates it, " the

beginning of the childbirth."*

If Ezekiel and St. John refer to the same events,

it appears that these judgments will ravage a fourth

part of the earth, including Jerusalem ; and that,

although Noah, Daniel, and Job were living at the

time, they would be able to save neither son nor

daughter from the calamities foretold.

The fifth seal presents no difficulty, if we allow the

white-robed martyrs to fix it as belonging to the

great tribulation. Yet, from the third century down

wards, this explanation has been generally abandoned.

The precise meaning of the sixth seal has not been

found so clear as might have been supposed. For

although, until the twelfth century, it was applied by

all to the precursors of Christ's second coming, yet

there was a question, whether it represents the literal

darkening of the sun and moon foretold in the

Gospels, or a general state of the world symbolised

by these figures ? To this question three answers

have been given :

I. The other seals being symbolical, this must be

taken as symbolical also : implying a certain disrup

tion of the frame-work of society, corresponding to St.

Luke's " distress of nations with perplexity." Men's

hearts will then fail them for fear; and, while looking

for those things which are coming upon the earth,

they will gather the near approach of that great day

of the wrath of the Lamb.

II. It has been supposed that though most of

i Exhortatio ad Martyrium, cap. xi.

N 1
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the seals are symbolical, yet the sixth, referring to an

event more easily dramatised than symbolised, is a

literal representation of the coming times. That the

earthquake is copied from Zechariah, the darkness

from Joel, the taking refuge in caves and rocks from

Isaiah, and the calling to the mountains to fall, from

the days of the Dry Tree, foretold on the road to

Calvary : that Isaiah supplies the fugitive heaven, the

blasted stars, and the shaken fig-tree : and, if any one

would learn further particulars, he must accept Ter-

tullian's summary reference to " the whole council of

the prophets."

III. Some have thought to make all sure, by in

cluding, in the literal, a figurative fulfilment also.

While they expect the sun to be darkened, they look

for a mist of unbelief which shall obscure the sight of

the Sun of Righteousness: while the moon becomes

as blood, the Church is again to be crimsoned with

the blood of martyrs. This scheme, from its compre

hensiveness, was popular with the monks and the

schoolmen. *

* Under this head may be classed the refinement of the Roman

senator Cassiodorus. The literal earth, he says, is figuratively

declared to be shaken, as by an earthquake. The darkening of the

sun and moon he takes to be literal. Complexiones in Apoc., cap. vi.

To complete the subject, the Jewish account must be added.

" The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood.

(Joel ii.) But, after thirty days, God will restore to the sun its

accustomed brightness, as it is written, They shall be gathered

together as prisoners in the pit, and after many days they shall be

visited. (Isaiah xxiv. 22.) Upon this the Christians shall be

struck with terror, and, being covered with shame, shall confess

that this has been done for the sake of the people of Israel. Then

many of them shall embrace the faith of the Jews."— Buxtorf,

Synagoga Judaica, cap. xxxvi.
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Victorinus, the earliest expositor of the trumpets,

takes them to be the judgments inflicted by the

witnesses, who will have power to smite the earth with

all plagues. The vials he supposes to be a second

history of the trumpet-plagues ; a theory which still

has many supporters, owing to a partial resemblance

between the vials and the trumpets. But the trumpets,

apparently, sound throughout the three years and a

half, while the vials are the last plagues, filling up

the wrath of God. The vials, therefore, would appear

to be a concluding and more intense effusion of the

trumpet-plagues.

Victorinus sums up in these words his brief notice

of the plagues : —

" The trumpet is the word of power ; and though there is

a repetition in the vials, it is not that the thing will be twice

done, but because that which God decrees to happen once, is

spoken twice.i "Whatever, then, is slightly touched upon in

the trumpets is more fully described in the vials.

" Nor are we to be tied down by the order of the words ;

for oftentimes the Holy Spirit, having travelled onwards to

the end of the last times, returns to the same point, and sup

plies what had been slightly expressed. In the Apocalypse,

therefore, not the order, but the sense, is to be sought for.

" Let us follow the prophet himself. In the trumpets and

vials there are described, the execution wrought by the

plagues sent upon the world, the madness of Antichrist him

self, the blasphemy of the people, the variety of their plagues,

the hope in the kingdom of the saints, the fall of the cities,

and the fall of that great city, Babylon, that is, Rome."

In the history of the two witnesses, he follows

Hippolytus in dividing seven years between their

* Compare the doubling of Pharaoh's dream, indicating cer

tainty of fulfilment. Also the psalm : " Twice have I heard this."
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prophesying and the reign of Antichrist. " By him,

as the Apocalypse shows, they will be slain ; and they

will rise again, but on the fourth day, that no one

may be found equal to the Lord. * He calls Jeru

salem, Sodom and Egypt : for that persecutor of the

people will make it such."

The birth of the man-child, already taken in hand

by Hippolytus, is now expounded by two other

martyr-bishops, Victorinus and Methodius. These

last, however, differ on one point : the former makes

the birth of Christ literal, the other, like Hippolytus,

mystical, in His members. Victorinus, therefore,

places a gap between the resurrection of Christ and

the coming of Antichrist : —

" The woman clothed with the sun, having the moon under

her feet, and a crown of twelve stars ; she that is travailing

in pain : — this is the ancient Church of the fathers, and of

the prophets, and of the holy Apostles. For she had groans

and torments of desire, until she saw, of her people according

to the flesh, the fruit so long promised her, Christ clothed in

a body taken from that very nation. * » •

" The crown of twelve stars signifies the chorus of the

Fathers " (the twelve Patriarchs) " according to the flesh of

the Nativity. For from them Christ was to take a body.

The red dragon, who stands and waits for her to bring

forth, that he may devour her son, is the Devil, that vagabond

angel, who supposed that every man's destruction might be

equally effected by death. But He who was not born of

mortal father, owed nothing to death ; for which reason the

* The ancients attached great importance to the third day's

resurrection, quoting from Hosea, " After two days he will revive

us," &c. So Chrysologus: " I venture to say that if Lazarus had

risen from the dead on the third day, he would have forestalled the

whole mystery of the Lord's resurrection. But Christ returns on

the third day as the Lord ; on the fourth, Lazarus is called back

as the servant." Sermo 63. cap. iv. ,
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dragon could not devour Him, that is, hold Him in death :

for on the third day He rose again.

" Also, before He was made manifest, the Devil approached

to tempt Him, as man : but not finding Him to be such a

one as he thought, he departed from Him, it says, for a

season. And He was snatched up to God's throne: even as

we read in the Acts of the Apostles, that while talking with

His disciples, He was taken up into heaven."

This description includes the scarlet beast, which

he identifies with the Devil, calling it " Imago

Diaboli." Elsewhere he supposes that the beast will

reappear as Nero, or Antichrist, his deadly wound

being healed.

Irena2us had hinted at the woman's flight to the

wilderness, saying of Antichrist and his allied kings,

" They will put to flight the Church." Victorinus

enters upon the subject more fully : —

" In the woman's flight to the wilderness, by the wings of a

great eagle, that is. by the gift of the prophets, there is repre

sented the state of the Catholic Church, of which, in the last

times, 144,000 will believe on Elias. (It here shows, also,

that other people will be found alive at the coming of the

Lord.) So, also, the Lord says in the Gospel, * Then let them

which be in Judea flee to the mountains ; ' that is, let as

many as are gathered together in Judea go to that place

which is prepared for them, and be nourished there for three

years and six months from the face of the Devil.

" The two great wings are the two prophets, Elias, and

that prophet who will be with him. The water, which the

serpent casts out of his mouth, represents the army which he

will send in pursuit of her : by the earth opening its mouth

and swallowing the waters, is shown the vengeance that will

be inflicted at the moment.

" Now, though she is here shown to us, both before the

birth, and again, as flying, after the birth, the two events do

not take place in connection. For some time has now elapsed
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since Christ was born ; but that flight from the face of the

serpent is still future.

" It follows, * And there was war in heaven ; Michael and

his angels. And their place was no more found in heaven.

And the Dragon, that old serpent, was cast out into the

earth. ' This is the beginning of Antichrist."

When we compare the flight of the Israelites under

Moses and Aaron with that of the Church in the time

of the two witnesses, the submersion of Pharoah's host

with the swallowing up of the serpent's flood, and the

miraculous sustenance of the Jews in the wilderness,

with that promised to the mystic woman, — we shall

not wonder that the Jerusalem from which the

Church is to be driven out should be called, spiritu

ally, Egypt. Although, as Tertullian remarks, trans

ferred names occur often in Scripture, yet in the

Apocalypse they are never used without a warning

against being understood literally : the one city is

" spiritually " called Sodom and Egypt : the other

has a name before which is written "a mystery":

that is, according to the usual Apocalyptic sense, a

type or figure of something else. No such qualifi

cation is prefixed to the Euphrates, Armageddon, or

the land of the sixteen hundred furlongs.

With the rest of the ancients, Victorinus explains

the woman Babylon as the city of Rome: "I saw

the woman drunk with the blood of the saints, by

that decree of consummated wickedness, when she

issued to all nations an edict against the preaching

of the faith. The red and murderous beast upon which

she sits, is an image of the devil." And again, " The

seven heads are seven mountains, upon which sits the

woman, that is, the city of Rome."
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With equal closeness he follows Scripture in the

matter of the city of the Crucifixion. He doubts

whether Antichrist will originally come from the

East, or be sent out from Rome : —'

" The false prophet will cause a golden image to be set up

to Antichrist in the temple of Jerusalem ; and into this image

the vagabond angel will enter, emitting voices and oracles.

He will also cause both bond and free to receive a mark in

their foreheads, or on their right hands, even the number of

his name, that none may buy or sell without it.

" Now Daniel had foretold this abomination and provo

cation, saying, 'He will set up his temple in Samaria,"'

(or, between the seas, inter maria, as suggested by Mal-

venda) * " upon the glorious and holy mountain ; that is, he

will then set up in Jerusalem an image, such as Nebuchad

nezzar made. This the Lord explains, admonishing His

churches against the last times and dangers ; saying, ' When

ye shall see the abomination spoken of by Daniel the prophet,

standing in the holy place. ' "

a.d. circ. 290.

Methodius, martyr, and bishop of Tyre, will detain

us but a short time : like Victorinus, he fell in the

beginning of the Diocletian persecution. In his

" Banquet of the ten Virgins," Thecla, one of the ten,

is made to expound the vision of the red dragon

and the man-child : —

"The woman seen in heaven, clothed with the sun, and

adorned with a crown of twelve stars, having her feet resting

on the moon ; she who is travailing and pained to be de

livered, is, in the highest and strictest sense, our mother.

She is, O virgins, a certain power existing by herself, apart

from her children : and the prophets, considering what is

spoken of her, call her Jerusalem ; at other times the Bride,

the mount Sion, the temple and the tabernacle of God.

* Malvenda de Antichviato, lib. v. cap. 22.
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“To this power the prophet cries, inviting her by the

voice of the Spirit, and saying, Shine, Shine, O Jerusalem!

for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon

thee! For darkness shall cover the earth, &c. This power

is the Church. * * *

“Raise your thoughts therefore, and behold this illustrious

woman, as a virgin prepared for the marriage. Behold her,

glittering in perfect beauty, altogether pure and spotless, and

in no way inferior to the lustre of the heavenly lights. See her;

clothed with light itself as with a garment; and by way of

jewels and precious stones, her head adorned with sparkling

stars. For what a garment is to us, light is to her; and, what

gold and transparent stones are to us, she possesses in the

stars. Stars, not such as lie scattered on the heavenly plain,

but so much more bright and dazzling, as to deserve that

those which are seen in heaven, should be but their types and

shadows.”

Thecla proceeds to the man-child:—

“It would teach you nothing, if I were to explain this to

mean the natural birth of Christ; for the mystery of the

Word's Incarnation was completed long before the Apoca

lypse was written, and John prophesies about things that are,

and that are to come. And Christ, born long before, was

not snatched up to God's throne, as soon as brought forth,

lest He should be devoured by the serpent; but He was born,

and came down from the throne of His Father, for this very

purpose, that He might roughly handle the dragon, and give

him battle in the flesh.

“You must allow, therefore, that this woman is the

Church, travailing with, and bringing forth, her ransomed

ones. As also the Spirit says by Isaiah, “Before she travailed

she brought forth, before her pain came, she fled, and brought

forth a male.” (Septuagint.)”

Methodius seems to have forgotten that these

promises were made originally, not to the Christian,

but to the Jewish Church.

Thecla pursues her discourse in the mystical style.

The red dragon is said to make war upon the newly
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converted, that he may destroy the image of Christ

conceived in them. But he is thrown off the scent ;

his prey is snatched from him, and the regenerate one

is raised aloft in heart and soul, even to the throne of

God. This is among the oldest specimens of the

mystical style : that it is opposed to the method ob

served in the fulfilment of other prophecies, and gene

rally destructive of the historical sense, must be

evident.

Andreas has preserved a fragment from Methodius,

more in accordance with the Apostolic system : —

" It does not please me to hear it said that everything will

be utterly destroyed, and that earth, air, and heaven will no

longer exist. The whole world shall indeed be deluged with

fire, but for its purification and renewal, not for its destruc

tion and utter ruin. This, also, Paul clearly shows, when he

says, ' The earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the

revelation of the sons of God.' " *

a.d. circ. 300.

About this time died Porphyry the Apostate, once

a pupil of the great Longinus, and afterwards a formi

dable opponent of the primitive church. His history

is melancholy enough : having been worsted in a

quarrel with his fellow-believers, he took revenge by

renouncing Christianity. In its place he framed a

sort of Pantheism, made up of Judaism, Paganism,

and a little Christianity. Living when he did, his

pantheon contained no more divinities than Jehovah,

Jove, and Lord : his followers have since enriched

the catalogue with Mahomet and Voltaire.

* Andreas in Apoc. sub fine, quoted from a sermon of Methodius

on the Resurrection, now lost. In this application of the passage

he had been forestalled by Irenaius.
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Porphyry suffered much uneasiness from the con

stancy of his wife Marcella. At length, in hopes of

drawing her after him, he applied to the Delphic

oracle : but Apollo, now taught by experience, de

clined the unequal contest with the God of gods. His

kingdom, he saw too plainly, " was, and is not."

" What God," asked Porphyry, " shall I endeavour to

appease ? " " You may write upon water," answered

the oracle, " you may fly with the wings of a bird ;

but hope not to recover the soul of this impious and

polluted wife." *

The philosopher was not to be discouraged: he

addressed to Marcella a showy treatise, hoping to

dazzle her with the beauties of his new system. " Even

when speaking of things indifferent," he enjoins her,

" let your heart still mentally turn to God. Then,

through the light of the God of truth, will your very

speech become divine, shining, and eloquent. For

the knowledge of God gives fluency of speech ; but,

where forgetfulness of God has entered in, there the

evil spirit is sure to dwell." f

The infidel directed his main strength against the

book of Daniel : he perceived, doubtless, that if this

pillar of the faith could be shaken, the whole struc

ture must also tremble. For the times and emblems

of that book are the very foundation of the Apocalypse;

and still more, if Daniel can be shown to be false,

* Augustini Civitas Dei, lib. xix. c. 23.

f Angelo Mai, Porphyrii Fragmenta. Milan, 1816. Had Por

phyry said " seven evil spirits," he would not have betrayed more

plainly the source of his information. Yet his reserve shall not

deprive us of this lesson : — that a parable, now reckoned among

the most mysterious and obscure, once bore a sense so plain, as to

be realised without difficulty by one of the very persons at whom

it had been aimed.

i
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Christ Himself, the faithful and the true, is proved

to bear witness to an impostor. For our Lord, on

the mount of Olives, quoted, as the words of Daniel,

the very prophecy objected to as forged. But,

besides this motive, which is rather left to be in

ferred, than stated in so many words, Porphyry was

driven on to the attack of Daniel by the vexatious

satisfaction of Jews and Christians, who agreed in

pointing to the fulfilment of the prophecies as a con

clusive argument against the heathen. For it has

been agreed, from Josephus downwards, that no other

prophet was so signally honoured of God as Daniel: the

precision of his descriptions still excites amazement;

and, if Daniel himself was astonished for one hour, he

has kept the Church in astonishment for two thousand

years. So Porphyry must needs confute Daniel.

His line of attack was so well chosen, as to leave

his successors no room for improvement. These

prophecies, he maintained, were written, not by Daniel,

but by some one who lived in Judea in the time of

Antiochus, and who wrote, in the future tense, a his

tory of past events. Moreover, this pretended Daniel

wrote, not in Hebrew, but in Greek. Also, that the

history is accurate down to a certain point, at which

point it suddenly becomes misty and confused.

In the original story of Susanna and the Elders,

Porphyry noticed two expressions seeming to favour

his theory. Daniel, in addressing the elders, is there

made to play upon the names of the trees under which

they pretended to have found Susanna. As if they

had said, Under a clove-tree, or, Under a yew-tree:

to which Daniel answers, “The angel of the Lord

shall cleave,” or, “shall hew, thee in pieces.” These

O
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allusions, Porphyry argued, are natural enough, if the

Greek be the original: airo too <r%tvou <ryl<r<xi, xai

aTo toO 7rp»'vou irpltrar but cannot be translated from

another language without changing the trees, or at

least the sense. Consequently, he argued, the book

of Daniel was originally written in Greek.*

Porphyry was answered both by Eusebius and

by Apollinarius. The story of Susanna, they said, is

not part of the Hebrew book of Daniel, but a spurious

Greek addition. Jerome afterwards paid so high a

compliment to the critical skill of Porphyry, as to

offer to receive the story of Susanna, if any one could

show him in the Hebrew, idioms corresponding to

those found in the Greek.

The book was next attacked on the ground of its

historical character : it was too accurate for a pro

phecy, and must, therefore, have been written after

the events. But alas for the wisdom of Porphyry

and his school! The book itself, as all antiquity

agreed, had been translated into Greek by the father

of the princess mentioned in the beginning of the

eleventh chapter. Perhaps the objector anticipated

this answer, since he took care not to quote the

Septuagint, but to use the later version of Theodotion.

The better to support his objections, Porphyry

composed an elaborate exposition of Daniel, founded

upon a new arrangement of the beasts and metals ;

for it would have availed him little to get rid of the

* Jerome's preface to Daniel : also his preface to the Commen

tary on Daniel. The objection was first advanced by Africanus,

about 220 ; he thought the answer of the Pseudo-Daniel savoured

too much of the buffoon in the mimes. It was next taken up by

Porphyry, and then by a certain Jew, who repeated it to Jerome.
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prophecies about Antiochus, while he had, staring

him in the face, a history of the Roman empire down

to the end of the world. He therefore made the

fourth beast to be the Post-Alexandrine kingdoms.

There now remain few original histories of the

Seleucidae: but Porphyry, having consulted nine*,

was well qualified to decide which parts of Daniel had

been already fulfilled. It is therefore a matter of im

portance to know how far he continues his testimony

to the accuracy of the descriptions. This testimony

goes no further than the reign of Antiochus Epi-

phanes : for, as soon as Daniel begins to look

onward from Antiochus to Antichrist, Porphyry

grows abusive, and cries out about the mistakes of

Daniel. Where the Church makes a transition from

the type to the antitype, the infidel makes a transition

from Daniel the historian, to Daniel the would-be

prophet. In this way he helps to fix the point at

which a worse than Antiochus emerges from the

shadow of the Northern king.

The example of Porphyry shows the mischief of

the spiritualising system, by which an infidel may

plausibly explain the prophecies, when to believe

their literal sense requires faith. Having expounded

the eleventh of Daniel in reference to Antiochus, he

was met by no less a difficulty than the resurrection of

the dead, following close upon the great tribulation.

By ingenious mysticising he contrived not only to

escape the difficulty in this place, but even to con

vince some unstable Christians that no literal resur-

* These were Suctorius, Callinicus, Diodorus, Hieronymus,

Polybius, Posidonius, Claudius, Thcon, and Alypius. (Jerome's

preface to his Commentary on Daniel.)

o 2
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rection of the dead is foretold in Scripture. For this

Pantheist, coming upon the resurrection of the dead,

neither mocks, nor proposes to hear again of that

matter : he at once undertakes to explain the history,

and to vindicate the propriety of the figure. There

was indeed a time of trouble such as never was since

the beginning of the world : but in due season Antio-

chus dies, and then the people of Israel are delivered,

every one that is found written in the book; that is,

every one who had boldly defended the book of the

law. Then they that slept, as in the dust of the

earth, did awake : that is, continues the pupil of Lon-

ginus, men who had been buried under the weight of

ills, and, as it were, entombed in sepulchres of woe,

rose from the dust to unexpected triumph. From

the ground they raised their heads, and came forth ;

some, the keepers of the law, to everlasting life;

others, its transgressors, to everlasting contempt.

They that had fled to the desert, and had lain concealed

in caverns and rocks, now enjoyed a figurative resur

rection ; doctors and teachers who were wise in the

law now shone as the firmament, and they that had

exhorted the many to the observance of ceremonial

righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever. *

* Let us confront the infidel with a Christian. In the thirteenth

century, Albertus Magnus thus expounds the passage : " At that

time, that is, after that time, shall thy people be saved, even the

people of the Jews. For so it is written in Isaiah x., Though the

number of the children of Israel were as the sand of the sea, yet

shall a remnant of them return. For then, seeing that they have

been deceived in Antichrist, they will all tnrn to the faith. And

this is the meaning of what follows : Every one that shall be

found written in the book, that is, God's book. But who are

written in the book ? Those of whom God has foreordained that

He will give them grace here, and glory hereafter." — In

Dan. xii.
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Jerome laments that this work of Porphyry had

beguiled " some unskilful ones of our own people."*

Some trace of its effects still remains. In a frag

ment lately found in the Vatican there has been dis

covered the exposition of Daniel written by Poly-

chronius, one of Porphyry's Christian admirers. At

the beginning of the twelfth chapter the expositor

remarks : " I know that some people apply this pas

sage to the resurrection of the dead. But it is my

business to follow, not the multitude, but the truth."

He likewise copies Porphyry in making the three

horns to have been plucked up by Antiochus ; adding

these words : " I wonder that Apollinarius, in the face

of so plain a history, forces this passage to the coming

of Antichrist." To which is subjoined an ancient

Greek note : " Eudoxius says, This interpretation of

thine, 0 Polychronius, belongs to that mad Por

phyry." f

a. d. circ. 300.

Lactantius, though he wrote his Christian Insti

tutes before the Diocletian persecution, lived to pre

sent the work to Constantine in time of peace. Being

a layman, and writing mostly for heathen, he imi

tates rather St. Paul preaching on Areopagus than

St. Paul writing to the Churches.

To give the heathen a complete idea of Chris

tianity, he thinks it needful to set before them an

outline of the revealed future. Without going much

into theology, he lays down the history of Western

• Jerome on Daniel xi.

f Angelo Mai, "Vet. Script., torn. i. part ii. p. 126. Polychronius

was bishop of Apamea, in the year 430.

o 3
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Babylon, Asiatic Antichrist, the coining of Christ, and

the millennial reign of the Church. The fall of the

Roman Empire, corresponding to the removal of

" him that letteth," is enlarged upon with a minute

ness that must have excited both the fears and the

anger of the imperial court. Taking the prophetic

vials and trumpets literally, he directs the heathen

to expect once more miraculous plagues like those

which formerly desolated Egypt. But, before these

things, great political changes must occur : —

" That desolation and confusion will be thus caused : the

Roman name, by which the world is now governed (I tremble

to say it, but speak I must, for it will take place), the Roman

name will be taken from the earth, and empire will revert

to Asia. Once more the East shall rule, and the West

obey. * * *

" For the works of mortals are mortal ; and other king

doms, though they flourished long, yet not the less came to

ruin. The world, as history tells us, has been governed by

Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, and Assyrians; and, after their

fall, the Romans succeeded to the primacy. And this king

dom, in proportion as it excels all other kingdoms, shall fall

with the greater crash : for that which stands the highest ever

falls most heavily. » * *

" And, lest any one should think this incredible, I will ex

plain how it is to come about. First, the empire will be

subdivided, and the powers of government, being frittered

away and shared among many, will be undermined. Then will

follow continued civil discords ; and there will be no respite

from destructive wars, till ten kings arise at once, dividing

the world among themselves, to consume rather than to go

vern it. Levying boundless armies and leaving the lands

uncultivated (the beginningofthe confusion and the slaughter),

they will scatter all things, desolating and devouring on all

sides.

" Then suddenly there will arise against them a most

powerful enemy, from the extreme borders of the north :
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and this man, sweeping away three of those then reigning in

Asia, will be taken into league by the rest, and appointed

chief of all. With insupportable dominion he will harass

the world, will confound things human and divine, and will

form designs unspeakable as well as execrable."*

In this treatise, the darkening of the sun and moon

is understood literally, as well as the fall of the stars.

These events, he says, will be altogether distinct from

what occasionally happens in the course of nature.

But he still fears that he has not made his bad news

sufficiently clear : —

"1 will explain still more distinctly how this will come about.

When the end of the times draws near, God will send a great

prophet who will convert men to the knowledge of Himself,

and will receive power to work miracles. Wherever men re

fuse to listen to him, he will shut heaven and withhold the

showers ; he will turn water to blood, will torment men with

hunger and thirst ; and whoever attempts to hurt him will be

devoured by the fire that proceeds out of his mouth.

" By these miracles and powers he will turn many to the

worship of God ; and, when his works are finished f, another

king shall arise out of Syria, begotten of an evil spirit, to the

ruin and perdition of the human race ; and he will blot out

altogether the remains of that former wicked one.

" He will fight against God's prophet, and conquer and

slay him, causing his body to lie unburied. But after the

third day he will rise again ; and, while all are looking on

and wondering, he will be snatched up into heaven."

Not knowing the name of the second witness, Lac-

tantius follows Malachi in speaking of Elijah only.

• Lactantius, Institutions, lib. vii. cap. 15, 16. Owing to a

repetition in the story, it is uncertain whether Lactantius takes this

king to be a precursor of the horn, or the very Antichrist: his

own " Epitome " makes the former almost certain.

t Paraphrased from Apoc. xi. : " And when they shall have

finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the bottom-

ess pit shall make war against them."

o 4
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A similar variation is found in Scripture in the case

of Moses and Aaron, who are sometimes spoken of

together, and at other times as doing the same things

under the name of Moses only.

The fire called down by Antichrist he takes to be

real fire, called down from above; the image of the

beast, a real statue. At that time also he places the

great tribulation and the flight of the Church to the

wilderness. “All who believe in and join him will

be marked by him as cattle; but those that refuse his

mark will either flee to the mountains, or being taken,

will be despatched with cruel torments. Just men

he will wrap up in the writings of the prophets, and

so set fire to them: and it shall be given him to

desolate the world during forty and two months.”

(Cap. xvii.)

In foretelling the destiny of Rome, Lactantius

shelters himself under the authority of the Sibyl:

“That this will happen shortly, the prophecies de

clare, though under the disguise of other names, lest

they should be easily understood. But the Sibyls

say plainly that Rome is to be destroyed, and by the

judgment of God, because she has hated His name,

and, being opposed to righteousness, has slaughtered

the people that are born of the truth.” (Cap. xv.)

Tacitus, speaking politically, had styled Christianity

a destructive religion; Lactantius, therefore, labours

to display it as eminently conservative:—

“It is evident from the state of affairs that the end of all

things would not be distant, save only that while Rome is

safe there seems no room to fear. But when that head of the

world shall fall, and begin, as the Sibyls say, to be a ruin,

who does not see that the end of human affairs, yea, of the

world itself, will have arrived ?
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" For it is this city which still supports every thing : and

it is our business to supplicate and beg of the God of heaven,

that His will and pleasure may be yet postponed, and that

we may not behold, even sooner than we expect, the coming

of that abominable tyrant, who meditates nothing less than

the extinction of that Eye through the loss of which the

world will stumble and fall.

" And now to consider what will follow these things.

I said lately, that, in the beginning of the holy kingdom, the

prince of the demons will be bound by God. But towards

the end of the thousand years' reign, that is, of the seven

thousand years, he will once more be loosed, and will go forth

out of his prison."* (Cap. 25, 26.)

Before dismissing the primitive writers, we should

notice accurately the amount of agreement prevailing

among them in reference to, 1st., the thousand years

of St. John, and 2nd, the last half week of Daniel.

Those who have recorded their opinion for or

against the Millennium may thus be classed:—

FOR. AGAINST.

St. Barnabas.

Papias.

Justin.

Irenaeus.

Tertullian.

Hippolytus.

Nepos.

Origen.

Cyprian.

Dionysius.

Victorious.

Lactantius.

• Lactantius has given offence to many by the following words :

" Those who are then living in the body will not die ; but will,
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But on which side shall we range St. John ” Were

he uninspired, nothing could be more decisive than

his statement:–“They lived and reigned with

Christ a thousand years.” Have we at length come

to this, that because we reckon him inspired, the

plain sense of his words is to go for nothing?

The two writers who appear in opposition to the

doctrine, are not altogether unexceptionable. The

system by which Origen contrived to get rid of the

millennium was soon branded with the name of

Origenism, having been found to interfere with the

belief in the literal resurrection of the flesh. Nor

can Dionysius be justified in his method of dealing

with the Apocalypse: for, not daring to revile it in

his own name, he repeats with satisfaction the say

ing of “certain persons,” that the book itself is

devoid of sense and reason: also, that its title is

utterly false, since it is neither written by St. John,

nor does it, covered as it is with a thick and dense

veil of ignorance, deserve the title of a Revelation.*

Regarding the latter half of the seventieth week,

the primitive writers were not entirely agreed. It

was applied by

Irenaeus to Antichrist.

Tertullian >> Vespasian.

Judas >> Antichrist.

Clement of Alexandria 22 Vespasian.

Hippolytus >> Antichrist.

Origen » Antichrist.

Victorinus : » Antichrist.

during the same thousand years, bring forth a countless multitude,

and their offspring shall be holy, and beloved of God.” (lib. vii.

c. 24.) Imitated from Isaiah: for he does not say that the risen

ones will bring forth children.

* Eusebius, lib. vii. c. 25.
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The majority, therefore, make that half week iden

tical with the three years and a half of Antichrist.

In their favour may be urged : —

First, The precise agreement of the time ; the weeks

being land weeks, or weeks of years.

Secondly, The identity of the events assigned to

each : for everything said of the half week is repeated

in the prophecies relating to Antichrist. These

things are, the cessation of the daily sacrifice, the

setting up of the abomination, the desolation thereby

occasioned, the consummation of God's mystery, and

the pouring out of the vials upon the Desolator.

Thirdly, The events of the half week are continued

till the consummation : apparently the sounding of

the seventh trumpet, when the mystery of God shall

be finished.

According to the primitive scheme, the sense of

the whole passage amounts to this :—

Seventy sevens of years are fixed in the history

of the Jews and of Jerusalem. In these will be ac

complished the summing up of iniquity, the work

of atonement, the winding up of all prophecy, and

the anointing of the Christ.

Between the edict to rebuild Jerusalem and the

mission of Christ there will elapse two periods, seven

sevens, and sixty-two sevens, of years. In the course

of the first, the city will be rebuilt ; and at the end

of the second the Messiah will be put to death.

Afterwards the Romans under Vespasian will de

stroy both city and temple, sweeping them away as

with a flood ; and, until the end of God's warfare with

His people (or, after the end of the Roman war* ),

* So the Vulgate, " post finem belli, statuta desolatio.'' ,
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it is determined that the desolation of the city and of

the temple shall continue.

But God will renew His covenant with many of

His chosen people, during a certain seven years, the

remaining week of the seventy ; (probably by means of

Elias, who will come and restore all things). But,

throughout the latter half of this week, that is, for

three years and a half, the daily sacrifice will be

taken away ; and, on account of the abomination set

up by Antichrist, the temple will be made desolate :

to remain so, till the consummation of the mystery,

and till the end of the plagues that will be poured

upon Antichrist the Desolator.

Later commentators, far from making the pas

sage clearer, have increased its difficulties by the

numberless alterations proposed in the text. In this

state of uncertainty we are forced to fall back upon

that sense which was at first admitted as the basis of

the argument between Jews and Christians; — that

after sixty-two sabbatical years an Anointed one

should be cut off. This is the plain, working sense

of the passage : unlike its modern and fantastic

rivals, it has borne the burden and the heat of the

day.* This sense it was thought vain to deny, much

* Nisibenus reserves this argument for his last thrust at the Jew.

" You say thus : — Christ has not yet come. It is, indeed, written

that He will come, that the Gentiles will trust in His coming, and

believe upon Him. But I hear from the Gentiles that He is still to

come. Now if, in anticipation of that coming, I believe on Him,

and through Him worship the God of Israel, perhaps, when He

comes, he will rebuke me for having forestalled the time, and be

lieved on Him before He came. But, foolish and ignorant one, the

prophets utterly forbid you to say that Christ has not yet come.

For Daniel refutes you in that saying of his,— After sixty and two

weeks Christ will come and will die, and at His coming the city of

the sanctuary will be destroyed." — Sermo xvi.
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as its admission cost the Jews. But how, allowing it,

could they escape becoming Christians?

The argument was variously evaded. Some made

the Anointed one to be Agrippa; some, Joshua the

high priest. Others applied the words to the succes

sion of high priests, the anointed ones, spoken of as

one.* Under Titus this anointed one was cut off:

for to this day the nation have been without him.

And this indeed may be a part of the true meaning :

for by Christ's death the succession of high priests

was abolished, and He, having summed up the series,

sat down on the right hand of the Throne till His

foes should be made His footstool.

The prophecies relative to the first Advent are not

included in the design of this work. It has been

agreed, by the Church in all ages, that what the

New Testament writers apply to Christ, was spoken

with a distinct reference to His life and actions. On

this subject there is no room to doubt, without in

curring the blame of open rebellion against the Lord

of the prophets. The question has been decided

once for all: it is enough to have once heard the

rebuke, " 0 fools and slow of heart to believe all

that the prophets have spoken ! Ought not Christ

to have suffered these things, and to enter into His

glory?"

* Galatiuus, de Arcanis, lib. iv. cap. 17.
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CHAPTER III.

THE INTERPRETATION OF TROPHECT IN THE PATRISTIC

AGE.

(From Constantine to Gregory the Great.)

" The Jews believe that Jerusalem will be restored to them,

golden and jewelled, and that there will be once more victims and

sacrifices, the marriage of the saints, and the kingdom of the Lord

and Saviour upon earth. AU which, though I do not support, yet I

am not able to condemn, since many churchmen and martyrs have

said the same. Therefore, let every one be fully persuaded in his

own mind, and let all things be reserved for the decision of the

Lord." — Jkhome on Jeremiah, chap. xx.

The fourth century opens with a new class of expo

sitors, the old having been, for the most part, dis

posed of by Diocletian. The patristic period, if we

can agree to understand by that name the fourth

and two following centuries, witnessed several changes

in prophetic belief.

First, the Church in general abandoned the mil

lennium ; and soon afterwards the identity of Anti

christ's time with the last half week of Daniel. In

the fifth century it was made an open question whe

ther Babylon meant Rome ; also it was reckoned

doubtful whether the temple of Jerusalem would be

rebuilt, so that Antichrist should sit in it. Lastly,

it was believed by many that most of the prophecies

were to receive a double fulfilment : one indefinite,

lasting throughout the dispensation, the other literal,

and belonging to the time of the end.
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The history of this age opens badly : Eusebius is a

semi-Arian, a rationalist, and almost a praeterist. In

prophecy he can believe nothing but what he sees :

he must be shown a fulfilment either in history or in

passing events. But let none, following his example,

think to find history a safer guide than the Bible:

for Eusebius, neglecting the infallible, and trusting

to what seemed to him more secure, became the sport

of circumstances, being forced to change his belief

with the changes of his eventful time. At first he

received the Apocalypse : since he explained the seven

seals as the obscurities of the Old Testament pro

phecies, which Christ, the Lion of the tribe of Judah,

now opens.* Afterwards, the establishment of Chris

tianity seemed to interfere with the literal millen

nium ; and then Eusebius must needs reject both Apo

calypse and millennium. Lastly, Constantine begins

to rebuild Jerusalem as a Christian city : and now

the Apocalypse seems to be thought of again, for this

may be, perhaps, the beginning of the new Jerusalem.

But the great event of the day was the emperor's

episcopal dinner.

The twentieth anniversary of Constantine's acces

sion was hailed with general rejoicings throughout

the world. Since the Augustan age, so lopg a cessa

tion from bloodshed had not been known. " Through

out the whole kingdom," says Eusebius, " the sword

of justice hung idle ; and men and nations obeyed

rather from filial affection than by means of force." f

i Demonstratio Evangelica, lib. vii. Perhaps it was at that early

period that he wrote the prophetic Eclogues (edited by Dean Gais-

ford) : also the passages contained in Mai's Chain.

f De Vita, Constantini, lib. iii. c. 1.
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The heathen rejoiced scarcely less than the Church : it

was clear that no rod of iron was as yet to be swayed

by the triumphant faith. Therefore, on the twentieth

anniversary, the people set apart a day for feasting ;

and Constantine, improving upon the popular idea,

invited the bishops of the whole empire to dine with

him. All who came received presents ; to those who

were unable to attend, the emperor sent letters of

friendly greeting.

That dinner turned the head of Eusebius. " It

surpassed," he says, " all power of description. The

cuirassiers and spearmen, drawn up in a circle,

guarded with naked swords the entrance to the pa

lace; and, through the midst, walked fearlessly the

men of God, on their way to the inner chambers.

There, some reclined beside the emperor, while others

occupied couches ranged on either side. The whole

seemed to shadow forth an image of the kingdom of

Christ, being more like a dream than a reality."*

A great change for Eusebius, who had lived in the

days when the sword grew blunt, and the lictor weary,

in the massacre of Christians. For it was not so

much as hinted in prophecy that the Iron kingdom

would become a nursing father to the Church : it was

strange, therefore, to see Constantine circulating, at

the imperial expense, costly editions of the Scrip

tures, and stranger still to see the bishops drinking

wine with the representative of the fourth beast ;—

now no longer stamping and blaspheming, but utter

ing words of piety and praise. For thus spoke the

autocrat of East and West : " Now that the Dragon is

removed from the administration of affairs, through

* De Vita Constantini, lib. iii. c. 15. See also c. i.
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the providence of the supreme God and by my in

strumentality, I imagine that the divine power has

been made clear to all men."*

By this Dragon, Constantine meant the Devil : and

in order to advertise more publicly his religious inten

tions, he caused an allegorical painting to be set up

before the gate of his palace. In this picture, ex

ecuted in wax, in the encaustic manner, Constantine

was the principal figure: above his head shone the

cross, and beneath his feet, skulking in the depths of

the sea, writhed the Dragon, " that adverse and

hostile beast, who, through the tyranny of atheist

monarchs, had aforetime ravaged the church of God."

To heighten the effect, Constantine was made to hold

a dart, the point of which was buried in the body

of the Dragon. In illustration, Eusebius quotes from

Isaiah xxvii. : " He shall smite the Dragon that

fugitive serpent, and shall slay the Dragon that is in

the sea."f (Septuagint.)

We are tempted to wonder that Constantine, but

just escaped from hereditary paganism, should at

once succeed in striking out that scheme of political

relationship with the Church, which experience has

since proved to be the best calculated to spread the

Gospel, and to confirm its conquests. But we cease

to wonder, though not to admire, when we find him

diligent in promoting the circulation of that volume

which tells of a Solomon and a Josiah, a Hezekiah

and a David. Doubtless, the same pages that he

loved to adorn with the gold and the purple, had

* De Vita Constantini, lib. ii. c. 46.

f Ibid. lib. iii. c. 3.

P
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taught him in return the royal lesson, how to smooth

the way for the performance of a duty not always

easy to the jealous worshipper;—to divide rightly

between God's and Caesar's ; at once to fear the One,

and to honour, in his due place and degree, the

other.

By these marvellous doings the prophetic school

was shaken to its centre : for half a century the ex

positors were almost silent. Eusebius still handled

the prophecies, explaining them, as much as possible,

in reference to things past ; and, when that was im

practicable, neglecting them altogether. His most

signal failure was in the last half week of Daniel

which he referred to a supposed three years and a

half occurring between Christ's resurrection and as

cension ; during which, on forty different days, He

appeared to his disciples.* In like manner he ex

pounds the abomination of desolation in reference to

Titus only, though he does not profess to explain

how, immediately after the tribulation of those days,

the sun was darkened, and the tribes of the earth

mourned on seeing the Son of man coming in the

clouds of heaven.

We have no means of knowing whether the Church

then attempted to identify her existing state with any

condition described in prophecy. Probably not ; for

few seemed willing to trouble themselves with the

prophecies in that period of profound repose. But on

this enchanted ground the Church was not suffered

to wander long : a stern message was sent to remind

her that this was not her rest, and that she had mis

taken an earthly home for the city with the golden

* Demon8tratio Evangelica, lib. viii.
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street and the crystal towers. To her hour of highest

hope succeeded her most disastrous fall: she found

Arius a bad exchange for Diocletian. For that bold

gainsayer would have taken away her Lord, leaving

her but a shadow of Deity, impotent to redeem, and un

worthy to be worshipped. This denial of the Father

and the Son was styled by Athanasius, " Christ's

enemy, Antichrist's forerunner : " * but it does not

appear that any one mistook Arianism for actual

Antichristianity. The controversies then raging

served to prolong the silence of the prophetic school.

a.d. 350.

First from the deadly strife emerges Hilary, second

only to Athanasius in the ranks of Trinitarian or

thodoxy. This Hilary, bishop of Poictiers in Gaul,

found leisure to write an exposition of St. Matthew's

Gospel, which necessarily brought him to the subject

of Antichrist.

" Matth. xxiv. When ye shall see the abomination. Now

follows the sign of the future Advent. When they shall see

the abomination of desolation standing in the holy place, then

let them understand the return of daylight. And on this

subject, after what the blessed Daniel and Paul have written,

I think it needless for me to speak : for this refers to the time

of Antichrist

" He is called an abomination, because, coming in opposi

tion to God, he will arrogate to himself Divine honour : and,

of desolation, because he will wickedly desolate the earth with

war and slaughter. He will also be received by the Jews

into the holy place ; and, where God has been invoked by the

prayers of the saints, there will Antichrist, received by the

faithless, be worshipped with Divine honour.

" And as this will be an error especially Jewish (for they

* Athanasii Apol. contra Arianos.

p 9
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who rejected the truth will receive the lie), He warns them

to quit Judea and to flee to the mountains: lest, by admixture

with those that believe in Antichrist, they should suffer vio

lence or imbibe contagion; for, to the faithful then living,

the mountainous deserts will be safer than the thickly-peopled

Judea."*

The Church, now fairly roused and restored to her

senses, returned afresh to the study of prophecy.

The danger had not ceased to threaten, for Arian

emperors still employed every art to subvert the

apostolic faith. Once, by elaborate frauds and un

scrupulous cruelty, an oecumenical council was en

trapped into signing what proved to be an Arian

confession : and, as Jerome has expressed it, " The

world groaned to find itself Arian." But the fields

of Rimini afforded no solid triumph to the gates

of hell : the spirit of Arianism had displayed itself

too openly, and henceforth the Church was to be free

from that form of infidelity in her high places.

Meanwhile, the expositors addressed themselves to

the prophecies with a diligence never since equalled.

A. d. 360.

The first complete set of lectures on the Creed was

published by the elder Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem.

These catecheses, his only remaining work, were de

livered to persons preparing for baptism or for con

firmation. Our business is with the fifteenth^ which

explains the clause, " He shall come with glory to

judge both the quick and the dead."

• Commentary upon St. Matthew. In expounding chap, xx.,

he states his belief that Moses and Elios are to be the two wit

nesses.
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After the late confusion, Cyril attempts, by noting

the signs of the times, to fix the place of his own age

in prophecy. To do this, he enumerates the signs

which are to precede Christ's second coming, mark

ing them off as either fulfilled or still future. His

list might have been written yesterday, so little have

fifteen centuries advanced the fulfilment : —

I. Many shall come, saying, I am Christ. Partly

fulfilled in Simon Magus and Menander.

II. Wars, and rumours of wars. Now going on.

III. Famines, pestilences, and earthquakes. Al

ready fulfilled.

IV. Do we churchmen seek a sign within the

Church ? Many shall be offended, and the love of

many shall wax cold. Too much seen now.

V. The Gospel preached throughout all the world.

Almost fulfilled.

VI. The abomination spoken of by Daniel, standing

in the holy place. This is Antichrist, not yet come.

But Satan, adds Cyril, is even now preparing schisms,

that the coming man may find a better reception.

VII. The falling away first. Partly seen in Arian-

ism and other heresies.

The appearance of Antichrist, therefore, remained as

the sole event that must necessarily stand between

that age and the coming of Christ. In his account of

the man of sin, Cyril paraphrases the " power of

Satan " in the usual manner, by magic and sorcery :—

" When the true Christ is about to come the second time,

the Adversary, taking advantage of the expectation of simple

persons, especially those of the circumcision, will produce a

certain magician, deeply skilled in the treacherous and wicked

arts of spells and incantations. This man will usurp the

r 3
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government of the Roman empire, and will falsely call him

self the Christ. By this title he will deceive the Jews, who

still expect the anointed one; while, by his magic arts and

delusions, he will draw after him the Gentiles.”

The four empires are next explained as the As

syrian, Medo-Persian, Grecian, and Roman. Like

Barnabas, he dwells upon the Jewish character of

Antichrist's apostacy, and the shortening of the days

of his reign. He then devotes some space to the case

of his own congregation, for he was preaching in

Jerusalem. To those who would be living in the

time of the Beast, the question would arise, whether

to resist or to flee. To the weak in faith he holds

out the permission, “Let them that be in Judea flee

to the mountains.” He recommends them to flee

from city to city, adding this consolation, that the

time will be short, even three years and six months;

and that, perhaps, they may not have gone over the

cities of Israel before the Son of man be come. “Anti

christ,” he adds, “will sit in the temple of God. But

what temple * That of the Jews, which has been de

stroyed; for God forbid that it should be that in

which we now are.”

“Who will then be so blessed as piously to bear wit

ness for Christ? I say that those martyrs will be above all

former martyrs. For they that have suffered hitherto have "

striven with men only, but the martyrs, under Antichrist,

will contend hand to hand with Satan. The kings, who per

secuted formerly, could do nothing but put to death; they

could neither pretend to raise the dead, nor show a semblance

of miracles and signs. But here will be the persuasiveness

both of terror and deceit, so as to seduce, if it were pos

sible, even the elect.

“In that day let it enter into no man's heart to ask, What

has Christ done more than this? Or by what power does
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this man perform these things ? for, unless God approved of

him, He would not suffer him. The Apostle warns you be

forehand:—For this cause God shall send them strong de

lusion. Now that word, shall send, is put for, shall suffer to

exist. Not that they might be excused, but that they might

be condemned. And why ? Because, believing not the truth,

that is, the true Christ, they approved unrighteousness, that

is, Antichrist. * * *

" Fortify thyself therefore, O man : thou hast been told

the marks of Antichrist ; be not content with knowing them

for thyself only, but without envy teach them to others.

Hast thou a son after the flesh? Teach him these things.

Hast thou, through sponsorship, become father to any one ?

Forewarn him also, lest he mistake a false Christ for the True.

For the mystery of iniquity doth already work. I fear

the wars of the nations ; I am terrified by the dissensions of

the churches : the discord of the brethren alarms me. I say

these things that we may not be taken by surprise : yet God

forbid that they should be fulfilled in our own time."

a. D. circ. 370.

In the growing expectation of Christ's speedy

coming, the precautions against surprise by Anti

christ .were redoubled. Under the protection of the

state, the prophecies could now be expounded in a

more public and popular manner : so that the reader,

who has hitherto been supplied with extracts from

elaborate treatises or cautiously worded epistles,

will now be taken to hear sermons, and to learn from

catechisms and expositions about Antichrist in the

vulgar tongue. And first comes the easy catechism

written for Prince Antiochus, containing " things

needful to be known by all Christian people."

This Greek catechism once bore the honoured name

of Athanasius, but is now attributed to some un

known writer of his time.

r 4
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“Question 108. What sign should one bear in mind, so as

not to be deceived into following Antichrist under the idea

that he is the Christ 2

“Answer. The same sign that the Lord gave us when

He said, As the lightning goeth out of the East and shineth

into the West, so shall be the second advent of the Son of

God. Hence we learn, that every Christ who may come,

and who will not be discovered at the same moment by the

whole world, - that man is undoubtedly an Antichrist: for at

Christ's second coming the whole race of men will be gathered

together, and Christ, being in the midst of them, will be seen

by all.

“Q. Is it true that Antichrist will come out of Egypt,

and that he will have a certain mark in one hand, or in one

eye?

“A. All these are old women's myths: Antichrist will

have no such mark. He will come out of Galilee, whence

Christ came ; as the Scripture says, Dan is a lion's whelp, he

shall leap from Bashan. This Bashan is now Scythopolis.

“Q. Some say that Antichrist will not be able to raise

the dead, though he may perform all other miracles.

“A. The Apostle's words concerning Antichrist, ‘in all

miracles and powers of deceivableness,’ show plainly that he

will seem to raise the dead, not in reality, but in appear

ance.””

A. D. 370.

About this time flourished, or rather mourned, the

Syrian Ephrem, deacon of Edessa. Upon his mind,

always disposed to sad and penitential subjects, the

prospect of Antichrist's coming weighed deeply; his

whole soul seemed to respond to the declaration,

“Then shall be great tribulation, such as was not

since the beginning of the world.”

Ephrem's sermon on Antichrist was preached, or

at least, published, in Greek: —

* Questions for Prince Antiochus. Inter Opera Athanasii.
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" Let me declare in sorrow, and tell with sighing, the ap

proaching end of the world. Let me speak of that shameless

and terrible Dragon, who will trample down all beneath the

sky, and will plant terror, profaneness, and horrible unbelief,

in the hearts of men. He will do signs, and miracles, and

fearful things, to seduce, if it were possible, even the elect, and

to deceive all men by his lying wonders and unreal miracles :

for, by permission of the Holy God, he will receive power

to deceive the world, because its impiety is filled up, and

evil of all sorts is every where committed."

Ephrem takes little care to distinguish between the

Dragon and the Beast, probably because the second

wields the power and fills the throne of the first.

In what follows, the mention of the Beast's name is

not needed, as the Dragon himself is said to per

secute the woman and to cause her to fly to the

wilderness :—

" Who then will have a soul so adamantine as to bear

unmoved the shock of all these scandals ? Tell me, I say,

who that man will be, that all angels may call him blessed.

As for me, my Christ-loving and perfect brethren, I tremble

at the very thought of that Dragon, reflecting on the tribu

lation that is to come upon mankind. How cruel will that

Dragon prove, not only to our race at large, but in particular

to those holy ones who will be enabled to resist his delusions !

For there are many (as it will then be discovered) pleasing in

God's sight, who will find safety in mountains and in desert

places, in many prayers and in boundless tears : and the holy

God, beholding their unspeakable anguish and steadfast faith,

will, as a compassionate father, have mercy upon them, and

will preserve them in that their hiding-place. But the wicked

one will not cease to make inquisition for the saints by land and

by sea, reckoning that, but for them, he reigns over the whole

earth and governs all men. And he expects to stand his ground

even in that tremendous hour when the Lord shall come from

heaven, miserably ignorant of his own weakness and presump

tion, which have been his ruin."
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It was promised to the Philadelphians that they

should be saved from the hour of temptation which

shall come upon all the earth. This promise seems

to refer to the saying of our Lord, "Pray always,

that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these

things that shall come to pass." It is thus ampli

fied by Ephrem : " Is any of you master of tears

and prayers ? let him ask of the Lord that we may

escape the tribulation that is to come upon the earth;

that he himself may by no means behold that Beast,

nor hear of its fearful doings."

Ephrem continues, drawing largely from the Apo

calypse :—

" All who receive the mark of Antichrist, or who worship

him as the good God, shall have no part in the kingdom of

Christ, but shall be cast into hell with the Dragon. Blessed

he who shall be found altogether holy and faithful, having

his heart steadfastly fixed upon God : fearlessly will that man

repel all the wiles of Antichrist, despising alike his torments

and his snares.

" But, before these things, the merciful Lord will send

Elijah the Tishbite, and with him Enoch, to teach religion

to the human race ; and they shall preach boldly to all men

the knowledge of God, exhorting them not to believe in the

tyrant through fear. They shall cry out and say, ' This is

a deceiver, O ye men ! Let none of you in any way be

lieve him, or obey one who is an enemy to God. Let none

fear him : for in a little while he will be utterly abolished.

Behold ! the Lord, the Holy One, is coming from heaven, to

judge all who shall believe in these miracles.' But few will

choose to obey or believe the preaching of those prophets."*

Ephrem gives the length of Antichrist's reign as

three times and a half: as a Syrian, he probably

• Many of these sentences are closely imitated, and even copied,

by the Pseudo-Hippolytus.
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thought that this required no explanation. Like

Cyril, he reckons the precursory signs fulfilled, ex

cepting the fall of the Roman Empire : " All else

that is written is fulfilled ; the predicted signs are

accomplished. Nothing now remains but what con

cerns our enemy Antichrist : for, when the Roman

Empire ends, all things must be fulfilled."*

a. d. 380.

The primitive teaching is next supported by Am

brose, almost the latest of what may be called the

Athanasian phalanx.

His commentary on St. Luke brings him to the

subject of Antichrist:—

" When ye shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies. —

Truly Jerusalem has been compassed by an army, and stormed

by a Roman general : whence the Jews thought that the

abomination of desolation was set up, when the Romans,

mocking the Jewish ceremonial, threw a pig's head into the

temple. With which I am not so mad as to agree ; for the

abomination of desolation is the abominable advent of Anti

christ, who with disastrous sacrilege will defile the inner

chambers of men's minds, and will moreover sit literally in

the temple, usurping the throne of divine power." f

* Senno de Vita Religiosa.

f Ambrose does the Jews no injustice in quoting the story of the

pig's head. Bartoloccius gives another from the Rabbis, told with

the usual suppression of the Roman name : " Now in the days of

the wicked kingdom, the Jews were accustomed to let down to

the two baskets of gold, and the sent them up in return

two kids. On one occasion, when they had let down by the

chain the two baskets of gold, the sent them up two pigs.

Before the pigs came halfway up the wall, there was an earth

quake, and one pig, being excited, sprang out of the land of Israel,

& distance of forty leagues. In that hour the transgressions were

finished, the daily sacrifice ceased, and the house was overthrown."

— Bibliotheca Rabbinica, torn. ii. p. 353.
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Noticing Arius and Sabellius as forms of Anti

christ, Ambrose adds this caution against negligence:

— that of those times the Lord has condescended to

express Himself as if in doubt, whether, when He

comes again, He shall find faith still surviving upon

the earth.

A few names of less note may be briefly despatched.

Apollinarius, in a commentary on Daniel, broached a

new theory of the seventy weeks; dating from the

birth of Christ, and dividing the last week between

the preaching of Elias and the reign of Antichrist,

whose statue, set up in the Jewish temple, will be

the abomination of desolation.* Remains of this

work are contained in the Chain on Daniel, published

by Mai: all trace of his volume in support of the

millennium is lost.

Gregory of Nazianzen gives the same explanation

of the temple of God, which he expects to be rebuilt

in the end of the world, that Antichrist may sit in it

as the abomination of desolation.f He wrote some

iambics, meant to be used as a catechism in verse:

in these he draws upon the Apocalypse, styling

Antichrist the Beast. I

Ruffinus wrote an exposition of the creed; intro

ducing the subject of Antichrist at the clause, “He

shall come with glory.” He follows the primitive

track, making Antichrist the abomination of de

solation. (Published in the Appendix to Jerome.)

Gaudentius of Brixia, in his tenth tract, supports

the millennium “We expect,” he says, “that truly

sacred day, the seventh thousand of years.”

* Apud Hieronymum, in Daniel ix.

f Oration 47. - f Iambic 15.
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The poet Prudentius introduces the subject of the

Apocalyptic visions, in his hymn, written for " Before

sleep." The purport of that book he takes to be the

coming of the true Christ to destroy the Antichrist.

These passages should not be overlooked by those who

collect ancient testimonies to the inspiration of the

Apocalypse.

a. d. 390.

And now back to the eastern world, to hear the

sweet strains of the Byzantine Patriarch, John of the

Golden Mouth. For Chrysostom, though he adds

little to their knowledge, exhausts the subject ofAnti

christ for the eastern church. What he says, he says

so well, that none ventures to alter or to add to it.

There being in the Greek Church no Pope and no

Popery, there was no need to change the exposition

of Scripture in compliance with the demands of an

ever-changing creed.

Chrysostom's, therefore, is the latest original Greek

commentary on 2 Thess. ii.

" And now ye know what withholdeth. Here any one

may well ask, first, What is that which withholdeth? and

next, For what possible reason does Paul allude to it so

obscurely? What then is that which withholds, that is,

which hinders, the revelation of Antichrist.

" Some say, the grace of the Spirit ; others, the empire of

the Romans; with these last I fully agree. And why?

Because, had he meant the Spirit, he would have said, not

obscurely, but openly, — The grace, that is, the gifts of the

Spirit, keeps him back. Besides, if the coming of Antichrist

were to follow the cessation of the gifts, he must have come

already, for the gifts have long since ceased.

" But speaking here of the Roman empire, he does so, and

with good reason, enigmatically and obscurely. For he had
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no wiah to provoke needless hostility, or to incur superfluous

risk. And, had he said that the Roman empire would soon

be overturned, they would presently have dispatched him as

a pestilent fellow, and with him all the faithful, as persons

living and fighting for that end. Therefore he does not say

that this will happen, or that it will happen soon, although he

says what amounts to the same thing. And what does he

say ? . That he should be revealed in his own time ; for the

mystery of iniquity doth already work, meaning Nero, who

was a type of Antichrist, for he wished to be reckoned a

god."*

Chrysostom here uses the word mystery in the

sense in which it is used in the Apocalypse ;

" the mystery of the seven stars " — "a mystery,

Babylon the great:"— something that helps us to

realise another thing yet future or unseen. The idea

that Antichrist was typified by Nero, had become

common in the patristic church. But Theodore ex

pounds it differently : " The Devil, though he does

not as yet openly bring about the apostacy, does even

now, in mystery, accomplish much of it." "f

The Archbishop proceeds :—

" He is called a son of perdition, because he himself will

perish. And who is he ? Satan ? By no means ; but a

certain man, receiving all the operation of Satan. There

shall be revealed, it says, the man, who will be extolled above

all that is called God, or that is made an object of worship.

For he will not incite men to worship idols, but will be himself

an Antitheos. He will put down all gods, and will command

men to worship him as the very God. And he will sit in

the temple of God ; not only that which is in Jerusalem, but

in the churches everywhere." J

Chrysostom now enters upon what may be called

* Chrysost. in Epist. ii. ad Thess. (Homily 4. on the Chapter.)

f Catena Graeca in Epist. ed. Cramer, p. 389.

X Homily 3. on the Chapter.
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the theory of Antichrist, the place which his coming

occupies in the Divine plan. This subject he treats

in his own golden manner : —

" What advantage, say they, in the coming of Antichrist ?

That they who perish may be struck dumb. And how ?

Because, even if Antichrist did not come, still they would not

have believed in Christ, He comes therefore to reprove

them, to prevent their having this excuse : —Christ said that

He Himself was God, not perhaps openly in person, yet by

His preachers after Him ; therefore we did not believe in

Him, having heard that there is one God, through whom are

all things. And for that reason we did not believe in Him.

"This excuse of theirs Antichrist will destroy. For when

he comes, though he does nothing good, but every thing against

the law, they will believe in him solely upon the strength of

his lying miracles. And so their mouths will be stopped.

For, if you believe not in Christ, much less should you be

lieve in Antichrist. The One said that He was sent by the

Father, the other the contrary. Therefore said Christ, I am

come in my Father's name, and ye receive me not : if another

shall come in his own name, him ye will receive.

"But, they will say, we saw miracles. True, but Christ

also did many and great miracles : much more then should

you have believed on Him. For of Antichrist many things

have been declared, — that he will be the lawless one, the

son of perdition, and that his coming will be after the work

ing of Satan ; but of Christ the contrary, — that He would

be a Saviour, and that He would bring with Him countless

blessings. That they all might be condemned who believe

not the truth. Condemned, he says, not punished. For

even without this they were to be punished, but by this they

are proved guilty."

In this way the ancients rejoiced to vindicate God's

justice in permitting the coming of Antichrist. The

man of sin ruins no one : those who are already

hardened in unbelief he will ensnare to their own

confusion. He will place the rejection of Christ upon
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its true footing, a repugnance, not to the miraculous,

but to the good; for, where purity with miracles has

repelled, sin with miracles will attract.

To those who believe in Christ, Chrysostom holds

out a consolation: —

“But fear not ye: he will have power, it says, in those

that perish. And Elias also will come to confirm the faithful,

even as Christ declares:— Elias will come, and will restore all

things. For this reason it is said of John, In the spirit and

power of Elias: for he did neither miracles nor wonders, as

Elias did. John, they said, did no miracles, but all things

that John spake of this man were true. How then did John

come in the spirit and power of Elias? By receiving the

same ministry: for, as the one was forerunner of the first

coming, so will the other be forerunner of the second coming

in glory. And for that purpose he is reserved.”

In expounding Matthew xxiv. Chrysostom makes

two greatest tribulations, one of the Jews under

Titus, the other of the whole world under Antichrist.

He places the transition at these words, – If any man

shall say unto you, Lo! here is Christ: —

“Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the

sun be darkened. The tribulation of what days? Of Anti

christ and the false prophets. The deceivers being so many,

the tribulation will be great; but it will not last long. For,

if the Jewish war was shortened for the elect's sake, much

more will this trial be shortened for their sake also. There

fore it does not say, after the tribulation, but, immediately

after the tribulation of those days, shall the sun be darkened;

for all these things will be done almost at once. As soon as

the false prophets and the false Christs grow tumultuous, then

He will straightway appear.”

Chrysostom finds a difficulty in the expression,

“This generation shall not pass away till all be ful

filled.” To escape it, he explains the generation to
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be u the generation of those that seek the Lord."

In opposition to the general sense of the Church, he

arrives at this meaning :—The generation of the faith

ful shall not be brought to a premature end by any

of the calamities here foretold. On this plan the

spiritual seed is literally "counted for a generation."

The difficulty appears not to have been felt by the

primitive writers, probably because they understood the

aurjj in the sense which it sometimes bears, " this, of

which I am speaking." It is so used in Luke xvii. 34.

"In this night there shall be two in one bed;" meaning,

not this coming night, but, this night of which I have

been speaking:—To avoid confusion, our translators

have rendered it that night ; they might also have

rendered this passage, that generation. ' This would

make the sense easy, and in perfect accordance with

the context. When these things begin to come to

pass, when the fig-tree begins to bud, the end is close

at hand, even within the lifetime of the same gene

ration.

In Chrysostom's commentaryon Daniel, not long ago

discovered, the usual account of the beasts and metals

is repeated. In addition to internal evidence, its

authenticity is confirmed by the Greek chain on

Daniel lately published by Mai, compiled about the

sixth century.

A. D. 400.

The fifth century opens with Jerome, and " incipit

feliciter," for he entered upon the study of prophecy

in a spirit well suited to the greatness of the subject.

The attack of Porphyry had produced in the minds

of some believers a doubt of Daniel's real meaning, so

Q
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that one of the chief supports of Christianity seemed

to be shaken. To vindicate the honour of Divine

truth was now the object of Jerome, and if, he

argued, to those who stand before the tribunal of a

persecutor, there are promised a mouth and wisdom

irresistible, equally may that promise be claimed by

those who stand up against the blasphemer and the

infidel.

Jerome's exposition of Daniel may be styled the

last that has been written. He has left notbing to

his successors but to comment upon his commentary.

The work, moreover, is marked by a spirit of moder

ation and mildness which his friends would have re

joiced to see sustained throughout his writings.

The four beasts and metals were expounded by

Jerome in the usual way. Some of his expressions

have been treasured up with peculiar fondness, such

as the description of Alexander under the figure of

the pard, " Praeceps fertur ad sanguinem, et saltu in

mortem ruit." He is the first writer who notices the

admixture of the clay with the strength of the

Roman iron :—

" Ch. ii. Now the fourth kingdom, clearly that of the

Romans, is of iron, which breaks in pieces and subdues all

things. But its feet and toes are partly iron and partly

earthenware, which at the present time is most distinctly

verified. For as, in the beginning, nothing was stronger and

harder than the Roman empire, so in the end of things no

thing is weaker, since both in civil wars, and against foreign

nations, we require the aid of other and barbarous people.

" But, in the end of all these kingdoms, the gold, the

silver, the brass, and the iron, there is cut out a stone, the

Lord and Saviour; without hands, that is, without human

father, being born of a Virgin out of the course of nature.

And, breaking in pieces all these kingdoms, it becomes a
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great mountain, and has filled the whole earth. But the

Jews, together with the impious Porphyry, misapply this to

the people of Israel, which will, they say, in the end of the

world, become very strong, breaking up all other kingdoms,

and reigning for ever."

From this commentary it will be sufficient to ex

tract a few passages : —

" The fourth beast. I am not a little surprised, that after

representing the other kingdoms by a lioness, a bear, and a

pard, he should have likened the Roman to no individual

beast. Unless, perhaps, to make it appear more formidable,

he conceals its name ; so that whatever we think fiercest in

beasts, we should suppose to belong to the Romans. But the

Jews imagine that what is here passed over in silence, is told

in the Psalm : — The boar out of the wood has laid it waste,

and the unique beast has devoured it. But the Hebrew has

it thus : — All the beasts of the field have devoured it.

m For, in the single empire of the Romans, we recognise toge

ther all the other kingdoms, which in former times were

separate."

The concluding statement is liable to an exception,

for the Romans have never possessed the principal

site of the Babylonish empire. Perhaps Jerome re

fers especially to the time of Antichrist, into whose

kingdom the lion will enter as a constituent part.

" I considered the horns. Let me now repeat what all

church writers have handed down. In the end of the world,

when the kingdom of the Romans is to be destroyed, there

will arise ten kings, who will divide among them the Roman

world. And an eleventh will arise, a little king, who will

conquer three of the ten, that is, the kings of Egypt, Africa,

and Ethiopia, as I shall explain more fully in the sequel.

These being killed, the other seven will also bow their necks

to the victor.

" And behold, he says, in this horn were eyes like the

eyes of a man. That we should not, like some persons, sup

Q 2
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pose that he will be either the Devil or a demon ; but one

from among men, in whom all Satan will dwell bodily. And

a mouth speaking great things. For he is the man of sin,

the son of perdition, who will presume to sit in the temple of

God, making himself to be God." *

That a time signified a year was so well known,

that even Porphyry did not think it open to cavil : —

" The time, times, and a half, Porphyry expounds as three

years and a half, which I do not deny to be according to the

idiom of holy Scripture. For we read above that seven

times passed over Nebuchadnezzar, that is, the seven years

of his dwelling with the beasts." (Cap. xii.)

The Jews, continuing to grow more Antichristian

in their expositions, maintained that the " little help"

was the assistance given them by the apostate

Julkn.f Porphyry, with more show of reason, ap

plied it to the aid rendered by Matthias in the Mac- .

cabean war.

We now come to the most original part of

• The human eyes of the horn have been generally understood

to signify the human nature of Antichrist. "He is not then a

demon," says Jerome ; " no," add some later writers, " nor a God, as

he would have men believe." This passage in Daniel first fixes

Antichrist's humanity ; before, it was uncertain whether he might

not be a tribe, a fallen spirit, or an empire.

t The Jews were not unreasonable in expecting the Romans to

rebuild their temple. According to the Seventy, it was said by

Isaiah (xlix. 17.) " Thou shalt soon be rebuilt by them that have

destroyed thee." Barnabas, as we have seen, thought it needful

to explain this passage in reference to the restoration of the

spiritual Zion under the Romans.

The failure of Julian's attempt is thus accounted for by the

heathen Ammianus : " Alypius and the governor of the province

laboured at the work ; but terrible balls of fire, bursting out near

the foundations with frequent eruptions, repeatedly scorched the

workmen, and prevented their approach to the place." Lib. xxiii.

cap. 1.
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Jerome's work, his defence of the transition from

Antiochus to Antichrist :—

" Dan. xi. 21. And in his estate there shall stand up a

vile person. Down to this point the historical order is pre

served, and there is no difference of opinion between Porphyry

and our own people. But all that follows, down to the end

of the book, he applies personally to Antiochus Epiphanes,

brother of Seleucus, and son of Antiochus the Great. For,

after Seleucus, he reigned eleven years in Syria, and pos

sessed Judea; also in his reign there occurred the persecution

about the law of God, and the wars of the Maccabees. But

our people consider all these things to be spoken of Anti

christ, who is to come in the last time.

" And whereas they seem open to this objection,—Why

does the prophecy pass over so many between Seleucus and

the end of the world ? they answer, That in the earlier part

of the history, when the Persian kings are spoken of, four only

are reckoned after Cyrus ; for, passing over many between,

it comes suddenly to Alexander, king of Macedon. Also,

that it is the custom of Holy Scripture, not to detail every

thing, but to explain what seems of most importance. Yet,

since much that we shall afterwards read and expound

agrees with Antiochus in person, they consider that he is a

type of Antichrist, and that, what Antiochus has already

done in part, Antichrist will completely fulfil.

" Also, that it is the custom of Holy Scripture, to antici

pate in types the reality of things to come. For so is our

Lord and Saviour spoken of in the 72nd Psalm, which is en

titled a Psalm of Solomon : and yet all that is there said

cannot be applied to Solomon. For Solomon did not en

dure for ever, as the sun, nor from generation to generation,

as the moon. Nor did he possess dominion from sea to sea,

and from the river to the end of the earth. No more can it

be said that all nations served him, and that his name en

dured beyond the sun. And all tribes of the earth were not

blessed in him, neither did all nations call him blessed.

" But in part, and as in a shadow and image of the truth,

these things are foretold of Solomon, to be more perfectly

fulfilled in our Lord and Saviour. As then, in Solomon and
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other saints, the Saviour has types of His coming, so Anti

christ is believed to have for his type that wicked king

Antiochus, who persecuted the saints and denied the temple.

" Let me now pursue the course of the exposition, briefly

noting down, according to each system, both what is said by

our opponents, and what by our own people."

A happy state of unity in prophetic study : Chris

tians think this, — infidels the other. But Jerome

was not aware of (or perhaps at the moment forgot)

two Christians who had followed Porphyry; Nisi-

benus, who wrote in Armenian, and Ephrem, whose

exposition of Daniel is in Syriac* Omitting these

stragglers, the whole body of the Church agreed with

Jerome. But first for the scheme of Porphyry : —

" Now Antiochus, sparing the youth, and pretending

friendship, goes up to Memphis, and there, in the usual form,

is invested with the government of Egypt. Then, profess

ing to act as guardian for the youth, with a little people he

subdues all Egypt, and enters into many and very rich cities.

Thus he did what neither his fathers, nor his fathers' fathers,

had done ; for no king of Syria had so wasted Egypt, or

scattered all their wealth : and none had been so crafty as by

fraud to subvert the wise counsels of the generals of the

youth.

" All that I have here abridged, Porphyry sets forth most

elaborately, borrowing from Suctorius.f But our people

interpret more correctly, that Antichrist will do these things

in the end of the world; that he will arise from a little

people, namely, the Jews ; and that he will be so mean

and vile, that royal honour will not be given him, but he will

obtain the kingdom by stratagem and fraud : and the arms

of the fighting one, that is, of the. Roman people, will be

overthrown by him, and will be broken.

* For an account of the followers of Porphyry, see the Ap

pendix, Section I.

t A historian whose work is now lost.
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" And this he will do, under pretence of being the leader

of the covenant,—that is, of the law and the testament of

God. And he will enter into the richest cities, and will do

that which neither his fathers, nor his fathers' fathers have

done ; for no Jew besides Antichrist will have reigned over

the whole world. And against the most steadfast thoughts of

the saints he will take counsel, and will do all these things

for a season, even as long as God's will shall suffer him."

Having professed to repeat what the Church had

said before him, Jerome exceeds his promise, antici

pating all that it has to say after him. " To this

exposition," writes Malvenda, in 1604, "nothing has

yet been added ;" for, of the required fulfilment, the

Church has been satisfied to receive an instalment at

the hand of Antiochus— an earnest of what must be

accomplished by history, when, in the end of the world,

it shall hastily work up the arrears due to its inflex

ible taskmaster, Divine prophecy. For this is certain,

that when the prediction and the history part com

pany, it is not that the Divine forekowledge flags in

the race, but that the prophecy, though content for a

time to measure steps with history, suddenly expands

the wings till then folded, and shoots forward to the

end of time. It is not that the prophet did not see

so far, but that he saw so much farther.

The difficulty usually felt in this prophecy may be

thus stated: we are shown a picture representing,

with an accuracy that defies criticism, the history

of the Greeks from Alexander to Antiochus. Sud

denly, and without warning, this picture grows faint,

the likenesses vanish, the figures fade from the can

vas ; but, out of the dissolving shadows, there springs

a new creation : in place of Epiphanes stalks Anti

christ ; and in the distance, seen through the glare

Q 4
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and havoc of the great tribulation, are the deserted

sepulchres and the eternal blessedness of the risen

saints.

On examination, this turns out to be but one of a

series of similar prophecies. Jerome's instance of

Solomon is strictly in point: where, though the

Psalmist professes to celebrate the son of Bathsheba,

he has not gone far before the “greater than Solomon"

stands revealed : for, to the glory of this hero, not

even Solomon, with all his glory, can be said to have

attained.

All nations, it is said, shall call him blessed. But

how many of the nations heard even the name of

Solomon 2 Plutarch, Strabo, and Tacitus, all writing

about the Jews, knew nothing of him. Justin, who,

for a Pagan, dived deeply into Hebrew históry, so as

to discover that Abraham and Israel were kings of

Damascus, and that Moses was the father of Aaron—

this laborious Justin had not heard of Solomon.

And this, not because the Jewish monarch lived so

long ago, - for they tell of Semiramis and Seostris,

Belus and Memnon,<-but because the acts and the

glory of Solomon were preserved only in the records

of his own subjects: they were written nowhere but

in the chronicles of the kings of Israel.

To quote another instance. It was told Ahaz that

a sign should be given him : a virgin should bear a

son; and, before the child should be able to speak

plainly, both Syria and Israel should lose their

kings. The child's name was to be Emmanuel; the

King of Assyria was to fill the breadth of his land.

Yet who does not see that the child is two, and that

the Virgin is not so much the prophetess as her anti
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type Mary ? for none ventures to seek in the wife

of Isaiah the fulfilment of the promise, The Lord

himself shall give you a sign : nor can her child be

truly named Emmanuel, which is, being interpreted,

" God with us."

Jerome's commentary on Daniel gave less satisfac

tion than might have been supposed. For this he

had to blame, not his work, but his own hasty tem

per, which had created him many enemies. Some

censured him for not expressing an opinion about

the seventy weeks ; others, for speaking too plainly of

the clay that had entered into the structure of the

Iron empire. The truth of this exposition was self-

evident ; the only question was its safety. This ob

jection he condescends to notice : " If, in expounding

the feet and toes of the statue, I have explained the

discordant iron and clay in reference to the Roman

empire, which the Scripture describes as being at first

strong and afterwards weak ; let them lay that, not to

my account, but the prophet's. For the truth of

holy Scripture is not to be neglected in compliment

to princes." *

Jerome wrote no commentary on the Apocalypse,

apparently deterred by the difficulty of the millen

nium ; for he was well aware that his own opinion

was opposed to that of the primitive church. Of the

book itself he says, that all praise is beneath it ; also,

that it contains as many mysteries as words. A few

passages of his writings may be brought to bear upon

its contents.

In his epistle to Dardanus, the breadth of the Holy

i Prsefatio in Isai» cap. xxxvi.
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Land is stated at “scarcely 160,000 paces from Dan

to Beersheba.” The Olympic furlong, measuring

600 feet, was estimated at 100 Greek paces: this

brings the 160,000 paces to 1600 furlongs, Greek

measure. This seems to be the principle on which

some writers have estimated the Roman mile at ten,

instead of eight Greek furlongs, so that 160 miles

also may agree with the 1600 furlongs of St. John. *

By the spiritual Sodom and Egypt Jerome under

stands Jerusalem: “Read in the Apocalypse of John

how the place in which the Lord was crucified is spirit

ually called Sodom and Egypt. If, then, Jerusalem,

in which the Lord was crucified, is spiritually called

Sodom and Egypt, &c.”f Elsewhere he compares

the Jews, when rejecting Christ, to those youths who

mocked Elisha: but out of the Roman wood came

two wild bears, Vespasian and Titus, and destroyed

them. “From that time,” he continues, “Jerusalem

is not called the holy city; but, losing its holiness and

its ancient name, is spiritually called Sodom and

Egypt.” {

Rome, though Christian, he still calls Babylon.

Referring to his residence in that city about 370, he

writes: “When I dwelt in Babylon, and was an in

habitant of the purple-bearing harlot, and lived after

the manner of the Quirites, I was desirous of attempt

ing something upon the subject of the Holy Spirit,

* Mitford (History of Greece) makes it doubtful: “Twelve

hundred Grecian stadia, at eight to the mile, would be 150 miles;

at ten stadia, 120 miles.” Vol. ii. p. 101., note. See Aulus Gel

lius, lib. i. c. 1.

f Comment. in Zephaniae cap. ii.

f Epistle to Hebidia, question 8.
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and of dedicating the work to the pontiff of that city.

.... But the said Pontiff Damasus already sleeps

in Christ."*

While applying to Rome the name and character

of Babylon, Jerome does justice to her recent con

fession of the Trinitarian faith. He allows that she

had thus wiped off the blasphemy written on her

forehead : by which he means, not the title of Baby

lon, but, as he tells Algasia, the proud and rebellious

name of eternal Rome. He goes so far as to invite

Rome to fresh repentance, in the hope that she may

yet escape the doom still hanging over her : " I will

speak to thee, who, by the confession of Christ, hast

wiped out the blasphemy written on thy forehead.

The curse with which the Saviour hath

threatened thee in the Apocalypse, thou mayest

escape by repentance ; thou hast the example of the

Ninevites." f

a. d. 400-410.

While the fourth century glories in its era of

martyrs, the fifth must be content to boast its era of

matrons ;— a short period during which the treasures

of sacred learning were shared, in almost equal pro

portion, between the sexes. Our present inquiry

takes us among these honourable women, whose inti

mate acquaintance with Scripture proves that no

jealousy of lay and female Bible-reading had as yet

infected the Church.

• Preface to Didymus on the Holy Spirit.

f Adv. Joviniaum, lib. ii. in fine. In commenting upon Isaiah

xlvi., he notices an opinion that the " daughter of Babylon " is

Rome, the Babylon junior of the Apocalypse.
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Of these learned ladies, Algasia and Hebidia lived

in Gaul, Marcella in Rome, Paula and Eustochium at

Bethlehem ; others wandered from place to place,

either flying from Gothic invaders, or drawn to Pales

tine as to the geographical centre of all that interests a

Christian. But this little world revolved round a sun

of its own : whatever subject was discussed, whether

proposals of marriage, or corruptions of the Hebrew

text ; the education of a daughter, or the prospects of

a trembling empire, — every difficulty was alike re

ferred to the great man of his age, — at once the most

irascible and the most humble, the dirtiest and the

most sublime,—the presbyter Jerome.

For the purpose of studying Hebrew at head

quarters, Jerome took up his residence at Bethlehem.

The little village soon teemed with versions and com

mentaries, transcribers and grammarians ; and, be

coming the metropolis of sacred learning, was visited

by scholars from all parts of the world. Jerome had

many friends among the Italian matrons, and, before

he had been long established, Paula and her daughter

decided upon leaving Rome, and joining him at

Bethlehem. Pleased with the change, they soon

endeavoured to bring Marcella after them, hoping to

tempt her by the peaceful seclusion of the country,

contrasted with the dissipation of a life in Rome.

" We are there," they complain, " either receiving

visitors, and so there is an end of privacy ; or, we see

nobody, and are accused of being proud. Sometimes,

in the course of returning visits, we approach lofty

doors, and have to cross gilded thresholds, amidst the

insolent remarks of servants." Remarks probably

provoked by their reduced style of dress and equipage,
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a species of self-mortification which they carried to

an extreme. " Once," says Jerome, " silk was too

coarse for them : now they sweep the floor, and light

their own fire."

" But here, in the village of Christ, all is simplicity : the

silence is broken only by psalms. Turn where you will, the

husbandman, as he follows the plough, sings Hallelujah ; the

weary reaper refreshes himself with a psalm ; while the vine

dresser, as with crooked sickle he lops the shoots, sings some

thing from David. ... I think this place is more holy

than the Tarpeian rock, which, being repeatedly blasted by the

bolts of heaven, is shown to be displeasing to the Lord.' ' *

To induce Marcella to follow them, the authors of

this famous epistle left no argument untried ; and

with reason, for Marcella's company, as they knew

by long experience, was well worth having. When

Jerome, little more than a boy, had been sent to

Rome to study, it was at her house that he had

found assistance and advice; though it was with

difficulty that he, a poor country youth, could be per

suaded to join the illustrious society of Marcella,

whose refusal of the Consul Cerealis had thrown a

crowd of suitors into despair. Her advancing years

now qualified her to advise young persons of either

sex : moreover by the habit of noting down scriptural

difficulties in the hope of an opportunity of pro

pounding them, she had attained to an unusual know

ledge of the Bible. This useful life in Rome she

had no wish to exchange for a state of dreamy con

templation in the East ; nor, indeed, was she con-

• Ep. Paulas et Eustochii ad Marcellam, inter opera Hieronymi,

ep. 44. ed. Bened.
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vinced of the intrinsic holiness of the land of Judea.

Her reply was drawn from the Apocalypse:—

“The great city in which the Lord was crucified is none

other than Jerusalem.

“But where the Lord was crucified is spiritually called

Sodom and Egypt.

“Therefore Jerusalem is the Sodom and Egypt in which

the Lord was crucified.”"

Against this attack the temper of her Bethlehem

friends was scarcely proof. Their elaborate answer

contains this argument: — Scripture cannot contradict

itself; Jerusalem has just before been called the holy

city; therefore it cannot here in the same sense be called

Sodom and Egypt. In short, Jerusalem, when styled

Sodom, must be a figure of something else, doubtless

the world.

This argument may be refuted from St. Mat

thew, who twice calls Jerusalem the holy city,

while our Lord styles it the slayer of the prophets,

and its people an adulterous generation. It is re

marked by Paula and Eustochium that Jerusalem is

never called Egypt elsewhere throughout the Biblef;

a fact not to be ascertained without much labour,

when Bibles were in manuscript, and concordances

unknown. Jerome appears to have had no hand

in the composition of this letter; first, because he

wrote another on the same occasion f; and, secondly,

* Repeated in the same epistle.

f For the Old Testament passages connected with Apoc. xi. 8,

see the beginning of the next chapter.

f Ep. 45. ad Marcellam. In this letter he fully confirms his

friends' account of Roman idleness: “The second hour of reading

finds us yawning; then we rub our faces and have had enough,
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because in two places, already quoted, he calls Jeru

salem Sodom and Egypt.

After abundantly displaying their learning, the

Bethlehem ladies fall back upon the great argument

which they have been keeping in reserve — Read in

the Apocalypse about Babylon.

Marcella, living in Rome, had not been altogether

prudent in quoting the Apocalypse against Jerusalem ;

for in her time the title of Babylon was still applied

to Rome, in its Christian as well as in its Pagan state.

Her friends therefore now retort upon her : —

" Bead the Apocalypse of John, and see what is there pro

phesied about the woman in purple, and the blasphemy on

her forehead, the seven hills, and the many waters, and the

destruction of Babylon. 'Come out of her, my people,' says

the Lord, 'that ye be not partakers of her sins, nor receive of

her plagues.' And then turn back to Jeremiah, and see what

is there written : ' Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and

deliver every man his soul,' &c.

" There is in her, indeed, a holy Church : there are

trophies of the Apostles and the martyrs : there is the true

confession of Christ: there is the faith preached by an

Apostle: and in her, upon the ruins of Gentilism, does the

Christian name exalt itself day by day :— but the very ambi

tion, power, and greatness of the city, the seeing and the

being seen, the salutations, the compliments, and the slander,

both the talking and the listening, and the meeting, though

unwillingly, so great a crowd of persons, — all this is opposed,

to quiet, and to the intention of a monastic life."

Marcella still remained immovable, perhaps think

ing that the time for fleeing out of Babylon had not

yet come. In vain her friends expressed a hope some

and after such severe labour must return to the things of the world.

I say nothing about the dinners."
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day to receive the message, " Marcella is coine to

Palestine:" in vain they hoped to visit, hand in hand

with her, the Manger and the Sepulchre, and thence,

making their way to the Mount of Olives, in heart

and soul to ascend with their ascending Lord. Mar

cella, deaf to the voice of these charmers, continued

in Rome till the day of her death. But though, as

will presently be seen, her resolution cost her her

life, the prophetic belief of that age was too well

established to allow of any false inference from its

eventful history.

a.d. 391.

In her letters to Jerome, Marcella put questions

more easily asked than answered. It is appointed

unto men, she observed, once to die; and that so

rigidly, that not only must Christ die, but even Enoch

and Elias, though once translated, must also die as

the two Witnesses. But how can those be said to

die who are to be caught up to meet the Lord in

the air ? Jerome, in his reply, makes very Uttle of

the subject; but cautions her, for he was then young,

and an admirer of Origen, against taking the Apo

calypse too literally.

At some later time he maintained the second com

ing of Elias, as while expounding Matth. xi. : —

" If ye choose to receive it, this is Elias. Now, that this is

mystical and requires discernment, is shown by the Lord's

subsequent words : ' He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.'

For if the sense were plain, and tho meaning free from

obscurity, what need to prepare us for the understanding of

it ? John, therefore, is called Elias, not in the sense of the

foolish philosophers, and of some heretics, who introduce a

metempsychosis, but because, according to another passage of
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the Gospel, he came in the spirit and power of Elias. ....

Some think that John is called Elias because, as in the

Saviour's second Advent, according to Malachi, Elias is to go

before and to announce the coming Judge, so did John an

nounce the first Advent. Thus each becomes a herald,—the

one of the first, the other of the second Advent of the Lord.

" Ch. xvii. : Elias is come already : He who at the Saviour's

second Advent is to appear in bodily reality, has now in

power and in spirit come by John."

a.d. 407.

In this year Jerome was gratified by the receipt of

a letter from Gaul, containing eleven questions on

Scriptural difficulties. The writer was Algasia, a

lady not personally known to him, but so deeply im

pressed with the report of his learning, that she also,

like the rest, must needs know what " St. Hierome

saith." Her questions had but one fault : they were

entirely on New Testament subjects ; which looked,

said Jerome, as if she did not sufficiently study the

Old Testament, or perceive its exceeding difficulty.

Perhaps some questions on the prophets would have

done more credit to his knowledge of Hebrew. Still,

as the letter passed by Rome on its way to Beth

lehem, he was flattered by the compliment, and com

pared his correspondent to the Queen of Sheba, who

came from the end of the earth to hear the wisdom

of Solomon. Not that I am Solomon, he modestly

adds : " Non quidem ego Solomon."

The fourth and eleventh questions were about

prophecy : —

" Question 4. What means the declaration, * Woe to them

that are with child,' &c. ?

" Answer. In those days. In what days ? When the

B
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abomination of desolation shall stand in the holy place. That

this is spoken literally of the coming of Antichrist, nobody

doubts ; for then the severity of the persecution will compel

men to take flight, and they that are with child, and nursing

infants, will hinder escape. Some, however, suppose that this

refers to the war of Titus and Vespasian against the Jews,

and especially to the siege of Jerusalem. " *

Algasia's eleventh question concerned the letting

power. In his answer, Jerome takes the falling away

to be the political dissolution of the Roman world,

and prefers understanding by the temple of God, the

Church in general : —

" Unless, he says, the Roman empire shall be first destroyed,

and Antichrist precede, Christ will not come; since He

comes for the special purpose of destroying Antichrist. 'Re

member ye not,' he says, * that when I was with you, I told

you by word of mouth these very things which I now write

to you by letter — and that I said to you that Christ will not

come unless Antichrist come first ? And now ye know what

withholdeth, that he should be revealed in his time ; that is,

you know perfectly what prevents Antichrist from coming at

the present time. He does not choose to say openly that the

Roman empire is to be destroyed, because its rulers think it

eternal f: wherefore, according to the Apocalypse of John,

there is written on the forehead of the purple-bearing harlot

a name of blasphemy, Eternal Rome. For, had he said openly

and boldly, Antichrist will not come, unless the Roman

empire be first destroyed, this might have seemed to furnish

just cause for persecuting the Church, then in its infancy.

" It follows, For the mystery of iniquity doth already

work, &c. ; and the meaning is this : By the many evils and

crimes with which Nero, most impure of Caesars, oppresses

the world, the coming of Antichrist is prepared ; and that

which Antichrist will do afterwards, is in part fulfilled in

* QusDStiones ad Algasiam.

t According to the promise which Virgil puts into the mouth

of Jove : " Imperium sine fine dedi."
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Nero. Only let the Roman Empire, which now restrains all

nations, depart and be out of the midst, and then Anticlirist

will come ; a fountain of iniquity, whom the Lord Jesus

will slay with the spirit of His mouth ; that is, by divine

power, and by the empire of His majesty, with whom to

command is to ensure performance. And that, not by the

multitude of an army, not by the strength of soldiery, no,

nor by the help of angels— but instantly, as He appears,

Antichrist will be slain; and as the shadows flee at the

rising of the sun, so, by the brightness of His coming,

will the Lord destroy and blot him out.

" For his works are the works of Satan ; and as in Christ

there dwelt bodily the fulness of the Godhead, so also there

will be in Antichrist all powers, and signs, and wonders, but

all lying. For, as the magicians, by their lies, resisted God's

miracles which He wrought by Moses, and Moses's rod

swallowed up their rods, so will the Truth of Christ swallow

up the lie of Antichrist.

But his falsehood will deceive those who have been already

prepared for destruction.

" And since there might arise a question, not indeed ex

pressed in words, why does God suffer him to have all power

and signs, and wonders, so as to deceive, if it were possible,

even God's elect?—the question is forestalled by an answer,

and the objection met before propounded. He will do all

these things, it says, not by his own power, but by God's

permission, on account of the Jews ; because they refused to

receive the love of the truth, that is, the Spirit of God

through Christ : since the love of God is shed abroad in the

hearts of them that believe in Him.

" He says also of Himself, I am the Truth ; and it is

written of Him in the Psalm, Truth has sprung out of the

earth. To those, then, who received not the love and the

truth, that by receiving a Saviour they might be saved, —

to them God will send, not the worker, but the working

itself, that is, a fountain of error, that they may believe a lie :

for he is a liar, and his father. For, if Antichrist had been

born of a virgin, and had come first into the world, the Jews

might have an excuse, saying, that they took him for the

b 2
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truth, and therefore received a lie instead of the truth ; but

now they are to be judged, yea doubtless, to be condemned,

because, having despised the truth of Christ, they will after

wards receive a lie, — that is, Antichrist."

a. D. 409.

The events of this period are closely connected

with the history of prophetic interpretation. At

this point the old and new worlds touch ; the flood

of Goths may be compared to a deluge, by which

the old iron race was swept away, to be succeeded

by another, part of iron and part of clay. The

students of prophecy were not slow to mark the signs

of their time.

In 409 Rome suffered a fresh invasion. At that

inauspicious moment the young widow Ageruchia

was discussing with Jerome the project of a second

marriage. So great was the confusion, that the em

pire itself seemed to have fallen ; for the Romans,

stripped of their wealth and abandoning all thought

of fighting, were glad to ransom their lives with the

furniture of their houses.

In his letter to Ageruchia, Jerome draws a pic

ture of her proposed wedding: the bridesmaids, if

any, in tears; the Fescennines performed on the

hoarse trumpet that calls to arms. Her husband, is

he to fight, or to run away ? a pointed question to

a Roman matron. " But what am I doing ?" he

asks ; " the ship is wrecked, and I am disputing about

the fare. He who withheld is now taken out of

the midst, and we do not perceive that Antichrist is

at hand, whom the Lord Jesus will consume with

the spirit of His mouth. Woe unto them that
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are with child, and to them that give suck, in those

days."*

But Jerome was in too great haste with his fa

vourite text: — "Vae praegnantibus et nutrientibus : "

the empire still remained unbroken, and the younger

Theodosius soon proceeded to remodel the laws of

the civilised world by the publication of that code

which bears his name.

The invaders, in search of plunder, entered the

house of Marcella. But her treasure was laid up

where the Goths could not find it : her worldly

wealth had long been exhausted in charity, so that

their hopes were mocked by empty coffers and a dis

mantled house. After beating her in the hope of

extorting money, they prepared to separate her from

her god-daughter Principia ; but, moved by her sud

den distress, they so far relented as to drag both the

ladies to the asylum of a church: there Marcella,

after offering up her thanksgivings, died of the in

juries which she had received.

For two years Jerome was inconsolable : at length

he summoned resolution to comply with the request

of her god-daughter, that he would attempt to record

her worth. To Principia, therefore, is dedicated the

tract in which this history is preserved, — " Marcella's

Epitaph."

a. d. 410-420.

The scene now changes to Africa. To the golden

age of theological learning suddenly succeeds a state

of deep ignorance and frantic superstition. The study

of prophecy suffers in proportion ; the most puerile

* Hieronymi Epist. 91. ad Ageruchiam.

b 3
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mistakes, the shallowest conceits, incessantly demand

from Augustine refutation or reproof. In the Getae

and Massagetae some persons thought to have disco

vered the Gog and Magog of the Apocalypse ; a sup

position which, on the plan of a spiritual millen

nium, invested those northern invaders with preter

natural terror : for now, it seemed, Satan was about

to be loosed out of his prison.* Others called the

man of sin Antechrist, as coming before Christ. It

is not so spelt, it is not so pronounced, explains Au

gustine ; but Antichrist, that is, contrary to Christ.f

The Donatists exceeded all bounds in the extra

vagance of their interpretations. From the proclam

ation uttered under the fifth seal they gathered that,

to hasten the blessedness of the martyrs under the

altar, there was needed a continual succession of fresh

sufferers. To support this standing army of martyrs,

the Donatists practised suicide, throwing themselves

from precipices, or even rushing into fire and water.

Augustine tells them that there will be martyrs

enough under Antichrist, even though there should

be none till then ; at the same time reminding them

who it was that influenced that boy in the Gospel,

casting him ofttimes into the fire and into the water

to destroy him. Also who it was that sent the swine

down the steep place ; and who bid the Saviour cast

Himself from the pinnacle of the temple. J The last

argument was followed up by Chrysologus a few years

later : " Cast thyself down. He delights in falls, he

* To the " Getaj and Massagetre " succeeded " Gothi and

Mauri," noticed by Prosper. B. P. M. t. viii. p. 48.

f In Epist. Johan., tract iii.

X Aug. contra Gaudentium, lib. i. cap. 27.
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enjoins headlong ruin ; and by such advice he makes

martyrs throughout Africa, suggesting noiselessly,—

If thou wilt be a martyr, cast thyself down."*

By the labours of Augustine many of these Dona-

tists were restored to the Church, and among them

Tychonius, author of a commentary on the Apoca

lypse. By this means there was introduced among

churchmen a new and fanciful set of interpretations :

for the Donatists seem to have mysticised whatever

they thought unlikely to be fulfilled literally. They

show little or no respect to primitive tradition: for

Tychonius revives the Jewish theory rejected by

Justin, that a time may signify a century. To these

he adds some conceits altogether new, such as the

making the " hour, and day, and month, and year,"

to be three years and a half, f By such methods he

attempts to fix even the time of the end : " A day

sometimes means a hundred years, as it is written of

the Church, They shall lie in the city where their

Lord was crucified, for three days and a half." J

Of the many novelties introduced by Tychonius,

one at least still holds its ground : for the reclaimed

Donatist is author presumptive of the theory, that

a day in some parts of prophecy means a year. In

the three and a half days of the witnesses' death, he

professes to find the three and a half years of Anti

christ's reign. For this bold and novel deviation

* Chrysologus, Sermo 13.

t This accommodating method pervades the Donatists' entire

system. They attempted to prove that the true Church lay in

Africa, because the bridegroom " maketh his flock to rest at noon,"

that is, in the South. Augustine, Sermo 138. adv. Donatistas.

% Tychonius, de septem regulis, regula v. Galland's Fathers,

vol. viii.

b 4
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from the universal custom of Scripture he attempts

an excuse:—

" How can the inhabitants of the earth rejoice over the

death of two men, if they die in one city? Or how

send gifts to each other, if, in three days' time, they that

rejoice over the death will be grieved by the resurrection ?

Or what sort of feasting or pleasure can there be, while in

the streets there are human bodies infecting the banquet

with the effluvium of a three days' putrefaction ? From which

may the Lord vouchsafe to deliver us ! Amen." *

Tychonius seems to have forgotten the case of

those Parthians, Medes, and Elamites, who heard the

Apostles speaking with tongues, not on the third day,

but before the third hour of the day, of the Pente

costal effusion. The present case is similar : for

St. John does not say that all, but some f of the na

tions and tribes shall see the dead bodies of the wit

nesses. The news also might travel far before that

of their resurrection overtook it ; and though on the

fourth day the great earthquake must end the world's

rejoicing, the rapidity of modern communication de

stroys the force of this objection to the literal sense.

Before long, if we may judge by the progress of prac

tical science, the objection itself will be treasured up

as a reminiscence of another and more tardy age.

As for the corruption of the bodies, it is not pro

bable that those whom God will so soon miraculously

raise up should be suffered to see corruption.

Excepting the three years and a half of Anti

christ, Tychonius unsettles almost every thing that

had been fixed by inspired interpretation. With him

* Tychonii Ilomilias, inter Op. Augustini.

f For the meaning of the Greek, let us consult a Greek. Says

Aretas : " Of the tribes :—the Jews out of every tribe, who will

be deceived by Antichrist."
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Babylon is no longer Rome, but the world : there is

no millennium beyond the present state; and even

the blessedness of God's wiping away all tears from

men's eyes is applied to the present life of a Chris

tian. This idea, calculated to undermine the be

liever's hope of the future, was too mischievous to

pass without censure : Augustine charges it with

" excessive impudence." *

In this general darkness a ray of light falls upon

the historian's path. Some anonymous bishop, while

lecturing to his catechumens, has occasion to expound

the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse : " that the

Dragon is the Devil," he remarks, " not one of you

is ignorant." It may be hoped that these young

Africans deserved the compliment ; for here even

Tychonius follows Scripture. This bishop, till lately

supposed to be Augustine himself, interprets the

sun-clothed woman as the Church, seen under the

figure of the Virgin Mary.f But Augustine takes

her to be that Sion of whom glorious things are

spoken, seen as the mother of Christ: " clothed with

the light of Him with whose flesh she travails." J

While all around were bent upon innovation, Au

gustine was not able entirely to resist the stream.

Sometimes he makes Babylon to be but a figure of

the world, though in three places he interprets it as

Rome, "the Western Babylon, during whose rule

• De Civit. Dei, xx. 17. " Impudentise nimise mihi videtur."

f Sermo alius, de Symbolo, ad Catechumenos, inter Op. Au-

gustini. The idea of connecting the Virgin Mary with the sun-

clothed woman may be traced to Epiphanius. Noticing the uncer

tainty of her later history, he remarks, that for anything known to

the contrary, she may be that woman flying to the wilderness.

Lib. iii. t. ii. c xi.

X Exposition of Psalm cxlii.
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Christ was to come.”* He was also unsettled in the

matter of the ten kings, doubting whether that pre

cise number would be found at once in the Roman

world:—“I confess my fear that perhaps we are mis

taken in the matter of those ten Kings, which, as it

seems, Antichrist will find as ten actual men, and that

so he may come unexpectedly, when there are not so

many kings in the Roman world. For what if the

number ten should mean simply the whole body of

kings existing before his appearance?”f

Augustine, though in doubt, prefers the primitive

explanation of the letting powers. He divides perse

cutions into three classes: Pagan, heretical and anti

christian: “The first was marked by violence; for,

by proscriptions, tortures, and massacres, Christians

were forced to sacrifice. The second is fraudulent,

now carried on by heretics and by false brethren. The

third is future, under Antichrist: this will be the

most dangerous of all, being at once both violent and

crafty. He will possess power by his empire, craft

by his miracles.”f The four empires, the times of

Antichrist, and the infidel character of the apostacy,

are explained in the usual manner.

The bishop, when he entered upon office, was a

millenarian. “The eighth day,” he remarks, “sig

nifies the new life in the end of the world: the

seventh, the future rest of the saints upon this earth.

For on the earth, as the Scripture says, the Lord will

reign with His saints, and will here preserve the

Church so that no evil one shall enter it.” S But

* De Civit. Dei, lib. xviii. cap. 2. 22. and 27.

f Lib. xx. cap. 23.

t Comment. on Psalm ix. v. 27. § Sermo 259.
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this doctrine he afterwards thought fit to aban

don:—

"Apoc. xx. A thousand years. They who from these

words infer that the first resurrection will be corporeal, are,

among other things, chiefly influenced by the number of the

thousand years ; as if it were necessary that there should be,

in holy things, a Sabbatism of that length. That is, a holy

vacation after the labours of the 6000 years, dating from the

time when man was created, and, on account of that great

transgression, banished from the bliss of paradise to the toils

of this mortal state.

" That, as it is written, One day is with the Lord as a

thousand years, and a thousand years as one day, so when the

six thousand years have been fulfilled, to correspond to the

six days, there should succeed, as it were, a seventh day of

sabbath in the last thousand years, to celebrate which sabbath

the saints will arise. Now this opinion would be in a certain

degree tolerable, if they would allow, in that sabbath, some

spiritual delights procured to the saints by the presence of

the Lord. For I myself was once of the same opinion.

But, when they describe those who have risen, as doing

nothing but pass their time in most immoderate carnal ban

quets, in which the quantity of food and drink will exceed,

not only all decency, but even all power of belief, they will

find none but carnal persons to believe them." *

Augustine must be allowed to speak for himself in

support of his new scheme. The following passage

embodies the opinion current in the Church during

the next twelve centuries : —

" Our Lord Jesus Christ says Himself, No man can enter

into the strong man's house and spoil his goods, except he

first bind the strong man. By the strong man He means

the Devil, who had succeeded in holding captive the human

race; and by the goods of which Christ was about to spoil

him, those who were to believe in Christ, and whom Satan

then detained in various sins and states of guilt.

i Civitas Dei, lib. xx. c. 7.
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“And because this strong one was then bound, the

Apostle sees in the Apocalypse an angel coming down from

heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit, and a chain in

his hand. And he laid hold of the Dragon, that old Serpent,

called the Devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand

years; that is, he restrained and curtailed his power to de

ceive and to possess those who were to be set free.”

The thousand years are next explained as a round

number, put for the undetermined time between

the first and second Advents. On this principle

Antichrist is made to come at the end of the millen

nium; but the millennium, according to St. John,

begins with the resurrection of those who have

resisted Antichrist, — who have not worshipped the

beast and his image. Augustine confesses the diffi

culty. “It is,” he says, “a subject for diligent

inquiry what that beast can mean.” He is reduced

to explain it as Satan's empire generally, perhaps

meaning that form of the scarlet beast which “was

and is not,” before the time of St. John. There still

remains the difficulty of worshipping the image of the

beast, an image not made till after its deadly wound

is healed in the time of Antichrist.

A. D. 419.

In this year Augustine was drawn into correspon

dence with a certain bishop named Hesychius, a

diligent student of prophecy, though gifted with more

zeal than judgment. From an anxious examination

of the signs of the times, Hesychius thought himself

justified in announcing the near approach of Christ's

second coming. Not content with hoping and wish

ing, he set about proving; and with the help of a bad

translation of Daniel, and some verbal criticisms of

an ingenious character, he soon worked himself into
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a high state of confidence and excitement. At length

he fancied himself in a condition to attack Augustine

upon the subject ; but, while he marshalled his forces

and counted his ten thousand, he forgot that his

adversary might be able to oppose him with twenty

thousand.

Because the seventy sevens were not completely

fulfilled in the first coming, Hesychius would refer

them altogether to the second. This would bring

the advent to the year 490 : but the days are to

be shortened for the elect's sake, therefore Christ

may be expected at any time between 419 and 490.

This plan of reckoning the weeks had been invented

by Judas in the third century, supported by Apolli-

narius in the fourth, and was now revived by Hesy

chius in the fifth. It had been resolutely opposed by

the mass of the Church, as destructive of a principal

argument against the Jews. A dangerous opinion,

said Jerome ; rash, adds Augustine, and contrary to

all that is said of the Messiah being cut off. But

neither Jerome nor Augustine professed to under

stand the single week, nor to be satisfied with any

known method of disposing of it.

The difficulty was but newly felt. The primitive

writers separated the seventieth week from the sixty-

ninth, placing in the interval the whole history of the

Prince of the coming Romans, and the course of the

first desolation. Irenaeus and Hippolytus would pro

bably have been able to satisfy the doubts of the later

expositors.

The first letter of Hesychius is lost. In answer,

Augustine enclosed part of Jerome's commentary, as

the best that had been written on Daniel. In that
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work Jerome gave no opinion of his own, except to

condemn the scheme now revived by Hesychius.

Augustine continues : —

" That passage of Daniel about the weeks I understand

as referring to the past. For concerning the Saviour's

coming, expected in the end, I dare not calculate the times ;

nor do I suppose that any prophet has laid down in this

matter the number of the years. But the case, I take it,

stands as the Lord Himself put it, — No man can know the

times, which the Father hath put in his own power. But

what He says in another place, — Of that day and hour

knoweth no man ; — some take to mean, that though no man

can know the exact day and hour, yet they may be able to

calculate the times.

" Now I need not say that it is the custom of the Scrip

tures to put day and hour for time ; for, without doubt, this

is most clearly said of our not knowing the times. For, wben

the Lord was asked that question by His disciples, He

answered, — No one can know the times, which the Father

hath placed in His own power. He does not say the day or

the hour, but the times, a word not commonly used of a short

time like a day or an hour ; especially if we consider the

expression in the Greek, from which language that book was

translated into our own. But this cannot well be expressed

in Latin, for the Greek has times or seasons, both which

words we render alike by tempora.""

Hesychius mistook the modesty of his correspon

dent for ignorance or indifference. In reply he made

some smart allusions to that wicked servant who said

in his heart, My Lord delayeth His coming, and whose

Lord nevertheless did come, at an hour when least

expected. Nor did he forget the case of those

hypocrites who could discern the face of the sky, but

not the signs of the times. Finally, after complaining

of Jerome's indecision, and summing up the signs

* Augustine, Ep. 197. Ad Hesychium.
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which appeared to him already fulfilled, he returns

to his original position : —

" I believe what the Lord said : Heaven and earth shall

pass away, but one iota or one apex shall not pass from the

law until all things be fulfilled. How then the mystery of

the weeks could be fulfilled down to the birth and passion of

Christ, I wonder; for, in the midst of the week, says the

prophet, shall my sacrifice be taken away, and the supplica

tion ; a destruction of desolations, and an abomination for a

sacrifice. But if this abomination had been already fulfilled,

why does the Lord say, — When ye shall see the abomination

of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet ? " *

Augustine, now better acquainted with the character

of his correspondent, bestirs himself in reply. And

first he repels the insinuation so unjustly thrown

out : —

" The Apostles themselves were told by the Lord, — It is

not yours to know the times. They knew therefore no more

than we know, (I speak for myself and my companions in

ignorance). And yet those very persons to whom it was not

given to know the times, they loved His appearing. They

gave to their fellow-servants meat in due season ; they neither

smote, nor lorded it over any ; nor did they riot with the

lovers of this world, saying, My Lord delayeth his coming.

" Therefore, not to know the times is one thing ; to live

negligently and in the love of sin, is another. When Paul

said also, be not disturbed in mind, nor terrified, as if the day

of the Lord were at hand, he certainly did not wish them to

believe that the Lord's coming was to follow immediately,

nor yet to say with that servant, My Lord delayeth His

coming." f

Augustine professed to have no expectation of

improving upon the Apostles: where they knew

nothing, he was content to remain in ignorance.

* Ep. Hesychii; numbered 198 of Augustine,

f Ep. 199, de Fine Saeculi.
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Answering in detail his correspondent's arguments,

he comes to the basis of the scheme, which, among

other absurdities, involves a contradiction between

Christ and Daniel. For the prophecy of the weeks

professes to be exact to half a year ; but, if the time

be afterwards cut short for the elect's sake, Daniel's

calculation is contradicted and annulled : —

" Moreover, what you quote from Daniel about the beast

being slain, and about the kingdom of the other beasts, and

in the midst of this the Son of man coming with the clouds

of heaven ;—this, you say, is clear to those that understand the

Scriptures. But had you condescended to explain what this

has to do with our knowing the chronology of the Saviour's

coming, so that its date may be calculated beyond a doubt, I

also would confess with deep gratitude, that the Lord's saying,

It is not yours to know the times, refers to the Apostles only,

and not to those better informed persons that were to come

after them."

To repeat a fourth part of what Augustine urged

on the occasion would exceed all reasonable limits.

Enough to say that he exhausted the subject, as far

as concerns the power of fixing the time of the end.

For this knowledge is divinely represented as unat

tainable until the beginning of the great tribulation,

when the redemption may be certainly pronounced to

be very near. Hesychius wisely attempted no reply ;

nor, until the last fifteen years, has his scheme again

been heard of.

The story is not yet ended. It still has to be told,

that Africa, now degraded and trampled on, once

produced the man that wrote these words : —

" He who gives out that the Lord will come very soon,

speaks pleasantly, but may be mistaken dangerously. I wish

that his saying may come true, for, if false, it will prove mis

chievous. But he who says that the Lord will be longer in
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coming, and yet believes in, hopes for, and loves His appear

ing, such a one, if mistaken in the nearness, is mistaken on

the right side. If it be as he says, greater patience will be

his lot ; if otherwise, greater joy. Those, therefore, that love

the Lord's appearing, while they listen to the one with more

pleasure, trust to the other with more safety. But he who

confesses himself unable to decide between them, longs for

the one and submits to the other ; in neither case mistaken,

having declared for neither opinion. And, for being of this

number, I pray you, despise me not."*

a. d. circ. 420.

The division of power among so many sovereigns

was noticed by Sulpitius as a fulfilment of the pre

dicted mixture of iron and clay ; but none yet thought

of seeking in history the ten toes or the ten horns.

Sulpitius paraphrases the dream of Nebuchadnezzar

by the aid of passing events : —

" The legs of iron are understood to be the fourth empire,

that is, the Roman, stronger than all former kingdoms. By

the feet, part of iron and part of clay, it is shown that the

Roman empire is to be divided, so as never to unite again.

This also has been fulfilled ; for now the Roman constitution

is administered by several emperors, always at issue among

themselves by war or intrigue.

" Lastly, by the mixture of iron and clay, things never

able to amalgamate together, there is represented a mixture of

the human race, unaccompanied by real union. And in this

way we now see the Roman soil occupied by foreign nations ;

some obtaining possession by open rebellion, others by treaty,

under pretext of peace. So also in our armies, our cities, and

our provinces, we see an admixture of barbarous nations,

especially Jews, who live among us, but without conforming

to our customs. Now these times the prophets declare

to be the last.

" Also, in the stone cut out without hands, which broke in

* End of Augustine's Epistle.

S
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pieces the gold, the silver, the iron, and the clay, there is

seen a figure of Christ, who was produced by no human

operation, being born, not of the will of man, but of God

And He will bring to nothing this world, in which are the

kingdoms of earth, setting up another kingdom incorruptible

and eternal, that is, the future age, prepared for the saints.

But about this kingdom some people still doubt, it being their

maxim not to believe in the future, although convinced about

the past."*

The confusion prevailing in the West brought

about a partial expectation of Nero's return. This

idea, once taken up by the extravagant Martin f,

was soon communicated to Sulpitius, to whom its

marvellous character was recommendation enough.

Augustine could see in it nothing so marvellous as

the presumption of those that started it.J

a.d. 430.

A salve was now to be applied to the wounded

dignity of the Eastern empire. Daniel had indeed

spoken of clay to be introduced into the fourth king

dom, but he had never said that the iron would alto

gether disappear. Theodoret, therefore, now re

minded the world, that down to the end of this

empire, there was to be iron as well as clay. With

this understanding the Byzantine Caesars might mo

nopolise the whole honour of the iron, leaving the

baseness and the brittleness of the clay to Eugenius

or Augustulus in the West.

The acute Theodoret first detected a danger al-

* S. Severi Sacrse Historian, lib. ii. c. 4. The concluding sen

tence appears to favour the millennium.

'J Severi Dialogni, lib. ii. c. 16.

{ Civit. Dei, xx. 19.
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ready menacing the Christian interpretation. The

course of time might throw doubts upon the pro

priety of classing together, as a single kingdom, the

Roman empires of Italy and Byzantium. Although

one in succession and in name, they might seem so

widely different in character as to excite a doubt

whether prophecy could possibly include in one em

pire elements so discordant. But for this difficulty,

the Byzantine Hooker, if such a title may be allowed

him, is well prepared : —

" Thou sawest the feet and toes, part of iron and part of

clay. He describes this part as distinct, not in race, but in

quality of power : for, had he meant another kingdom, dis

tinct in race, he would have numbered it fifth, as he had

called the others third and fourth. But, foreseeing that the

end of the iron kingdom would be weak, he reckons it dis

tinct as to weakness, and with excellent reason. For he

had described it above as very strong, and such at first

it was.

" Yet he does not say that its end will be altogether weak,

for there will be in it of the root of the iron, and the toes

are part of iron and part of clay. Now this needs no inter

pretation of mine, for the prophet himself expounds it, say

ing, Part of the kingdom shall be strong, and part broken.

To this he adds, Because thou sawest the iron mixed with

the miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of

men ; which shows especially that this is no new kingdom

distinct from the iron, but the same grown weaker." *

The cautious Greek next perceives an omission in

the usual explanation of the miraculous stone, which

Justin and the rest had been satisfied to apply to

the first Advent only, not carrying out the exposi

tion to the destruction of the earthly kingdoms.

* Theodoret on Daniel, in locum.

■ a
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This subject brings Theodoret once more into contact

with the politicians : —

" That heavenly kingdom shall stand for ever. And if any

one kicks at this, and will not have it to be so, let him show

me something human that is eternal, or some kingdom of

man's that shall not come to an end And if they

say that the Lord's first coming is here intended, let them

show in what sense the Roman empire was destroyed as soon

as He appeared. For it happened altogether otherwise ;

since the empire was not destroyed, but consolidated, at the

moment of the Saviour's birth.

" For the Lord was born in the reign of Augustus, who

ruled second, and subjugated, so to speak, all men : since, as

the Gospel tells us, he enrolled the whole world, and caused

it to be taxed. Under him, therefore, the Roman empire was

established, and it has subsisted down to the present time.

If then the Lord's first coming did not destroy the Roman

empire, we are forced to expound the passage in reference

to the second. For the stone, before cut out without hands,

and grown into a great mountain, filling the whole earth,

this stone shall in the second Advent smite the image upon

its feet of clay. That is, He will appear in the end of the

iron empire, already grown weak, and, destroying all empires,

will consign them to oblivion, preparing, for those that are

worthy, His eternal kingdom."

a. d. circ. 440.

In this way Theodoret leaves a gap of some cen

turies between the first production of the stone

and its finally smiting the image. Eudoxius now

proposes to fill that gap by inserting a spiritual ful

filment, a gradual triumph of the Gospel, pre

paratory to the more literal destruction of earthly

power in the coming times. And, as the stone first

smote the feet of the image, even so, remarks Eu

doxius, did the Gospel first invade the empire of

the Romans: then, spreading to the Greek king
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doms of Egypt and Macedon, it travelled over Persia

and Babylon, and from all these it is destined to

travel to the ends of the earth.* For the Gospel

must be preached to all nations, and then shall the

end come.

Before taking a final leave of the four empires, let

us cast a backward glance at their history, noting

how the world, in its own reckoning of its masters,

has unconsciously followed the prophet.

First, beneath the walls of Jerusalem they pro

claim the title " The great King, the King of As

syria." The next who claims the title of the great

king is he who from Shushan sends out his posts

to India and Ethiopia. And that his is no empty

assumption, we may learn from those demagogues

who are labouring with superfluous diligence to in

flate the Athenian pride : for he whom they think it

distinction enough to style "the king," is ruler,

neither of Sparta nor of Macedon, but of the dis

tant Persia.

Once more, the tide of nations ebbs and flows.

Upon the shifting sand the sword of the conqueror

writes, though in short-lived characters, a new name.

At once all the world has become Greek : the Old

Testament, if it is to be any longer understood, must

be turned into Greek ; and Moses, who once refused

to be called the son of Pharoah's daughter, is now

made known to the world through the fostering care

of Egypt's Grecian king.

But beneath the shadow of this empire there springs

up another, yet wider and more lasting. Already

Cicero talks slightingly of the " Graeculi : " already

i Greek. Chain on Daniel ; Mai, Vet. Script., t. i. p. i. 175.

s 3
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Caesar gathers laurels from the utmost Isle. Every

where does that beast leave marks of its footsteps:

the same fine and close-set “Pavement” that still

turns aside the British ploughshare, adorned, under

the name of Gabbatha, the Praetorian halls of Pilate.

Upon that Pavement stand Hebrews shouting, “We

have no king but Caesar:” their own King is shown

to them, mocked with the imperial purple of the

Roman. The spear of a Legionary brings forth the

water and the blood : the Greek and Hebrew of the

Saviour's title is underlined with Latin.”

The Roman times still drag along their weary

length of ages. The Byzantine historians, living in

Asia and writing in Greek, for twelve centuries styled

themselves “the Romans.” In the West, the name

of Rome still frets the nations: and we, who eyed

with terror her earliest Caesar, must watch, with un

disguised suspicion, her latest Pope.

A.D. 440–450.

Omitting a few passages from Orosius, Ammoniusf,

Isidore, and Cyril of Alexandriaf, we come to the

original and solid work of Prosper, “On the Pro

mises and Prophecies of God.” In this treatise, the

* In the Apostles' age the whole world seems to be at once both

Greek and Roman : the Greeks reign in arts, the Romans in arms.

In education and religion the Apostle recognizes no distinction but

that of “Jew or Greek;” but the password that takes him through

the world is “Roman.”

f For what remains of Ammonius and some other Greeks, see

Mai, t. i. p. i.

† By Isidore the Pelusiot, the four empires are explained in the

usual manner. Epist. lib. i. ep. 218. Orosius compares Rome with

Babylon in crime, and with Sodom in recent judgments. Lib. i.

adversus Paganos. Prosper and Orosius both make the third em

pire the Punic instead of the Greek. The fourth they make the

Roman.
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woman Babylon is identified with Rome, obscurely

indeed, but as much as can be expected from the

secretary of Pope Leo the First. The name of

blasphemy is explained to be the name of Eternal:

" for, when that which is temporal is called Eternal,

surely this is a name of blasphemy." And in an

other place more distinctly : " After the " (fourth)

" beast all these things (described in 2 Thess. ii.),

will come to pass : that is, upon the destruction of

that empire on which sits the woman drunk with the

blood of the saints. Which things we believe, leav

ing it to posterity to see them fulfilled." *

The Jews, Prosper thinks, will be peculiarly open

to delusion from the miracles of Antichrist, it being

their custom perversely to " require a sign." The

three frogs, not mentioned by any earlier writer, he

understands to be three unclean spirits, which will

go through Asia, Africa, and Europe, persuading

men to believe in Antichrist.

a.d. 448.

This year may be styled the turning point in the

history of Christian Rome. Hitherto, under the

pressure of enormous calamities, she had been

waging war with success against the many Anti

christs ; for when she was weak, then she was strong :

while trampledupon by Alaric and Attila, she stood

firm as a pillar of orthodoxy, the support of the

wavering faith. But now the object of her ambi

tion is changed : letting go her hold of heaven, she

bows her head to receive the crowns of earth : she

* De Dimidio Temporis, cap. 9. in the Bibliotheca Maxima

Patrum, t. viii.

s 4
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must needs reign now by herself, for she cannot wait

to live and reign with Christ.

A bold man was Leo, who, with the Goth at his

door, and the Apocalypse thundering above his head,

conceived the hope of making the seven-hilled city

the head and centre of the Christian world. The pro

ject was to be carried out by means of two assump

tions : the first, that St. Peter had received the right

of exercising dominion over the other Apostles ; and

the second, that he had been made Bishop of Rome*,

and had bequeathed to the church of that city the

inheritance of his supposed powers.

In a sermon preached on the festival of Sts. Peter

and Paul, Leo first gave vent to his aspirations : —

" These are the men that have promoted thee to so great

glory, that being a holy nation, a chosen people, a royal and

priestly city, and made head of the world through the holy

seat of the blessed Peter, thou shouldst rule more widely

through divine religion, than before by earthly sway. For

great as thou didst become by thy many victories, extending

by land and by sea thine imperial rule, the toils of war have

won thee less than what Christian peace has placed beneath

thy feet."f

This sermon of Leo became in turn a text, upon

which his successors loved to dilate. Clement the

Eleventh, preaching in 1706, thus hails the fulfil

ment of Leo's hopes :—

"Rome exults in the most firm foundation of the apos

tolic rock : so raised to the summit of human affairs, that

she now rules more widely through divine religion, than

before by earthly sway. * • *

" Henceforth thou shalt be called the city of the Just One,

• Irenaeus and Eusebius repeatedly affirm that Peter and Paul

ordained Linus first bishop of Rome,

f Sermo i. in Natal. SS. Petri et Pauli.
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the faithful city, the new Jerusalem ; even the same that John

saw coming down from heaven, prepared by God as a bride

adorned for her husband ; by imitation of which other things

become fair, by comparison with which, foul. Hear this,

you that inhabit the city of the Holy One, the city of the

Just One, the faithful city, the new Jerusalem, by imitation

of which other things become fair, by comparison with which,

foul : —It is monstrous to be in Rome, and not to be holy." *

In the same strain does Arnulphus, in the tenth

century, address the "Mother of Harlots:"—"Al

mighty Rome ! Glorious things are spoken of thee,

seeing thou art become the city of God."f The

Jesuit Baldwin concludes his eulogy with a sudden

affectation of surprise : " This city so like heaven,

why dwells it an exile upon earth ?" J

a.d. 450-500.

Leo was not the only man of his day that anti

cipated the revival of Roman power. What he

learnt from the whisper of his own ambition, Andreas

gathered from the Apocalypse. But the oracles,

though they agreed in this one particular, differed in

all the rest. Where Leo promised a blessing, Andreas

expected a curse. He thought, that to fulfil the pre

dicted history of Babylon, especially its destruction

by Antichrist, Rome might again rise to power, and

Constantinople, then the queen of cities, be taken

away :—

" Reasoning from the sequel, we understand by Babylon

either the universal empire of the earth seen in one body, or

the city which will reign till the coming of Antichrist.

* Ftomilies of Clement XL, hom. xvi.

f Baronius in anno 1001.

X Aicher Hortus Inscriptionum, p. 42.
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For old Rome has long fallen from the power of her

kingdom; unless we suppose that her ancient dignity will

again return to her. But, if we grant this, the city now

ruling must be taken away, for, says the Apocalypse, the

woman which thou sawest is that great city that reigneth

over the kings of the earth.”

Andreas suggests with great caution this revolution

of the world's aspect: he seems fearful of restricting

to one city what may be meant to include all cities

that persecute and oppose the truth. Moreover, the

subject was embarrassed by a difficulty not merely

geographical or political. Rome, as if weary of her

old residence, had lately absconded from the seven

hills: her rulers had transported her to Byzantium,

from that time familiarly called new Rome. By this

migration she had indeed fled from the Goths: but

could she escape also the curse of the Apocalypse ?

Thus the question became one of prophetic justice;

and it may be suggested, in excuse for the doubts of

Andreas, that since many prophecies had been trans

ferred from old Babylon to old Rome, the same

might possibly be again transferred from old Rome

to new Rome.

So strongly did the state of Christendom appear

to contradict the plain sense of the Apocalypse, that

some persons proposed to explain the woman Baby

lon as the city of Nebuchadnezzar. Andreas dares

not hope it:—

“We might wish indeed that it were so, and that on that city

should fall the punishment of proudly raging against Christ

and His servants. But to that opinion it must be opposed, that

the ancient teachers of the Church consider these things to be

* Andreas in Apocalypsin, cap. xvii.

-
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prophesied against the Babylon of the Romans, because the

ten horns belonged to the fourth beast, that is, to the Roman

empire. And out of that beast grew one horn, which is to root

up three, and to subdue the rest, and to become king of the

Romans. And this, under pretence of fostering their power;

but in truth, to overthrow it utterly. Therefore if any

one chooses here to understand a condensed representation of

that kingdom which has ruled from the beginning until now,

and which has indeed shed the blood of Apostles, prophets,

and martyrs, he will not err from the meaning." (Chap, xviii.

in fine.)

While thus stating the case between Rome and Con

stantinople, Andreas feels no difficulty in applying

the name of Babylon to a Christian city. Nor does

he know anything of those seven hills, which some

modern apologists for Rome attribute to the Eastern

capital.

Since that time, the Popes, though they have never

attempted to expound the prophecy about Babylon,

have contributed largely to its illustration. In these

matters there is usually, if we may so express it, a

division of labour: one expounds, another fulfils:

by this means the honour of prophecy is vindicated,

and no room is left for collusion. For when the

expositor undertakes also to fulfil, the fulfilment,

to be worth anything, should be in itself miraculous.

But in ordinary cases the task is divided : Jaddus

expounds, Alexander fulfils : Andreas lays down the

sense, the Popes labour to bring it about.

This Andreas, into the middle of whose work the

reader has been dragged so abruptly, was a bishop of

Caesarea late in the fifth century. His commentary

on the Apocalypse is the oldest to which much im

portance can be attached in questions of critical
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difficulty. Writing in Greek, the language of the

Apocalypse itself, Andreas is independent of transla

tions ; and, possessing the works of Papias, Methodius,

and others, now lost,' he is still able to gather up

some fragments of apostolic tradition.

It will be sufficient for the present purpose to

extract from this commentary a few more sentences :—

" Apoc. ch. v. The sealed book may be interpreted as

Prophecy ; which Christ himself, in the Gospel, declared to

have been fulfilled, and the rest of which will be accomplished

in the last days."

" Ch. xi. Their bodies shall lie. He will leave their bodies

unburied in Jerusalem itself, that ancient and now ruined city,

in which also the Lord suffered. For, in that city, as it ap

pears, Antichrist will establish his kingdom, in imitation of

David : for thereabouts was born, according to the flesh, the

Son, Christ our true God. By this he will persuade men that

he is the Christ, apparently fulfilling that prophecy, I will

raise up again the tabernacle of David, which is fallen down,

and will build up its ruins. Which prophecy the mistaken

Jews will apply to his coming." * * *

" When they have lain dead as many days as are equal to

the number of the years of their prophesying, they shall rise

again, and shall go up to heaven in the cloud, the chariot of

the Lord."

Andreas, writing in Greek, is forced to preserve the

definite article prefixed to the cloud. He seems to

understand an allusion to that cloud which took up

Christ, and which now waits upon His witnesses. St

John has been evidently alluding to our Lord's history,

as is shown by his late remark, " Where also their

Lord was crucified." The pseudo-Sibyl seems to take

it as referring to the cloudy chariot of Elijah's former

ascent.
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" Ch. xiii. The beast which I saw was like a pard. By the

pard is meant the empire of the Greeks ; by the bear that of

the Persians ; and by the lion, that of the Babylonians. All

these empires Antichrist will possess, coming as king of the

Romans ; he will destroy, as soon as they appear, the clay

toes of the image, by which is represented the weak and

fragile state of the Roman empire, divided into ten.

" Ch. xvi. The great city was divided into three parts, and

the cities of the Gentiles fell. The great city we understand

to be Jerusalem, — not great in the number and size of its

buildings, but great, as being the most ancient and exalted in

the worship of God. Also great by the sufferings of Christ ;

and set in opposition to the cities of the Gentiles."

The scarlet beast, hitherto little noticed, now for

the first time undergoes a connected examination : —

" Ch. xvii. The beast that thou sawest, was, and is not

This beast is Satan ; who, having been slain by the cross of

Christ, is said to revive in the end of the world ; bringing

about, by the signs and lying miracles of Antichrist, the

denial of that cross. Therefore, before the crucifixion, he

was, and flourished. He is not, being by the saving Passion

stripped of his power, and deprived of that influence which,

through idolatry, he exercised over the Gentiles.

" And is to come : in the end, as was before said ; rising

up out of the abyss, or that place to which he has been con

signed, and to which the cast-out demons begged of Christ

that they might not be sent, but rather into the swine. Or,

from the present life ; figuratively called an abyss, on account

of its depth of sin, being tossed and lashed into waves by the

storms of passion.

" From the abyss, Antichrist, bearing in himself Satan, will

ascend to the destruction of mankind ; he himself going into

perdition in the coming age. And they shall wonder. The

beast's coming, it says, by means of his lying miracles, shall

excite the wonder of those who are not written in the book of

the everlastingly living, and who, not being firmly grounded

in the prophecies of Christ concerning him, shall speculate

how he baa recovered his former sway."
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a. D. 520.

The senator Cassiodorus, one of the few men of

learning left in the old metropolis, now took in hand

the Apocalyptic prophecies. As a Roman, he gladly

avails himself of any excuse for doubting about Ba

bylon. " That harlot," he writes, " some think to

mean the city of Rome, which sits upon seven hills, and

exercises sole dominion over the earth. But others

take it to be spoken rather of Babylon ; supposing that

what is said of her situation refers not to mountains,

but to arrogance of power. This harlot is to be de

stroyed by those people over whom she was before

seen to rule." *

a. d. 500-550.

The Western school of prophecy was now rapidly

settling down into the state in which it continued

during the Middle Ages. Primasius did it a bad

turn, by inventing a new explanation of Babylon,

calculated to satisfy the wishes of Rome, without

flatly contradicting Scripture. Babylon was to be

interpreted Rome indeed, but Rome, only as a figure

ofsomething else :—" The seven heads, he declares, are

to be understood as seven mountains, pointing out '

Rome, which is seated upon seven hills ; and because

she once governed the world, she is set forth as the

figure of its kingdom. So that by the name of Rome

there is typified the power of the whole kingdom." f

Primasius makes the witnesses to lie dead as many

years as they prophesy. This notion, which partially

prevailed during several centuries, was finally exploded

* Cassiodori Complexiones in Apoc. cap. xvii.

f Primasius in Apocalypsin ; Bibliotheca Maxima Patrum, torn,

x. 326.
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by the more accurate ofthe schoolmen. To give an out

line of its history, the following table has been drawn

up: in the first column are all the expositors (down to

the Reformation) that have taken the three and a half

days to be days ; in the second, those that have ex

plained them as years. Those that have expressed

no positive opinion are written across the line.

A8 DATS.

Tertullian. •

Victorinus.

Lactantius.

Andreas.

Cassiodorus.

Aretaa.

Anselm of Laon.

Richard St. Victor.

Joachim.

Albertus Magnus.

Cardinal Hugo.

DOUBTFDL. AS TEARS.

Thomas

De

Aureolus.

De Gorram.

OremiuB.

Telesphorus.

Tychonius.

Prosper.

Primasius.

Bede.

Haymo.

Ansbert.

Bruno.

Rupert.

Aquinas.

Lyra.

Beren-gaud.

Ber-nardine.

Dionysius Carthusianus.

The "^t or Craft to

live well."

John of Kemnitz.

• Tertullian's opinion is implied in these words ;— " With their

blood they will extinguish Antichrist."
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a. d. 533.

Meanwhile the history of the fourth kingdom had

been making progress. The Western Empire was

suppressed by Odoacer, in 476 ; and not till fifty

years afterwards was Rome restored to the emperors,

through the valour of Belisarius. At that time the

Romans placed a deputy in Ravenna, who, under the

title of Exarch, governed Rome.

The Western Church was now infested by the fol

lowers of Eutyches and Nestorius, who maintained

that the Word of God, and the man Christ Jesus,

were two. Justinian addressed a letter to the bishop

of Rome, bidding him rebuke the supporters of this

heresy : " We," said the Caesar of the East, " do

not acknowledge one God the Word, and another

Christ, but one and the self-same Person ; of the

same substance with His Father, according to His

Godhead, and of the same substance with us, accord

ing to His manhood." *

This epistle, which says nothing about persecution,

does credit to the zeal and the moderation of Jus

tinian. A few centuries later (according to the best

researches of modern times), the Roman jurists in

serted in this letter the following words : — " We

hasten to unite and to make subject to the seat of

your holiness, all the priests of the entire Eastern

region," &c.

Those that support the authenticity of this clause

(still a numerous body), should be prepared to meet

the consequent difficulty : — That pope, eVnperor, and

patriarch, were for years engaged in discussing the

* Harduin's Councils, torn. ii. col. 1146.
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precedence of the churches, without being aware that

so decisive a decree had issued from the imperial pen.

a. d. 590-600.

The bishops of Rome and Constantinople did not

long enjoy equal honour, the imperial presence soon

turning the scale in favour of the East. Late in

the sixth century the Byzantine John assumed

the title of universal bishop, in a faint degree anti

cipating the later pretensions of the Roman pon

tiffs. This happened during the life of the only

pope who ever studied prophecy to any purpose.

The first Gregory, fresh from the contemplation of

the times of Antichrist, had scarce raised his eyes

from the prophetic page, when he beheld the pride

and arrogance of John, blazing, like some portentous

meteor, in the eastern sky. " A forerunner of Anti

christ," exclaimed the expositor.

Gregory first addressed a remonstrance to the Patri

arch John. In this letter we shall find a portrait of

popery, painted by a pope : —

" The Apostle Paul, hearing some say, ' I am of Paul, and

I of Apollos, and I of Cephas,' vehemently deplored this

rending of the Lord's body, by which His members joined

themselves in a manner to other heads. Was Paul, he ex

claimed in horror, crucified for you, or were ye baptized by the

name of Paul? If then he would not suffer the members of

the Lord's body to be, as it were, made partially subject to

individual heads, other than Christ, Apostles though they were,

—what, in the reckoning of the last judgment, will you say to

Christ, the head of the universal church, when, through the

title of universal, you have laboured to subject to yourself all

His members ? And whom, I ask, in this froward title, do

you set before you as your model ? None but him, who, de

spising the legions of angels appointed to be his fellows,

T
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strove to force his way to the height of supremacy, that he

might appear subject to none, but alone superior to all. i * *

" Long ago cried the Apostle John, Little children, it is

the last hour. And as the Truth itself predicted, pestilence

and sword now ravage the world, — nations rise against

nations, — the world is shaken, and the yawning earth, to

gether with its inhabitants, is swallowed up. All things that

have been foretold are accomplished : the king of pride is at

hand ; and, dreadful to tell, an army of priests is prepared for

him. For they who were ordained to take the lead in meek

ness, are fighting with the neck of pride." i

Gregory might well tremble at the supposed signs

of Antichrist's approach, for he had drunk deeply

into the spirit of these words, — " There shall be

great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning

of the world." Of those times he asks : —

" What is it in those torments that will exceed in severity

all other torments ? Doubtless that which the Truth has by

itself declared in the Gospel : — There shall arise false Christs

and false prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders,

so as to deceive, if it were possible, even the elect. For now

our faithful ones, while they suffer tortures, perform wonders ;

but then, the satellites of this Behemoth, even while they

inflict tortures, will do wonders. Let us consider, then,

what temptation will assail the mind of man, when the holy

martyr submits his body to torments, and meanwhile the

torturer works miracles before his eyes. What man is there

whose courage will be proof against the reasonings of his

inmost soul, when he who tortures with the scourge will also

dazzle with miracles ? " f

A.D. 606.

The Emperor, it seems, took no measures to restrain

* Gregorii. Max., lib. v. ep. 18. ad Johannem.

f Gregorii Maximi Moralia in Job, lib. xxxii. cap. 15. For

another extract, bearing on the same subject, see the concluding

chapter of this volume.
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the ambition of the Eastern Patriarchs. But it did

not suit Rome's interests that the question should be

left in so unsatisfactory a state. A hundred and

seventy years later, when the Popes had risen in open

rebellion against the Emperors, it was given out in

the West, that Phocas had settled the dispute by con

ferring the precedence upon the church of Rome.

The whole story rests upon the evidence of a single

writer, — insufficient proof in a case where the fre

quency of papal forgeries demands unusual caution.

The pretended decree of Phocas, said to have been

issued in 606, appears to have been seen by nobody.

It is first spoken of in 780, by Paul the deacon : " This

Focas, at the request of Pope Boniface, ordained that

the see of the Roman and Apostolic Church should be

the head of all churches, because the Constantino-

politan Church had entitled itself the first of all

churches." *

The words are repeated in the " Additions to

Eutropius," once ascribed to Paul the Deacon, but

reckoned apocryphal by Bellarmine.

In 860, Anastasius repeats the sentence ; but,

though librarian to the Popes, and entrusted with the

charge of all such documents, he knows nothing of

the decree, except from Paul. " Boniface," he says,

" obtained from the Prince Phocas, that the Apostolic

seat of the blessed Apostle Peter, that is, the church

of Rome, should be the head of all churches, because

the church of C. P. had entitled itself the first of all

churches." f

* De Gesti9 Longobardorum, lib. iv.

t Anastasius De Vitis Pontificum. Boniface sat one year only,

so that, if the transaction took place at all, it happened in 606. It

is by this reckoning that the famous date has been obtained.

t 2
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In 880, Ado repeats the words : " Focas, at the re

quest of Pope Boniface, decreed that the see of Rome

should be the head of all churches, because the church

of C. P. had entitled itself the first of all churches." *

Thus, parrot-like, the historians repeat a sen

tence, which they fear to paraphrase, and have no

means of verifying. But against the testimony of

this servilely-copied passage must be set the pro

found silence of history for 170 years: the omission

of the incident in all the lives of Gregory, including

that by John the Deacon, written about 870 ; also its

non-appearance in the histories of Cedrenus, Zonaras,

and Theophanes, and probably in the whole range of

Byzantine historians. Baronius treats the whole

question as of little importance, being a dispute about

a name.f And such, indeed, it is : moreover, as far

as the priority over Constantinople was concerned, the

act would have been a just concession to the rights

of the mother-city.

a. d. circ. 650.

The Greek commentary of Aretas, though in most

respects a copy from that of Andreas, claims notice

from some adaptations of prophecy to passing events.

The Saracens here first come upon the stage, ap

pearing in the new character of Babylonians. This

proves that Aretas lived after their settlement in

Babylon, or, as it has since been named, Bagdad.

Of the Anti-christian beast he says : —

* Ado Viennensis in Chronieo.

f Baronius, anno 606 : " Some misinformed people have thought

that Phocas granted to the Pope of Rome this privilege of holding

the primacy in the Catholic Church."
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" The lion's mouth means the Babylonish empire, by

which we may undoubtedly understand the Saracens, es

pecially as their capital now is Babylon : and over them, as

king of the Romans, Antichrist will reign." *

Rome's last master had been Totila, who left her

in a state little answering to St. John's description.

Not a soul, it is reported, remained alive in her : not

one, through whom she might lift her head from the

dust, and groan forth, however feebly and falsely,

" I sit a queen." It was therefore natural for Aretas

to explain Babylon, chiefly in reference to New Rome,

though not exclusively ; for " calling her the mother

of harlots as often a3 you will, whether you mean

Old Rome, New Rome, or the time of Antichrist's

corning, you cannot go wrong." (Ch. xvii.)

The honesty of these Greeks contrasts happily with

the evasive spirit of the Western expositors. The

Greek would force the prophecy to mean more than

it says, rather than that his own metropolis should

escape her due share of the threatening. The Latin

exhausts his ingenuity to evade the definition, lest

his own metropolis should appear to suffer a merited

rebuke.

* Aretas in Apoc. cap. xiii.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE INTERPRETATION OF PROPHECY IN THE MIDDLE

AGES.

(From the Independence of Rome to the Reformation.)

" ' He cried with a great Toice.' Perhaps great, because sup

ported by Scripture : for that is a small voice which Scripture

supports not." — Axbertus Magnus, in Apoc. xix.

The medisBval school of prophecy consists of two

parts : the systematic commentators, who repeated or

embellished what they had learnt from the ancients ;

and an irregular body of observers, who, with the

Apocalypse in their hand and Rome before their eyes,

recorded from time to time the progress of Babylon's

career.

No class of writers has realised better than the

monks the truth and importance of prophecy. By

the monotonous seclusion of the cloister the unseen

world seemed to be brought nearer ; and, in propor

tion as the present faded, the prophetic future

grew more distinct and real. Some would sit down

to write the life and times of Antichrist ; others, con

descending to know something also of the past, com

posed a history of the world from Adam to Anti

christ. These last, as far as to their own time, com

piled from chronicles; then they took to the Apo

calypse, for the rise of the ten Kings and the

disruption of the Roman world. Here they begin a

new chapter : " Incipit feliciter vita Antichristi : " and

now, emerging from the tangled present to a broad
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and even causeway, the King's own highway of the

future, they hold on their steadfast course to the goal

of a Christian's hopes. Of these happy enthusiasts,

all of whom reckoned themselves to be living in the

" beginning of the end," one at least tells of the coming

Reformation ; while not a few look far enough before

them to foresee corruptions and disasters in the

history of the Roman Church.

Once more, the popular style of exposition is

entirely changed. The first followers of the Apostles

had been remarkable for the use of abrupt transitions,

for quoting the sense of Scripture rather than the

words, and for a masterly grasp of the whole range

of passages bearing on their subject. In the patristic

age, free and vigorous paraphrase was employed ; and

this was executed with a dramatic and rhetorical

force which goes far to support the popular story,

that while Jerome's youthful hands were filled with

Cicero, Aristophanes reposed in honour beneath the

pillow of Chrysostom. In this way, as they sometimes

expressed it, they spoiled the Egyptians. But the

monks, increasing in caution with their distance from

the sources of inspiration, devised a method of ex

pounding, which, if liable to the charge of servility,

was at least, as far as it went, safe.

The Bible, it is acknowledged by all, is written in

the fewest words possible (lest the world should be

unable to contain, or at least to circulate, its pon

derous tomes) ; and into those words there is com

pressed as much matter as merely human writers would

have expanded into many times the number. With

this belief, the monks, in their glosses, retained

the actual words of Scripture, which they set,

T 4
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after the manner of precious jewels, in the baser

fabric of their own exposition. This method tied

them down to the natural sense ; though, from their

neglect of the sacred languages, they were betrayed

into refinements upon the wording of the Latin, alto

gether without foundation in the inspired text : for,

with all their learning, the schoolmen knew little of

Greek, and almost nothing of Hebrew.

The style of monkish commentary will appear to

advantage in the current exposition of the history of

the witnesses' death. The substance of their com

ments, cleared of some casual and extraneous con

ceits, may be condensed into the subjoined form: —

Apoc. xi. And when they, that is, Elias and perhaps

Enoch, shall have finished the three years and a half

of their testimony, declaring Antichrist to be an im

postor, and preaching Jesus as the only true Christ,

soon to come again in judgment : the beast, Anti

christ, that ascends out of the bottomless pit, being

raised up by the operation of Satan, and reinforced

from the abyss or prison of demons; this beast shall

make war upon them, by violence, by miracles, and

by controversy ; and shall overcome them, speaking

after the manner of men, who reckon those vanquished

that are slain : for he shall kill them, bodily.

And their dead bodies shall lie, unburied, in order

to terrify others, in the street of the great city, Jeru

salem : great, once, as the city of the great king ; now,

in wickedness : great, once, from Christ's miracles

and Passion ; now, by the confluence of the Gentiles

and the residence of Antichrist; which spiritually,

that is, not literally, is called Sodom, that is, by inter

pretation, dumb, even in God's praise ; and Egypt,

that is, dark. Or Sodom, from its impurity, and in
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allusion to the words of Isaiah, Ye rulers of Sodom ;

and Egypt, as the scene of the coming plagues.*

Where also their Lord ; He in whose service they

are slain ; their Lord, by Redemption as well as by

Creation ; their Lord, and the Lord of all, being King

of kings and Lord of lords ; where their Lord was

crucified, referring to Christ's decease, which (as it

was said by one, perhaps by both of them,) He must

accomplish at Jerusalem. For, though He suffered

without the camp, yet the place where Jesus was

crucified was nigh unto the city, even Jerusalem that

killeth the prophets. Therefore these prophets also

shall perish there, for it cannot be that a prophet

perish but in Jerusalem.

And they, that is some, or many, of the people and

tongues and tribes and nations, that is, both Jews,

and the Gentiles then residing in Jerusalem, treading

under foot the holy city ; shall see their dead bodies

lying unburied for three days and a half (which

some expound as the entire three years and a half of

Antichrist's reign) ; and shall not suffer their dead

bodies to be put into graves.

And they that dwell on the earth, either, they that

inhabit the land, that is, Judea; or, they that dwell

in heart upon earth, whose names are written in the

earth, who desire to have here an abiding city, and

whose conversation is not in heaven, shall rejoice

i The monks, who greatly admired the seven rules of Tychonius,

did not notice Ezekiel's account of Jerusalem as the Egyptian Aho-

libah. The rule of Tychonius is thus expressed : " Specific names

have always a bad meaning : — Hear the word of the Lord, ye rulers

of Sodom, and, spiritually called Sodom and Egypt, where also their

Lord was crucified. From that Sodom Lot will go forth ; and this

will be the departure (disccssio) that the man of sin may be re

vealed."—Regula iv.
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over them, seeming to have conquered those that

had so long appeared invincible; and shall make

merry, promising to themselves lasting indulgence

in pleasure: and shall send gifts one to another, in

token of peace upon earth, because these two prophets,

by evermore warning them of their certain perdition,

and enforcing the word with miraculous plagues,

tormented those that dwelt upon the earth.

But why does God suffer His witnesses to be thus

insulted in the sight of all men? Answer. That their

resurrection may be more signal and incontrovertible.

And after three days and a half. Having shown

the sufferings of those who will then bear wit

ness for God, it now displays their crowns: for,

after three days and a half, the spirit of life, the

breath of the resurrection life, not the mortal life

before enjoyed by them, entered into them. From

God, that is, miraculously and divinely; as opposed

to the agency of that Satanic power which was able

to give life to the image of the beast, and to heal his

deadly wound. And they stood upon their feet, now

self-supported and immortal; and great fear fell upon

all who saw them : for now it was certain that the

eternal ruin denounced by these prophets was no

fable, but a true message from God.

And they heard a great voice coming down from

heaven, saying to them, and at once executing its

own mandate, Come up hither; come up, from the

cruelty and the blasphemy of the wicked; hither, to

the assembly of the just. And they went up to

heaven in the cloud, like their Lord and Master, to

whom having been conformed in suffering, and in

the scene of their suffering, they are now made like in

the glory of their ascension. And it is enough for the
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disciple that he be as his Master, and the servant as

his Lord.

To the city where the Lord was crucified the

Apostle gives three names : (v. 8.) one literal, two

spiritual. From the addition of the word " spiritually,"

when compared with 1 Cor. ii. 14., we learn that these

names are applied divinely, and in a sense removed

from the common use of the words. Let us take the

three names in order. It is called, —

I. Literally, " the great city : " a name applied to

ancient Jerusalem, Jerem. xxii. 8. ; to the neAV Jeru

salem, Rev. xxi. 10. ; to Nineveh in Jonah, and to

Babylon in the Apocalypse. But the city Jerusalem is

indeed great and lifted up to heaven ; the city of the

great king ; the city of which glorious things are

spoken ; the centre of the earth, Ezek. xxxviii. 12. (um

bilicus terrae, Vulgate and Septuagint.) Lastly, great

in precedence; "beginning at Jerusalem;" also in judg

ments, as in Jeremiah xxv. 18. : " To wit, Jerusalem,

and the cities of Judah. . . . and Pharaoh, &c."

Which order is followed in Apoc. xvi. 19.: " And the

great city. . . . and the cities of the Gentiles. . . .

and great Babylon, &c."

II. Spiritually, Sodom. In Isaiah i. in the " vision

concerning Judah and Jerusalem" it is said, "Hear

the word of the Lord, ye rulers of Sodom." Com

pare "thy sister Sodom," Ezek. xvi. 49. also Jere

miah xxiii. 14. : " They are all of them unto me as

Sodom."

III. Spiritually, Egypt. In Ezekiel xxiii. 4. : " Thus

were their names: Samaria is Aholah, and Jerusalem

Aholibah." These sisters are described as Egyptian
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courtesans, living, and pursuing their shameful trade,

in Egypt. So Calmet in his dictionary : " Aholah

and Aholibah are represented as two sisters of Egyp

tian extraction." Four early Greek expositors (none

of whom wrote on the Apocalypse), support this sense.

1. Eusebius. " Ezekiel shows that Israel worshipped

idols in Egypt, comparing their metropolitan cities,

Samaria and Jerusalem, to two sisters, saying, There

were two sisters, and they were corrupted in Egypt

in their youth." *

2. Theodoret. " As for their impiety, these sisters

had one mother, even Egypt. * * * Having figura

tively styled them women, he now gives them the

names of certain Egyptian women." (In locum.)

3. Polychronius. " Some say that these women

(Aholah and Aholibah), were courtesans in Egypt." f

4. An Anonymous Greek. " These, they say, were

celebrated courtesans in Egypt, whose names are now

given to Samaria and Jerusalem." This statement of

the names being Egyptian is probably a mistake, as it

is not supported by Jerome or the Jews.

" Their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the

great city." This street, or broad place, when spoken

of in the singular, seems almost characteristic of

Jerusalem. It had been promised to Daniel (ch. ix. )

that "the street shall be built again." Also, in the

new Jerusalem, " the street is of pure gold," while

" in the midst of the street is the tree of life."

Thus, in describing the scene of the witnesses'

death, the Apostle selects his marks from the four

greater prophets of his people. He collects together

i Galland's Fathers, t. iv. p. 489. (Euscb. in Resurrect, lib. ii.)

t This passage, with the following, is taken from a Greek MS. Chain,

preserved in the Vatican. Extracted by Pradus in Ezek., t. i. p. 282.
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" the street " of Daniel ; " the great city " of Jeremiah ;

the 4 ' Sodom " of Isaiah; the "Egyptian harlot" of

Ezekiel. He had before called it the holy city : he

yet adds something, and that from his own sad recol

lections : " Where also their Lord was crucified."

a. d. 700-800.

Thus far the expositors have made little of the

resemblance between Rome and mystic Babylon. It

was not yet discovered why a city hitherto so fierce

and warlike had been compared to a woman strong

oidy in the arts of seduction and deceit. The city

of Romulus had still to exchange the sword for the

cup, iron for gold, bloodshed for wine. But now

these rough places of Scripture were to be made

plain : the Wisdom that had dictated the prophecies

was to be justified in all its predictions : for, in the

eighth century, western Babylon not only returned

to her character of an idolatrous city, but at the same

time entered upon a new career of intrigue and

spiritual corruption. For money or for influence,

every thing available was bartered : intercession, for

giveness of sins, and the powers of the priesthood,

all were brought into the market. But, as the har

lotry of the woman Babylon is the leading feature of

her character, so does the idolatry of the Church of

Rome stand pre-eminent among its crimes, contri

buting the most largely to its worldly aggrandisement.

The beginning of the eighth century found Rome

a dependent and insignificant portion of the Roman

Empire : its end left her free, and in a condition to

confer upon her benefactor the crown of the West.

This change in her fortunes was brought about by

image-worship.
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The Roman Empire had been long represented in

the West by a viceroy or exarch, resident in Ravenna.

The great question of the day concerned the lawful

ness of image-worship, which was supported by the

Pope, by the western Church, and by part of the

eastern ; while the emperor, with a few bishops of

the East, steadily opposed it. On this occasion Rome

and the Roman Empire appear as two.

It may now be seen why, in the Apocalypse, the

city of Rome requires a separate figure to itself.

After all that Daniel had said of the fourth beast, of

the iron, and even of the clay, there still remained

one element of Christendom to be described : — Rome

detached from the empire. This separation, set on

foot by the supporters of idolatry, was completed

by the open rebellion of Pope Gregory the Second :

for, in 726, the emperor Leo, seconded by his bishop

Anastasius, endeavoured to suppress the worship of

images : upon this, says the Greek Papist Theo-

phanes, " Gregory, the holy bishop of Rome, con

demned Anastasius with his books. He also by letter

rebuked Leo as impious, and separated from his

empire Rome and the whole of Italy. Upon this

the tyrant was enraged, and increased the persecu

tion against the holy images."*

This pretended persecution is described by Anas

tasius, a papal librarian of the ninth century : —

" After this the emperor decreed that no image of any

saint, martyr, or angel, should be suffered in any place what

ever, calling them all accursed ; adding, that if the Pope

would second him in this matter, he should enjoy the imperial

* Theophanes, Chronographia, anno 721. Both he and Cedrenus

add that Gregory stopped the payment of tribute to the Eastern

Cassar. Vita Leonis Isaurici.
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favour, but that, if he resisted, he should be deposed from his

office.

" Then the pious man, regarding the prince's order as pro

fane, armed himself against the emperor as against an enemy ;

also, resisting his heresy, he wrote letters in all directions,

warning Christians to be on their guard, seeing that such

impiety was abroad. Thus all the people of Pentapolis, and

the army of the Venetians, were excited to resist the im

perial edict, saying that they would never consent to the

death of the Pope, but would rather fight manfully in his

defence."i

But Rome, thus made independent, found herself

unable to defend her rights. Her first enemy was

the Lombard Aistulphus, who seized upon Ravenna,

ravaged Italy, and threatened the capital itself.

Pope Stephen was forced to implore the aid of Pepin,

who speedily drove back the invaders. But no sooner

had Pepin recrossed the Alps, than Aistulphus re

turned to the siege of Rome.

In this emergency Stephen devised a stratagem

altogether new. The Franks, but just returned to

their country, were surprised by the receipt of a

letter beginning "Ego Petrus Apostolus," and di

rected to Pepin, Charles, and Carloman. " Run,"

said the Apostle, " by the living and true God I

exhort and adjure you, — rim and help, before the

living fountain at which you were consecrated and

regenerated be dried up ; before the last small spark

of that glowing flame from which you received your

light, be extinguished."

The Franks, as Stephen well knew, were a simple

• AnastasiusDe VitisPontificum, Gregorii II. In the Anglican

homily against Peril of Idolatry, part iii., there is a fuller account

of these events, though drawn from later sources.
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people: the solemn adjuration, the boundless pro

mises, and the threatenings of the pretended Apostle,

all this took their rude minds by storm. For the

writer of the letter professes to have control over

the punishments both of this world and the next :—

" Be not separated from my people of Rome, for so you

shall not be separated or cut off from the kingdom of God,

and from eternal life. Ask of me what you will, and I will

employ my advocacy to gain it for you. Help my Roman

people your brethren, fight valiantly, and complete their de

liverance. For no man receives a crown, unless he contend

lawfully: therefore fight boldly for the freedom of God's

holy church, lest you perish everlastingly.

" I conjure you once again, my beloved, by the living

God ; and in every way I adjure you, by no means to suffer

this my city of Rome with its inhabitants to be again torn

by the Lombards, lest your bodies and souls be torn and

tortured in the eternal and unquenchable fire of hell, with

the devil and his pestiferous angels. Let them not again

scatter the sheep of the Lord's flock, committed to me by

God, even the Roman people, lest the Lord scatter and cast

you off, even as the people of Israel were scattered, ....

<sIf you obey quickly, your reward will be great, even to

be helped by my intercession. You shall conquer all your

enemies in the present life, shall live long, shall eat the good

things of the earth, and shall without doubt enjoy ever

lasting life. But if, which I do not believe, you make any

delay or excuse about executing this my command, and de

livering this my city of Rome with its inhabitants, as well

as the holy and apostolic church of God committed to me by

the Lord, with the bishop set over it, — know that, by the

authority of the Holy and undivided Trinity, through the

grace of Apostleship committed to me by the Lord Christ,

you are, for the neglect of this my injunction, cut off from

the kingdom of God, and from eternal life." *

These terrible threats succeeded beyond all hope :

• Labbaji Concilia, torn. vi. col. 1641.
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Pepin came to the rescue, Aistulphus was put to the

rout. The conqueror, generous with the property of

another, bestowed upon the Pope sundry towns be

longing to the Roman Empire. In return, Stephen

called him " novus Moses," and " praefulgidus David."

From that time the Pope possessed the exarchate of

Ravenna, with twenty cities of Italy. These he had

acquired by selling the blessings of the Gospel, and by

brandishing vain threats of eternal damnation. Such

an abuse of spiritual gifts seems to be figuratively

described by Ezekiel in the case of the Jewish na

tion : " Thou hast taken thy fair jewels of my gold

and of my silver, which I had given thee, and madest

to thyself images of men. . . . My meat also which

I gave thee, fine flour and oil and honey wherewith

I fed thee, thou hast even set it before them for

a sweet savour." * And by her manner of doing

this she verifies a saying of Aretas about Babylon,

(a figure which, he says, " you cannot go wrong "

in applying to Rome,) " Her name is written on her

forehead, to show that she commits her enormities

without a blush." f

a.d. 787.

The Church of Rome, having by the sale of

spiritual favours justified the title of harlot, showed

next why she is seated on a beast full of names of

blasphemy. For that the idolatry, upon which she

had now taken her stand, soon rose to downright

blasphemy, may be seen in the acts of the second

Nicene Council, held under her auspices.

* Ezekiel xvi. 17. 19. f Aretas in Apoc. xvii.

U
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In the fourth session of that Council, there was

read aloud with universal applause the following

story, from Sophronius:—

“There lived in the Mount of Olives a certain recluse,

wrestling zealously: and the demon of uncleanness molested

him. One day when vehemently beset, the old man began

to lament, and to say to the demon, How long will it be ere

you leave me? Depart now, for you have grown old with

me. Upon this the demon appeared to him visibly, and said,

Swear to tell nobody what I am going to say, and I will

molest you no farther. And the old man swore by Him that

liveth in the highest, that he would tell nobody. Then said

the demon, Cease to worship this image, and I will trouble

you no further.

“Now the image was a representation of our Lady the

holy Mary the mother of God, carrying in her arms our

Lord Jesus Christ. The recluse said therefore to the demon,

Allow me to consider of it. The next day he sent for the

Abbot Theodore, a Heliot, then living in Laura. When

the Abbot came, and had heard all, he said to the recluse,

Father, you have indeed been duped, for you have sworn to

the Devil. However, you have done well to tell me: for it

were better for you to frequent every house of ill-fame in

this city, than to refuse to worship in an image Jesus Christ

our Lord and God, with His mother. Having confirmed and

strengthened him with many words, the Abbot returned home.

“Then the demon appeared again to the recluse, and said,

What now, bad old man? Did you not swear to tell nobody,

and how is it that you have told every thing to your visitor?

I tell you, bad old man, that in the day of judgment you will

be reckoned a perjurer. And the recluse answered: What

I swore I did indeed swear; but I know that I swore falsely,

for in that oath I forswore my Lord and Maker. I will

not listen to you.

“Then said Constantine, the most holy bishop of Con

stance in Cyprus, Like necklaces of gold do our godly Fathers

hang together in the worship of the holy images' ""

* Harduin's Councils, tom. iv. col. 208.
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Finally, the Council broke out into this exclama

tion :—

" Anathema to those that apply to the venerable images

the words of Holy Scripture against idols. Anathema to

those that do not salute the holy and venerable images.

Anathema to those that call the holy images idols." *

The connection between the rise of Papal power

and the support of image-worship is freely allowed

by the great jurist of the fourteenth century, Mar-

silius of Padua. He thus describes the transla

tion of the Roman empire, which took place in

800:—

" The primary cause of that translation was a quarrel be

tween the Emperor Leo III. and the Church of Rome, about

the worship of ecclesiastical images. For Leo said that the

images of Christ and of the saints were by no means to be

worshipped, as it seemed a sort of idolatry. But Gregory

the Third, then bishop of Rome, declared that the images of

Christ and of the saints ought to be worshipped. Leo, per

sisting in hia purpose, came from Constantinople to Rome,

and carrying away with him to C. P. all the images of Christ

and of the saints that he found in Rome, condemned them to

be burnt. For which reason Gregory presumed to anathema

tise Leo, and persuaded all Apulia, Italy, and Spain to

revolt from his obedience. And in this he succeeded, to the

best of his power, in deed, though not in right. He also

solemnly forbade the payment of the tribute to Leo, by what

authority I know not, but with what temerity I know wcll.

Then, calling a council in Rome, he confirmed the worship of

images, and anathematised those that opposed it."f

a.d. circ. 790.

" By thy sorcery," says the angel, " have all na-

* Harduin's Councils, torn. iv. col. 324.

f De Translatione Imperii, cap. 5. In the Appendix ad Fasci-

culum Rerum, p. 58.

v 2
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tions been deceived.” Of this pappaxslo, the same

black age furnishes another illustration.

So richly had the Church of Rome been endowed

by Pepin and Charlemagne, that nothing was left her

to desire but a sceptre and a crown. Therefore a

crown and sceptre must be obtained: and, if the

task seemed difficult, Pope Adrian possessed a talis

man to which the purse of the Fortunate man must

yield in potency. He had in the Lateran palace a

certain “sacred chest,” in which were found several

things that had never been lost. This chest con

tained forged title deeds and such like swindling

apparatus, which, in an age so dark, and in the

hands of a pontiff so ingenious, answered their pur

pose quite as well as if genuine.

“We possess,” said Pope Adrian, “several dona

tions, laid up in our sacred chest of the Lateran :”

nevertheless the world was enlightened by the pro

duction of one only. By the famous “donation of

Constantine” it appeared that about the year 320

Constantine had made over to the Popes, for ever,

his sceptre, his purple, and his imperial dignity.

Also that, to prevent the possibility of collision

between the lay and clerical sovereigns, he had

removed his own court to Byzantium. What

the modesty of Sylvester had abstained from using,

Adrian, being troubled with no such weakness, now

demanded of Charlemagne. This pretended donation

included the gift of all Italy, and of Rome in par

ticular.

Adrian, having once put on the wishing-cap, pro

* Adrian's letter to Charlemagne, Labb. Concil. vi. 1763.
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ceeded to help himself largely. He must have the

Emperor's own collar, the cloak off his back, and the

crown off his head. Constantine is made to grant —

" The diadem, that is, the crown of our own head, also the

triple crown, and the superhumeral, namely that collar which

used to encircle the imperial neck, with the purple cloak and

the scarlet coat, and all the imperial vestments, even to the

dignity of the imperial knights president. We grant him

also the imperial sceptres, decorations, and ensigns."

Thus the Pope does not forget the purple and the

scarlet of Babylon's array. Guided by the same

infallible instinct, he goes on to claim the gold and

precious stones marked out in the Apocalypse: —

" The crown which we have granted to him off our

own head, of purest gold with precious stones." *

The framer of this document, after so long aping the

Imperial style, at length betrays himself by breaking

out into the cursing and anathema of a pope. " If,"

continues the pretended emperor, " if, which we do

not believe, there should exist any infringer or de-

spiser, let him be involved in everlasting condemna

tion, and let him feel that God's holy and chief

Apostles, Peter and Paul, are opposed to him in the

present and in the future life, and let him perish with

all the wicked, burning in the lowest hell, in other

words, condemned with the devil."

The imposture was completely successful : Charle

magne complied with the Pope's wishes, and was in

due time rewarded with the crown of the West.

The pretended donation was next quoted as authentic

* Constantine's donation. Paramus de Inquisitione, p. 428. ; also

in Harduin's Councils, t. vi. 936. and in the Fasciculus Rerum.

u 3
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by Hincmar of Rheims*, and again by Leo LX.f

It was first attacked by Valla, (in the fifteenth

century,) as a piece of blundering knavery, the pro

duction of " some clerical blockhead, venting his

folly among his cups. "J

That which nearly cost Valla his life before the

Reformation, was done safely by Baronius§ and Pagi

after it. For Pagi, though a Franciscan monk, thus

rudely denounces the long cherished fiction : " The

donation of Constantine," he decides, " is altogether

fictitious, as the learned are almost agreed." || He

attributes the imposture to the noted forger, Isidore

Mercator, who lived about the time of Charlemagne.

The Church of Rome now acknowledges the

forgery: she almost wonders how any one could

have been duped by it. But when will she give up

its fruits ? Never, till the ten kings shall make her

desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh and burn

her with fire.

a.d. 800.

Charlemagne, having complied with the Pope's re

quest, is now to receive his reward.

In the year 800, he attended mass in Rome on

Christmas-day. On rising from his knees, he found

himself suddenly crowned by the Pope; and the

• Hincmar, Ad Proceres Regni, cap. 13.

t Harduin's Councils, torn. vi. 936. (anno 1048.)

% Laurentius Valla, De Donat. Constant, in the Fasciculus

Rerum, p. 149.

§ Baronius thinks that the Greeks forged the donation, and is

duly shocked at their wickedness. They remind him of Virgil :

" Timco Danaos, et dona ferentes." Anno 324.

I Pagi, critica in Baronium, anno 324. No. xvi.
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people, inspired with a reminiscence of their ancient

glory, raised the shout, " To Charles, Emperor of

the Komans, and Augustus, long life and victory!"*

Historians are divided as to the sincerity of his

declaration, that, had he known beforehand the

Pope's intentions, he would not have entered the

church.

This restoration of the Western Roman empire, a

further act of rebellion against the Eastern head,

was one of a series of intrigues by which the Popes

secured the permanent support of the western world.

From that time, the Pope and the Emperor have

been closely linked together, as the prelate and the

sovereign of the Roman empire.

Charlemagne, having thus stumbled upon the

empire of half the world, turned his thoughts to the

attainment of the rest. For a moment the prize

seemed within his reach ; his offers of marriage were

accepted by the profligate Irene, Empress of the East,

and direct successor of Theodosius and Justinian.

But her subjects opposed the union, and Irene was

thrown into a convent, there to lament the loss of

liberty, of empire, and of a royal bridegroom.

* One of the best early authorities is Otto : " In the year of our

Lord's Incarnation 801, and from the building of the city 1552,

King Charles, in the thirty-third year of his reign, was crowned

by the Pope. The name of patrician was taken from him, and all

the people exclaimed, ' To Charles Augustus, crowned by God, the

great and pacific Emperor of the Romans, life and victory ! ' He

was styled Augustus, and the sixty-ninth emperor from Augustus.

From that time the empire of the Romans, which, from the days

of Constantine had remained in the royal city, that is, Constan

tinople, was transferred to the Franks."— Res gestae ab Origine

Mundi, lib. v. cap. 31.

v 4
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a.d. 730.

The great names of this century are but two, John

Damascene in the East, and Bede in our own island :

both of these wrote upon the subject of Antichrist.

Bede's commentary on the Apocalypse is remark

able chiefly for its devout tone, and for the happy

collation of other Scriptures. It was reckoned a

great object to discover some clue to the order of

the visions. Bede endeavours to lay down a rule :—

" After describing the four living creatures in the throne

of God, together with the twenty-four elders, he sees that the

Lamb, by opening the seven seals of the book, discloses the

future trials and conflicts of the Church. Here, according to

the custom of this book, he preserves the regular order down

to the number six, and then, omitting the seventh, recapitu

lates : he then concludes both narratives with the seventh,

as if following the strict order. But this repetition is

to be understood according to the place in which it occurs ;

for he repeats, sometimes from the beginning of the passion,

sometimes from the middle of the time, and sometimes from

the last tribulation itself, or a little before it. But one rule

he observes strictly : to recapitulate from a sixth."*

Bede takes the second, third, and fourth seals to

represent the sufferings of the Church, rather than of

the world in general. " In the first seal," he says,

there " is seen the beauty of the primitive church ;

in the three that follow, the triple war against it. In

the fifth, the glory of those that triumph in that

war ; in the sixth, the events of the time of Anti

christ, with a repetition of matters a little before it.

In the seventh John beholds the beginning of the

everlasting rest."

Bede's Preface to the Apocalypse.
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In his exposition of the seals these sentences

occur : —

" Second seal. To take peace from the earth. Its own

peace : for the Church has received eternal peace, which

Christ left with it.

" These are they that came out of the great tribulation.

Through much tribulation we must enter into the kingdom

of God : but who knows not that the tribulation under Anti

christ will be greater than the rest ?

" A great multitude out of all nations, tribes, and lan

guages. Perhaps, having reckoned the tribes of Israel,

to whom the Gospel was first preached, he now intends to

celebrate the salvation of Gentiles."

Bede follows the custom of his age, in giving two

senses to most of the prophetic times ; one literal, the

other vague and indefinite. In commenting upon

Michael's war with the dragon, at the' beginning of

Antichrist's reign, he collates the parallel passage of

Daniel, describing Michael as standing up at the be

ginning of the great tribulation.

Bede's Eastern cotemporary was John Damas

cene, a presbyter of Jerusalem, and therefore pecu

liarly concerned in the prophecies about Antichrist.

" It is needful," he says, " to know that Antichrist

must come." The impostor, he tells his people, " will

sit in the temple of God, not ours, but the old Jewish

temple." *

Living in Jerusalem, where rumours of false Mes

siahs were continually propagated, Damascenus is

careful to warn his people against expecting a second

earthly Advent : —

• Joh. Damascenus. Orthodox® fidei, lib. iv. cap. 26. The

character of this writer is deeply stained by his support of image-

worship.
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“Antichrist will come with signs and lying wonders,

feigned and not true. Those whose minds are baseless and

unstable, will be deceived by him, and drawn away from the

living God; for, if it were possible, he would deceive even

the elect. But Enoch and Elias the Tishbite will be sent,

and will turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, that is,

the synagogue to our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the teaching

of the Apostles; and they shall be slain by Antichrist. And

the Lord shall come from heaven, in like mannner as the holy

Apostles saw Him go up into heaven, perfect God and

perfect man, with power and glory. And with the breath of

His mouth He will slay the man of sin, the son of perdition.

Let none, therefore, expect the Lord from earth, but from

heaven, as He himself has declared.”

An instance of delusion had lately occurred. In 713,

a Syrian false Christ had appeared, and had deceived

the Jews into believing that he was the Son of God.”

The recent success of Mahomet produced many imita

tors, by proving that even without miraculous

powers it was possible to procure the acknowledgment

of the most extravagant claims.

While the East was infested with false Christs, the

West suffered no less disturbance from false prophets.

The first of these was the woman Thiota, who, in

847, declared that the world would end in the

coming year. By promising assistance through her

prayers, she not only raised large sums of money, but

even procured the support of several priests. She

professed to receive her information direct from

heaven: but the chronicler does not stop to repeat

her arguments or proofs, being in haste to arrive at

the moral of the story,-the whipping that she re.

* Theophanes, Chronographia, sub anno.
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ceived, and her consequent abandonment of the

speculation. *

a.d. 850-890.

Rome's new resemblance to Babylon was at first

beheld by the churches of Europe with an ill-defined

feeling of wonder : they scarcely knew whether to be

glad or sorry that their sister should be dealt with as

a harlot. The monk Freculphus is disposed to be

proud of the resemblance ; he exults in the greatness

of that " Western Babylon, during whose rule Christ

was to come." The two Babylons he thus compares :

" The one rose in the West, when the other fell in the

East. The one, as it were dying, that is, submitting

to foreign rule, willed away her inheritance : the other,

coming to full age, acknowledged herself the heir, and

spurned the limits of her own possessions. Then fell

the empire of the East, and that of the West arose.

And for this reason Rome is rightly called Babylon

by the Apostle (Peter)." f

In 873, the little council of Oveto outdid Frecul

phus, attempting to derive the supremacy of the

Roman Church from her succession to Babylon : " No

one doubts," they argue, " that Babylon formerly held

the principality of the cities of the world. But when

Babylon was destroyed by the Lord, Rome obtained

the primacy of the world, and this Rome the blessed

Peter received for his share." %

* Pithoeus, Annales'Francorum, p. 52. This scarce and anony

mous chronicle contains the original of that hackneyed story.

f Freculphi Chronicon, torn. i. lib.iii. c. 17. ; also, c. 12. The

passage is almost copied from Orosius.

X Harduin's Councils, t. vi. col. 134.
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In a better spirit was the figure applied by Haymo,

who perceived the dangers arising from the secular

character of the bishopricks. " Thy merchants: "—he

says, expounding Apoc. xviii., " that is, leaders and

princes, who make merchandise of their souls to gain

earldoms and bishopricks, and the other dignities of

this world." *

Ansbert follows the smooth track of Primasius,

making Rome the figure of the world. Babylon,

therefore, is Rome ; but, " under the name of that city

is typified the power of the whole earthly kingdom." .f

The depressed state of Rome seems to have influenced

his exposition ; for " where," he asks, " is now that

Rome, the second Babylon, once exalted above all

kingdoms ?" J Acting up to his definition of Babylon,

he identifies together the flight out of Babylon, the

flight from Judea to the mountains, and the flight of

the woman to the wilderness.

a. d. 954.

As the thousandth year approached, there occurred

a fresh panic about Antichrist's coming, and the

end of the world. Queen Gerberge, resolved upon

procuring the best information, passed by " her excel

lent chaplain, Dom Roricon," and went straight to the

Abbot Adso, one of the few learned men of that " se-

culum obscurum." " What," she asked, " ought I to

believe about Antichrist, his power, his persecutions,

and his origin ?" The time of his appearing she did

* Haymo in Apocalypsin ; a work much read during the middle

ages. Its date is about 850.

f Ambrosius Ansbertus in Apoc., B.P. Maxima, t. xiii. p. 590.

t Ibid. p. 558.
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not inquire, perhaps already cautioned against asking

it, for the clergy in general opposed all calculations of

the year of the end. *

In answer to these questions, Adso composed a

treatise, " De Antichristo." So widely was that tract

circulated, that, from being copied into the spare

parchment of other works, it has been ascribed in

turn to Augustine, to Alcuin, and to Rabanus Maurus ;

it has been largely borrowed from by Hoveden, and

finally has been reprinted by Strype as a recent frag

ment of Popery. But it is the Abbot Adso who

writes thus : —

" All you that desire to know about Antichrist, mark first

the meaning of his name. He is called so, because he will be

in all things contrary to Christ, and will do the opposite

of what Christ did. Christ came lowly, Antichrist will come

in pride. Christ came to lift up the humble and to justify

sinners: Antichrist will come to cast down the humble, to

exalt sinners, and to promote the wicked. Evermore, he will

teach those vices that arc opposed to virtue, will annul the

law of the Gospel, bring back devil-worship into the world,

and, seeking vain-glory, will style himself God Almighty.

" Now this Antichrist has in his service many ministers of

infidelity, some of whom have already entered the world

before him. Of this number were Antiochus, Nero, and

Domitian ; and even now, in our own time, we know that

there are many Antichrists. For every one, whether layman,

clerk, or monk, who leads a life opposed to righteousness,

sets at nought the rule of his order, and reviles that which

is good, even he is an antichrist and a minister of Satan." f

Some new speculations had been broached concern

ing the origin of Antichrist. Adso finds it needful

* Ceillier, Hist, des Auteurs Ecclesiast., t. xix. p. 699. ; also, for

the letter of Adso, see Duchesne, Script. Franci, t. ii. p. 844.

f Inter Opp. Augustini, Ed. Bened., t. vi. Appendix.
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to contradict the report that the man of sin will have

no human father ; but he approves of the supposition

that Babylonia will be his birth-place, and Chorazin

or Bethsaida the scene of his education. Thus, it

was supposed, will be fulfilled the casting of those

cities down to hell, in the same sense in which, by the

enjoyment of Christ's presence, they had been exalted

to heaven. He notices another new conceit : that the

last of the Frank Roman Emperors will lay down his

crown and sceptre on the mount of Olives, and will

thus end at once the empire of the Romans and

of the Christians.

The great point of Adso's treatise is to enforce the

Apostolic caution, that the Lord will not come till

after the falling away, the removal of the letting

power, and the revelation of Antichrist:—

" Lastly, after all the other kingdoms, there came the king

dom of the Romans, which was stronger than all that were

before it, and bare rule over all the kingdoms of the earth. For

all nations and people submitted to the Romans, and served

them under tribute. ' Therefore,' says the Apostle Paul,

' Antichrist shall not come into the world, unless there come

first a falling away', that is, unless all kingdoms fall away from

the Roman empire, to which they had been subject. But this

time has not yet come ; for though wc now see the Roman

empire for the greater part destroyed, yet, while the kings of

the Franks endure, whose office it is to hold the Roman

empire, its dignity will not altogether perish, but will sub

sist in its kings."

a.d. 990-1010.

As long as the appearance of Antichrist was

expected, many an eye was turned to Rome as

the probable scene of his first exploits. The Papal
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tyranny already provoked a suspicion, either that

one of the Popes would turn out to be Antichrist,

or that the man of sin, for the furtherance of his

own designs, might usurp the Pontifical throne.

Something like this idea occurs in the council of

Rheims, where bishop Gherbert opposed the Papal

claims. This Gherbert, in reporting the acts of the

council, puts into the mouth of Arnulph a signi

ficant allusion to the absent Pope : —

" Whom, reverend fathers, do jou take this man to be,

seated on a lofty throne, and radiant with gold and purple ?

Whom, I say, do you take him to be ? Truly, if destitute

of charity, and puffed up by knowledge alone, he is an Anti

christ, sitting in the temple of God, and showing himself as

if he were God. But, if neither based on charity, nor exalted

in knowledge, he is in the temple of God as a statue or an

idol, from which to seek an answer is to consult stones." *

This speech is professedly made up from scraps, for

which reason Gherbert has usually enjoyed the credit

of being its author. Baronius divides the palm,

noting in the margin, " Horrible blasphemy of Gher

bert or of Arnulph."

Gherbert finally rose to the Papacy, taking the

name of Sylvester the Second. The Papal historians

never forgave his opposition to the spirit of Popery :

for, in spite of the favourable testimony of his own

age, Stella pretends that " he was made Pope of Rome

by the assistance of the Devil ; but on this condition,

that after death both his body and his soul should

belong to him by whose arts he had attained that

lofty station." f

• Magdeburgh Centuries, cent. x. cap. 9.

f Stella, De Vitis Pontificum, a. d. 996. For the orignal of this

story see William Godell, Bouquet's Historians, x. 260.
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The Western Church now presents an uncommon

spectacle: the multitude, at other times so slow to

expect Christ's coming, now crying out with appre

hension ; and the students of prophecy, usually the

most vigilant on their watch-tower, now labouring to

quiet the fears of men, and to persuade them that

there is no special reason to expect Christ's imme

diate return.

If anything might safely have been used as an argu

ment against the nearness of the Advent, it was the

very apprehension then generally prevailing. When

building and worldly business were neglected through

alarm, it could not be said that in that day, as in the

days of Lot and of Noah, they planted, they builded :

nor, when the multitude were expecting the worst,

could that day be said to come as a thief.

Among the earliest of those that opposed the de

lusion was the Abbot Abbo, whose story is told on a

stray leaf of MS. preserved by Baronius : —

"When I was a youth, I heard a sermon preached in

church before the people of Paris, about the end of the world.

In that sermon it was said that as soon as the thousandth

year had ended, Antichrist would come, and soon after

wards the universal judgment. To the best of my power

I opposed this preaching, from the Gospels, the Apocalypse,

and the book of Daniel." *

Whatever may have been that preacher's text, the

motto of his party was this : " When the thousand

years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his

prison." By making the millennium spiritual, and

reckoning its beginning from the Incarnation, the

* Baronii Annales, anno 1001. The life of Abbo, including

this extract, has been since published by Bouquet, Historians, t, x.
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coming of Antichrist seemed fixed for about the year

1000. The inventors of a spiritual millennium took

the thousand years as a round number put indefi

nitely: a supposition needful to their theory, in

order to prevent an appearance of fixing the date

of the end.

Even ordinary events now assumed an aspect of

terror. An eclipse of the sun, that happened about 995,

gave rise to a strange panic in Calabria. At noon-day

the darkness was so great that the cattle returned to

their stalls, and the birds to their nests. But man's

guilty conscience suffered him not to rest so peacefully.

To the army, then encamped in the district, it seemed

that the last judgment was at hand, doubtless from

the signs in the sun, so suddenly obscured, and in the

stars, now shining at noonday. Happy was he who

could secure the asylum of a waggon, a tub, or even

an empty wine-cask. The bishop Everaclus, hearing

of the panic, rushed in among the ambushed troops :

" Bravest of warriors," he began, " you, who in a

thousand perils have snatched victory, and have made

your names illustrious, rise, I beseech you, and fear

nothing ! " Their courage returned with the sun

shine, and soon they laughed away whatever serious

impressions their late terror might have awakened. *

But soon a more important event awakened the

fears of prophetic students: Jerusalem was taken

and trodden under foot by the Turks. This catas

trophe, according to Godell, produced a better effect

than the eclipse in Calabria : —

" In the year of our Lord 1009, through God's permission,

• Gesta Leodiensium. Martene, Collectio Amplissima, t. iv. 860.

X
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the land of Judca was invaded by the unclean Turks. .Teru-

salem was taken, and the glorious sepulchre of Christ our

Lord fell into their hands. This happened in the eleventh

year of Robert, king of the Franks, when Basil and Con

stantino were kings of the Greeks, and Henry emperor of

the Romans. At that time many of the Jews barbarized

through fear. In the year following, when these events were

reported throughout the world, fear and grief filled the hearts

of most people, since they imagined that the end of the world

had arrived ; and the better disposed, turning the occasion

to profit, seriously addressed themselves to the reformation

of their lives."*

a.d. 1000-1100.

Through all the terrors of the middle ages, the

regular expositors held fast by this great argument,

— before Antichrist can come, the Roman empire

must be destroyed and the ten kings arise. For they

placed themselves by the side of those to whom St.

Paul wrote, " That day shall not come, except there

come a falling away first ; and now ye know what

withholdeth." The revival of learning allowed this

test to be applied with general effect ; and in the

eleventh century three great writers opposed the argu

ment of Gherbert, who had contended that Antichrist

was probably at hand, because several churches had

recently "fallen away" from the Roman communion.

To begin with the nearest home, Lanfranc, Arch

bishop of Canterbury : — " Only he who now letteth

will let. He means the Roman empire, after the de

struction of which Antichrist will come."f

* Narrative of William GoJell, Bouquet's historians, t. x.

p. 262.

f Lanfranc in Pauli Epist.
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Theophylact was Archbishop of Bulgaria about the

same time : — " Only he who now letteth, will let : that

is, when the Roman empire is taken away, then he

'will come. For as long as there is any dread of this

empire, no one will readily submit to him ; but

when it shall be destroyed, he will raise himself upon

the anarchy, endeavouring to usurp the empire of

God and man."*

CEcumenius also was a Greek, but his diocese or

presbytery is unknown : — " Only he who now letteth :

that is, when the throne and kingdom of the Romans

which now hinders, shall cease to be and shall come to

an end, then will be revealed the wicked one, namely,

Antichrist."!

The Apocalyptic commentary of Anselm, deacon of

Laon, remarkable for its clearness and devotional

spirit, is the only other prophetic treatise of this

century, now extant.J This Anselm was the author

of the Interlinear Gloss.

a. d. 1080.

Scarcely three centuries ago we saw Rome a suppli

cant, first for protection, and next for honours. We

have now to behold Rome dominant, Rome insolent,

Rome trampling upon the successor of her bene

factors, and, under pretence of wielding God's power,

imitating the pride and the pretensions of the god of

this world.

By a bull dated 1080, Gregory VII. pretended to

* Theophylact in Pauli Epist.

f CEcumenius in Pauli Epist.

I Published with the works of Anselm, Archbishop of Can

terbury.

x 2
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depose Henry the Fourth, head of the western Roman

empire, appointing in his stead Rodolph, who had

been wrongfully elected by rebel princes. This bull

was addressed to the Apostles Peter and Paul :—

“Trusting in the judgment and mercy of God, and of His

most pious mother, Mary ever Virgin, and supported by your

authority, I excommunicate the aforesaid Henry, whom they

call king, together with all his abettors, binding them in

the bonds of anathema. Also, on the part of Almighty God

and of yourselves, I once more deprive him of the Teutonic

kingdom and of Italy, take from him all royal power and

dignity, and forbid every Christian to obey him as king.

Moreover, all who have sworn, or shall swear to him, con

cerning his government, I absolve from the promise of their

oath.”*

The friends of Henry called a council, and resolved

to excommunicate Hildebrand himself. It was diffi

cult to find a priest bold enough to proclaim the

sentence. At length a certain William, under the in

fluence of wine, says the monkish historian, was pre

vailed upon to “set his mouth against heaven:” and,

that he might more thoroughly act out the part of

Judas, he afterwards partook of the holy sacrament.

But soon he felt an inward burning, like the fire among

the thorns, says Hugo; or, as would be said in our

days, like the effects of poison. Crying out with the

anguish, he fell back upon his seat, and in a little

while breathed his last.f

The bull of Gregory threw Europe into amazement.

Many years of bloodshed followed; many supporters

of the Papacy were shaken in their allegiance; and

murmurs against the pretender to these new powers

* Harduin's Councils, tom. vi. col. 1591.

f Chronicle of Hugo, in Harduin, t. vi. col. 1593.
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were heard on every side. Heriman wrote to

Gregory, desiring to have his mind set at rest as to

the lawfulness of the proceeding; and Gregory,

though professing to see no room for his doubts, con

descended to vindicate the act :—

" As for your request that I would by letter fortify and

support you against the madness of those who with wicked

mouth babble forth that the authority of the holy Apostolic

see cannot excommunicate the King Henry, and absolve

every one from the oath of fealty to him, he being a despiser

of Christian law, a destroyer of churches and of the empire, as

well as a favourer and accomplice of heretics; — as for this

request, I say, it does not seem to me altogether called

for. * * *

" Who does not know that kings and rulers derive their

origin from those who, in ignorance of God, have sought by

pride, rapine, perfidy, murder, in a word, by almost every

crime, at the instigation of the Devil, who is the prince of

this world, to reign over mankind, their equals, goaded on by

blind lust and intolerable presumption? Such men, when

they seek to bend the priests of the Lord to their own foot

steps, to whom can they be compared more fitly than to him

who is head over all the children of pride ? Who, when he

tempted the High Priest himself, the head of priests, the

Son of the Highest, promised Him all the kingdoms of the

world, saying, All these will I give Thee, if Thou wilt fall

down and worship me."*

The Church of Rome has no cause to boast of the

unchangeableness of her doctrine. From Rome St.

Peter once wrote these words, — " Submit yourselves

to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, whether

it be to the king, as supreme :" but Gregory now bids

the Church not to submit itself to the king, nor ob

serve its oath of allegiance to him. St. Paul taught

i Grcgorii Septimi Epist , lib. viii. op.21. in Harduin, t. vi. 1469.

x 3
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the Romans that the existing powers are ordained of

God: Gregory traces them to the Devil. The first

Gregory thought it an imitation of the Devil to claim

headship over the Church: the seventh Gregory both

claims that headship, and reckons those that oppose

him as themselves imitators of the Devil. And this

is but one way among many in which the Church of

Rome has changed from her Apostolic beginnings;

one way among many in which the faithful city has

become a harlot.

The pride and arrogance of Gregory in some points

resembles what is foretold of Antichrist. There is in

both the same attempt by superhuman power to

crush and master the appointed governments of

earth. Happily for the Papal usurper, the com

parison fails in one point. Gregory professes to be

God's servant and vicar, while Antichrist will set up

himself above every god, acknowledging no superior

even in heaven.

a.u. 1100-1200.

The twelfth century is not to be so briefly disposed

of. Let us first hear what the regular expositors

have to say about Babylon ; for if, after these doings

of Gregory, they do not begin to speak out plainly,

they must be suspected of having been themselves

drinking deeply of that golden cup.

Bruno of Ast invents a new theory of Babylon:—

that it represented Rome Pagan, but has no reference

to Rome Christian. " I said that the head of the

beast, was Rome, which also was once Babylon. And

the beast, having shed the blood of many saints, is

seen entirely red and crimson. Because also he fol
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lowed many superstitions of idols, he is said to be

full of names of blasphemy."*

Bruno soon found a follower. Before ten years

had elapsed, the Abbot Rupert improved upon his

master. He speaks of Rome, " which was once

Babylon, but is now a very Zion. She is, I say,

according to the faith of the blessed Apostle Peter,

the mother of cities, the faithful Zion."f

The Abbot Joachim somewhat redeems the cha

racter of the century : —

" I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints.

As I said before, the city of the reprobate, which is called

Babylon, is not to be supposed the'city of Home alone, nor,

which God forbid, the city of Rome throughout, but the

whole multitude of the wicked, and of those that are born

after the flesh. * * *

" And the woman which thou sawest is that great city.

Not upon the authority of this book alone, or of this passage,

has it been handed down to us by the fathers that Home is

spiritually Babylon, but also from the declaration of Peter,

who writes from the city of Rome, — The church which is in

Babylon saluteth you. And in this saying there is no small

consolation to the people called Roman ; for, in the very city

which is called Babylon, there dwells as a stranger the city

Jerusalem." t

But though little was said expressly about Baby

lon, the corruptions of the Church did not escape

abundant notice during this age.

a.d. 1106.

In this year Pope Paschal II. had occasion to

• Bruno Astensis in Apoc. ; B. P. Maxima, t. xx. 17()(i.

f De Gloria Trinitatis, lib. viii. c. 5. ; also, Comment, in Apoca-

Upsin.

J Commcntarius in Apocalypsin, cap. 17.
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travel through Italy. Rumours were afloat that the

end of the world was at hand; a comet was visible,

and the level of the sea had suddenly changed.

All these dangers Paschal boldly faced ; but at

Florence he was brought to a standstill by the re

port that Antichrist was coming. The rumour was

traced to Fluentius, who, as bishop of that city,

had declared on the strength of his own imagination

that Antichrist was already born, and would soon

appear to the world. A council was forthwith

called: Fluentius, faring better than Thiota, was

reproved, and Pope Paschal was suffered to pursue

his journey in comfort.

But the Pontiff was before long addressed by a voice

of warning, neither to be traced to an enthusiast, nor

to be contradicted by the progress of events. For some

cause not now remembered, he had written to Robert

Count of Flanders, ordering him to persecute the

clergy of Liege wherever they could be found. This

edict drew from them the earliest recorded protest

against the Church of Rome, founded on its Baby

lonish character.

In that epistle they propose to derive the name of

Babylon from the character of Papal rather than of

Pagan Rome, a remark not less original than im

portant: —

“Peter says in his epistle, -The church that is in Babylon

saluteth you. Hitherto this reason has been given for his

calling Rome Babylon, that Rome was at that time con

founded through idolatry and all uncleanness. But now my

grief interprets it thus: that when Peter said, - The church

* Platina in Vitā Paschal. II. Baronius, anno 1106. Harduin,

anno 1 10.5.
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which is in Babylon, he foresaw, in the spirit of prophecy, the

confusion of discord by which at this day the Church is rent.

* * * Esaias says,— Babylon my beloved is become a

wonder to me ; but I say, — Rome my beloved mother is

become a wonder to me ; for what so wonderful, yea, what

so miserable?"*

A. d. circ. 1130.

The corruptions of the Church, now grown too

flagrant to be kept secret even by its friends, were

vigorously attacked by the zealous Bernard. He de

clared repeatedly that its condition was a fit prepara

tion for the coming of Antichrist,—a mode of reproof

which had become more usual than a comparison

with Babylon ; either because the latter was thought

too pointed against the Pope, or because the general

expectation of Antichrist gave greater effect to a

warning drawn from the nearness of his coming.

What most grieves Bernard is that the corruption

is universal. " All friends," he exclaims, " yet all

enemies ; all near of kin, yet all hostile ; all servants,

yet none at peace ; all of one family, yet all seek their

own. They are ministers of Christ, yet they serve

Antichrist. Enriched with the Lord's possessions,

they bring the Lord no honour: henee the mere

tricious pomp which is daily seen, the theatrical

dress, the royal luxury. Hence the gold lavished

upon the bridles, the saddles, and the spurs ; for the

spurs now outshine the altars." f

* Harduin,t. vi. col. 1769. " Ne in hac tanturn parte," writes the

Pope, " sed ubique, cum poteris, Henricum haereticorum caput, et

ejus fautores, pro viribus persequaris."

f Bernardus in Cantica, Sermo 33. Bernard was well sup

ported by his contemporary, the English Aelred. Sermons on

Isaiah, xiii.
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As Bernard repeats often the same charges, one

more extract may suffice : —

" All Christians ; yet almost all seek their own, not the

things of Jesus Christ. The very offices of church dignity

have passed into a matter of filthy lucre, a traffic of darkness ;

and in them men seek, not the salvation of souls, but the

acquisition of wealth. For this they shave their heads, for

this they frequent the churches, celebrate masses, and chant

the psalms. At this day they shamelessly quarrel for bishop-

ricks and archdeaconries, for abbeys and other dignities, that

the revenues of the Church may be wasted in the pursuit of

superfluity and pride. It remains that the man of sin be re

vealed, the son of perdition, the demon, not only of the day,

but of the noonday." (English version, the destruction that

wasteth at noonday.) " Who not only is transformed into

an angel of light, but exalts himself above all that is called

God, or that is worshipped. Cruelly, indeed, does he attack

the heel of our mother the Church, grieving that by her his

head is bruised. This, evidently, will be his worst attack ;

yet from this even will the Truth deliver the church of the

elect, for their sake shortening the days, and with the

brightness of His coming destroying the demon of the noon

day."i

Bernard was applied to for news of his friend

Norbert, who had suddenly disappeared, and was

supposed to have started for Jerusalem. " When I

asked him," says Bernard, " what he thought about

Antichrist, he assured me that he knew most certainly

that Antichrist would be revealed within the lifetime

of the present generation. On my asking how he

had arrived at that certainty, he endeavoured to

explain ; but, after hearing what he had to say, I did

not feel myself called upon to believe it. At length

he said positively, that he should not see death till he

* Bernard upon Ps. xci. Sermo 6.
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had seen the general persecution raging in the

Church.”*

The better informed received these speculations

with coldness; they felt that it was not theirs to

know the times and seasons. But, among the ex

citable and illiterate, the expectation of Antichrist

almost amounted to a mania. The Abbess Hilde

garde, who had learnt nothing but the Psalter, at

tempted a humble Apocalypse of her own: she saw

a black pig, representing the impurity of the age.

But of this she furnished a more forcible illustration,

by inventing an account of Antichrist's mother; a

horrible story, which reflects no credit, either on the

virgin-abbess, or the nunnery to which she belonged.i.

Hildegarde did not think that Antichrist was as yet

born, but believed that his mother was already pre

pared, by Satanic influence, to become the recipient

of hellish power.

A. D. 1145.

A new scheme of interpretation now began to be

planned;—an adaptation of history to a part of those

prophecies which till then had been applied exclu

sively to the end. The first part of the Apocalypse

so explained was the vision of the seven seals.

Down to the year 1120, every writer that had

handled the seals had agreed in the meaning of the

first, sixth, and seventh. The first had been taken

to mean the Gospel triumph; the sixth the precursors

of the last judgment; the seventh the beginning

of the eternal rest: and though, in 1120, Rupert ap

plied the sixth to the destruction of Jerusalem, his

* Bernardi Epistola 56.

f Alberti Chronicon. Cent. xii.
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innovation met with no favour ; nor did he succeed

in shaking the Church's confidence in that explana

tion which had been handed down from the earliest

times.

The problem, as it presented itself to the expositor,

was this : Given, in the first and sixth seals, the be

ginning and the end of the dispensation, to find in

its intermediate history the intervening four. A

solution was first offered by Anselm of Havilsburgh.

The seven seals, according to Anselm, represent

seven states of the Christian Church : she is seen, at

first white with purity and the lustre of miracles;

then red with martyrdom, till the time of Diocletian.

She is blackened by heresies from Arius to Nesto-

rius; pale with hypocrisy through the remainder of

the dispensation ; expectant till her martyrs' recom

pense be awarded ; convulsed under Antichrist and

the great tribulation ; and, seventhly, she reposes iu

infinite blessedness in the deep silence of heaven.

But this scheme, so simple and attractive, cannot

easily be carried out ; for few of its supporters can

agree in its application. The second, fifth, and even

the sixth seals, have been in turn applied to Diocle

tian : the first, the second, and even the sixth, to

Constantine.

In the first and sixth, Anselm follows closely, yet

not servilely, the primitive tradition :—

" The white horse is the Church's first state, bright and

beautiful with the lustre of miracles : for in that newness all

admired and magnified her. And he that sat upon it, having

a bow, is Christ, governing the Church with the bow of apos

tolic teaching, humbling and laying low the proud. And

there was given Him a crown : for He went into a far country

to receive for Himself a kingdom. And He went forth, con
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quering, that He might conquer; even as He said to His

followers, Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.

Observe, how in that first state of the nascent Church the

number of the believers was more and more increased, a

multitude both of men and women. So daily did the Church

of God shine forth in the lustre of miracles and in the

number of its believing members. * * *

" The sixth seal : — That state of the Church in which

there is indeed a great earthquake, even that terrible per

secution which will come in the time of Antichrist. And

great indeed it will be: for the Lord said that then there

shall be tribulation such as was not since there began to be

a nation. For in other persecutions, though many kinds of

torture were employed against Christianity, yet the faith

itself was held pure and without doubts. But here both tor

tures will be employed, and a false faith will be inculcated

in the name of Christ : for it will be said, Lo, here is Christ ;

or, Lo, there ; and there will be tribulation, such as never has

been ; not only in the amount of persecution, but also in

the subversion of the faith, for men will not know what to

believe or what to cling to."*

a.d. 1150-1180.

The Church of Rome, already secularised in effect

by the assumption of temporal power, soon began to

proclaim openly that its kingdom was of this world.

The Popes now changed the style of the Church,

naming it " the court of Rome." The alteration

attracted little notice, except from one man, and

that a reader of the Apocalypse, who was not slow

to perceive its mischievous bearing. Bishop Geroch

at once addressed a remonstrance to the Pope, and

afterwards, in a second edition of the tract, explained

the source of his anxiety : —

* Dialogorum, lib. i. cap. vii.—xiii. In D'Achery's Spicilegium,

ed. quarto, torn. 13.
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" Ps. cxxxvii. (?): In this Psalm there are described two

cities, which, with their citizens, arc opposed to each other:

these are Jerusalem and Babylon. In a long tract which I

wrote during the lifetime of Pope Eugenius, taking this Psalm

for my text, I treated both of their admixture and of their dis

tinction. That tract I presented to the Pontiff of blessed

memory, with the intention that the court of Rome, which

Peter declares to be the Church collected in Babylon (by

the name of Babylon figuratively denoting the city of Rome),

that their court, I say, should take heed to itself and labour

to exhibit both itself and the whole Church, which it ought

to govern, distinct from Babylonish confusion, and free from

all spot or wrinkle : for in this matter at least she does not

appear spotless, that having been called formerly the Church

of Rome she is now styled the Court of Rome."i

Geroch quotes largely from the Apocalypse, but

with much vagueness, or perhaps caution, as he was

writing direct to the Pope.

While Norbert and Hildegarde were stimulating

the terrors of the crowd, the regular expositors still

plied with effect the counter-argument, drawn from

the continued existence of the Roman Empire. Thus

Peter Lombard, the "Master of the Sentences:"

" He who now holds the Roman Empire may hold,

that is, he who now rules may rule, till he be out of

the midst, that is, till that power be taken out of the

midst of the world."

Otto wrote the world's history from Adam to Anti

christ (omitting the Reformation). He reckons that

Antichrist's empire will be a last form of the Roman.

Close upon these comes Peter Comestor, the " Master

of Scholastic History : " " It had ten horns. This

belongs to the end of the world : for then the Roman

i Baluze, MiscelL fed. fol.) t. ii. p. 197.
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Empire will be divided into ten kingdoms." Also

Hugo Etherianus : The Roman Empire will suffer

ruin from Antichrist, who will be in turn destroyed

by Christ, our Lord and Deliverer."*

Hugo notices Michael's office in the time of Anti

christ : —

" At that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince

that standeth for the children of thy people : for, as the pro

phet hints in this place, the care of the Jews is delivered to

the Archangel Michael, that he may put to flight and to con

fusion those that oppose them. Therefore, when Antichrist

oppresses the Jews, Michael withstands him ; as Elias, who will

come to announce the advent of the Saviour, that they who

believe may obtain the pi.ize of salvation. Then, describing

the superabundance of ills which Antichrist will fill up, he

adds, And there shall be a time of trouble such as never was

since there was a nation." (Cap. xxiii.)

This century produces four continuous comment

aries on the Apocalypse. Bruno of Ast follows the

earlier monks ; Rupert labours to innovate. His great

feat is the transposition of the letters of the Beast's

number, from dclxvi to dic lvx, for " Die me esse

lucem," Acknowledge me to be the Light. This con

ceit found some favour with his successors.

Richard St. Victor aims higher : his book displays

much of that precision which was afterwards brought

to its height by the schoolmen. But these lesser

lights of the age fade before the celebrity of Joachim,

at once so serious and so extravagant, so opposed to

Roman corruption and so obsequious to the Pope ; in

a word, so self-contradictory, as to cause the historian

* Peter Lombard on St. Paul's Epistles. Otto Frissengensis,

Annules, lib. viii. c. G. Potrus Comestor, Hist. Scholastica in

Danielem, cap. vii. Hugo Etherianus, De Rcgressu Anima;. Pub

lished in the Orthodoxographia, and in the B. P. Maxima, t.xxii.
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more embarrassment than all other writers on pro

phecy put together.

a. d. circ. 1190.

The Abbot Joachim inflicts a lasting injury on the

study of prophecy, by uniting in himself two cha

racters till then kept distinct:—the regular exposi

tor, and the rash prognosticator of times and seasons.

From that time downwards we shall find men of

learning and sincerity, men who ought to be a check

upon the credulity of the many, hazarding assertions

about dates and years, always mistaken, never profit

ing by experience, and at last going far to bring the

study of prophecy into general disrepute.

Joachim's own history is the best comment upon

his commentary. When very young, he travelled to

Palestine, and, on reaching Mount Thabor, fasted

forty days in a cave. When he came out, he began

to write upon the Apocalypse. This romantic pre

paration so turned his head, that in conversation

with the Abbot Adam he declared himself inspired.

" God," he said, " who bestowed upon the prophets

the spirit of prophecy, has given me the spirit of un

derstanding ; so that by God's holy Spirit I under

stand distinctly all the mysteries of holy Scripture,

even as the holy prophets understood them when

uttering them in the Spirit of God."

The abbot now asked him the usual question:

What do you think about Antichrist? Joachim

answered confidently : " He is at this moment a

young man." Which opinion, adds the historian,

Adam refuted.*

* Holland's Saints, seventh volume for May, p. 139.
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Joachim now began to utter predictions, if possible,

still more rash. " There will be," he at first said, " 1260

years from the birth of the child Jesus to the birth of

Antichrist." At another time he fixed the opening of

the sixth seal, and therefore the revelation of the man

of sin, for the year 1199. Afterwards he grew more

general: "All the time after 1200 I consider dan

gerous."* When expounding to the crusaders in

Palestine, he assured them that Antichrist was already

born, and would shortly be raised to the see of Rome.f

Joachim's reputation at length reached the ears

of King Richard the First, then on an expedition to

the Holy Land. Richard resolved to hear the pro

phet for himself, and, if we may believe our country

man Roger, even entered the lists with him in pro

phetic controversy. The Bollandists indignantly

reject the whole story ; and, considering the circum

stances, we shall do wisely to limit our belief to its

outline, and to place " Roger of Hoveden " in the

same class of historians with Walter of Abbotsford.

Joachim's method of expounding was simple

enough : placing himself close upon the end, he

adapted the concluding prophecies to the events of

his own time. Of any series of seven he makes the

sixth present : therefore there is but one more to

come. This method, afterwards so often applied to

the seals, trumpets, and vials, was not only invented

by Joachim, but even made the basis of his com

mentary. And now, according to Roger, he tries it

* Alberti Chronicon, sub anno 1 1 88. Also Appendix ad Fasci-

culum Rerum, de Periculo Ecclesise, cap. 8., and Oudini Script.

Eccles. t. ii. col. 1682.

f Roger Hoveden, anno 1190.

Y
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upon our Richard : " There are, it says, seven kings :

five are fallen :— Herod, Nero, Constantius, Mahomet,

Melsemut ; and one is:—Saladin. But Saladin," con

tinues this prophet of good things, " Saladin will soon

lose possession of the holy city, and the name of

Richard will be exalted above all the kings of the

earth. And the seventh will be Antichrist, who, when

he cometh, will continue but a short space."

Richard now shows himself as much at home in

the Apocalypse as in single combat. Proof against

this flattering scheme, he lays down, in opposition,

the standard doctrine of the schools : —

" And the king turning to him said, I thought that Anti

christ would be born in Antioch or in Babylon, of the tribe

of Dan ; also that he would reign in the Lord's temple in

Jerusalem, and would walk in the land in which Christ

walked. That he would reign there for three years and a

half, and would dispute with Enoch and Elias, and kill them;

that afterwards he is to die ; and after his death God will

allow sixty days for repentance, that those persons may re

pent who have erred from the way of truth, and have been

deceived by the preaching of Antichrist and of his false pro

phets." •

The clergy who were present supported the king

against the Abbot.

In afterlife Joachim grew more sober. The cor

ruptions of the Church, deeply grieving his mind,

led him to look forward to some better state of

Christianity yet unseen, a " dispensation of the

Spirit." Of this change he entertained a vague con-

* Roger de Hoveden, in Richard I. Anno 1190. The story

seems to have been made up from Joachim's and Adso's works.

Roger never knows when to leave off expounding, but, when the

story seems quite ended, breaks out afresh : " It follows, And ten

horns."
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ception, afterwards elaborated by the Franciscans,

and, as will appear in the sequel, ultimately ripening

into the great Reformation of the sixteenth century.

While encumbering the study of prophecy with novel

theories, Joachim enforces with great clearness the

primitive teaching about Rome. One passage has

been already quoted: with one more the abbot of

Curacio shall be dismissed :—

" If any man worsliip the Beast and his image. What the

third angel has to say, he says with a great voice, because at

that time the tribulation will be great, and the distress

such as has never been felt. And how so ? Because false

Christs and false prophets shall arise, to deceive, if it were

possible, even the elect. Also, as was remarked above, the

beast that arises out of the earth will cause that whoever will

not worship the image of the Beast shall be killed. And

when will this take place ? Without doubt after the fall of

Babylon : for, when the harlot has been delivered into the

hands of the Beast and of his ten Kings, the Beast and the

false prophet, being ignorant of the Lord's design, will infer

that the Roman Empire, once the head of all kingdoms, has

been delivered into their power, solely because the Christian

religion was false. And thus, triumphing over Babylon, they

will attempt to blot out even the Christian name from the

earth."*

a.d. 1200-1220.

For some time past the crusades had been carried

on with vigour, chiefly through the promise of eternal

forgiveness made to those who took up arms. The

beginning of this abuse is described by Peter Casi-

nensis :—

* Joachim in Apocalypsin, cap. xiv. This sentiment, which

Joachim puts into the mouth of Antichrist, is already repeated by

modern semi-infidels, who, in attacking the corruptions of Popery,

think to annihilate Christianity itself.

y 2
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" The movement is said to have begun with the case of

some penitents in Gaul, who were not able worthily to do

penance among their friends, and were exceedingly ashamed

to live without arms where they were known. They therefore

received counsel from Pope Urban, of holy memory, a pru

dent and truly apostolic man, then visiting the country

beyond sea, about Church business. By his authority they

promised, faithfully and speedily, to set out, to rescue from

the hands of infidels the holy place of Christ's sepulchre, for

a penance and the forgiveness of their sins. And they were

assured that whatever danger or hardship they might un

dergo would be reckoned by the Lord in the place of pe

nance, provided that for the future they would abstain from

their former crimes."*

By this plan the country was cleared of some ruf

fians, who preferred to have their throats cut in

Palestine with the honours of war and martyrdom.

Bernard was delighted with the riddance : " Egypt,"

he exclaims, " was glad at their departure, and the

Mount Zion rejoiced in their protection." As for the

" truly apostolic" character of the measure, we read

nothing of the sort in the Acts or Epistles of the

Twelve.

Innocent III. applied a new stimulus to the devo

tion of the crusaders. He gave out that Mahomet

was the man of sin, and that his kingdom would last

666 years. He was not aware that the letters of

Maometis make 666, a discovery not made till the

revival of Greek learning in the fifteenth century.

Nor, indeed, was the name at first spelt in a manner

to allow of the adaptation.

The Pontiff, bent rather upon recruiting than ex

pounding, thus addressed the council ofthe Lateran:—

* Chronicon Casinense, lib. iv. cap. 1 1 .
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" There has arisen a certain son of perdition, the false

prophet Mahomet, who by worldly allurements and carnal

pleasures has turned many from the truth ; and though his

imposture still continues to nourish, yet we trust in the

Lord, who has already granted us a sign for good, that the

end of this Beast is drawing near ; for his number, according

to the Apocalypse of John, is limited to 666, and will soon

be brought to an end by the operation of the sevenfold Spirit,

who, with the flame of charity, will rekindle the hearts of

the faithful, now growing cold : for of that number nearly

6ix hundred years are now elapsed." *

Innocent's interpretations were not all equally

harmless. On the anniversary of his consecration he

boldly declared himself to be the bridegroom of the

Roman Church, thus putting himself in the place of

Christ, and showing that the Church of Rome ac

knowledged another husband than her Lord.

Innocent does not scruple to apply to himself what

is said expressly of Christ : " He that hath the bride

is the bridegroom. Am not I the bridegroom, and

every one of you that is willing, the friend of the

bridegroom? Certainly I am the bridegroom, since

I possess the noble, rich, and lofty, the comely, chaste,

and gracious, the sacred and holy Church of Rome,

which by God's appointment is the mother and mis

tress of all the faithful." Nor is he content, even in

this sense, to be the " husband of one wife :"f " Have

you not read that Abraham had a wife Sarah, who

nevertheless brought in to him her maid Agar. In

this he committed no crime, but fulfilled an office.

In like manner the Roman Pontiff has the Church

* Harduin's Councils, t. vii. 3. A. d. 1214.

+ A monkish adaptation of the words, suggested by the en

forcement of clerical celibacy.
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of Rome for his bride, which nevertheless brings in

to him the Churches subject to herself."*

a.d. 1215.

In this year Innocent established the Inquisition.

Henceforward Rome is seen drunk with the blood of

saints ; for that, among her innumerable victims, were

many of the excellent of the Church, the voice of

history declares plainly.

The great historian of the Inquisition, the Inqui

sitor Paramus, boldly ascribes its establishment to

direct inspiration : " the God of glory," he says,

" implanted this mind in Innocent." f Before long,

Dominic is made Inquisitor- General ; and then Para

mus finds enough to boast of : —

" Our people seized many of the Albigenses, some of

whom were strangled by halters, and others consigned to the

flames. These last were so sullenly, obstinately, and perti

naciously lost to all sense, that, though first admonished to

consult the safety of their souls, if they wished to escape

punishment, they madly hastened to throw themselves head

long into the fire. Beltrand makes their number more than

three hundred ; but ^Emilius makes it four hundred. But

one thing I marvel at not a little ; that in no history what

ever, down to that time, have I read of so celebrated an

act of faith, and a spectacle so solemn." f

In the same year the annual performance of auri

cular confession was enjoined upon " every believer

of either sex." Those who neglected it were to be

* Innocent HI. Sermo 3. In Consec. Pont. Max.

f Paramus de S. Inquisitione, p. 94. There is but one edition

— that of 1598.

t P. 101 .
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excommunicated, and, in case of death, deprived of

Christian burial.*

By this decree Rome forced upon all people the

cup of her own mixing. Of the contents of that cup

a specimen may still be found in various penitential

canons, the character of which secures for them,

at this day, a certain degree of obscurity. The

history of this much abused ordinance may be

sketched in veiy few words.

In the beginning, the Apostles established a system

by which the public offender was separated from

communion, lest the Church should be disgraced by

the admixture of scandalous characters. In the hands

of the first Leo, this ordinance passed into private vo

luntary confession, followed by private penance. Still

later, a system of questioning was adopted by the

priest, and voluntarily submitted to by those who

desired his guidance. But now, in the 13th century,

every member of the Church was forced to undergo

an examination, in matters the most revolting, the

most minutely detailed, and often the most remotely

improbable, that a corrupt and subtle imagination

could invent,f

In the present work the confessional will be noticed

i Fourth Lateran Council, canon 21.

f A history of penance has been written by the presbyter

Morinus. In his appendix he has collected some penitential rules,

which, though not authorised documents of the Roman Church,

throw light upon the state of society existing under the system.

In those rules it is thus enjoined : —

" Women are to be diligently examined, as I have said ; for

after they have confessed all their sins, as in the case of men, they

are to be asked this also, how many infants they have killed, espe

cially if they are widows or nuns." P. 95.
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in no other point of view than as it appears by the

light of the Inquisition. The relation thus esta

blished between priest and penitent soon produced its

too certain consequences, so that, by a bull of Paul

the Fourth, the inquisitors were empowered to take

the ordinance under their special protection.

First, the woman was enjoined, under peril of the

greater excommunication, to report to the inquisitor

every suspicious act, word, or deed, on the part of the

priest. The subject was beset with difficulties, but

through these the inquisitors shaped their course with

admirable moderation and skill. The seal of secrecy,

till then the priest's safeguard, they declared to be

long solely to the strict business of confession: they

even defined what might seem indefinable, the precise

point at which his advances could be said to begin :

“a wicked winking with the eyes,” “ said Paramus

on the authority of Ovid, is enough. The impossibi

lity of procuring witnesses was duly allowed for: and,

whereas the woman might be actuated by revenge

ful feelings against a severe confessor, the liability to

this temptation was cautiously weighed against her

evidence.

But when the inquisitors had done their best, what

“Dicere debet, in quot personas incidit, hoc est, mulieres : simi

liter, mulieres in quot viros. Tum qui, Deo juvante, suscipit

eorum confessionem, interroget eos quales erant personae, ordinem

secutus differentiarum fornicationum; hoc est, quot conjugatae,

quot meretrices, quot vidual, quot ancillae, quot monachae magni

habitãs, quot sacratae, nempe Presbyterissae, et Diaconorum qui in

gradu sunt, uxores. Monachae enim parvi habitus, et Lectorum

urores, ut meretrices judicantur.” P.111. A more infamous assault

upon the sacred character of marriage has seldom been perpetrated.

* Paramus, p. 864.
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was the state of the woman under their complicated

machinery ? What sort of rest in the Church did she

enjoy, while Rome's power was at its height, and its

institutions in unrestrained operation ?

The woman, unless she attended the confessional,

was excommunicated, and denied Christian burial: if

regular in confessing, she was at the mercy of the

priest, whose advances, if listened to, endangered her

salvation, and, if repelled, might expose her to a

charge of heresy, fatal to her character : " for," says

Paramus, " the seizure for heresy defames vehe

mently." By leaving the solicitation unnoticed, she

was in danger of excommunication, being reckoned an

accomplice of the priest ; by reporting it, she brought

herself into the clutches of the inquisitors, a danger

ous remedy for the perils of her situation.

Paramus expends his pity on the confessor ; for

the woman he feels none, unless it be that in the

heart of an inquisitor pity turns to gall. Such as it

is, his pity is thus expressed : —

" Woman is to man the way of evil, the path of death, the

serpent's lesson, the devil's counsellor, the canker of the tree,

the fountain of error, the rust of saints, mind's mousetrap,

life's robbery ; sweet death, a soft blow, delicate destruction,

pleasant evil, a savory stab, universal ruin ; the head of sin, the

devil's arms, loss of paradise, mother of transgression, &c. &c. ;

the infamy of priests, the confusion of religious orders, destruc

tion of a good name, mother of guilt, root of vices, beginning

and end of every ill, leader of the wicked, contriver of crime ;

and, if any thing worse can be said, woman herself is a heap

of wickedness." *

• Paramus de Origine, &c. S. Inquisitionis. Quaestio 10. De

Solicitatione ad Libid. in Act. Conf.
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A. d. 1240.

A hundred and sixty years after the tyranny of

Hildebrand, the anti-social and Anti-Christian ten

dency of his doctrines was first pointed out. In a

speech addressed to the senate of the Roman empire,

on the occasion of a feud with the Pope, Archbishop

Eberhard employed two principal arguments: first,

that Rome was Babylon, and the Pope a wolf in

sheep's clothing ; secondly, that the end of the world

was at hand, and that the Pope, already springing up

as the little horn, would merge into the expected

Antichrist.*

In maintaining his second, the orator broke

down. In vain he appealed to the comets and

prodigies, the signs in the sun, moon, and stars, the

wars, famines, pestilences, and earthquakes, that had

recently been felt. He attempted to prove, for the

first time since Daniel wrote, that the ten kingdoms

had arisen in the Roman world, and that the Pope

was then employed in subjugating three of them,

Germany, Italy, and Sicily. This reasoning, though

since falsified by history, told powerfully on the fears

of the senate ; for, at the time, the course of events

seemed likely to support his prediction. " The

priests of Babylon," he exclaimed, " desire to reign

alone, they cannot endure a rival. They will not

cease till they have trodden everything under their

feet, — till they sit in the temple of God, and are

exalted above all that is worshipped."

In addition to this likeness in pride, Hildebrand

had introduced a new feature of resemblance to Anti-

i Aventinus, Annales Boiorum, lib. vii.
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christ, the contempt of appointed governments. This

was first noticed by Eberhard : —

They desire us to resist the sovereign majesty appointed by

the Supreme God. A hundred and seventy years ago, Hilde-

brand, under pretence of religion, first laid the foundations of

Antichrist's kingdom. He it was that first waged that

impious war, which, through his successors, has been carried

on till the present day. . . . Trust to experience ; they

will not desist till they have brought the emperor into sub

mission, destroyed the honour of the Roman empire, op

pressed the true pastors that feed the flock, removed those

dogs that are able to bark, and have in this manner extin

guished and ruined every thing." *

By the wolves in sheep's clothing, Eberhard under

stands " the scribes and Pharisees of Babylon." The

cruellest of these wolves he reckons the Pope.

a. d. 1240-1280.

So strong was now the resemblance between Ba

bylon and the Roman Church, that Matthew Paris,

though in communion with that church, was forced to

describe it almost in the words of St. John : —

" At that time, by the permission or the contrivance of

Pope Gregory, the insatiable covetousness of the Roman

Church, confounding right and wrong, reached such a height,

that laying aside blushes, like a vulgar and shameless harlot

i The resemblance between the doctrine of Hildebrand and the

Antichristian principles of the French Revolution has not escaped

the notice of the republican Quinet : " I tell you," he exclaims,

"that Gregory VUL, the man of God, Vir Dei, is an ancestor of

the French Revolution. In his efforts against the political powers,

in his instructions to his spiritual soldiers, a kind of proclamation

which precedes the battle, he does not give the royalties of the

earth any other foundation than violence, crime, and falsehood."

— Christianity, Coxe's translation, p. 61.
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(velut meretrix vulgaris et effrons), on sale and exposed to

all, she esteemed usury a trifling evil, — simony none at all.

So that, with her contagion, she infected the neighbouring

countries, even the purity of England." *

In this manner was our nation made to drink of

the contents of the golden cup.

Within ten years the subject was taken up by the

learned Greathead, bishop of Lincoln. In the guilt

of ruining souls i.e makes the Pope second only to

Antichrist : —

" After the sin of Lucifer, which will be repeated in the

end of time, in Antichrist, the very son of perdition, whom

the Lord Jesus will slay with the spirit of His mouth ; —

after this, I say, there neither is, nor can be, any other kind

of sin so opposite and contrary to the doctrine of the Apos

tles, so hateful, detestable, and abominable to our Lord

Jesus Christ Himself, and so destructive to the human race,

as, by the abuse of the pastoral office, to kill and destroy the

souls committed to the care and ministry of that office to be

quickened and saved." f

Afterwards, when excommunicated by the Pope,

Greathead employed his last breath in deploring this

merchandize of souls : " Christ," he said, " came into

the world to save souls ; therefore if any one fears

not to destroy souls, is he not rightly to be called

an antichrist ?" J Here Greathead uses the name

in a sense more grammatical than prophetic.

The year 1260, owing to the prediction thrown out

by Joachim, excited some alarm. The Paris divines,

in a tract on the dangers of the Church, noted the

• Matthew Paris, anno 1241.

f Appendix ad Fasciculum Rerum, p. 401. This epistle was

addressed to the Pope.

X Matthew Paris, anno 1253.
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arrival of that year as a sign of the approaching

end. As the destruction of old Babylon followed

close upon the appearance of the word Mene, or

number ; so in the new Babylon, even the Church,

the completion of the number 1260 must announce a

speedy ruin.* Unfortunately for this theory, it is

not Christianity, but the abomination, that is to be

set up for 1260 days.

The Apocalypse was now taken in hand by four of

the great men of the age, Albertus Magnus, Cardinal

Hugo, Alexander de Hales, and Thomas Aquinas. But

these writers, aiming rather at illustrating what had

been said before, than at making any new application

of the prophecies, afford little matter for this history.

They are almost agreed in rejecting the Tychonian

explanation of the three days and a half, which, after

the attack made upon it by Albert, never again held

up its head.f Albert even attempts to clear the Gloss

from the charge of having countenanced it : —

" After three days and a half : the Gloss says, After

three years and a half, that is, after the death of Antichrist.

But, on the other hand, Antichrist will not reign so long

after their death. Answer: They will rise on the fourth

day after their death. To what is objected from the Gloss,

it may be said that those three years and a half are not

reckoned from their death, nor from the death of Anti

christ, but from the beginning of their preaching, or of his

power. The Gloss, therefore, means, after the three years

and a half, either from their preaching, or from his power,

which will be ended by his death."

* De Periculis Ecclesiae, cap. viii. In append, ad Fascic.

Rerum. p. 27.

f Alberti Magni Opera, torn. xi. In Apocalypsin. In fine

cap. xi.
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This Albert had in his school a pupil, in whom, for

a time, he seemed doomed to suffer disappointment.

The boy, so eager for learning as to have made his

escape from the window of the house in which he was

confined—this boy, though diligent in his studies,

appeared so deficient in talents as to receive from his

schoolfellows the name of “Sicilian Ox.” A shyness

of disposition, taking the form of a morbid anxiety

to avoid display, had induced him so far to con

ceal his real progress, as to submit to receive the

assistance of his duller companions. At length

Albert, by way of a last resource, ordered him to

defend a thesis: the duty of obedience now silenced

his scruples, and the character of his performance

drew from his master the well-remembered saying,

“This Ox will one day roar where all the world will

hear him.”

The boy's name was Thomas, and he came from

the village of Aquino. His real history no man can

now pretend to tell; the world then living was too

much dazzled by his fame to form a just estimate

of his merits. From his writings it may be gathered,

that with the simplicity of a child he combined the

subtlety of a sophist; and that, as far as the state of

mediaeval science permitted, he exhausted every subject

that he took in hand. To this his contemporaries add,

that he was the angelic doctor, that he wrote the

Golden Commentary, and compiled the Golden Chain;

that he lived almost on his knees, and that his talents

were at least equalled by his meekness and humility.

But the world was not to enjoy his presence for

ever: his friends were early saddened by a vision of

mournful import. The monk was seated in his chair
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of theology, when the Apostle Paul was seen to enter

the schools : Thomas rose respectfully, and bowing

low to the Teacher of the Gentiles, inquired whether

he had succeeded in expressing, in his Commentaries,

the Apostle's true meaning. " You have entered

into my meaning," answered the Apostle with a

smile, " as far as mere man is capable of compre

hending it : but now follow me, and you shall know

these things more perfectly." Thus his friends learnt

that their teacher was soon to be taken from them :

and the world, willing to believe anything about

Thomas Aquinas, made no difficulty in believing this

story also.

The schoolmen, De Hales excepted, say nothing

about Rome as Babylon : they spiritualise the mil

lennium, and pay immoderate deference to " the

Gloss." The gloss quoted by that name is the " Or-

dinaria" of Strabus*, not the " Interlinearis " of

Anselmus Laudunensis.

In other respects they follow the primitive track.

They take the first seal to be Christ's gospel triumph :

the sixth, the time of Antichrist. They make

Jerusalem the scene of the witnesses' death, as well

as the seat of Antichrist's empire. They take the

prophetic periods literally, suggesting, at the same

time, some mystical adaptations. An innovation is

attempted by Thomas, who doubts the precise mean

ing of the letting power, because the Roman empire

* This Glossa Ordinaria, a work of the ninth century, is the

earliest and most celebrated of the Latin Catenae. The next in

order was the Catena Aurea of Thomas. The Greeks began to

compile chains soon after the sixth century : many of these, still

unpublished, contain extracts from early writers now almost un

known.
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had changed from temporal to spiritual : (probably

meaning the Holy Roman empire:) he thinks there

fore that the falling away will be a defection from the

spiritual empire, and from the Catholic faith.* But

Cardinal Hugo feels no such difficulty : " The little

horn," he says, " that is, Antichrist, arose out of the

midst of the ten, for he will be born in the time of

the Roman empire. And when there comes a falling

away from the Roman empire, then he will be re

vealed." f

The five fallen heads of the scarlet beast defied

the ingenuity even of the schoolmen. Thomas sup

poses a division of the four thousand years into five

epochs :—

" The beast that thou sawest, namely, the Devil, beast

like and cruel : was, in great power, before Christ's coming,

for then he had great dominion ; even he who then had the

empire of death, that is, the Devil. (Heb. ii.) And he is

not; namely, in possession of that power, since Christ's

coming ; for, as the Gloss says, on the birth of Christ he lost

his power, that is, through the suffering of Christ in the

flesh. • * *

" And five have fallen, namely, kings ; that is, the rulers

of five epochs. They have fallen : he says thus much about

the past, down to the time of grace, and thus it is seen that

all will pass away. (Eccles. iii.) And one is: — the congre

gation of the wicked, regnant during the sixth time, the dis

pensation of grace : those that, while their power lasts, con

tinue to assault the Church. And the other, Antichrist, who

will reign in the seventh time, is not yet come : meaning that he

was future in St. John's time. And when he cometh, even

Antichrist, of whom it was said before that he is not yet

come, he must (being governed by the divine will, which

has shortened those days, and which cannot be resisted, for

* Thomas in Fauli Epistolas, in locum,

f Cardinal Hugo in Apoc
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who hath resisted His will ?) continue a short space, that is,

reign for a short time, even three years and a half."i

A.D. 1280.

To these heroes of the schools the Apocalypse was

but one of many branches of theological science : one

sheep of the rich man's fold, scarcely to be missed

among the number. But to the humble friar whose

name stands next on the list, the study of that book

was as the poor man's lamb : and so well was his

devotion to it rewarded, that from it he learnt more

of the subsequent history of the Church than had

been foreseen by any student of prophecy since the

Apostles' time.

The secret of his success is worth inquiring into.

"Whence comes it, that when so many go wrong

about the future, Peter John of Olivi happens to be

right ? The answer is easily given. Because he is

satisfied with the revealed sense of the prophecies ;

satisfied to receive as final the interpretations de

livered in the Scriptures themselves.

The group of expositors introduced by the friar

of Olivi, owed its character to the events of the

preceding century. The Abbot Joachim, a man

of undoubted genius and originality, had laid down

a plan of the future history of the Church, drawn

partly from prophecy, and partly from the aspect

of his own time. In this plan he had embodied

hints of a coming Reformation, and of the appear

ance of some great preacher in whose time the

Church would be sifted, previous to the revelation

* Thomas Aquinas, in Apocalypsin, c. xvii., attributed by some,

but apparently without reason, to Thomas Anglicus.

Z
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of the man of sin. Within thirty years there

came Francis of Assisi, who established a new

order of friars, bound them by the strictest rules of

poverty, and vigorously opposed the pomp and pride

of the Roman clergy. This newly-preached poverty

was an element altogether strange to the Roman

Church, and not taken into account in the prophetic

description of Babylon. Consequently, its history

was but short: some followers of Francis rebelled

against their founder's rule, and, by appealing to

the Pope, obtained leave to hold property in the

name of trustees. Upon this, the stricter part of

the order styled themselves Spirituals, and protested

against the Church of Rome as Babylon.

De Hales, who, though a Franciscan, is better

known as the " Irrefragable Doctor " of the schools,

first applied these transactions to the explanation of

the prophecy: —

" Apoc. xvii. 2. The inhabitants of the earth were made

drunk with her wine : that is, with the carnal enjoyment of

the pleasures of the world, which so intoxicate both the kings

of the earth and the prelates of the Church, that they perceive

not the chastisements of the divine wrath. For so it is said in

Isaiah xxviii., ' The priest and the prophet have erred through

strong drink.' Or thus : The Franciscans dwelling on the

earth, that is, loving the things of earth, were made drunk ;

that is, were turned aside from their right path and station,

by the wine of her corruption, that is, of the city of Rome,

or of some prelates of the Church. For prelates, by their bad

examples, give to others the occasion of sinning and falling." *

The case of the Franciscans was like that of the

empire to which they belonged ; there was in it of

the strength of the iron, but it was mixed with the

* Alexander de Ales, in Apoe.
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miry clay. Once attracted to the prophecies, they

decided that Joachim's promised Reformer had

come in the person of St. Francis. There was not

much room for Francis in the Apocalypse : but they

found him a niche in the seventh chapter, as the

angel from the East : also in the tenth chapter,

though in a secondary sense, as the angel whose face

is like the sun.

The earliest of these " Spirituals," as well as the

most sober, was Peter John of Olivi. His work

was referred to a theological commission, by which

it was suppressed as blasphemous and heretical.

Judging from the passages extracted by them, the key

to his reasoning appears to be of this character : —

Rome now numbers among her supporters nearly

all the excellent of the earth : but Rome is to be

destroyed by Antichrist on account of her opposition

to the truth : she must therefore first be seen openly

to oppose the Gospel. This will be brought about

by a Reformation, which Rome will endeavour to

suppress.

The commissioners selected for condemnation these

passages among others :—

" From the preceding words we may gather several

proofs, that before the temporal destruction of the new

Babylon, the truth of the Gospel life will be solemnly im

pugned and condemned by the reprobate ; while, on the other

hand, it will be more fervently defended and maintained by

certain spiritual persons who will be raised up. * * •

" Ten things must first happen. First, by God's just

judgment, the Church Carnal must be visited as she deserves;

also her wickedness must increase, and be carried to the

length of attacking the life and spirit of Christ.

" Secondly, the end of the second general state must agree

z 2
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with the end of the synagogue and of the first general state,

which terminated with the condemnation and crucifixion of

Christ.

" Thirdly, that spirit which has now grown lukewarm, and

is, as it were, extinguished and slumbering in evangelic men,

must be revived.

"Fourthly, it is needful that the truth of the evangelic

life and rule should be illustrated and exalted, by a strong

conflict, before the coming of the great Antichrist.

" Fifthly, these things must take place, so that the subse

quent judgment to be executed upon the Church Carnal by

the ten kings, may be, and may appear to be, more righteous

and more honourable to Christ. For thus it will appear

plainly, that not His church, but rather one hostile and per

secuting, has been exterminated by them."*

The earlier writers spoke of the church which was

in Babylon: but since the Papal rebellion in the

eighth century, the Church had become Babylon

itself. For Babylon, as Peter John knew well,

cannot be supposed to mean the mere stones and

mortar of the seven-hilled city.

" Sect. 54. The woman here stands for the people and empire

of Rome, both as she existed formerly in a state of Paganism,

and as she has since existed, holding the faith of Christ,

though by many crimes committing harlotry with this world.

And therefore she is called a great harlot ; for, departing from

the faithful worship, the true love and delights of her Bride

groom, even Christ her God, she cleaves to this world, its

riches and its delights ; yea for their sake she cleaves to the

Devil, also to kings, nobles, and prelates, and to all other

lovers of this world.

" Sect. 56. She saith in her heart, that is, in her pride, I

sit a queen : — I am at rest : I rule over my kingdom with

great dominion and glory. And I am no widow : —I am not

destitute of glorious bishops and kings."

* Baluze, Miscellanea, lib. i. Report against Peter John,

cap. xxx.
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“Heretical, schismatic, and blasphemous,” is the

commissioners' remark upon this passage,

The Franciscans applied to the concluding state of

Babylon the name of mixed, mystic, or minor, Anti

christ. This state they expected to be headed by a

false Pope, duly elected, and not an antipope. But

in this matter they went beyond Scripture, and,

as far as yet appears, against history: for Rome has

shown no signs of denying the Father and the Son.

For two centuries the Franciscan school of pro

phecy continued to flourish. It produced Teles

phorus, author of “The great Tribulation: ” Uber

tinus, who styled Babylon the Church Carnal: and

John of Paris, who wrote the Life and Times of Anti

christ. All these quoted Joachim as an oracle: after

them came Bernardine and John of Kemnitz, who

will receive due notice in their proper places.

The mass of the order degenerated into the ex

travagant sect of the Beguins or Fraticelli, whose

existence was cut short by the labours of the In

quisition. Many of the Beguins, when brought

before that tribunal, confessed to a vague belief in

the lesser, or mystic, Antichrist of Rome: but on

this subject their ideas were altogether confused.

That confusion excited the surprise of the Inqui

sitors, and with some reason; for the torture, if any

thing, might have been expected to settle all doubts

on the subject of a Papal Antichrist.

In 1320 the Inquisitors of heretical pravity ex

amined Bernard of Jacma : the state of his mind

occupies much space in their report:-

“He confesses to having believed that the Church of Rome,

which he calls the Church Carnal, is that Babylon the great

z 3
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harlot, of which it is said in the Apocalypse, that she sat

upon a beast having vii heads and x horns.

“Also, that he believed in two Antichrists, a mystic, and

a real: and he was in such uncertainty that he neither be

lieved nor disbelieved that the Lord Pope John XXII. was

the mystic Antichrist. And sometimes he believed that the

mystic Antichrist and the real were the same person.

“Also, that after the death of Antichrist, the whole world

will be so trusty and kind, that a girl, a maiden, may go

alone from Rome to St. James's without fear of meeting any

one that would harm her.

“Also, that about the year from the Lord's Incarnation

1330, the great Antichrist will have finished his career, and

will be dead.””

This Bernard had seen, written in the vulgar

tongue, a book “About Antichrist.” In it there

was the picture of a nun carrying a child: this nun

was Antichrist's mother, “et Dyabolus amplexabatur

ipsam.”

A. D. 1340.

In these wild and untaught notes did the humble

Beguins sing the doom of Rome: but soon the strain

is taken up by a master, and to him Europe listens,

for now “Poeta loquitur.” The depravity of the

Papal court attracts the notice of Petrarch, and

though that court has fled to Avignon, thither does

Petrarch pursue it with the reproach and the curse

of Babylon. In this he is not strictly in rule: for,

* Limborch's Sentences of the Inquisition, p. 308. The identity is

Rome and Babylon, though a subject forbidden by the Inquisition,

appears continually in the writings of that age. Thus Ambrose of

Camaldula, writing from Rome in 1320: “Commend me, I pray

you, to all the brethren, that through their prayers I may soon be

set free from the Western Babylon.” – Ep. 37. lib. x, ; published

by Martene.
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neglecting the token of the seven hills, he thinks it

mark enough of Babylon that the Pope and Cardinals

have gone to live there. Therefore the Western

Babylon of Petrarch is Avignon, not Rome.

“Thou Babylon, seated on the wild banks of the Rhone,

shall I call thee famous or infamous, O harlot, who hast

committed harlotry with the kings of the earth 2 Truly

thou art the same that the holy Evangelist saw in spirit, the

same, I say, and not another, sitting upon many waters.

Either literally, being surrounded by three rivers; or, in the

profusion of this world's goods, among which thou sittest

wanton and secure, unmindful of eternal riches; or, in the

sense laid down by him that beheld thee, that the waters on

which the harlot sits are peoples and nations and languages.

Recognise thine own features: a woman clothed in purple

and scarlet, decked with gold and precious stones and pearls,

having a golden cup in her hand, &c. Dost thou not know

thyself, O Babylon 2 Unless perhaps thou art deceived by

what is written upon her forehead, Babylon the great,

whereas thou art Babylon the little.”

In the same epistle he specifies the evils which

the Popes had carried to Avignon: “Suffer not

thyself to be overwhelmed by the ruin of the guilty

and by the sins of Babylon, of which there is neither

limit nor number, measure nor sum. I say nothing

of the inheritance of Simon, even that species of heresy,

not the least, making merchandise of the gifts of the

Holy Spirit. I say nothing of the mother of that sin,

even covetousness, which the Apostle calls idolatry,

&c.” Thus he passes on to the profligacy of the popes

and cardinals, of which he draws a picture more be

fitting the pages of the satirist than of the historian.

In other epistles he does not cease to lament

* Petrarcae Epist. Rerum Senilium, lib. i. alias lib. sine titulo

ep. xx., vel. xvi.

z 4
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the state of “Western Babylon"; “by whom built,”

he says, “it is uncertain; but by whom inhabited,

it is well enough known, even by those from whom

most justly it takes that name.”"

In this matter Petrarch was a follower of Dante,

who had recently noticed the figure of Babylon as a

representative of the Papal power. The wrathful

Florentine places a pope in the hottest hell, and there,

while his feet alone protrude from the burning soil,

belabours him with reproaches for his shameless

simony: “Were I not withheld by respect for those

supreme keys which thou didst hold while living, I

would use words still more severe. That your avarice

saddens the world, treading down the good, and

lifting up the wicked. Of you, O pastors, the Evan

gelist was thinking, when she who sat upon the

waters was seen to him, playing the harlot with

kings; she who appeared with the seven heads, and

bore the symbol of the ten horns.”f

In this state of affairs it was given to another

student of prophecy to catch a glimpse not only of

the coming corruptions, but even of the secession

that would follow them. About 1320, the friar

Hervey suggested, as a probable meaning of the

“falling away first,” a catastrophe, the counterpart of

which actually followed. “He who now letteth, will

let: perhaps thus; the Pope of Rome, who now holds

the churches, may hold them, till he be out of the

midst : that is, till the Church of Rome itself, the

midst and heart of the churches, shall commit

iniquity; on account of which many churches will

* Epistolarum sine titulo liber., ep. xii., vel. viii.

t Inferno, xix. v. 100.
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separate from her." * This meaning, though inap

plicable to the Apostles' times, Hervey thinks may

be supplementary to the original sense : " Only let the

Roman empire, which now holds almost all nations,

hold them, till it be out of the midst, that is, till this

power be taken away from the midst of the world."

a.d. circ. 1360.

If Hervey was almost alone in anticipating how

this corruption would end, its existence was generally

recognised and deplored. The widow Bridget, though

she made no formal application of the prophecies,

contributed to the labours of others, supplying to

the interpreters of Babylon some forcible descriptions

of Romish corruption. What she uttered in the high

character of a prophetess, they made bold to repeat

as humble commentators : —

" I may say of Rome as the prophet said of Jerusalem ; —

righteousness once dwelt in her, and her princes were princes

of peace : but now she is turned to dross, and her princes are

murderers. O Rome, if thou didst know thy day, thou

wouldest weep and not rejoice Her gates are un

guarded and desolate, because their guards and keepers are

turned aside to covetousness. Her walls are broken down

and unguarded, because they care no longer for the loss of

souls, but the clergy and people, whom God has made to be

her walls, are scattered abroad to make provision for the flesh.

The sacred vessels are sold contemptuously, because God's

sacraments are dispensed for money, and for the favour of the

world." f

Like most other prophets of her sex, Bridget de-

* Hervseus in Pauli Epist. in locum. Inter Opp. Anselmi

Cantuar.

f BrigittsB Revelationes, lib. iii. cap. 27.
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clares the last days to be close at hand. She explains

the seven thunders as descriptive of the troubles that

are to come upon the Church : not written, lest their

severity should altogether banish hope.

It must ever remain a deep reproach to the middle

ages, that for several centuries this argument was

continually in use: — The age is so bad, that it cannot

be made worse, except by Antichrist's coming:

therefore Antichrist must be at the door. But none

seem to have traced the mischief to its true source,

the false and delusive doctrines taught to the people.

In the Golden Legend of Voragine, named, one

might almost fancy, after a certain golden cup, — in

this Golden Legend there is seen a fearful picture of

the teaching of the age: through all the morals and

allegories of that book there seems to rise up a single

image : — a monk in his cell ; the world shut out,

the flesh and the devil within : and, for a motto,

the words of the legend itself, " Erat quidam mona-

chus valde lubricus, sed in beatam Mariam valde

devotus : "

" There was a certain monk, very profligate, but very much

devoted to the blessed Mary. One night, while going out to

his accustomed wickedness, he saluted the blessed Virgin as

he passed before the altar. On leaving the church, in attempt

ing to cross a river, he fell into the water, and was drowned.

As the devils were carrying away his soul, angels came to set

it free. To these the devils said, ' Why do you come ? you

have nothing to do with this soul.' Upon this, straightway

the blessed Mary arrived, and asked how they dared to take

away his soul. They answered that they found him to have

ended his life in wicked works. ' It is false,' she said ; ' for

I know that whenever he went anywhere he saluted me, and

that on coming back he did the same.' " i

* Legenda Aurea Sunctorum. De Assumpt. B. V. M.
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a.d. 1360-1380.

About this time appeared the treatise of Ore-

mius, " About Antichrist." * The monk, after ex

plaining the boy in Leviticus xxiv. as a likeness of

young Antichrist (that boy happening to be of the

tribe of Dan), goes on to suggest some serious re

flections on the existing state of Rome. The spiritual

Sodom and Egypt, though he prefers to consider it as

Jerusalem, he thinks may possibly mean Rome ; and

from the popular report, that Antichrist would be born

in Babylonia, he draws this caution : " It is seriously

to be inquired, whether Antichrist may not arise from

that second Babylon which has succeeded to the

first ; especially as the prophet Daniel says that from

the midst of the ten horns of the Roman empire the

little horn will arise."

The flight of the Church from Rome to Avignon

seemed in some measure to resemble the flight from

Jerusalem to Pella. This parallel occurred to

Clemangis, who inferred from it the approaching

ruin of Rome, an event expected to coincide with the

appearance of Antichrist.

This Clemangis, one of the most learned men of his

day, was rector of the university of Paris. His

treatise " On the Corrupt State of the Church " ranks

among the most valuable of those tracts on the times

which appeared during the latter part of the middle

ages. Far from rejoicing that the head of the Roman

Church was established in his own country, he laments

the importation of Babylonish crime and guilt : —

" I speak of the temporal power, the glory, and the deli-

* Martene's Collectio Amplissima, t. ix.
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cacies, with which the Church has become drunk even to

nausea and forgetfulness of herself. Concerning these things

it is commanded to the avenging angels, in the condemnation

of the harlot, ' How much she hath glorified herself, and lived

deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her.' For, to

omit events at a distance, such as the secession of the Greeks,

brought about by our own pride and avarice; the now con

tracted limits of the Catholic religion, once extended over

almost the whole breadth of the world ; to pass over these, and

some other wounds lately inflicted on the Church, there is at

least the ruin which we now see befalling the city of Rome,

the seat and head of the Church. Does not this ruin declare

that the desolation of the Church, as well as of her whole

government, is at hand, even as the dispersion of the syna

gogue and of the Jews followed close upon the destruction

of Jerusalem ?

" For how can she long endure and flourish, wandering

homeless and unstable about the world, her standing de

stroyed, her head lost, and she herself forced to migrate from

place to place, as a pilgrim and a guest in the world ? From

this she ought to gather certainly that her destruction is at

hand ; for, quitting the city of Romulus on account of her own

hateful corruptions, she has fled to Avignon, where, in propor

tion to her greater liberty, she has more openly and shamelessly

displayed her ways of simony and gain. Her foreign and

perverse manners, the forerunners of calamity, she has brought

into our Gaul, till that time upright and frugal, as well as

restrained by discipline; but now so sunk in prodigious luxury,

that it may well be doubted whether the thing itself is more

astonishing to hear, or miserable to behold.

" But of Gaul perhaps elsewhere : let me here speak of the

Church, which, by some bad bargain is in the habit of infect

ing with her own leaven the places in which she settles, be

coming to them an occasion of destruction and ruin. But

not unrevenged : for Italy has balanced accounts with her,

casting her out of her seat stripped and almost spoiled of

her patrimony ; and Gaul herself, impoverished by her, has

begun to pay back her injuries, so as to fulfil the prediction

of the prophet, * Thou shalt be ashamed of Egypt as thou
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wast ashamed of Assyria.' Also this : * O daughter of Babylon,

wasted with misery, happy shall he be that rewardeth thee as

thou hast rewarded us.' " *

Meanwhile the East trembled under the repeated

assaults of the Mahomedan power. The empire

of the Turks, founded about 1300, soon told with

dire effect upon the expositions of prophecy. Within

thirty years De Lyra could see little in the Apo

calypse but Saracens, Byzantines, and Turks: ex

cepting in the locusts, which he thought to be the

Arian Vandals. In expounding Daniel he followed

the ancient track, expecting the little horn to appear

as Antichrist in the end of the world, f Most of

this system was copied from the Franciscan Aureolus,

who wrote in 1317.

a.d. circ. 1400.

About this time, without name or date, the Apoca

lyptic commentary of Berengaud stole into notice. It

was first copied from by the Block-book Apocalypse,

published soon after 1400, and next quoted by Dio-

nysius the Carthusian, who wrote not later than 1470.

Down to that time every writer on the first seal

had explained it in reference to Christ's first triumph

through the preaching of the Gospel. But now Be

rengaud interprets it as Christ striving with the

antediluvians : and the idea, too far-fetched to have

readily occurred to two persons separately, is pre

sently copied into the Block-book. For there, in the

* Clemangis, de Corrupto Statu Ecclesiae. In the Appendix ad

Fasciculum Rerum, p. 567.

f Nicolas de Lyra, Postilla in libros sacros. For the history

of this school, see Appendix, Sect. ii.
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wood-cut of the first seal, the living creature displays

upon a scroll these words : " Come and see ; that

is, understand spiritually what thou hast read of as

done before the deluge." *

The Abbot Joachim had proposed a double mean

ing to each seal, seeking a duplicate of the events in

the Old Testament history. Berengaud now omitted

the New Testament fulfilment as superfluous : in

this way he made the seals refer to Jewish history,

the sixth describing the breaking up of the synagogue.

The city of the witnesses' death he makes the city of

the world (like Babylon). It is not Jerusalem, he

says, for three reasons : first, that the great city of

the Apocalypse is always Babylon ; secondly, because

the present Jerusalem is not built precisely where

the Lord was crucified ; and thirdly, because the

present city of Jerusalem, being inhabited by Chris

tians, cannot justly be called Sodom and Egypt,f

Having explained away the city in which the Lord

was crucified, Berengaud finds no difficulty in getting

rid of Babylon. " The harlot," he says, "in some places

means in particular Rome, which then persecuted the

Church of God: in others it signifies, generally, the

city of the Devil, that is, the whole body of the

reprobate." (Cap. 17.)

* The imitation is equally plain elsewhere, though the order of

the seals is not preserved : —

THIRD SEAL OF BERENGAUD. FOURTH SEAL OF BLOCK-BOOK.

" Veni et vide : id est, in- " Veni et vide : id est, spiri-

tellige spiritualiter Scripturam tualiter intellige Scripturam

legis." legis." Apoc. Johannis, liber

xylographicus.

f Berengaudus in Apoc. inter Op. Ambrosii ; also published

separately, Paris, 1554.
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It often happens, that when a systematic commen

tator shrinks from the application of this part of the

Apocalypse, some other writer makes his appearance

at the same time, to supply the omission. Thus,

what Berengaud fails to insist, upon, is enforced by

his contemporary, the Abbot Volkuin. The Abbot's

text is appropriate : " An enemy came and sowed

tares among the wheat."

" Oh grief and shame ! At this day exists the ancient

harlot, having in her hand a golden cup full of abomination,

filthiness, and uncleanness, with which she wonderfully in

toxicates the priests and clergy. It is written of her in

the Apocalypse, ' I saw the woman drunk with the blood of

men, and with the blood of Christ's martyrs.' Mulierem

mollem dicit emollientem luxuriam carnis, ebriam de sanguine

suorum scortorum vel scortatorum. This is that leech which

sucks the blood of God's ministers and martyrs (or witnesses) :

who ought to be Christ's martyrs, but have become the Devil's,

consuming flesh and blood in his honour and service. ' When

I saw her,' he says, ' O ye men, I wondered.' Who would

not wonder, and shudder, and be amazed, to see a priest of the

Lord, a minister of God, having emptied the cup, and still

thirsting to drain even the dregs of the cup of Babylon."*

a. d. 1412.

The famous Vincent of Ferrers now turned his

attention to the subject of prophecy. From various

signs he concluded that Antichrist was already born,

and, from the testimony of some hermits, that he had

already attained the age of nine years. At this time

he met a certain merchant of Venice, whom he drew

into conversation on his favourite subject. The

* Homilia Volkuini Abbatis, in the Appendix ad Fasciculum

Rerum, p. 154.
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merchant knew how to make himself agreeable: —

“Nine years ago,” he said, “I was attending vespers

in the chapel of a Franciscan convent beyond the

sea, when two boys, after long and severe convul

sions, exclaimed together, “At this day and hour

Antichrist is born 1 ''' A coincidence so remarkable

was forthwith reported to the Pope.*

Vincent, now fairly on the scent, pursued his

inquiries with vigour. Being himself an exorcist of

some celebrity, he resolved, in his imaginary conflicts

with the demon army, to employ stratagem, and

to extort from his captives the secrets of their

rebel leader. The demons, adjured at the moment

of their supposed ejection, confessed the truth of

what Vincent had heard, that Antichrist was indeed

born, and at the very time specified by the merchant.

He next inquired where Antichrist was born : but this

information they refused to supply. Their silence

was fortunate: otherwise the inquisitors would doubt

less have stepped in with their fires, and some harmless

village might have had to weep a new massacre of

Innocents, from nine years old and under.

The story reminds us of Herod, but not of the

wise men. In due time Vincent was canonized, and

pronounced to be a Vir Apostolicus: a title to which

his childlike simplicity formed a large portion of his

claim. But the Church of Rome, though, in con

sideration of his many good qualities, it passed over

Vincent's follies, looked coldly upon such specula

tions, perceiving that they brought unmerited dis.

* These letters of Vincent are published by Malvenda, De Anti

christo, lib. i. cap. 38.
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grace upon the whole subject of prophecy. In the

first council of Milan, held in 1565, it was thus

decreed: “Let none give out as certain the time of

Antichrist's coming, or of the day of the last judg

ment, since it is testified by the mouth of Christ our

Lord, ‘It is not yours to know the times and sea

SOrls.’” ”

A. D. 1430.

A highly-finished commentary on the Apocalypse

does credit to the Scriptural knowledge of the Fran

ciscan Bernardine. He returns to the track which

Berengaud had left: his first seal is the Gospel

triumph, his sixth the times of Antichrist. His city

of the crucifixion is Jerusalem, and he has something

to say even about the Babylonish Church: “In one

hour are so great riches come to nought. May not

this be applied to certain clergy and prelates of our

own time 2 "f

A. D. circ. 1450.

Before long followed the commentary of Dionysius,

a Carthusian monk of great celebrity. Though

disposed to make light of Berengaud's reasoning

about the city of the crucifixion, he is glad to get

rid of both Rome and Jerusalem, interpreting them

alike as the city of the wicked world. The motive

for giving up Rome is plain enough : perhaps Jeru

salem was abandoned to avoid the inconsistency of

taking one city literally and the other figuratively. I

* Harduin, in Concilio.

f Bernardini Senensis Opera, tom. v., in locum.

f Dionysii Carthusiani Enarratio in Apoc, c. x.

A A
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The description of Babylon is styled by Dionysius

a mystical and difficult passage. The city built upon

seven hills, and ruling in the time of the Apostle,

perplexes the most accomplished commentator of the

age. His contemporary, Gregory of Heimburg, sees

farther into this millstone : —

" These prelates and doctors, endowed with knowledge,

and shining in eloquence, but perverse in deed, and contra

dicting their own divine knowledge, — these make up that

Church carnal which John, in the seventeenth chapter of the

Apocalypse, calls the great harlot, sitting upon many waters.

* * * For many years past it has been more allowable to

preach about or discuss God's power than the Pope's ; for all,

drunk with that harlot's wine, and bewitched by her caresses,

put a nattering gloss upon the holy Scripture, twisting it to

the support of error." *

Could Dionysius have obtained sight of a letter

then passing between the Pope and the Grand Turk,

he might have found in it a practical illustration of

Babylon's spiritual harlotries. Pope Pius the Second,

disregarding the rights of his Eastern brethren,

offered to secure to Mahomet II. the empire of the

East and of the Greeks, on condition of his embracing

Christianity, and acknowledging the Pope as Christ's

successor upon earth. For this was part of the creed

of Pius: "Christ," he tells Mahomet, "transferred the

priesthood of the Jews to the Christians, having

chosen as His successor Peter, to whom He transferred

the high priest's power." f

The arrangement proposed by Pius might have

been easily carried into effect : for the forces till then

* Confutatio Primatus Papae, in the Appendix ad Fasciculum

Rerum, p. 117.

f JEneas Sylvii Epistolas, cp. 39G , op. p. 882.
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employed in aid of the oppressed Christians, would

have soon turned the scale in favour of the Turks.

Pius takes a business-like view of the proposed con

version : —

" If you desire to extend your empire among the Christians,

and to make your name as glorious as possible, you need

neither gold nor arms, neither fleets nor armies. A little

thing can make you the greatest, the most powerful, and the

most illustrious of all men now living. Do you ask what that

thing is? It is not hard to be found, nor have you far to

look for it : it is to be met with all the world over ; a little

water to baptize you, that you may submit yourself to

the rites of Christians, and may believe the Gospel. If

you will do this, there is not a prince in the world who will

surpass you in glory, or be able to equal you in power. We

will call you Emperor of the Greeks and of the East, and,

what you now occupy by force, and hold with injustice, you

shall possess by right. * * *

" If you were baptized, and would walk with us in the

house of the Lord as friends, neither would they stand in

so great dread of your empire, nor should we lend them help

against you. But we should rather implore your aid against

those who sometimes usurp the rights of the Roman Church,

and lift up their horns against their mother." (P. 874-5.)

Whether Mahomet was displeased with a slight

which Pius had cast upon the " Bull's Paradise," as

he rudely styled it (the garden of the Houris), or

whether he did not choose to bow down to the Pope

for all the kingdoms of the East and the glory of

them, history does not tell. The hint thrown out

about helping the Pope against the heretics, may

well excite a grateful feeling to that Providence

which frustrated the impious counsel, and delivered

Europe from the terrors of an Inquisition, backed by

the combined powers of Pope and Turk.

A A 2
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The Apocalypse was next taken up by another

Carthusian, James of Paradise. This monk was

among the many who longed for a Reformation ;

but to the fulfilment of that wish there existed a

great obstacle. " To me," says Paradisus, " it seems

scarcely possible that the Church in general can be

reformed, unless the court of Rome be reformed

first. And how difficult that is, present events show :

for no people or nation of believers make such

resistance to the reformation of any church as the

Italians." *

His plan of the seals, almost copied from Anselm,

does no great violence either to history or to Scripture.

According to Paradisus, the Church is seen, first,

white, in its Apostolic purity, then red with martyr

dom, black with Arianism, still pale with hypocrisy,

and henceforth expectant till the end shall come.

The sixth seal will bring in Antichrist ; the seventh,

the rest that remaineth to the people of God.

At this point the invention of printing puts to

flight the last lingering visions of the middle ages,

marking the beginning of a new chapter in the his

tory of man. Here, then, the historian takes leave

of the mediaeval church, preparing himself for the

bursting forth of that light which Rome, with all

her arts, was no longer able to suppress.

• De Septem iEtatibus Ecclesiae, App. ad Fasciculum Rerum,

p. 106.
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CHAPTER V.

REMAINS OF THE PRIMITIVE INTERPRETATION IN

MODERN TIMES.

" A woman seated. And still she is sitting, that city of Rome,

which rules over all the faithful, and jet is called a harlot. For

thus says Isaiah, How is the faithful city become a harlot."

Sermones super Apoc., a. d. 1512.

The Reformation, though it ultimately restored the

lost portions of the primitive interpretation, produced

that effect more slowly, and far less generally, than

might have been expected. First, the reformed

churches began to proclaim afresh the Babylonish

character of Rome, and the Jesuits, stepping in with

much prudence and learning, forced their church to

admit partially the identity of the two cities. Next,

the dreamy belief in a present millennium began to

give place to the renewed hope of a literal Sabbatism,

a hope which first appeared among the reformed, and

which, after receiving strength from the enthusiasm

of the Jesuit Lacunza, finally spread among the stu

dents of prophecy in all countries. Lastly, the pros

pects of the Jews attracted a degree of attention not

granted them since the Apostles' time.

From this slight sketch of the modern revival the

Jesuits appear to have been the most prominent

actors in the scene. The object and motive of their

interference admits of an easy explanation.

There existed in Pagan Rome a certain class of

augurs to whom belonged the task of observing and

AA 3
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interpreting the thunder. Of these fulguratores it

was required, that they should watch the play of the

lightning, visit the spot where the bolt had fallen,

and, from the signs of times and places, expound, in

order to avert, the threatenings of the offended gods.

What those augurs were to ancient Rome, Papal

Rome possessed in the Jesuits; upon whom, by their

own choosing, devolved the task of interpreting the

Apocalyptic thunders, so as to explain away those

portentous omens that struck terror into the ad

herents of the Papal church. And, if the prophetic

bolts had fallen thickly upon the harlot city, if her

seven hills had been conspicuously smitten, if the

smell of fire had passed upon her purple, if her

“pearls and gold and precious stones” had been

dimmed by the fiery stroke, – then, difficult was the

task, and important the assistance, of her new allies.

But, in the end, the prophecy proved too strong for

them: vainly did they invent distinctions, labouring

to avert the threatenings while they encouraged the

sins, till the latest of their number, abandoning the

unequal contest, exclaimed in despair, “O my people,

they which call thee blessed cause thee to err, and

destroy the way of thy paths.” "

Two symbols, neither of which had been thoroughly

explained in the primitive age, now received the at

tention of some distinguished expositors. By a com

bination of what all ages have contributed towards the

explanation of the Scarlet Beast and of the Sun

clothed Woman, the primitive outline may be thus

filled up: —

* Benezra's Coming of the Messiah, Irving's Translation, vol. i.

p. 252. Benezra is the Jesuit Lacunza in disguise.
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First, as to the Scarlet Beast. That monster so in

active and so silent, giving no signs of life beyond the

names of blasphemy which break out upon its hide,

whose very existence appears to be suspended, whose

home is the bottomless pit, and its end everlasting

ruin;—that empire, so mysterious and unearthly,

whose is it, and where, over men or devils, is it esta

blished ?

A beast in prophecy represents a kingdom : " The

fourth beast is the fourth kingdom." Red, also, is

the satanic colour, for the red Dragon is the Devil

and Satan. For fifteen centuries, therefore, nearly

the whole Church agreed to understand by this beast

the kingdom of "the Devil and his angels:" or, ac

cording to the language of Apoc. xii., " the Dragon

with his angels." Ribera, affecting more precision,

styles it " the Devil Regnant."

It is, they say, that kingdom of Satan which the

Pharisees of old thought to be divided against itself,

attributing to our Lord a share in its administration.

That kingdom, so often spoken of, but now for the

first time seen in vision, comprising the principalities

and powers which were spoiled openly, the invisible

object of the Christian's warfare, while he wrestles

not against flesh and blood, but against (as it runs

in the Greek) " empires and powers, against the cos-

mocrats of the darkness of this world."

We speak of the prince of darkness, of the prince

of this world. In the red Dragon he was seen to be

crowned ; but, if he be a king, where is his kingdom ?

To meet this question, as it seems, the Scarlet Beast

is allowed to flit before us : —

The Beast that thou sawest, was, and is not. Said,

114
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either prophetically ; for, shall soon come to an end ;

as it was said of Troy shortly before its fall, " Troy

was." Or contemptuously (Irenaeus) : — It is beneath

taking into the account, so precarious and fleeting is

its existence. Or, in contrast to the name of Christ.

As He was, and is, and is to come, so the kingdom of

His enemy was, and is not, and yet is (as some read)

to come.

And fourthly (by most) it is taken historically.

It was, in great power, before Christ's first coming,

when the strong man armed kept his palace, and his

goods were in peace: when devils were suffered

visibly to possess mankind, and every country, Judaea

partially .excepted, resounded with the praises of the

demon herd. When the Gentiles universally wor

shipped devils, and Satan became, not indeed by

right of creation, as the Manicheans pretend, but by

adoption on the part of his worshippers, God of this

world. (T. Aquinas.)

But this empire is not : its supremacy ceased when

the prince of this world was cast out ; when the strong

man was surprised by the stronger man, who entered

his palace and spoiled his goods. For not only upon

earth did Christ ravage the possessions of Satan, but

carried the war into the very fortress of the grave :

through death destroying him that had the power of

death, that is, the Devil. At that time the prince of

this world was judged ; and soon after he was suffered

to exert no more visible power over our redeemed

race.

And shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, in the

time of Antichrist. Shall ascend, to earth, when

their leader with his angels is cast down to earth,—
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when it is said, Woe to the inhabiters of the earth.

Out of the bottomless pit, the abode of demons, whi

ther the legion of devils prayed that they might not

be sent— sit,. ryv aSva-a-ov. Shall ascend, perhaps, in

the form of those fiery locusts that come up out of

the bottomless pit.

They shall come out of the bottomless pit: but

worse shall befall them, for they shall go into perdi

tion, their own place, being prepared for the Devil

and his angels.

And they that dwell on the earth shall wonder :

all but the elect, whom it is not possible that he

should deceive, their names being written in the book

of life from the foundation of the world. But the

rest shall wonder, ignorantly, saying, Who is like

unto the Beast, and who is able to make war with

him ? and, secondly, profanely ; admiring the triumph

of anti-Christian principles, and rejoicing to see

Revelation, as they will think, plainly refuted by

common sense. For that power which Christianity

boasts to have conquered, saying of it that it was and

is not, yet is. Declared to be on the verge of final

ruin, it is nevertheless, to all human calculation,

acquiring stability, and flourishing more than ever.

And to the mind that hath wisdom ; that desires

to understand the meaning of these symbols ; for the

wise shall understand, — the seven heads have two

meanings. First, when bearing a city, they are seven

hills : Mount Palatine, Quirinal, &c. ; secondly, when

spoken of as wounded, or when seen with crowns, they

are seven kings.

Now Daniel's " four kings " proved to be four great

kingdoms entering into the history of the Church
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from his own time. So these “seven kings” may be

the same series, reckoned from the beginning, thus:

Altogether, past, present, and future, there are seven

church-molesting kingdoms, each made the subject

of prophecy: Egypt under the Pharaohs; Syria under

Sennacherib, Hazael, and Rezin; next, Daniel's four;

and lastly, the empire of Antichrist, or the little horn.

Five are fallen: Egypt, Syria, Assyria, Persia, and

Greece (Bachmair and Croly), and one is, the Roman

status, or order of things. And the seventh, Antichrist,

is not yet come; for he who now letteth (the Roman)

will let, till he be taken away; and when he cometh,

he must continue. No prayers and groans on the

part of the Church, no insolent defiance on the part

of the usurper, shall induce the Creator to retract

that permission by which the forty and two months'

possession of the world is secured to Antichrist. But,

a short space: made so for the elect's sake: for, unless

those days were shortened, no flesh should be saved.

And the beast that thou sawest is himself an

eighth : that is, according to the classical Greek

idiom, there are seven besides him. Either, first, the

seven horns, three of the ten being then rooted up.

(Irenaeus and Prosper.) Or, secondly, thus: there

are seven that oppress the Church, yea, eight that

make war against it. As the body is to the seven

heads, so is the spiritual satanic kingdom to the seven

persecuting empires founded upon it. It is reckoned,

therefore, an eighth, and is of the seven, their com.

mon stock and parent: for, through them it acts,

as it was said to Polycarp: “The Devil shall cast

some of you into prison.” And goeth into perdition,

being entrusted to the Son of perdition, when the
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Dragon gives him his power, and seat, and great

authority: it goeth into perdition, when the Beast

and the false prophet shall be cast into the lake

of fire.

II. That the history of the sun-clothed woman

does in some way express that of the Church imme

diately before the coming of Antichrist, nearly all are

agreed ; but whether this Church is to be considered

Jewish or Christian, remains a question. Of the

ancients, Hippolytus takes it to be the Church in

general ;' Victorinus, that of Judea especially. Me

thodius and Augustine suppose the woman to be the

Zion of the prophets, but typical of the Christian

Church : Lacunza, thinking this a defrauding of the

Jew, takes it to be the ancient Zion, literally restored

in the last days.

There appeared, it says, a great wonder, in heaven :

perhaps a method of showing that the fulfilment

(until the scene changes to earth) will not be visible

to mankind. In heaven, behind the scenes, in the

spiritual and invisible world.

A woman clothed with the sun : what to her is a

glory is to the rest of the world a light. Either, first,

the Jewish Church, restored before the great and ter

rible day of the Lord. The woman once forsaken

and grieved in spirit, but now shining, because her

light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon

her. Clothed with the sun, of Righteousness; at

once a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of

His people Israel. And the moon under her feet, as

useless ; neither for brightness shall it give light unto

her. And upon her head a crown of twelve stars.
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The stars of Joseph's dream : the twelve patriarchs.

(Lacunza.)

Or, secondly, the Christian Church, clothed with,

or having put on, the Sun of Righteousness:—that

true light which lighteth every man that cometh into

the world. (Eusebius.) Having the moon under

her feet ; not easily explained with precision, though

at times supposed to be a symbol of the Synagogue,

or of change, or of things sublunary. And on her

head twelve stars. The Twelve. (Hippolytus.) By

these she conquered the world, therefore with reason

she now wears them in her crown. (Deacon Anselm.)

Or thirdly, the Church universal, made one fold

under one Shepherd : displaying the twelve Apostles,

seated on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes

of Israel.

And she, being with child, cried ; being engaged in

achieving some great work, she struggled earnestly.

Perhaps at this stage crying out, We have been with

child, we have brought forth wind, we have not

wrought any deliverance in the earth, &c.

And there appeared, in the same region of things

spiritual and invisible, another symbol. A red

Dragon, representing Satan : seen in heaven, either

to represent the spiritual wickedness in heavenly

places : or, seen as prince of the power of the air, con

ducting, as yet unperceived on earth, the mystery of

iniquity. He is called the Devil and Satan : that

is, Diabolus in the Septuagint, and Satan in the

Hebrew : for St. John is in the habit of giving

proper names in both languages.

And his tail drew the third part of the stars of

heaven : either, he seduced by his antichristian
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agents the third part of the bishops of the church

universal : for the seven stars were angels of seven

churches, that is, seven bishops ; according to the

saying 'of Malachi in the LXX., "the priest is the

angel of the Lord Almighty." These stars, drawn

from their orbit, may be those wandering stars de

scribed by St. Jude, the apostate teachers of the last

time, referred to in the prophecy of Enoch. Or, he

was permitted to comprise in his army, ("the Dra

gon and his angels ") one third of the invisible hosts

frequenting our earth. And he, going about seeking

whom he might devour, stood before the woman, to

destroy the fruit of her labours, as soon as accom

plished.

And she brought forth a man-child. Either, first,

Christ. She who had been His executioner, now

acknowledged Him as her son. She accomplished

in the face of Satan a good confession of Him who

came of her own flesh. Of whom it was said that

He should rule all nations with a rod of iron ; even

Him who was caught up, formerly, from the Mount

of Olives, to the throne of God, to be welcomed

with these words, Sit thou on my right hand, till I

make thy foes thy footstool.

Or secondly (and more usually,) a man child: a

valiant offspring, a body of confessors and martyrs,

to whom Christ promised that having overcome, they

should rule the nations with a rod of iron, even as

He had received of His Father. And they were

caught up, by martyrdom, to heaven, and to God's

throne, according to the promise : To him that

overcometh, will I give to sit with me on my Throne.

(Apoc. iii. 21.)
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And there was war in heaven. Michael, the great

prince that stands for the Jewish people, opposes the

powers of Satan, still in the invisible world. The

Devil is cast down from the office which he now

holds as accuser of the brethren : but, while losing

some invisible influence against the elect, he appears

to receive in exchange an increase of visible power

over the rest of men. Perhaps he is now suffered

to exercise his special deceivableness of unrighteous

ness, God sending upon men the strong delusion, that

they should believe the lie. Here begins Antichrist.

(Victorinus Martyr. ) *

Satan, knowing that his opportunity is short, even

three years and a half, loses no time in raising his

fiercest persecution against the Church. For, after

Michael's standing up, there comes a time of trouble,

such as never has been. The scene now changes to

earth, the persecution and the flight of the Church

being things visible to mankind.

There was war, it was said, in heaven : and now

peace is taken from the earth. The Church flies to

the wilderness : she receives the wings of " that

great eagle :" probably God Himself, who bears her,

as of old, on eagle's wings, that under the shadow

of those wings may be her refuge, till this tyranny

be overpast. They that are in Judaea now flee to

the mountains: perhaps then entering into their

* A writer of the fifth or sixth century, known as the Pseudo-

Ambrose, connects this casting down of Satan with the removal

of the letting power : " The Devil, perceiving that his ruin draws

near, at the time of the Roman empire's failing, he himself being

cast down to earth, as it is said in the Apocalypse," &c. — In

Ep. ii. ad Thess.
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chambers, till the indignation be overpast. And

lest they should there perish of want, they will be,

as it seems, miraculously supported during the forty

two months, as were the Israelites of old during the

forty years.

That they should feed her there. As it was pro

mised to the Israelites, when restored to Jerusalem,

that “bread shall be given them, their waters shall

be sure:”— so, to these, who in obedience to the

divine injunction flee from Judaea to the mountains,

the fulfilment of the promise is, by a special provi

sion, miraculously secured.

And I stood upon the sand of the sea. Having

been admitted behind the scenes, to witness both the

causes and the effects in connection, I now took my

stand as an ordinary spectator, to behold the effects

alone, as they will appear to those who will be living

when God doeth this. And I saw a beast, the

empire of Antichrist represented by its head, (as

Nebuchadnezzar stood for the head of gold,) rising

up out of the sea of the nations.

A. D. 1512.

What the first Leo beheld but dimly in the mirror of

his own ambition, the tenth Leo witnessed in reality,

and possessed to his heart's content. Rome now ruled

as widely by spiritual despotism, as before by the arts

of war. On the accession of this Leo, Rome presented

a spectacle as closely corresponding to the Babylonish

pageant of the prophecy as can easily be imagined.

St. John had seen in vision, a woman mounted,

seated on seven hills, clothed in purple and scarlet,
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and adorned with gold and precious stones. In the

year 1512 a triumphal procession wound along the

seven hills; — the Pope and Cardinals, mounted,

dressed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold

and precious stones. Nor was there wanting a certain

spectator, who, like St. John, wondered with great

admiration, and afterwards wrote an account of what

he saw.” The parallel fails in one particular; there

was no angel to say to the Italian, Wherefore didst

thou wonder 2 or to tell him the mystery of the

woman, and of the beast that carried her.

This spectator was one Penni, a Florentine, by pro

fession a physician, but at heart a milliner. A good and

simple man he seems to have been, taking for granted

all that they tell him, and believing that Christ is truly

carried on that very white horse, under the little

canopy of cloth of gold that protects the Eucharist.

The Pope is mounted on another white horse. By

the scarlet cloak, the crown of gold, and the “many

other jewels and precious stones,” he preserves a due

resemblance to the prophetic type. In other respects

the procession displays little that is remarkable;

the Pope is preceded by the Swiss guards, rapturously

described by Penni, as having a green stripe all up

one leg, and all down one arm; the bishops and car

dinals are in their scarlet cloaks, their horses being

covered with white housings, “excepting the eyes out

of which they saw,” says Penni: for the Pope did not

care to hoodwink his brute subjects.

“Next followed a very white horse, having upon its back

* This very scarce tract is reprinted by Roscoe, in the appendix

to his Life of Leo X.
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a little tabernacle adorned with cloth of gold, within which

was placed the holy Eucharist; and above it was a most

beautiful canopy, surrounded by about twenty-five squires,

carrying lighted tapers of the purest white wax. Behind

them came a sacristan, carrying a wooden staff, as a guard

to Christ.”

The Pope passed beneath devices and inscriptions

scarcely to be acquitted of an idolatrous meaning.

As the crowd shouted “Long live Pope Leo,” Penni's

thoughts were wandering to Jerusalem; by a strange

illusion he seemed to hear the hosannahs of the

multitude, while in the fluttering draperies of the

pageant he beheld the palm branches of the Mount of

Olives. For Penni was intoxicated, but not with

wine; he had been drinking of that golden cup, which

long before had taught the Abbot Rupert to read Zion

in place of Babylon. -

The pope proceeded to the Lateran, of which he

was to take formal possession. On reaching the gate

there was enacted a dramatic ceremony,-one of those

scenic effects in which the Church of Rome ever de

lights, and which in this instance comes in not amiss,

to support a distinction between the vain assumptions

of the popes, and the rabid blasphemies attributed to

Antichrist. Leo dismounts from his horse and seats

himself beside the way. From this humble resting

place the cardinals raise him up; and, while he ascends

the Lateran steps, they chant over him the words of

Hannah, “He lifteth up the poor from the dust, that

He may set him among princes.” Thus the pope, in

his proudest hour, still ascribes his exaltation to God:

whereas Antichrist, opening his mouth against heaven,

B B
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will set himself above all that is called God or that is

worshipped.

The same year produced an anonymous collection

of " Sermons on the Apocalypse." These, though

founded on the commentary of Bernardine, were in

terspersed with some new and important remarks.

The following sentence contains the germ of the

theory afterwards worked out by the Jesuits, supposing

a future apostacy of the city of Rome : —

" And the woman which thou sawcst is that great city ;

the union of the reprobate, or, the city of the Romans. Which

reigneth over the kings of the earth, that is, over all who possess

dominion and empire. John is speaking of the time when

idolatry flourished in Rome, or of a future time, when per

haps all heresy and unfaithfulness will be reigning in her." *

a.d. 1531.

To this year belongs the " Onus Ecclesiae," a work

attributed to John, Bishop of Kemnitz. Chemensis,

or Chemnicensis, as he is usually styled, was a mem

ber of the Romish communion, but scarcely to be

reckoned a Papist, since he could give it as his

opinion, that " Ambitious popes decree, and credulous

fools believe, that Rome is the head of the universal

church." f

Chemensis mostly follows the Franciscans, making

Francis and other reformers to be types or precur

sors of the two witnesses. Like them he expects two

Antichrists ; one real and major, the other mystic

and minor. The latter is to be the idol or false Pope.

With great inconsistency he interprets the seat of the

* Sermones super Apoc. Paris. 1512. fol. 201.

f Onus Ecclesias, cap. xlix. sect. 15.
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beast as Jerusalem typifying Rome. Fragments of

various systems abound in the work : he notices, in

passing, the new year-day scheme, counting the time

declared to Daniel as 1335 years: but from what

time the taking away of the daily sacrifice should be

reckoned, he says, " I am utterly ignorant."

The sixth seal he applies to his own time, the

" Status Reformativus" of the Church. This state

was to include the coming of Antichrist, an event

thought likely to follow soon : for the falling away,

said the bishop, is already begun, not only from the

empire, but also from the faith, and from the Roman

Church. " As under the Roman Empire the Church

began, so under the same will it come to ruin. And

although the Roman Empire will last till the time of

Antichrist, yet at some time or other it will certainly

be taken from the Germans, together with the Church;

for the kingdom and nation that will not serve God

shall perish." *

" The third ruin of the Church is that by which the Ca

tholic faith will fall. As Antichrist will execute the judg

ment and sentence pronounced by God against Babylon the

great harlot, so will the Church also at that time be almost

made desolate by Antichrist. Perhaps it would altogether

be exterminated, but for the assistance to be rendered it by

those preachers of the truth, Enoch and Elias, who will be

the heralds or precursors of the second advent of Christ, then

closely impending." f * * *

" Now this harlot, that is, the modern perverse Church,

is rebuked by the Lord through Isaiah, saying, How is the

faithful city become a harlot ! Once it was full of justice.

Such at this day appears the Church of the malignant. * i *

And the merchants of the earth were made rich by the

abundance of her delicacies. So at the present day some

* Cap. xlviii. sect. 6. f Cap. lxi. sect. 5.

n n 2
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Florentine merchants are lifted up and made rich by the

patrimony of St. Peter, and by the bounty of the Roman

Church.”*

A. D. circ. 1560.

The Reformation, so long hoped for, came at last.

The continental Protestants fell into various excesses

in the interpretation of prophecy, applying almost

every prediction in turn to the Pope, the Turk, and

the Roman emperor. The Reformers of England

kept closest to the primitive teaching, recognising

Rome as Babylon, and yet so respecting her worship

of the Father and the Son as to abstain from treating

her as Antichrist. On the subjects of the eastern

Antichrist and the millennium, they remained, for

the most part, silent.

Hooker endeavours to maintain the important dis

tinction between the orthodoxy and the corruptions

of the Roman Church:—

“Some there are, namely, the Arians, in Reformed churches

of Poland, which imagine the canker to have eaten so far into

the very bones and marrow of the Church of Rome, as if it

had not so much as a sound belief; no, not concerning God

Himself, but that the very belief of the Trinity were a part

of Antichristian corruption. And that the wonderful Pro

vidence of God did bring to pass that the bishop of the see of

Rome should be famous for his triple crown: a sensible mark

whereby the world might know him to be that mystical Beast

spoken of in the Revelation, to be that great and notorious

Antichrist in no one respect so much as in this, that he main

taineth the doctrine of the Trinity.” +

In this matter our Reformers showed themselves

marvellously free from the spirit of party. Although,

* Cap. xliii. sect. 4, 5.

f Hooker's Eccles. Polity, book iv. ch. 8.
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in the heat of controversy, being themselves but

mortal, they might be led to employ vehement lan

guage, yet they recognised Rome's orders and apos

tolic succession *, as well as her claim to be reckoned

among the Churches. " The Church of Rome," says

their nineteenth article, " hath erred, and that in

matters of faith."

For herself our Church claims no infallibility, as

sumes no menacing attitude. She is satisfied to

declare herself Reformed : content, by that name of a

penitent, to acknowledge her wanderings. She is not

ashamed to confess that, for her own part, whatever

may be the boast of others, she had wandered into a

far country, and had wasted her living upon the

Harlot ; but now, having arisen and come to her

Father, she feeds upon the fatted calf : she was dead,

she owns, but rejoices that she is alive again ; she

was lost, but is found.

a. d, circ. 1590.

The year-day theory, now rising into general no

tice, was first attacked by Bellarmine. The cardinal

seems to have gone out of his way for the purpose :

perhaps tempted by the prospect of an easy victory,

or hoping to strengthen his cause by having Scrip

ture, for once, fairly on his side. By that prince of

Romish controversialists the fallacy of the year-day

* Mr. S. R. Maitland has placed this matter in a forcible

light : " It is difficult to imagine that the Church of England would

admit a man to serve at her altar, because Antichrist had ordained

him — because the son of perdition had laid hands on him —

because the man of sin had given him holy orders." —Remarks on

a Review in the Christian Guardian, p. 109. On the subject of

Babylon, see the Homily against Peril of Idolatry, part third.
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theory was placed in the clearest light: he called

attention to the rule, that, whatever analogies be

tween two periods of time may exist in Scripture,

there is no instance in which a day is said, when a

year is intended. The controversy was left by him

exactly as it stands at present:—

“Nor can any objection be drawn from the words of

Ezekiel iv., I have given thee a day for a year: for it does

not mean that those days literally signified years, since, in that

case, Ezekiel must have lain upon his left side 390 years,

which is impossible. For God commanded him to lie upon

his left side 390 days, and added, I have given thee a day for

a year. Now, if these days are taken for years, he must have

lain 390 years; but he did not live so long. We conclude

therefore that these days are truly taken as days, but are said

to be given instead of years: for the days of Ezekiel's lying

symbolized the slumbering of God's wrath, when he bore

with the sins of Israel for 390 years.

“But Chytraeus objects from Luke xiii., I must walk to

day, and to-morrow, and the day following. To which I

answer, that this does not mean, as our opponents pretend,

that Christ would preach three years after He spoke those

words, for they were uttered in the last year of His life.

Since, as Jerome remarks (Script. Eccles, in Johannem),

and as the thing speaks for itself, Matthew, Mark, and Luke,

wrote Christ's sayings and doings, not of the first two years,

but of the third only. Therefore by these three days the

Lord either meant the three days which He would spend

in walking to Jerusalem, as Albert and Cajetan expound

it, or at least by that mode of speaking signified that He

would live and preach a little while longer, as Jansen well

remarks.

“Therefore Illyricus and Chytraeus have still to look for

their angelic days and months, since in Scripture they are

nowhere to be found.”*

To make out the Pope's title to the name of Anti

* Bellarminus de Rom. Pont., lib. iii. cap. 8.
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christ, it was thought necessary by some to deny the

continued existence of the Roman Empire. Thus they

hoped to prove that the removal of the letting power

had been already accomplished. Bellarmine is now as

much befriended by history as before by Scripture :—

" This sign was not fulfilled at the time in which the

Transylvan Antitrinitarians place the coming of Antichrist,

that is, about the year 200 : for the Roman Empire was then

at its height, and continued so for long after.

" Nor has it yet been fulfilled at any time : for the name

and the succession of the Roman emperors still remain ; and,

by God's wonderful Providence, when the empire failed in

the West, which was one of the legs of Daniel's statue, it

remained safe in the East, which was the other leg. But

because the Eastern Empire was to be destroyed by the

Turks, as we have seen, God once more set up in the West

the first leg, that is, the Western Empire, by Charlemagne ;

and this empire still exists." (Cap. v.)

To shorten the argument : Bellarmine contends

that the possession of Rome is not necessary to the

existence of a lawfully constituted Roman emperor;

otherwise none of the sovereigns from Valens to Jus

tinian could enjoy the title. Also that the Lutherans

boasted the support of three electors of the Roman

Empire. Therefore, concludes Bellarmine, they at

least must not deny its existence.

The cardinal is here supported by our Homily

against Peril of Idolatry, the second part of which

declares that " all authority imperial and princely

dominion of the empire of Rome remained continually

in the right and possession of the emperors, who had

their continuance and seat imperial at Constanti

nople." And that so it remained till Leo the Third,

when "he by his papal authority doth translate the

B B 4
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government of the empire, and the crown, and the

name imperial, from the Greeks, and giveth it unto

Charles the Great.” The whole Romish communion

still offer up, on Good Friday, a prayer for the wel

fare of the Roman Empire.

The new school of interpreters had gone on to say

that Rome was the seat of the Beast; and here Bel

larmine once more falls back upon the Apocalypse.

Chytracus, he complains, takes no notice of the words,

“Where also their Lord was crucified.” Moreover

Antichrist is to destroy Rome, not to reign in it.

“The ten Kings who will share among them the

Roman Empire, and in whose reign Antichrist will

come,– these will hate the purple-bearing harlot, that

is, Rome, and will make her desolate, and burn her

with fire. How, therefore, can she be the seat of

Antichrist, if at that very time she is to be over

thrown and burnt 2**

Bellarmine allows that Rome is meant by Babylon:

but Rome future, not Rome present. This future

falling away of Rome seems to be incompatible with

the infallibility of the Roman see: but Bellarmine

judges otherwise; “It matters not,” he argues, “that

in the time of Antichrist Rome seems destined to be

wasted and burnt, as appears from Apoc. xvii.; for

this will not happen till the end of the world; and

moreover at that time the Pope will be styled, and

will in truth be, Pope of Rome, although not living

in Rome: for so it happened in the time of Totila,

king of the Goths.”f The case of Bellarmine makes

it probable that even in the hour of Babylon's de

* Cap. 13. f Lib. iv. cap. 4.
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struction by Antichrist, there will be Papists so in

fatuated as to be planning how to retain the title of

Roman ; that, deaf to the voice which cries " Come

out of her," they will be fondly looking back to the

accursed city. If such there be, will they, like Lot's

wife, suffer a separate ruin ? or will they be permitted

to escape to those that cast dust upon their heads,

and cry, " Alas, alas, that great city?"

a.d. 1592.

The suggestion of the anonymous homilist was next

carried out by Ribera. The power and learning of the

Jesuits enabled them to hold out the menace to Rome,

that she would one day fall away from the faith, and,

despite her boast of perpetual purity, become the

mother of harlots and abominations of the earth.

On ground so dangerous Ribera treads lightly : he

seems to fear even the sound of his own footsteps.

" It may be," he suggests, " that some Christians not

conspicuous for holiness may at some time be suffered

to live in Rome." * The state of corruption prevail

ing in Rome early in the sixteenth century helps to

bring this supposition within the range of possibility.

But Ribera will allow nothing to the discredit of

Rome in her present papal character :—

" Babylon whose fall ia here predicted, Babylon the em

purpled harlot, Babylon the mother of harlots and abomina

tions of the earth, she that has made all nations to drink of

the wine of the wrath of her fornication, this is indeed Rome ;

but not Rome Christian, not Rome obedient to the Pope, not

Rome retaining and preserving within herself the see of the

Apostle Peter ; for this is not the mother either of abomina

tions or of filthiness, but the mother of piety, the pillar of

• Ribera in Apocalypsin, cap. xiv. num. 47.
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the Catholic faith, the mistress of sanctity. On the con

trary, it is Rome the author and preserver of superstitions,

the head of idolatry, the sink of all iniquity, the most bitter

enemy of the Christian name, the murderer and slaughterer

of the saints, such as she once was under heathen emperors,

and such as she will be in the end of the world, after she

has fallen away from the Pope.” (Num. 39.)

Riberalays it down that when Rome again becomes

Babylon, “there will be in her the greatest idolatry.”

As the fathers of Trent have sanctioned the decrees

of the second Nicene council, it is difficult to imagine

more gross idolatry than that which the Church of

Rome now supports. With better effect he replies to

those who would make Rome in the end of the world,

to suffer merely for the sins of Rome ancient and

Pagan :—

“Great Babylon came into remembrance. Because Ba

bylon's old sins are to be visited upon her together with the

new, our Apostle speaks as of a thing done long ago, - Great

Babylon came into remembrance before God, to give her the

cup of the wine of the fierceness of His wrath. She came

into remembrance, because her old sins had been already con

signed to oblivion on account of the faith which she had em

braced; but when fresh and similar offences are added, the

former also come into the memory of God:— For her sins

have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her

iniquities.

“Now Jerusalem would not have been laid waste by the

Romans on account of her old sins, unless she had afterwards

heaped upon them new and very heavy offences, not knowing

the time of her visitation, as the Lord said, but killing Him

through whom she was to be saved. And so Rome, after

the worship of so many idols, after incredible superstitions,

and after shedding the blood of so many martyrs, might yet

remain till the end of the world, having become the seat of

Christ's vicar, were it not that she will equal her former im

piety with new sins and horrible wickedness.
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" Therefore not for her former sins alone will she burn

with so great a burning, as was said before, but also on ac

count of those which she will commit in the last times ; and

this we learn so distinctly from the words of the Apocalypse,

that the greatest fool cannot deny it."*

There being in Scripture no notice of the change

from Babylon to Zion, and then back again to Ba

bylon, the Jesuits have been forced to turn prophets

themselves, and to invent a little history of Rome

future. That history is slightly sketched by Ribera:

" It cannot be doubted," he begins, " that Babylon

will become a workshop of all idolatry and crime :

if then we believe that Rome is called Babylon, we

cannot doubt that Rome will become all this near the

end of the world ; and as, while she continues Chris

tian and obedient to her Pope, this cannot happen

to her, we are forced to say that she will at that time

fall away from the faith and from the obedience of

Christ's vicar." f

In this matter the Jesuits acted with their usual

sagacity. By allowing Rome to be Babylon, they

made the Apocalypse comparatively easy of exposi

tion ; and, while they contrived to evade the dan

gerous consequences of their admission, they were

entitled to insist upon the literal meaning of the city

where the Lord was crucified. They could tie down

their opponents to the Calvary of the spiritual Sodom,

as rigorously as they themselves consented to abide

by the Palatine of the mystic Babylon. By this

concession the revival of the primitive system was

advanced : Ribera had already come nearer to it

* Cap. xiv. num. 44. f Ibid.
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than Augustine. The latter explained Babylon vaguely

enough: Ribera insists that it is Rome past and

future, present occupants always excepted.

A. D. 1602.

Ribera is supported by the next Jesuit commentator,

Blasius Viegas:—

“From these words it appears that, by the Babylon of the

Apocalypse, Jerome understood Rome. But the name of

Babylon is to be applied, not to that Rome which, under the

Popes, now professes the name of Christ, but to that Rome

which, before she received Christianity, worshipped idols,

and to that which will exist in the time of Antichrist, which

John, in this and the next chapter, describes as about to fall

away from the Pope, and therefore from the faith. I think,

therefore, with Tertullian and Jerome, that throughout the

Apocalypse, and especially in this chapter and the next, the

name of Babylon and the Harlot do describe the city of

Rome under that twofold state, and that this passage foretells

the future calamity and destruction of the city about the time

of Antichrist. * * *

“Now, as the angel here declares to John that the ten

Kings will hate the Harlot, and will entirely desolate and

burn her, it may be gathered plainly that, a little before Anti

christ's coming, or at least in the beginning of his reign, the

city of Rome will be overthrown and burnt by those ten

Kings: for, when Antichrist rules, there will be, not ten

Kings, but seven.”

In making these concessions to the requirements

of prophecy, the Jesuits received no check from their

superiors. Rome therefore may be considered as

acknowledging, for the time, her past and future iden

* In Apoc. cap. xvii. sectio 3. For the real sentiments of

Jerome see in cent. v.
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tity with Babylon. To pass over the cause that

forced her to admit an interpretation so fraught with

danger, would be to tell but half the story.

The tyranny of the Popes had latterly acquired a

certain likeness to the fury of the predicted Anti

christ. As that likeness continued to become more

and more glaring, the outcry raised against the

Papacy increased in strength. A simple denial of the

resemblance was clearly insufficient : it was, therefore,

thought prudent to stand by the plain sense of pro

phecy, and to admit, with certain restrictions, the

identity between Rome and Babylon. For the crimes

in which the Roman Church had latterly taken part

were of startling magnitude. Quite recently the

Pope had approved of the massacre of 29,000 Hugue

nots, striking a medal to record the event. " That

this slaughter," says the papal numismatist, " was

not perpetrated without God's help, and the divine

counsel, Gregory shows by the medal struck, in

which an angel armed with a cross and a sword

attacks the rebels."*

When Rome's power began to diminish, she was

reduced to the resource of boasting of her former

cruelties. And as, in the history of certain arts and

sciences, the appearance of systematic treatises notes

the arrival of a period known as " the decline of

art," so was the decline of persecution marked by

the appearance of several works on the Inquisition,

commemorating its exploits, and spreading abroad

the fame of those whose names had as yet scarcely

resounded beyond the tribunal and the torture-

* Bonanni, Numismata Pontiflcum.
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chamber. Of these works, the treatise of Paramus,

already mentioned, may serve as a specimen.

Luis a Paramo, a Spaniard, and an inquisitor of

distinction, wrote on the history, dignity, and utility

of the " Holy Office." In that office he includes Old

and New Testament saints, and even two Persons of

the blessed Trinity. He claims God the Father for

the first inquisitor, and Christ for the chief inqui

sitor ; not as mere honorary members, but as active

labourers in the work. The records of his office go

back as far as the garden of Eden, in which Adam

and Eve were the first heretics. The process on that

occasion is shown to have been duly and formally

conducted : " Deus primus inquisitor se ad instruc-

tionem processus contra primos parentes accingit." *

Adam and Eve are condemned to wear the san-benito,

made, for the occasion, of skins ; as convicted heretics

they are deprived of their earthly possessions, their

home, and their garden ; and finally they are sen

tenced to hard labour for the remainder of their lives.

" Following which example," says Paramus, " the

most holy tribunal of the Inquisition confiscates by

just proscription the goods of heretics, and cuts them

off from all their goods and fortunes." f

The inquisitors take for their motto these words,—

" Arise, 0 God, and judge thine own cause." By this

passage they profess to think themselves warranted

in attempting to wrest the power out of God's hands,

that they may judge it according to their own imagin

ations. A worse motto they could scarcely have

chosen, unless it were the text of Chrysostom's

Lib. i. p. 26. t p«ge, p. 45.
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sermon against persecution, — "Let both grow to

gether until the harvest."

This subject must not be supposed to have no

connection with that of Babylon ; for, says Paramus,

" The inquisitors of heretical pravity, by whom

soever delegated or nominated, are always delegates

of the Pope, and receive from him jurisdiction and

power."* One point especially can scarcely be

passed over in this place ; that strange sort of weak

and wicked logic which the Church of Rome so

assiduously cultivates, and which she employs in

justification of her rebellion and bloodshed.

The inquisitors, when they forgive a recanting

penitent, scourge him before dismissal. This custom

Paramus finds very much to his taste : —

" It is said, — The Lord shall send the rod of His power

out of Zion. This is the power of Christ, the chief inquisitor,

which He delivered to Peter, and Peter to the inquisitors.

Moreover, the inquisitors use rods very suitably and appro

priately. For as the rod at its beginning is naturally flexible,

tender, and soft, but at its end, hard, thick, and stiff, so the

inquisitors, when they reconcile to themselves penitents who

had lapsed through frailty or ignorance, are tender and mer

ciful ; but if afterwards the heretics, overcome of evil, fall

back again into their former sins, they strike them and smite

them stiffly, even to the burning with fire. They try first,

whether, by placing the rods before their eyes, the penitents

may conceive, and bring forth a variegated offspring, even the

fruit of good works." t

Paramus has a favourite theory about rods : —

" The Inquisition expects fruit from the rods, but,

finding none, it casts the dry tree into the fire."

Sometimes they looked long for the fruit, as in the

* Page 525. f Page 383.
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case of the Abbess Mary. It was part of her sentence

that “Every Wednesday and Friday throughout a

whole year she shall publicly enter the chapter-room

of the nunnery, and shall there be whipt during the

singing of the psalm, ‘Have mercy upon me, O

God.’” +

Well does Paramus remark that “it is the nature

of heresies to brutalise the mind, and to make men

altogether inhuman.”

A. D. 1627.

The praeterist scheme, which had now spread from

Calvin to the Jesuits, failed to infect their great

ornament, Cornelius A Lapide. Of this commentator,

and the respect paid to his opinion by the learned of

every communion, the Romish Church has some

reason to boast. In the matter of Babylon, A

Lapide follows the earlier Jesuits: —

“Ch. xvii. I say that Babylon, both in this chapter and

the following, is Rome; not Christian, as she now is, but

unbelieving and Pagan, as she was in St. John's time, and as

she will be again in the time of Antichrist. This may be

proved ; first, because Pagan Rome is that great city which

had dominion over the kings of the earth; and in the last

verse St. John says that the woman Babylon is that city.

She has, moreover, seven hills, as it is said in verse 9, which

agrees with no other city than Rome. Secondly, St. John

declares that the name of Babylon is not to be taken here

literally, but mystically, for he says, – A mystery; Babylon

the great.”f

In his commentary upon the Epistle to the Thes

salonians, A Lapide enters into controversy with the

new Papal-Antichrist school:—

* Pages 303. 379. f A Lapide in Apoc. cap. xvii. v. 1.
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“Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is

called God. The Apostle here explains the name of Anti

christ ; namely, that he is one who will oppose himself to

Christ, and to God, and to all divinity. Ridiculously, there

fore, does Wolfgang Musculus say;—Antichrist means Vicar

of Christ, which the Pope pretends to be, therefore he is

Antichrist. * * *

“Moreover, if Antichrist means Vicar of Christ, then Peter

and Paul, and all the Apostles, were Antichrists, for they acted

as vicars of Christ. “We are ambassadors for Christ, as

though God did beseech you by us; we pray you in Christ's

stead.” Now an ambassador performs his embassy in the

stead of a king, and is a king's vicar.””

The arguments against Wolfgang's translation may

be thus summed up:—

First. The vast majority of the Church in all ages

have agreed to translate Antichrist, by “opposed to

Christ.” No other explanation has ever been sug

gested except for controversial purposes.

Secondly. The Greeks, whose opinion must be

decisive in the meaning of their own language,

unanimously translate the word by,- opposed to

Christ.

Thirdly. The use of the words antipope and anti

cardinal proves the mediaeval acceptation of the com

pound. No one ever thought of an antipope acting

in subordination to, or as vicar of his rival.

Fourthly. St. Paul appears to fix the meaning of

the word by using in its place &vrixsiusvos ; “who

opposeth himself.” Also Daniel: “he shall speak

great words against the Most High,” he shall speak

“against the God of Gods.”

Fifthly. None of the reformed lexicographers have

* In D. Pauli Epistolas, in locum.

C C
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ventured to suggest Vice- Christ as the meaning of the

word.

Lastly. The interpretation, " Vicar of the Son of

God," contradicts St. John's paraphrase of the word,

" denying the Father and the Son."

In proportion as the life of the Reformation de

clined, Rome relaxed those efforts that had enabled

her to hold her ground in the great theological strife.

The Jesuits, no longer thinking it needful to grant

so much, shut up the Apocalypse, and devoted them

selves to those political intrigues that have made

their name infamous in modern history. And though

the causes that prevented the further progress of the

Reformation still remain a problem for the historian,

among them he can scarcely fail to reckon that

rationalism which ate out the vitals of continental

Protestantism, delivering Rome from all fear of sub

version from that quarter, — that is, from all fear of

them in the character of Christians. But a new

danger now menaced the city of the seven hills.

The growth of infidelity made it evident by what

connecting link the kings of Europe might be so

joined together in an Antichristian league, as to con

sume the Harlot, and at the same time to give their

power to the beast. Hitherto this state of things

had been visible in prospect to faith alone ; it now

began to fall within the range of common sense and

of daily observation.

For a long time the Romanists contented them*

selves with an occasional jest at the expense of their

opponents ; at length, Walmsley attempted, in more

serious earnest, to retort upon the Reformed. The

fifth-seal-martyrs he found in those traitors who suf
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fered under Elizabeth ; but these, being few and un

satisfactory, were helped out by the sufferers in

Japan. This writer, who appeared under the name

of Pastorini, is best known for his blunder in making

the locusts to be the Protestants, whereas they must

sting those who have not the seal of God, that is,

the members of the Church of Rome. The deplora

bly low state of the controversy may be illustrated

by this,—that Walmsley, while he took the other

periods literally, made the five months to be the 1 50

years following the Reformation.

a. d. 1792.

So stood matters at the outbreak of the great

French Revolution. That shock, so sudden and so

violent, dispelled many an expositor's dream, and

sent the Church back to Scripture for the true cha

racter of the predicted Antichrist. By the exploits

of Napoleon, by his attack upon Babylon, by the

kings that he subdued, and by his temporary sup

pression of the Roman empire, the microscopic in

terpretations of the day were fairly thrust out of

sight; there flashed upon many a suspicion, that

the things said about Antichrist might yet be

fulfilled not less literally than the prophecies about

Antiochus or Alexander the Great. The popular

style of exposition now became less grovelling : it was

no longer a question how many inches the Pope's

footstool was raised above the surface of the high

altar ; — here was a nation proposing to write after

the sacred name of Jesus, " late God." While men

had been discussing whether claiming to act for the

Son was, or was not, denying the existence of the

c c '2
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Son, here had risen a nation who literally denied both

the Father and the Son, setting up Reason above

every God. And whereas it had been taken for

granted, for want of something better to say, that

the Pope, while crying out for help against the Goths

and Lombards, had been engaged in plucking up

three kings, here was Napoleon, fighting real battles,

dethroning living kings, and doing every year what

would have made the reputation of any expositor

who could have discovered such incidents in the

history of the Popes. Therefore men began to look

on in reasonable terror, waiting to see the end of

the great words which this man spoke.

And well was it for those who had patience to wait;

for some at once concluded that Napoleon was the

wilful king, and the French atheism Antichristianity

itself. Events, as it now appears most plainly, did

not warrant the tone of certainty with which these

assertions were put forth; for Napoleon worked no

miracles, nor did he exalt himself above every god.

Yet in the year 1815 Mr. Frere thus stated his

expectations,– “Bonaparte, on hearing the intelli

gence from the north and the east, will return

into the Holy Land, and will there plant his taber

nacles in the valley of Megiddo, between the glorious

holy mountains. There the treading of the wine

press will take place, and there he and all his army

will perish, under the manifest vengeance of God.”

This school of expositors came to a violent end.

Those that survived the flight from Moscow, either

fell at Waterloo, or dragged out a precarious ex

* Frere's Combined View of the Prophecies, p. 468.
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istence during the imprisonment at St. Helena.*

Their last hopes centered in the son of Napoleon, who

might yet turn out to be the son of perdition ; and,

though at present but a gentle boy, might ripen into

that rampant and infernal king. The Duke of

Reichstadt's early death cut short these expectations,

and prepared the way for a new and composite

system, destined to flourish a little longer than its

predecessor.

This scheme was based upon a supposed connection

between the Pope and the French Revolution ; for,

from Justinian to Robespierre was precisely 1260

years. But at this point the learned differed, some

reckoning the Pope on the same side with the Revo

lution. Mr. Croly paraphrased thus, — " The spirit

of Popery, in its shape of infidelity, shall publicly

abolish the doctrines of Christianity." f The ma

jority, however, seeing clearly that Popery and in

fidelity were deadly foes, set themselves to solve

the question, whether the subversion of Popery was

* It would be well if all expositors would cling to the inspired

interpretations as resolutely as these did to their own. When

Napoleon was beaten at "Waterloo, his defeat was given out to be

that wound, from which he was destined certainly to recover :

when he was shut up in St. Helena, the Atlantic was pronounced to

be that sea from which the Beast was once more to arise. But he

died in May, 1821 : unfortunately for Mr. Hoblyn, who had, in the

course of that year, published this prediction : — " Behold ! the

arrogant, contemptuous boaster has received a wound by a sword :

yet he lives, and is gone into captivity. But now do we look for

his return, and anticipate his entrance even into the land of Sa-

baeim, the land of glory. See! the beast who received a wound

by a sword and did live, again advances, emerging from the

ocean."— Hoblyn, on the Numbers of Daniel, p. 142.

f Croly on the Apocalypse, ch. xi. 7.

c c 3
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the fall or the rise of the beast from the bottom

less pit. But here again they were divided, for this

question involves another of equal magnitude, —

whether the saints are still in the hands of the little

horn or not ? whether the kingdoms of this world

have yet, as announced at the sounding of the seventh

trumpet, become the kingdoms of Christ, or are still

under the sceptre of the Devil, swayed by the hands

of the Beast ? In a word, whether the saints are still

worn out, slaughtered, and forbidden to buy or sell,

or whether the judgment has already sat, to take

away the dominion of the tyrant to the end. So

delicate is the question, that several who have ventured

a journey to the seat of their Beast, and have enjoyed

the best possible means of procuring information,

have returned home still undecided about the

slaughtering of the saints.

But difficulties of this sort were for the most part

kept out of sight. It was safer to say generally that

Paris, and not Vienna, was the city where the Lord

was crucified. The foreground of the scheme was

occupied by the figure of Napoleon ; at one moment

flaming in mid-heaven *, at another emerging from

the bottomless pit.f Anon, his artillery shakes not

Europe only, but the very fabric of the exposition

itself : next, he is seen expiring, smitten with a

* Mr. Fysh, in 1837. On the power to scorch men with fire :

"Buonaparte was indeed the sun of France, and not only the sun

of France, but the sun of Europe also."—Beast and his Image,

page 179.

t Mr. Habershon, in 1844: "The Beast of the early French

Revolution, described in Apoc. xi. 7., as ascending from the abyss,

and which came to be a head under Napoleon, is to re-ascend, and

to be the eighth, and of the seven."—On the Apoc. chapter xx.
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" deadly wound " upon the Belgian plains. But

we must not forget, in looking back upon the

failure of these writers, that what they have sug

gested concerning the probable issue of Napoleon's

antichristian principles, is daily receiving from pass

ing events important confirmation.

A few, though without much life or enthusiasm,

still held fast by the system of the ancients, that Rome

was Babylon, and the city of the Crucifixion, Jeru

salem. These seemed to have been, by the force of

circumstances, compelled to take refuge in antiquity ;

the winds of doctrine which had driven them to that

shore, left them there stranded, high and dry indeed,

but yet in comparative tranquillity, at leisure to

watch the tossings of their unstable neighbours.

Of this small class a specimen is to be found in the

annotator of Reeve's Bible, from which the following

sentences are taken : —

" Apoc. xiv. 9. Rome was to be destroyed by the beast

Antichrist, as appears in ch. xvii. ; who, after having thus

put down the Romish Church, shall oppress Christians in

a more grievous manner, and set himself up, not as Christ's

vicar, but agreeably with his name, in direct opposition to

Christ

"V. 10. The harlotry of Babylon is here plainly dis

tinguished from the worship of the Beast, and it is plain that

the latter is to succeed the former. Again, of the former it

is only said that she is fallen, but the followers of the latter

are sentenced to dreadful punishments.

" Ch. xvii. 16. These shall hate the harlot. This, together

with v. 13, 14, are a proof that the harlot, or Popish Rome, is

not the Beast, or Antichrist properly so called : she must

otherwise hate herself, eat her own flesh, and burn herself

with fire. 18. That great city is a description which is

applicable to none but Rome : so the great city mentioned at

ch. xi. 8. can mean none but Jerusalem."

c c 4
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A. D. circ. 1800.

With far more vitality was that teaching enforced

by the Jesuit Lacunza, notwithstanding some irregu

larities in his exposition of the beasts and metals.

Perhaps, of all modern writers, Lacunza has the most

deeply influenced the study of prophecy. Although

a Jesuit, he takes Babylon to be the existing Church

of Rome, while with the primitive Christians he

believes in an infidel Antichrist, the restoration of

the Jews, the resurrection of the saints, the literal

millennium, and the final restoration of the earth to

be the eternal dwelling of Christ and His Church.

Ben-Ezra's “Coming of the Messiah,”—for under

that title the author has disguised his name, is known

in this country chiefly through the translation of Mr.

Edward Irving. For the performance of this task we

are much indebted to our countryman, especially as

the Inquisition, by labouring to suppress the original,

has rendered it scarce on the Continent.

From a treatise so well known, a few extracts must

suffice. Hitherto the Jesuits had pretended that

Rome must yet fall away from the faith in order

to become Babylon: this theory is attacked by

Lacunza : —

“Rome, not idolatrous, but Christian, not the head of the

Roman empire, but the head of Christendom and centre of

unity of the true Church of the living God, may very well,

without ceasing from this dignity, at some time or other incur

the guilt, and before God be held guilty of harlotry with the

kings of the earth, and amenable to all its consequences.

And in this there is not any inconsistency, however much

her defenders may shake the head. And this same Rome, in

that same state, may receive upon herself the horrible chas

tisement spoken of in the prophecy: nor is it necessary
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thereto that she should previously be taken by the in

fidels, — that she should return to become the court of the

infidel Roman empire, arisen from the grave with new and

greater grandeur; nor that the new emperors should root

out of her the Christian faith, and reconstitute idolatry.

All these extravagant ideas, all these imaginary suppositions,

are indeed consolations of no worth, and cannot fail to be of

the greatest injury to Rome, if she repose upon them. * * *

O that it were possible to speak in her ear, in such a way as

should profit her, those words which God spake to His

ancient spouse (I mean only with a reference to this par

ticular point), O my people, they which call thee blessed

cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths ! " *

From the prevailing infidelity of the Spanish

clergy, Lacunza expects them to take a prominent

part in the affairs of Antichrist. Still further, he

gives out with great confidence that the Romish

clergy will become the second Beast of the Apo

calypse : an opinion deserving notice when advanced

by one of themselves.

Lacunza had chosen the name of Ben-Ezra, the

better to plead the cause of the Jews. Like Metho

dius, he makes the sun-clothed woman and the Zion

of Isaiah to be one : but unlike him, he interprets

both in the most literal manner as the Jewish Church

restored in the last days : even —

" Zion the mother, with all the wrecks of her family, who, be

the number determinate or indeterminate, are to be ' 144,000

sealed of all the tribes of the children of Israel ; ' being en

lightened or clothed with celestial light ; having opened the

inward eye and the inward ear to see and hear what till then,

by the just judgment of God, she had not seen or heard.

And she shall at once conceive in her womb, that is, figura

tively, Jesus Christ and Him crucified; who, through the

• Irving's Benezra, t. i. p. 252.
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fault of her doctors, has ever been to her a true scandal.

And Christ Jesus shall begin to form himself in her very

womb, still in a figure, and there also shall he proceed and

grow into the perfect day.” "

Thus far Lacunza has appeared as a restorer of the

primitive belief; in other matters he must be ranked

as an innovator. By a new arrangement of Daniel's

symbols, he endeavoured to show that the iron king

dom was the Gothic, and the fourth beast still future,

the kingdom of Antichrist. This arrangement is the

basis of the Futurist scheme, the latest novelty in the

interpretation of prophecy. Its supporters lay great

stress upon the temporary residence of Darius in

Babylon, as tending to prove the continuity of the

Babylonian and Persian monarchies. But they seem

to have forgotten the speedy removal of the empire to

Shushan and Persepolis, after which Babylonia became

but a conquered province, according to all the histories

yet written, and, what is still more to the purpose,

according to the accounts given in the Scriptures

themselves.

A. D. circ. 1825.

The Futurist scheme, including a large portion of

the primitive belief, now received the support of two

clergymen of the English church, William Burgh and

Samuel Maitland. To the latter belongs the honour of

having effected a partial reformation in the manner of

conducting prophetic investigations. For, before the

appearance of this second Walla, it was the custom to

quote authorities at second or third hand, or even to

* Vol. ii. p. 87.
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rend half a sentence from its context, with little re

gard to the intention of its original author. All this

he would have reformed altogether, routing up tra

ditional references, and printing in italics long-sup

pressed clauses. These ghost-like apparitions startled

many, so that desertions from the year-day camp fol

lowed in quick succession. Under this iron dictator

ship it fared hard with many who had unsuspectingly

repeated the statements of their predecessors, who had

copied lists of the fallen kings, or had made free with

the names of Bernard and Fluentius. Still harder were

the times for those who with easy confidence had talked

of the prophetic style, and given out that the prophets

were in the habit of saying days when they meant as

many years. Not long before, Mede had challenged

the world to find an exception to this rule : the inex

orable critic now demanded, but demanded in vain,

to be shown a single instance in support of it.

The Futurists, when they borrowed from Lacunza

the great elements of their system, rejected that

which had cost him dearest, the admission that the

Romish Church is Babylon. In preference to this

they joined Bellarmine in the expectation that Rome

will fall away from her present faith before the days

of Antichrist.

In the production of this system there were seen

the usual effects of a violent and sudden reformation :

Scripture was made paramount, but tradition, even

primitive and apostolic, was rejected. On the pre

sent occasion, as in the great convulsion of the six

teenth century, matters did not stop at that point :

there was yet standing-room for another body of

men, who could be content to receive Scripture as
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supreme, but with it to accept the aid of primitive

tradition : who could allow with St. John that the

Red Dragon is Satan, and yet agree with the

Church at large that the fourth beast is the king

dom of the Romans. The ground thus prepared was

soon occupied ; but, strange to say, was almost as

quickly deserted : for, of those that then expounded

the prophecies according to the primitive system,

scarcely one continued to pursue the subject after the

year 1840.

a.d. 1832.

To finish the story, it remains only to compare

with a passage from one of these writers, the sayings

of those who represent to us the teaching of the

Apostles. And lest our modern author should be

supposed to have copied from the ancients, we must

choose one who professes not to follow them ; it being

his belief, that " on prophecy they could know but

little : the time was not come for unfolding the scroll,

it was therefore to them as a sealed book." *

REV. C. D. MAITLAND.

" The Infidel power, the Beast

under his last head, while run

ning its desolating career, de

vours Popery ; burns that great

city Babylon down to the

ground ; yet it breaks not

friendship with this false pro

phet, who continues his con

federate and powerful auxiliary

to the last. And being thus

helped by this lying prophet,

VIRl APOSTOLICI.

" He will become the eighth

among them, and they shall de

solate Babylon, and burn her

with fire, and give their king

dom to the Beast. * » * And

of his armour-bearer, who is

also called the false prophet, it

is said, ' He spake like a Dra

gon ; and he exerciseth all the

power of the first beast before

him.' This is said that all may

* Sermon on Christian Assurance, by Rev. C. D. Maitland, p. 5.

(1831).
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REV. C. D. MA ITT. AND.

and both being holpen by the

Dragon, even the Devil, they

will, I apprehend, slay God's

'witnesses, chase the mystic

woman, the mother Church, into

the wilderness, and do great

feats.

" For I fear it will be found

that all these bitter dregs are

yet in the cup, and remain to be

wrung out.

" And then, when they shall

have afflicted the earth, and

made it a scene such as we may

shudder but to think of, Christ

will burst forth upon them, and

hurry them off the stage on

which they had played the part

of Antichrist so fearfully. He

shall come and hurry them away,

and they shall go together into

the pit, and lie down side by

side, with the fire and the un

dying worm for their companion.

• * * Then shall the earth have

rest a thousand years." *

VIRI APOSTOLICI.

know his miracles to be done,

not by divine power, but by

magic art. * * « And they

will put to flight the Church."

(Irenseus.)

" The consummate tribula

tion, as it is written, and as

Daniel says, draws near. For

the Lord has cut short the times

and the days, that His beloved

may hasten to His inheritance.

For the prophet says, ' Ten

kings shall reign on the earth,

and after them shall arise a

little one.' " (Barnabas.)

" And when this' Antichrist

shall have laid waste all things

in the world, reigning three

years and six months, and sit

ting in the temple ofJerusalem ;

then the Lord shall come from

heaven with clouds, in the glory

of the Father, and shall cast him

and them that obey him into

the lake of fire • * * And he

will bring about to the just the

times of the kingdom, that is,

the rest, even the seventh day

made holy." (Irenaeus.)

" In six days, my brethren,

even in six thousand years,

shall all things be accomplished.

And he rested the seventh day :

that is, when His Son shall come

and shall abolish the time of the

Wicked one, and shall judge the

ungodly.' (Barnabas.)

• Maitland's Noah's Day, pp. 186, 187.
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The author of “Noah's Day,” it appears, has not

borrowed from the ancients; neither can the ancients

be supposed to have borrowed from him. Yet from

their close agreement, both he and they appear to have

availed themselves of some common source of in

formation. This common source, which neither of

them will be ashamed to own, is the Bible: and that

the Bible, taken as it stands, is able to make men

wise, not only to salvation, but even to a knowledge

of the future, appears from this: — that what the

ancients gathered from it may be now repeated, word

for word, confirmed rather than falsified by the lapse

of ages. Nothing has yet occurred to contradict the

expectation that Antichrist will come, to destroy

Babylon, to put to flight the Church, to slay the wit

nesses, and, while denying the Father and the Son, to

set up himself above every God.

So much for the history of the past: the present,

in which we are at least equally interested, demands

also a moment's notice.

Of late years, the field of prophetic investigation

has been materially and rapidly enlarged. Through

the recent revival of ecclesiastical learning, the ex

positor now finds himself in possession of almost all

that has been written upon the subject since the life

time of the prophets themselves. Thus the very

character of the study promises to undergo a change;

but, whether for the better or for the worse, remains

to be seen. Yet the question cannot long continue

undecided; succeeding expositors will either be en

couraged, by the example of the ancient Church,

more closely to follow Scripture, or will attempt to
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justify, by that extravagance of which history affords

so many instances, their own departure from the

track of the inspired interpretations.

The host of newly recovered commentaries offers

a dangerous facility for the construction of eclectic

systems. It has now become easy to select a scheme

of trumpets from the thirteenth century, and of seals

from the twelfth : a millennium from the fourth, and

a city of the crucifixion from the fourteenth. In this

manner many systems may be framed, all differing

widely from each other, yet all professing a close agree

ment with the belief of the ancients. This practice

will not assist in clearing up the vague opinions already

entertained concerning the belief of the ancients,

who in turn pass for praeterists, year-day expositors,

futurists, and even mystics.

Yet this mischief is more than counterbalanced

by a happy result, already partially realised.

A few years back, it was not uncommon to meet

with announcements of a "new and original expo

sition " of the book of Revelations. But, if all are to

be original, where shall we find that body of believers

who will agree to trace in any part of history, to the

glory of the Lord of the prophets, the fulfilment of

His word? Moreover, this "original" method was

not found to repay, even to the expositor, the labour

bestowed upon it. It was but a poor satisfaction that

his scheme should be for a few months wondered at

as a novelty, to be thenceforward forgotten, or even

quoted as a proof of the folly of studying prophecy,

and of attempting to penetrate the mysteries of Holy

Writ. But now, by almost common consent, originality

of interpretation has ceased to be the expositor's aim :
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he is better satisfied that his system should seem true

than new : and best of all is he pleased when he can

point to some ancient and time-worn page, on which

the reality of the fulfilment, and therefore the divine

character of the prophecy, has been recorded of old.

Yet even here he is left to the guidance of his

individual taste. He may be led to seek, from the

suffrages of the past, that support which his opinions

have failed to command from the incredulous present.

He may labour to collect, what to his undiscrimi

nating taste seems to be not less precious than the

teaching of the highest antiquity, the random sug

gestions of degenerate monks and friars. For it is

possible, in constructing a table of the seals, to find,

somewhere or other, enough to take off the appear

ance of absolute novelty from the wildest speculations.

Or, on the other hand, he may aspire to share the be

lief of the primitive Church, instructed by Apostles,

fresh from the contemplation of miracles, and grounded

in the elements of the faith by daily conflict with the

Pagan and the Jew. It may be his delight to collect

testimonies to that Divine foreknowledge which could

inscribe upon the shield of a religion persecuted and

trampled on, “Conquering and to conquer;” he may

feel his own faith strengthened by the example of

that martyr-church which waited not for temporal

prosperity till it could venture to accept the omen:

and he may joyfully follow through history the

predicted conquests of that Truth, the success of

which has long since passed into a proverb, “Magna

est veritas, et praevalebit.”

We seem to be living not far from a time in which

an acquaintance with the subject of prophecy will be
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reckoned among the safeguards of a Christian's

faith : when the question will be often and anxiously

asked, What system of interpretation is safe and

trustworthy ? But which, of all the systems that

modern ingenuity has constructed, may be expected

then to obtain the sanction of the Church at large ?

Not one of them, in the opinion of all but its im

mediate supporters, is worthy to be named in con

nection with the " sure word of prophecy : " not one

of them will bear historical examination, much less

maintain its credit in controversial strife. They

crumble before the daylight, how then shall they

weather the storm ?

i) i)
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CONCLUSION.

THE TIMES OF ANTICHRIST.

" That Antichrist's reign against the Church will be of the utmost

severity, though continuing for a very short time, even till by God's

final judgment the saints receive the eternal kingdom ; — he who

reads these things, though half asleep, is not allowed to doubt."

Augustine.

The Church of Rome, before finally taking leave

of the prophecies, thought proper to foretel a yet

future apostacy of the Papal city. In this prediction

there may be a larger proportion of truth than we,

whose thoughts naturally turn to her past bloodshed

and idolatry, may be, at first sight, disposed to allow.

It will be granted by many, and those not eager to

take undue advantage of an opponent now beginning

to taste the bitter fruits of past iniquities, that, in

the present aspect of that Church, there are impor

tant indications of a deep-seated change for the

worse. It was with a new feeling of surprise that

the world beheld her suspicious acquiescence in the

recent insurrection in France, when she stood fore

most in applauding the subversion of a peaceable

monarchy, though effected by a half-infidel assem

blage, ill deserving the name of government. From

such a coalition, the casual observer might be led to

suspect the existence of some secret principle, held

in common by the infidel and Papal powers : a sus

picion, as it will presently appear, not altogether

unfounded or unjust.
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There is at the present day no principle more

widely diffused throughout the civilised world than

that which is met with under the names of progres

sion, development, and the cumulative perfection of

human wisdom. On every side we behold Scripture,

together with the primitive belief founded on it,

treated as an antiquated system, profitable only for

the world in its leading-strings, and ill adapted to

the present enlightened condition of the human race.

This principle, in one of its various forms, mo

dern Romanists appear to have supplied to the

rationalists of the day. Meeting on this common

ground, both parties show themselves alike desirous

of escaping from the bondage of the written rule.

They cannot endure that the faith should continue,

like its founder, " the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever." And though the one would for the most part

add to, while the other would exclusively take from,

the articles of faith contained in Scripture, yet, from a

comparison between the curses denounced in the Apo

calypse, these crimes appear to differ little either in

nature or degree. Not more substantial is the further

distinction, that the one vests the right of developing

in the Church, the other in the world. For, let the

principle of development be once granted, and the

very ground of that distinction bids fair speedily to

vanish.

The experience of past ages warns us against

presuming to foretel confidently the issue of existing

conflicts, or to announce a necessary connection

between times present and times to come. But,

without offending against the spirit of this caution,

we may still follow out the intentions of the Giver of

I) D '2
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prophecy, by attempting to concentrate upon the

present the light reflected back from the revealed

future.

Prophecy, that has said so much about Rome's

doings in the day of her pride, now leaves us to

gather from herself the course that she will pursue in

the day of her distress. And with evident reason: for

while, in the full enjoyment of liberty, we areable freely

to observe and to comment upon the aspect of affairs,

we require far less the aid of prophecy than when

called upon to struggle against the triple array of

learning, genius, and the power of the secular arm.

Therefore, free from preconceived expectations, and

with a tacit permission to hope for the best, we now

await her own decision, whether she will resist or will

encourage the spirit of the age. Looking forward to a

general rebellion of physical and intellectual power,

we wait to see whether or not that Church, ever ver

satile and unscrupulous, will then think fit to abandon

her ancient principles of blind obedience, in the hope

of thereby securing a hold over the insurgent masses.

The Jesuits, two centuries ago, decided that Rome

future cannot justly be punished solely for the

offences of Rome past; but that she must, to the

end, continue to heap up iniquities, and to merit

vengeance. Till this reasoning has been satisfactorily

disproved, let it be ours to guard against the conta

gion of her example, and jealously to preserve that

distance which a happy Reformation has placed be

tween ourselves and her.

Of the yet remaining length of Rome's career we

know nothing certain from prophecy. It may be that

the sorceress has still before her long ages of iniquity:
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it may be that we are now resisting her latest arts,

the last insidious smiles that shall cross her withered

features. For though, to delay the fatal hour, she

should form fresh compacts with the kings of the

earth, she must soon reach a point in compliance,

beyond which she cannot follow them. The truce,

so hollow and interested, will then no longer avert

their vengeance ; the hatred wherewith they will hate

her will be greater than the love wherewith they

have loved her ; " they shall make her desolate and

naked, and shall eat her flesh, and shall burn her

with fire."

The world, already beginning to confound the cor

ruptions of Rome with the faith which she professes

to support, will doubtless hail in her ruin the down

fall of Christianity itself. But to clear up what

ever difficulty that judgment may present to the

Church, an angel has been commissioned to explain

its cause : — " Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great

city, because she made all nations to drink of the wine

of the wrath of her fornication." (Apoc. xiv. 8.)

Were Babylon, as some have fondly hoped, but a

symbol of the wickedness of the world, the Church's

troubles would be, at that time, happily ended. But

such dreams will be rudely dispelled : Babylon is in

deed fallen ; the enemy has struck his camp ; but it

is that he may occupy a more commanding position.

The worst trials of the Church, far from being ended,

have still to come : — " The third angel followed,

saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the

beast and his image, the same shall drink of the wine

of the wrath of God." (v. 9.)

For the principles that appear to be now hastening

D D 3
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the downfall of Babylon are of a nature to bring on,

with almost equal rapidity, the coming of Antichrist.

Man, in the opinion of these modern rationalists,

having grown in wisdom and experience, now requires

a revelation suited to his augmented powers. The

Old Testament, they admit, might have been well

adapted to the exclusive spirit of the Jew : the New

to the unlearned simplicity of the early Christian.

Popery suited well enough the darkness of the

Middle Ages; the half sceptical, half superstitious

creeds of the Continent, have hitherto met the re

quirements of modern times. But these, they object,

were external forms of religion, requiring miracles to

enforce them, tradition and the testimony of anti

quity to support their credit. Something is now de

manded that shall be felt to spring from the heart

of man himself, something that reason will suggest and

common sense accept ; that shall reveal to man the

divinity within, shall raise him from the dust of

creeds and systems, and shall emancipate him from

those fetters which the ignorance and timidity of

former ages have cast around him.

This longing for a new revelation and a new intel

lectual religion, where may it be expected to end ?

What, if those who are dissatisfied with a God of

mercy, be suffered to create for themselves a god of

power; if despising a Saviour, they be permitted to

set up a Destroyer : if, receiving not the love of the

truth, that they might be saved, they become the

subjects of strong delusion, that they should believe a

lie ? Such a result will not be without a parallel in

the physical world.

There are certain states of the atmosphere, in
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which a man, by turning his back to the light, and

following the pointing of his own shadow, may be

hold a false and phantastic counterfeit of the sun.

Such, in the last days, will be the origin of the coun

terfeit Messiah suffered to mock the despisers of the

Sun of Righteousness. For the individual apostate

it is doom enough that there remains no more sacri

fice for his sins : but, for a world of rebel malcontents,

a new and special confutation shall be prepared.

Scorning the warmth and brightness of the noonday

sun, they seek in empty space a luminary of their

own : they are mocked with a phantasm, a cold and

cheerless image of the star of day.

Though the coming of Antichrist will be a conse

quence of the unbelief of the world, the Church is

no more permitted to reckon herself free from a share

in the guilt, than to expect an exemption from the

terrible punishment. For all her misrepresenta

tions of Christianity to the world, for every act of

neglect in publishing the Gospel, for all backward

ness to warn others or to deny herself, for every che

rished corruption and every selfish schism, she will

then, in one form or another, suffer severely. Nor

may she hope to neglect with impunity the great

task committed to her care, the circulation of Holy

Scripture, accompanied by the steadfast inculcation

of its divine and infallible inspiration. Those who

actively employ their powers in subverting its autho

rity, where, but in the foremost ranks of Antichrist,

may we shortly expect to find them ? And those who,

from a repugnance to support what is termed an obso

lete and exploded doctrine, now suffer this form of

infidelity to spread unchecked, from what, in the ap-
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proaching trial, do they hope to regain their courage 2

He who would then face terrors, let him learn now to

endure a smile.

For, in that day of unequalled trouble, besides death,

and perhaps bodily torment, there will be the torture

of sickening doubt, withering and racking despair.

The grounds of faith will be so obscured as to render

argument hopeless: the counter-evidence apparently

so overwhelming as to place all opposition in the light

of wilful blindness. For that counter-evidence, as

the Pagan * long ago remarked with triumph, will

appear to defy refutation: the only safety will lie in

refusing to behold or to listen: “If they say, Here is

Christ, believe it not; if they say, He is in the desert, go

not forth.” In former persecutions there has ever been

an easy answer to the blasphemer; but now it will be

a man's first difficulty to realise the faith for which

he is called to suffer. Intellect, miracles, the course

of Providence itself, all will appear to be ranged on the

side of the delusion: to doubt it will seem unbelief:

to receive it, an act of required submission to the

Giver of reason. For when God, in fulfilment of His

threatening, curses our blessings (Malachi ii. 2.), the

greatest blessings will prove the heaviest curse:

reason and common sense, intended to incline man to

the Gospel, and to teach him his need of a Saviour,

will then seem to rise up as an impassable barrier

between him and his God.

As certain prophecies, besides their direct reference

to the times of Antichrist, admit of a secondary ap

plication to all periods of trial, so do others, not

especially descriptive of the coming persecution, never

theless allow of a partial adaptation to that crowning

* Celsus; see sub anno 150.
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event. On this principle it has been proposed to ex

pound £i passage in the Canticles, where the spouse,

beaten and insulted, is described as wandering in

search of her Bridegroom, though by so doing she

seems to forfeit the honoured character of bride ; for,

to complete her disgrace, the keepers of the wall take

from her her veil, as a token of purity to which she

no longer enjoys a title.*

But to begin in the middle of the story, and to apply

to the case in hand the punishment without the pre

vious offence, would be against all fair principles of

expounding Scripture. If therefore, by the night-wan

dering celebrated in the Song of songs, we choose to

understand the Church's distress in the times of Anti

christ, let us also be prepared to allow that shortly be

fore that time she is shown to have abandoned herself

to untimely repose: whether by settling down upon the

good things of this world, as though she had now

reached the time for securely enjoying them : or, which

seems more probable, by settling down upon the forms

* So Hortolanus in Cantica, c. iv. " In this passage, under the

figure of the Bride, the Church relates the cruel hardships which

she will then incur in seeking and calling upon her Bridegroom.

Terrible, indeed, will be the sequel to the 'beginning of sorrows,'

as Christ himself has thus foretold : — Then shall they deliver

you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you. But he that shall endure

to the end, the same shall be saved." In reference to the " keepers

of the walls," the reader may consult the Jesuit Lacunza, who

expects the Romish clergy to become the priests of Antichrist :—

" Our priesthood it is, and nothing else, which is announced for

the last times, under the metaphor of a beast with two horns

like a lamb. Our priesthood, which like the good shepherd

should defend the flock of Christ, and for it lay down their own

lives, shall prove in those times its greatest scandal and most

perilous snare. . . . They that regard such iniquity as incredible

. in persons so sacred, will likewise regard the iniquity itself as

goodness." Ben-Ezra, vol. i. p. 220.
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and externals of her ancient faith, its evidences un

realised, its spirit supplanted by the letter, the very

soul of her devotion chilled and dormant. Yet even

this error might be remedied : she still has a friend

to awaken her, to bid her descend from that bed of

repose to the dust and the humiliation of her hours

of toil. But this call she refuses, at the moment, to

obey, and her refusal will cost her dear.

That last trial of her faith will be also the most search

ing. It is not withoutincreased severity that she is asked

for the last time, Lovest thou me? Yet she has one

consolation left her, that she shall in the issue answer

to the test as she has never answered before. Of all the

false Christs and the false prophets of the day, she will

suffer none to be compared with her beloved: He is

of heaven, they are of hell: the new object of delight,

glittering with miracles and rich in universal homage,

this is a son of perdition: the Man of sorrows,

the despised and rejected, though now so distant,

seeming to have deserted her even in her darkest

hour, “This is my beloved, and this is my friend, O

ye daughters of Jerusalem.”

But at that time she may no longer hope, as of

old, to call forth the reply, “Where is thy beloved,

that we may seek him with thee ?” For, as none of

the elect shall then be deceived, so, it seems, none

but the faithful, already based upon Scripture and

supported by the Divine purpose, shall be enabled

to resist the delusion. A consideration, which, if

in any degree probable, ought to have weight

with all who are entrusted with the education

of others. Now, if ever, let them labour to pro

pagate a steadfast belief in the truth and the inspi
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ration* of Scripture, not shunning the labour of

forming a practical acquaintance with the fallacies of

the age, well knowing that each generation of scorners

plans new attacks upon the faith, requiring to be

met by new and ever-varying exercise of the ancient

weapons.

For in that day Christianity will seem to the world

to have been a dream. They will wonder, unless all

power of wondering should be absorbed by the object

of universal wonder, how, for so long a time, a sys

tem could prevail, in their estimation so manifestly

false, so deservedly exploded. In their new Messiah,

they will, in their own estimation, both perceive what

Christianity ought to have been, and learn by the con

trast what it was not.

For, when compared with Antichrist's temporary

success, our blessed Saviour's mission will appear to

have been a failure. And, lest the comparison should

* The truth, as well as the inspiration. It is the latest insult

that a presumptuous age has offered to its Maker, to suppose His

"Word, though inspired, not absolutely true. The reasonableness

of absolute and miraculous inspiration, a question which some now

labour to represent as one of intricacy, may still be reduced to the

old form. For it is reasonable to suppose,

I. That the Being who spent such labour upon our creation,

should have created us for some definite purpose, not to be thence

forth cast aside and abandoned to ourselves.

II. That, being our sovereign, He should constitute us His sub

jects, informing us of His existence, and giving us laws.

III. That the Creator, at the time of delivering those laws,

might, as a means of establishing a visible connection between

Himself and them, suspend in some manner the ordinary laws of

creation.

IV. That to a revelation so sanctioned we should be expected

to submit, neither charging it with incorrectness, nor with impos

ture in professing to be a message from God himself.
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then miss its effect, Antichrist has even now his fore

runners, who declare openly that the assent of the

human race is the divine testimony to a divine mis

sion. By this theory, so flattering to human pride,

they are already preparing his way: doubtless they

will not forget their argument when its force is at

the highest. Your Messiah, they may say, was re

jected by the very people to whom he was sent: he

came to his own, and his own received him not : the

ordained priesthood refused him; the multitude that

saw his miracles, even they cried out “Crucify him.”

But this man has only to appear and to work miracles,

when he obtains, not merely the homage of that one

people, but the universal assent, the instant and pro

found reverence of a world. The followers of the

Nazarene, even after the end of his career, could be

gathered together in an upper chamber: but a con

tinent is too narrow for the subjects and the wor

shippers of this new Hero. See how in the beginning

of his reign all the world wonders after him : how

from every kindred and tongue and nation arises the

universal chorus, “Who is like unto our king, and

who is able to make war with him P”

Blessed he whose faith, in that dark hour, will be

based upon the sayings of Holy Writ. That man will

understand, better than all who have gone before

him, the parable of the house builded on a rock.

His only danger will be in applying it too exclusively

to himself, as if, before his time, the floods could

never truly have been said to descend, the winds to

blow, or the stream to threaten. Blessed he who,

in the prospect of a violent death, will be enabled

boldly to impugn the universal lie. Not that he
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may hope to convince others ; enough, and yet only

enough, if he can maintain his own conviction. He

will have to fight over again the battle of Stephen,

disallowing man's claim to be considered supreme

judge of a Messiah's credentials. Least of all will

he suffer the Jews to be appealed to. The people

that rejected Moses, saying, Who made thee a ruler

and a judge ? it were strange if they did not reject

the prophet who was to be raised up like him. They

that took up the tabernacle of Moloch and the star

of their god Remphan, no marvel that they now

follow this new idol, that they delight to receive his

mark, and to bear the number of his name. The

assent now witnessed is indeed unparalleled, the

union of heart and soul a new thing among mankind :

but not new to him who knows it all beforehand,

whose Bible at that time will open of itself at the

place where it is written, " These have one mind,

and give their power and strength to the beast."

To resist that torrent of enthusiasm, his found

ations will need to be laid in actual contact with the

substance of the rock itself. There may be, between

him and Scripture, no shifting stratum of vague and

second-hand traditions. The stream will indeed

shake his faith who has been content to receive

as an evidence of Christianity the bare testimony

of temporal success : the argument wiD then be

found to tell equally against it: he must seek in

haste some finer touchstone of the heavenly and the

true.

It will be well, if, in the dismay of that moment, men

will be able to distinguish clearly the true ground

of the Apostles' boasting:—not their conquests, but
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the manner of their conquests. “In these things we

are more than conquerors:” that is, in being killed all

the day long, and counted as sheep for the slaughter.

And this is no new refinement upon the ancient sense,

no sophistry dressed up to meet the demands of the

hour. Long ago, before even the Saracen enforced

his teaching by the sword, the words of the Apostle

had called forth this exclamation:—“O marvel ! The

servants bound, the Master crucified, still the doc

trine daily prospering: the very causes expected to

extinguish it, these most of all contribute to spread

the flame.”*

The delusion, though of supernaturally rapid

growth, will not be altogether the work of a moment.

Many shall come, saying, I am Christ. There will

be vague reports that a Christ is here, or a Christ

there. Bede thinks that Antichrist himself will

spread these rumours, in order to accustom men to

the expectation of a new Messiah: but that at the

beginning of the three years and a half he will say

openly, I am Christ. For a time several prophecies

may seem to be in his favour: it will be a question,

(to him at least who has then to make his first ac

quaintance with their literal meaning,) who it is that

most truly builds again the ruined tabernacle of

David: the Nazarene, whose coming was followed by

the destruction of David's city, and by the departure

of the sceptre from his tribe, or he who makes the holy

city the seat of universal empire. And who is it

that is set up as king upon the holy hill of Zion ?

The Nazarene, set up as a malefactor on the hill

* Chrysostomi Homilia xvi. ad Populum.
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of Calvary, or he who, like a king, plants the taber

nacles of his palace in the glorious holy mountain ?

In this way will be felt that sign of the latest days,

" perplexity."

Though the craftiness of Antichrist may at first

lead him to employ these arguments, his pride will

not long suffer him to appeal to the word of Another.

He will hasten to set up himself above every god,

and will open his mouth against the God of gods :

even against His name, His tabernacle, and them that

dwell in heaven. The style and character of his blas

phemies we are not told : whether he will imitate the

coarser forms of the French Atheists, or the more

polished defiance of ancient Rome :—

" Shut up, thou God, the solid gates of high Olympus,

Fortify, O Jove, the sacred citadel of the sky :

Already Rome's lance has vanquished land and sea,

The path to heaven still remains untrodden." *

Yet, in the absence of fuller particulars, two general

expressions present themselves to our notice. The

first, — " He opened his mouth :" an idiom foreign to

classical Greek, and used by the Evangelists in pre

facing a set speech, such as the Sermon on the

Mount. Of this character was the proclamation of

Sennacherib, the closest parallel afforded by Holy

Scripture : " Whom hast thou reproached and blas

phemed ? Even the Holy One of Israel." And, se

condly, " There was given him a mouth." A phrase

used elsewhere to express direct inspiration : " I will

give you a mouth and wisdom ;" but seeming here to

imply a peculiar satanic gift of blasphemy, far ex

ceeding in malignity the efforts of unassisted man.

* Alphoeus of Mitylene.
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" He shall speak marvellous things against the God of

gods." All this God shows to be mainly directed

against Himself : doubtless that, from the example of

His own long-suffering, we also may learn patience.

But how, taking up a position contrary to the

instincts of human nature, will the impostor support

his pretensions ?

" He doeth great miracles." Upon this passage

the Church has evermore kept her finger ; noticing,

with undisguised dismay, that the very words used

to describe the Saviour's miracles are likewise applied

to those of Antichrist. Some writers have proposed

a qualification, but in vain ; for St. Paul speaks of

" all power and signs and lying wonders." Even the

word lying, on which they have built hopes, does

not occur in the other passages: therefore we are

forced to conclude, that even if unreal in essence,

they will be proof against detection by human

vision. The false prophet will call down fire from

heaven, and will " deceive those that dwell on the

earth by the miracles which he hath power to do in

the sight of the beast."

At these miracles all the non-elect then living

shall wonder, that is, they shall be deceived. The elect

also would be deceived; but it is not possible, and

for that reason alone they stand. The Church has

long desired to know how near a doubt will be suf

fered to approach the mind, before it is repelled by

the stern front of the eternal purpose. On this

subject the first Gregory thought deeply : and, if

it may be said without disparagement to his faith,

his courage quailed at the prospect:—

" While the elect behold with horror such signs and miracles
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wrought by the ministers of Antichrist, even they, though

despising life, will feel a mist of uncertainty rising in their

hearts. For as, through its miracles, the imposture flourishes,

so in some degree does their steadfast vision grow dim. . . .

Therefore, by the influence of his lying wonders, a shadow

of doubt will obscure the sight of the righteous; and, in the

hearts of the elect, at the sight of the terrible miracles, a

dark thought will gather form and substance."*

Compared with the history of our Saviour's life,

faith and unbelief will seem, in that day, to have

changed sides. What it was blasphemy to say of

the first, it will be soul-saving truth to think of the

second: he truly "hath a devil, and is mad;" he

lives and reigns " by the operation of Satan f," for it

is the Dragon that gives him that power, and seat,

and great authority. For the heaven-sent messenger

must be backed, not by miracles alone, but by every

word of God. The same Scriptures that foretold

good things of Christ have declared bad things of

Antichrist. Seen by this light, his very miracles

will resolve themselves into a fulfilment of prophecy :

the great signs and wonders by which he will think

to style himself God, will stamp him "Man of Sin:"

for, if he did no miracles, he would not be the Anti

christ of prophecy : if that prophet called down no

* Gregorius Maximus, lib. 33. in Job.

f Regarding the " Operation of Satan," the remark of La

Haye is at least ingenious : " Has Satan," he asks, " never done

such things before? Did not he, when power was given him

to tempt Job, cause fire to descend from heaven in the sight of

men ? The fire of God ! exclaimed the messenger, not knowing

what was done, or what Satan intended. And did not the same

Devil once give sense to an image of himself, and cause that the

image of himself should speak, when the serpent uttered deceitful

and death-bearing words ?" In Apoc. xiii. torn. ii. p. 622.

E E
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fire from heaven, he would not be the false prophet

of the Apocalypse.

It has been usual to attribute to Antichrist the

possession of transcendent universal genius ; and,

with the apostolic definition before us, " all power,

and all deceivableness," it seems impossible to over

shoot the mark. Therefore each age, according to

its peculiar taste, has boldly speculated upon his ac

quirements. The ancients, thinking of Simon Magus

and the Egyptians, expected a magician of matchless

supernatural power. The schoolmen looked for the

most subtle of disputants : the monks, a man famous

for his austerities. Malvenda anticipates a profound

knowledge of Scripture, with eloquence so fascinating

as to make it unsafe for the best instructed Christian

to listen to him.* A few years ago, when physical

science was popular, many supposed that he would

gain ascendency by means of science : but, now that

the cry is for genius, we may tremble at the prospect

• Malvenda de Antichristo, p. 411. "Antichrist," he says,

" will dispute in public with the most learned of the faithful, and

with such subtleties and smoothness of speech will he, Proteus

like, shift his ground, that to all present he will seem to have

proved as with the light of day, by all reasons human and divine,

that our Lord Christ was nothing else than a mad deceiver. Mean

while the Christian will be driven out with laughter, hisses, and the

noise of hands and feet. Then that proud one, inflated with his

new triumph, will thus arrogantly address the Christians : —

' Wretched men, cease now to believe in your Crucified Impostor :

see you not how clearly I have proved him to be the sorriest

of pretenders? Now open the eyes of your understanding, and

at length acknowledge me to be the very God. ' " But La

Haye suggests the caution, that in inventing such things about

Antichrist, we give him the opportunity of disproving them : —

" For, being so profoundly learned, he will convince the Christians

of that time that he is not the son of perdition, since the things

which they themselves have predicted, are not fulfilled in him."

Tom. ii. p. 587.
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of his vivid imagination and persuasive eloquence.

For such a one the way is fast preparing by the ef

forts now made to Pantheise our race, and to represent

the intellect of man as the evidence of an indwelling

divinity. Ye shall be as gods, said Satan at the first ;

Ye are as gods, Satan now begins to say, preparatory

to teaching one man to say, I am above every god.

The strength of Antichrist's persecution will not lie

in torture, for there is no death foretold but by de

capitation (Greek, the stroke of the axe. Apoc. xx. 4.).

This state of things reminds us of the French revolu

tion, in which two millions of persons perished by

instant death : the ancients, however, taking Nero and

Diocletian for their guides, overlooked the omission of

the torture. But, in place of bodily torment, there

will be a new and peculiar source of distress : a

universal conflict in the heart of each country,

each city, and each home. Without doors, the cer

tainty of instant death ; within, no refuge from the

maddening anxiety, but at the fireside savage hatred

and deadly revenge. The daughter is at variance

with her mother : some word or gesture betrays that

their God is not the same God, and the executioner

is called in to end the dispute. " Children shall

rise up against their parents, and shall cause them

to be put to death." In this desolation of hearth

and home, one sanctuary, as it appears, shall be

spared, for nothing is said of treachery between

husband and wife. Nor need we attempt to supply

the omission, since the worst is professedly revealed :

" Behold, I have foretold you all things."

To the severity of that tribulation the prophets op

pose its shortness. Its duration is reckoned in three

E E 2
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ways: by God, by His Son, by the angels, and even by

Satan, it is reckoned as short: but to the souls

under the altar, and to the elect crying day and

night, it will seem long. Therefore, as a common

standard of reference, its actual length is given: and

to suit the readers of all times, its duration is laid

down in months, and in years, and in days. It will

last 1290 days of Jewish reckoning; 1260, Gentile

style, without the intercalary month; each number

making, when reduced to modern time, 1279 days,

or two and forty months.”

It must be for some higher end than to gratify an

idle wonder, that the limits of this trial have been so

strictly defined. To know, when things are at the

worst, how much longer the worst will continue, is a

consolation, which, till that day of rebuke and blas

phemy, the believer cannot learn to estimate aright.

For that knowledge, though it must preclude false

hopes of an instant deliverance, will as certainly

supply true hope, and banish utter despair. The

tyranny, in proportion as by the lapse of time it

appears to be gaining stability, will thus be known

to be most surely hastening to its fatal hour. The

towers rise proudly, but their base is crumbling; the

torrent foams madly, but its source is failing; “the

ungodly is in great power, and flourishing like a

green bay-tree: ” but with equal truth shall it soon

be added, –“I went by, and lo, he was gone; I

sought him, but his place could no more be found.”

* This period is still further refined upon in the “Ascension of

Isaiah,” a work of the second or third century. “The power of

his prodigies shall be displayed in every city and country. In every

city also shall his image be erected. And he shall have power

three years, seven months, and twenty-seven days.”—Ch. iv.

t
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Meanwhile Israel's Keeper is neither slumbering

nor sleeping. The earth is His, and the fulness

thereof ; though, for His own purposes, He has

seemingly abandoned it to this ruinous tenant. And,

first, to provide for his own : the Church, which now

in her worst troubles longs for the wings of a dove,

will then, as Bede remarks, both need and receive the

wings of a great eagle. Next, unveiling the secrets of

His eternal purpose, God proceeds to show the world

who are His, and who Satan's. This is done, perhaps

invisibly, by the sealing angel ; but beyond the possi

bility of mistake, by the plague of locusts. Before

that plague is let loose, each monarch marks his own :

all will have either the sign of the Beast or the seal

of the living God ; (at least throughout the land of

Judea, for none but Jews are sealed). And, as the

angel once passed by the bloodstained threshold,

so will the locust, during those five months of woe,

pass by the seal-bearing forehead.*

* The book of Jeremiah'appears to contain the earliest notice of

the locust plague. In the following passage, translated from the

Septuagint, some points of resemblance to the Apocalypse will be

perceived : —

Jeremiah, viii. (LXX.) Ajocalypse.

" Out of Dan shall we hear Omission of Dan among the

the sound of the swiftness of his sealed.

horses. At the sound of the " As the sound of chariots of

neighing of his cavalry the many horses rushing to battle."

whole earth is shaken. He shall

come and shall devour the earth Treading under foot the holy

with its fulness, the city and city.

them that dwell therein. There- " Their tails were like unto

fore, behold, I send you death- serpents." " The men which

bearing serpents, which cannot were not killed by these plagues."

be charmed, and they shall bite " In those days men shall seek

you incurably, with torment and death, and shall not find it."

E E 3
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But the high office of witnessing for God in times

so critical will not be left to the locusts only. " I

will give power to my two witnesses." They shall

prophesy, it says, twelve hundred and sixty days.

It seems impossible to go far wrong in anticipating

the substance of their discourse : that, like their

Master, they will begin at Moses and all the prophets,

showing that, as He must needs suffer those things

and enter into glory, so Antichrist must needs achieve

these things, and go into perdition : that while boasting

himself supremely free, he is toiling slave-like to fulfil

the Scriptures ; that the duration of his power has

been fixed to a day, and the letters of his name have

been all numbered.

The cry of the elect still goes up to heaven. The

gale, charged with their sighs and unspeakable groan-

ings, is further laden with the curses of the Anti-

christian herd. At heaven's gate both speak the

same language, " How long, 0 Lord ?"

But there is yet a triumph reserved for the powers

of hell. The witnesses, though proof against human

violence, fall before the infernal part of Antichrist's

Jeremiah viii. (LXX.) Apocalypse.

perplexity of your heart. Behold " The woman fled to the

the cry of the daughter of my wilderness."

people from afar country : Is not "They repented not, that

the Lord in Zion, or is there no they should not worship idols of

King in her ? Wherefore have gold and silver and brass and

they grieved me with their stone."

graven images, and with their

foreign vanities ? The summer Five months, supposed to

is past, the harvest is over, and mean the summer season, when

we are not saved." the scorpions appear.
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kingdom. Thus far it had seemed a drawn battle :

miracles against miracles ; fire breathed out, against

fire called down from heaven. But now Satan is

victorious at all points ; the witnesses of truth have

been slain : the foundations, it seems, are destroyed,

and what shall the righteous do ?

The season for divine interference has at length

arrived. Till all else had failed, it was too early for

the Son to quit the throne : but now earth, mastered

by hell, has no helper save in Him who took of her

substance, and who, from the right hand of the

Father, beholds the unequal struggle. " For when,"

asked one of old, " when else should the true King

come, but to dethrone a tyrant, to avenge his country,

to restore a world ? The alien Herod had usurped

the Jewish sceptre, had subverted liberty and rule,

had profaned the sanctuary, and had confounded the

rites of worship ; therefore, when things human

were found faiUng, the Divine drew near to succour :

the helper, denied in man, appeared in God Himself.

In like manner will Christ again come, to destroy

Antichrist, to throw open Paradise, to strike off

the fetters of a world, and, in the place of bondage,

to establish eternal freedom." *

Meanwhile the world prepares to take its fill of joy.

There is now none to say to the fools, Deal not so

madly; nor to the ungodly, Lift not up your horn.

They send presents one to another : everywhere the

word is, " Peace and safety." A bad omen, for then

sudden destruction is to come upon them.

Immediately after the tribulation of those days

* Chrysologus, serrao 156.
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shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not

give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven.

Upon earth there is distress of nations with per

plexity: a suspicion of the fatal truth strikes terror

into the hearts of all. In that suspense and death

like syncope, a portentous sound adds horror to the

gloom: “The sea and the waves roaring.” Inanimate

nature conceives a hope of the manifestation of the

sons of God: therefore the floods clap their hands,

as if remembering the ancient saying, “Let the sea

make a noise, and all that therein is, for the Lord

cometh to judge the earth.”

But why this darkened hemisphere and these ex

tinguished lights? The bright sign of the Son of

man is about to be displayed in heaven. By that

sign all doubt is at once removed: the true Christ

is none other than the Nazarene. He whom His

enemies made sure to have seen for the last time, as

He hung between two thieves, now reappears in glory

amidst ten thousand saints.

They shall look on Him whom they pierced. By

the wound of their own inflicting He condescends

once more to be known. In that mark of the Roman

spear they read all that they dread to know; — that

their Judge is no new comer, essaying for the first

time a reception among men, but a sojourner of old,

who has already trodden their paths, and has carried

away with Him a token of their hate. But others,

in that pierced side, will see mercy as well as judg

ment,-the sin and the salvation, the rebellion and

the pardon, the warfare and the triumph, all writ

ten with that iron pen in the Rock for ever.

With supernatural firmness the impostor supports
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the blow : upon his heart, blasted by the operation

of Satan, no dew of repentance may descend. In

that hour he justifies the election of his master, in

his madness defying heaven, and hastening to decide,

at the sword's point, who is God of gods and Lord

of lords. For this moment Satan has long been

preparing ; and at once the Dragon, the Beast and

the false prophet beat to arms. (Rev. xvi. 13, 14.)

All great battles receive a name: this is called

"the battle of that great day of God Almighty."

Of this encounter what prophet has not sung ? At

the thought of that conflict Habakkuk trembled ;

and Enoch, who dwelt beyond the flood, even he

caught the din of that warfare, the thunder of those

captains and their shouting. Then it was, that, re

garding neither the trackless distance nor the sound

ing flood between, he uttered the exulting cry, " Be

hold the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his

saints."

The kings of the earth stand up, each at the

head of his army. The rulers take counsel to

gether, how they may break His bonds in sunder,

and cast away His cords from them. At their match

less folly He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh :

the most merciful, that willeth not the death of a

sinner, even He shall have them in derision. Like

the disdainful warriors of old, He invites the fowls

of heaven to feed upon their flesh.

The white-robed army is now marshalled upon the

heavenly plain : but to fight Avith equal forces is

beneath the purpose of their Leader. He must win

some glory now, having been so long known as the

despised and rejected of men. Therefore this great
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host shall not go down with Him to the slaughter.

Who then shall accompany Him 2 Any that shared

the agony in Gethsemane: any that stood by Him

before Pilate. Any who helped him to redeem, let

them now claim a share in the glory of avenging.

But He sees that there is no man ; He wonders there

is none to uphold: therefore His own arm shall

bring salvation, His own fury shall sustain Him.

The fighting is soon ended. The Beast is taken

alive, and translated to the lake of fire. And

whither he goes, his disciples do not follow him now,

but they shall follow him afterwards. For death and

hell shall be cast into the lake of fire, and all who

have worshipped the Beast and his image shall be

tormented with him. Yet down that steep and

flaming road the King of Pride goes not alone: the

False Prophet, still his companion, shares with him

the precedence in eternal fire. From that time it is

said, as a synonym for the place of torment, “Where

the Beast and the false prophet are.”

And the remnant were slain with the sword of

Him that sat upon the horse, and all fowls were

filled with their flesh.

“And I saw the souls of them that were beheaded

for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God,

and which had not worshipped the Beast, neither his

image, neither had received his mark upon their

foreheads, or in their hands, and they lived and

reigned with Christ a thousand years.”
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APPENDIX.

SKETCH OF THE LEADING COUNTER-INTERPBETATIONS.

Table of Inventors.

Scheme. Author. Date.

Antiochus the little horn.

Mahomet the little horn.

The Pope the little horn.

The Turks the little horn.

Julius Coesar the little horn.

Porphyry 290.

1190.

1240.

1520.

1550.

Joachim

Eberhard.

Luther.

Calvin.

The Turk the Beast.

The Persians the Beast.

Modern Roman Empire the!

Innocent III.

De Lyra.

1213.

1320.

1390.

Beast. J

The Pope the Beast.

Walter Brute.

Luther. 1520.

The Pope Antichrist.

Trinitarians Antichrist.

The Cathari.

Polish Arians.

1160.

/ 1550 to

1 1600.

The 1260 years scheme.

Praeterist scheme.

Futurist scheme.

Joachim.

Calvin.

1190.

1550.

1800.Lacunza (Ben

Ezra.)

The scheme of Porphyry, the most formidable as well as

the most ancient of those classed above, was at first based

upon the supposed spuriousness of Daniel's prophecies. In this

he has been followed by the infidels Gibbon and Collins, also

by the late Dr. Arnold.* But this assumption is not neces

sary to the interpretation which Porphyry thought proper to

put upon the visions themselves.

* Arnold's Life, p. 505. Sixth edition.
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Sect. I.—Antiochus the Little Horn.

In order to get rid of the Roman Empire, Porphyry con

fined the third kingdom to Alexander in person, reserving

the fourth for the Lagidae and Seleucids. From among

these he chose eleven kings, the last of whom is Antiochus

Epiphanes.

The Jews, perhaps from respect for their own prophet,

remained proof against the seductions of their new ally.

But among the Christians he succeeded better, drawing after

him, here and there, a straggler of no ignoble name. Before

his time there had appeared no commentary upon Daniel,

except that of Hippolytus Martyr: no marvel, then, that

the prophetic creed seemed shaken by the treatise of Porphyry,

in which the pupil of Longinus poured forth his eloquence,

exhausted his historical learning, and, with incredible success,

laboured to clothe in the very language of the prophet his own

perversion of the prophet's meaning. It was now time for the

Church to take the field : accordingly, during the next two

centuries there appeared a host of orthodox Greek com

mentaries on the book of Daniel.*

The mischief was entirely confined to the East. In Assyria,

or at least on its borders, James of Nisibini supported the new

arrangement of the empires, and was copied by his scholar, the

Syrian Ephrem.f Next came the Syriac version of Daniel J,

possibly executed under the direction of Ephrem : and from

these, or, as Eudoxius thinks, from Porphyry himself, Poly-

chronius§ the Syrian caught the infection. An anonymous

Greek ||, likewise belonging to the fifth century, completes

the list of the ancient Porphyriogeniti.

* For the Commentary of Polychronius, together with the re

maining fragments of fourteen others, see the Greek Chain, pub

lished by Mai, Vet. Script, t. i.

f Nisibenus, an Armenian writer of 340. His sermons are

published, with a Latin version. Ephrem's commentary on Daniel

is published in Syriac, but not in Greek.

% Walton's Polyglott Bible.

§ Mai, Vet. Script, t. i. ; Polychronius in Daniclem.

|| Ibid., Catena Grwca in Danielem.
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The venom of reptiles, when for a few years it has lain

dormant, is supposed to lose its force : but this infidel poison,

after lying dormant for eleven centuries, came forth with

undiminished power. About the year 1590 Broughton dis

covered the long lost work of Polychronius, and soon, upon

his own extravagancies, he grafted the Porphyrian scheme of

the kingdoms and the horns. But Broughton fell into the

hands of Ben Jonson, not the first poet that has come

forward to support the cause of prophetic orthodoxy. In

the " Alchemist," the heroine is made to discharge a torrent

of the expositor's undigested learning : —

" Doll. For after Alexander's death

Mammon. Good lady !

Doll. That Perdiccas and Antigone were slain ;

The two that stood, Seleuc' and Ptolemee,

Mammon. Madam !

Doll. Made up the two legs and the fourth beast.

• * • » «

Face. How did you put her into it ?

Mammon. Alas, I talked

Of a fifth monarchy I would erect

With the philosopher's stone, (by chance,) and she

Falls on the other four straight.

Face. Out of Broughton ! " *

When reproached with having seconded the attempts of a

professed infidel, Broughton retorted upon his opponents that

they themselves followed the Jews. But here he overlooks

the difference between a sceptic labouring to disprove Revela

tion, and a nation, chosen to receive the prophecies, recognis

ing in the divine dealings the fulfilment of those prophecies.

Nor, when we find the Apostle Barnabas among the sup

porters of the orthodox system, can we assent to the censure

of Broughton : — " They that make the legs of the statue,

and the fourth beast, to be the Roman government, show

themselves witty to their own punishment, and the ruin of

Christianity." f

* Ben Jonson's Alchemist, act iv. scene 5.

'f Broughton on Daniel.
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The followers of Broughton were F. Junius, Grotius,

Venema, and Caspar Abel. They had recourse to various

shifts for extricating themselves from the difficulties which

follow : as a specimen may be taken the exposition of the

stone and of the Son of Man, given by Grotius:—

" I beheld till the beast was slain, and his body destroyed.

He now shows how the change took place One like

unto the Son of Man— the Roman people having no king

among them. Private individuals are called sons of men, as

in Ps. lxxxii. Here understand private as opposed to kings.

He came with the clouds of heaven : with the utmost swift

ness, moving rapidly in every direction His power

is an eternal power. For, to this day, the name and the

majesty of the Roman empire remain, destroyed in some

places, but augmented in others."*

Sect. II. — Mahomet or the Turks, the Beast or the Little

Horn.

This scheme owed its origin to the Crusades. Joachim,

when on a visit to the Holy Land, imagined the fourth beast

to be the Saracens, and the little horn Mahomet.f Within

fifteen years Innocent the Third made the beast and the

false prophet each to be Mahomet. In 1320 De Lyra

and Aureolus made the first beast the son of Chosroe, the

false prophet being Mahomet.

In 1480, these speculations were consolidated by Nannius.

His strong point was the woman Babylon, which he took to

mean the city Babylon, as rebuilt by the Turks under the

name of Bagdad. The seven hills seem to have given him

no uneasiness. He made Mahomet the man of sin and Anti

christ: but Genebrard, in 1580, was the first to make the

666 out of Maomctis.

Luther made the Turk the little horn, but allowed him the

Pope as partner in the kingdom of Antichrist. In the

" Table-Talk," the following sentences are preserved : —

* Grotius on Daniel, c. vii.

f Joachim in Apoc. (on the fourth seal).
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" The head of Antichrist, said Luther, is together the

Pope and the Turk. .... I cannot define the prophecy, a

time, times, and a half. I would willingly draw it upon the

Turks, who began to rule, after Constantinople was over

come, in the year 1453, which is 85 years ago. Now, when I

reckon the time, according to the age of Christ, thirty years,

so maketh this sentence 105 years. . . . If a time be called a

year, then it maketh three years and a half, and hitteth just

upon Antiochus, who exercised tyranny even so long among

the people of Israel. . . .

" The Pope's kingdom shall stand 666 years, according to

the number of the beast, in Rev. xiii. The Pope is the right

Antichrist."*

In his commentary on Daniel he attempts to work out the

problem of the ten horns : —

« Daniel vii. In the description of the Roman kingdom,

the ten horns mean the ten kingdoms into which it was to

be divided ; namely, Syria, Egypt, Asia, Greece, Africa,

Spain, France, Italy, Germany, England, &c. And by the

little horn which plucked up three of the ten, is meant Ma

homet or the Turk, who now possesses Egypt, Asia, and

Greece."

Luther was supported by Melancthon, and afterwards

by the monk Pinto. The ten horns still presented some

difficulty ; but, says Pinto, " Mahomet conquered three

horns, that is, three parts of the world formerly subject to

the Roman Empire : Asia, Africa, and Europe. Not indeed

the whole of them, but a part." f

This scheme has been lately advocated in the British Ma

gazine, No. 36. The plucked up horns are there said to be

Syria, Egypt, and Northern Africa.

Sect. III.— The Papal-Antichrist and Year-day scheme.

A part of this system had its origin in the twelfth century

among the Cathari, a sect holding the tenets summed up by

* Luther's Table Talk, Bell's translation,

f Hector Pinto, in Danielem.
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the Apostle as " forbidding to marry and commanding to ab

stain from meats." They reckoned that, in eating flesh, a

man ate damnation to himself : also that in wedlock there is no

salvation. The forbidden fruit was Adam's marrying Eve.

They denied Christ's having come in the flesh, allowing only

that He seemed to have a body. Having upon them these

palpable marks of Antichrist, they gave out, as if in self-

defence, that Pope Sylvester was Antichrist ; and the Cross,

the symbol which refuted their impious scheme, the mark

of the beast.

For a summary of their opinions we are indebted to

Bonacursus, once their teacher, but afterwards converted to

the Trinitarian faith : —

" They do not believe that the body of Christ rose again,

nor that it was taken up into heaven, nor that there will be

a resurrection of the flesh, nor that Christ descended into

hell. They do not believe that the Son is equal to the

Father, because He said, The Father is greater than I. They

say that the Cross is the mark of the Beast spoken of in the

Apocalypse, and the abomination standing in the holy place.

They say that St. Sylvester was the Antichrist, of whom it

is said in the Epistles, The son of perdition, who exalteth

himself above all that is called God. From that time, they

say, the Church was lost. They believe that no person can

be saved in the married state."*

The idea of a Papal little horn was first struck out by

Archbishop Everard, in 1240. The orator, perhaps, meant

nothing more than a rhetorical flourish, for he was speaking

against the temporal encroachments of the Pope. He at

tempted to show, for the first time on record, that the Roman

empire had been divided into ten kingdoms, of which the

Pope had conquered, or was conquering, three. These were

Germany, Sicily, and Italy, f

Another improvement was that of Joachim, who reckoned

1260 years from Christ to Antichrist. Our countryman

Brute, well pleased with this theory, carried it out in a con-

* Dacherii Spicilegium, ed. quarto, t. xiii. p. 63.

'f Aventini Annales Boiorum, lib. vii.
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nected system of exposition. His date is fixed by the record

of his recantation, which took place in 1393.

According to Walter Brute, the Beast of the Apocalypse

represents the Roman empire from Julius Caesar to Frederick,

a period of about 1260 years. This power, under Adrian,

set up the abomination of desolation in the temple of Jeru

salem, which abomination was to remain 1290 years, to be

followed by the appearance of the Papal Antichrist. *

Brute was anxious to reduce the times and half time to

1290 years: —

" A time, times, and half a time. Behold, how unfitly they

did assign this time by three years and a half, which, they

say, Antichrist shall reign. For whereas it is said, a time,

times, and half a time, there is a going down from the greater

to the part, because it is from a time to half a time. If

therefore there be a going downward from the whole to the

part, by the middest, (which is greater than the whole itself,)

the going downward is not meet nor agreeing. And this is

done when as it is said that a time, times, and half a time, is

a year, two years, and half a year."

On this plan the time is taken to mean a millennium ; times,

a century each ; and half a time, 60, or 90 years.

Down to the year 1500 this school of prophecy made

little progress. Joachim lived to abandon his wildest specu

lations : Brute, and even Wickliffe, recanted ; but the genius

and the wrath of Luther were not so to be diverted from

their mark. The great Reformer, waging deadly war

fare against the Papacy, availed himself of such weapons as

his zeal and sincerity of purpose first supplied. Prophecy

was all before him where to choose : and, considering the

violence of the times, his moderation, rather than his vehe

mence, should excite our surprise. The little horn he re

served for the Turks : the locusts he let loose upon the

schoolmen. The star fallen from heaven was Thomas

Acpiinas : the king of the bottomless pit, Aristotle. The

schoolmen had power to torment men during their natural

Foxe's Acts and Monuments, sub anno.

F E
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life, expressed by five months, that is, the duration of the

five senses.*

It is Luther's great point that the Pope is Antichrist.

With this lie identifies the man of sin, the king of fierce

countenance, and the wilful king. The Mahuzzim he trans

lates by Missatn, the Mass : the holy mountain he takes to

be Rome, called holy from the number of its martyrs. Most

of his explanations are equally at random. " The Pope,"

he says, s' raised up a new Roman empire, transferring it, as

he styles it, from the Greeks to the Germans, which, among

the other signs of Antichrist, is the principal and greatest."!

But transferring empire to another seems scarcely a mark

of Antichrist, whose sole aim will be to " exalt and magnify

himself."

Melancthon follows with little variation. Zwingle is satis

fied with making the man of sin to be the Pope : " not

Julius nor Alexander alone, but the whole kingdom." % In

this track followed most of the continental reformers, and

soon after the Polish Arians, who looked upon the Pope as

the main support of the Trinitarian doctrine. Slichtingius

shall speak for them all : " God shall send them strong de

lusion, that they should believe a lie. They refused to be

lieve the pure truth, therefore they deserve to believe a lie.

They refused to believe that the man Jesus is a God, made

by the one God ; therefore let them believe that he is the

one very God himself." (In 2 Thess. ii.)

Meanwhile the year-day theory was assuming a definite

form. Luther allowed the possibility of 1290 years, from

A.d. 38 to 1328. Melancthon, by adding 1290 to 1335,

obtained a sum total of 2625 years, reaching from Daniel to

the second Advent. For the three times and a half, he pro

posed a theory with his usual want of success : " I under

stand," he says, " in a general way, a long time, and then a

sudden and unexpected decline. For it says, Half a time : as

much as to say, When the Turkish power has reached its

height, hoping to enjoy universal empire, and beginning to

• Lutherus in librum Ambrosii Catharini.

f Ibidem. \ Zwinglius in 2 Thess.
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promise itself endless rule, suddenly it will begin to decline."

(In locum.) Calvin, on the other hand, disdains to count

the days : " In numeris non sum Pythagoricus." (In Dan.

c. xii.) Upon this, the year-day writers, finding their cause

still in need of support, constructed the famous theory of

" angelic days."

The prophetic periods, it was noticed, are for the most part

revealed by the medium of angels. But angels, looking down

from their heavenly watch-tower, might have lost sight of the

rotatory motion of our planet, and thus have been led to

measure the terrestrial day by the only movement visible to

them, our circuit round the sun. Thus when an angel spoke

of a day, he might fairly be supposed to mean a year.

We can place no reasonable confidence in the prophecies, if

the prophets, whether men or angels, are permitted to commit

such gross mistakes in delivering their message. Could we

suppose this ignorance on the part of those who sang together

when the evening and the morning made the first day, we

should still have to get over the declaration that " All Scrip

ture is given by inspiration of God," and is therefore war

ranted to have been free from all mistakes at the time of its

first reception by mankind.

Illyricus attempted to adapt the times to the Interim of

three years and a half. Others, giving up as hopeless all

regular and fair methods of exposition, had recourse to the

suggestions of individual fancy. Foxe, the Martyrologist,

hearing Daniel call seven years a week, felt himself authorised

to call seven years a month. Thus the forty-two months

made 294 years; and these, reckoned from 1300 (the end of

the millennium), would expire in the year 1594.*

These failures, for such they were soon acknowledged to

be, gave rise to a method of explaining the times, which

raised the Papal-Antichrist school to its highest point of

credit. According to some of the more sagacious, the period

of 1260 days represents, by way of parable, a certain time

accurately fixed in the Divine purpose, though not definitely

revealed to man. Aretius, leader of this section, allows the

Foxius in Apoc. c. xii.

T T 2
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possibility of a further year-day fulfilment. The forty-two

months, he remarks, make three years and a half: —

" Therefore it signifies that this affliction will last but a

short time, which is limited with God, though to us its bounds

arc not clearly apparent, except by the event. Yet, if we

take the number to mean angelic days, that is, a day for each

year, the treading down will have now lasted 1260 days, that

is, so many years, down to our time. For, during exactly so

many years, beginning from Constantine the Great, the

Papacy ruled over that court which was cast out and con

demned by God. If to these years we add the number before

Constantine, that is, 312, we shall arrive at the year just

expired, A. r>. 1572. So that at length we may expect, con

fidently, the end of this tyranny." (Aretius in Apoc. xi.)

In the locusts he diners little from Brute and Luther. His

fallen star is the eighth Boniface, who, walking upon earth,

obtained from Phocas the primacy. The key of the pit is the

counterfeit key of Peter: the smoke is vanity and theological

pride, darkening the Sun of righteousness. Out of it come

swarms of monks and clergy, having over them a king, Apol-

lyon, either the Devil, or (which seems to amount to the

same thing), the Pope.

The theory, now supported by numerous and discordant

writers, began to be embarrassed by increasing difficulties.

It was a question, whether the first ten centuries after

Constantine should be considered as the reign of Christ,

or of Antichrist. Since history gave them no assistance,

they were left entirely to the guidance of imagination.

Luther, in his Chronology, counted the millennium from

Christ to A. ri. 1000. Poxe reckoned it from Constantine

.to 1300. Now Foxe must be allowed to know something

about martyrs, especially those that suffered under the Papacy :

he may be worthless as an expositor ; but, after a life spent,

and well spent, in recording the sufferings of the faithful, his

historical opinion must be of weight. And his opinion is

this : that for a thousand years after Constantine, the true

Church was visibly triumphant.

On the other hand it was maintained by Brightman, Napier,

Aretius, Cocceius, and others, that the same thousand years
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were not the reign, but the humiliation of the saints, being

four-fifths of that time during which the little horn prevailed

against them and wore them out. Latterly, the theory of

Foxe has become antiquated, and the beginning of the 1260

years is pushed on three or four centuries later than Con-

stantine.

The inconvenience was avoided by Pareus, through some

judicious concessions to Scripture, and an entire abandon

ment of the year-day calculation. By making the times in

definite, he escaped a world of mortification. The red Dragon

was boldly expounded in agreement with St. John : at least

he takes it for granted that " who the Devil and Satan is,

nobody is ignorant." (In Apoc. xii.) One saying is too remark

able to be passed over : " This Dragon has nothing in common

with the beast of Daniel, excepting the ten horns." A degree

of attention to the prophecy, not usual among Papal-Anti

christ expositors, many of whom imagine that the "Beast" and

Daniel's fourth beast are the same. But it seems unlikely

that the prophet, while describing the animal down to the

colour of its nails, should omit so important a feature as the

seven heads.

The talents and moderation of Pareus procured him, as it

appears, a follower in our James the First. The royal pam

phleteer, regardless of the importance divinely assigned to

dates and numbers, abandons all that cannot be traced in

history. Unable to find precisely ten kings in Europe, he

takes the number as indefinite ; and as for the whole arith

metic of days, months, and times, " Any one," he says,

" though but slightly acquainted with St. John's style and

mode of speaking in the Apocalypse, will readily observe that

he is accustomed to put a certain number in the place of an

uncertain."

His treatise is addressed to Rodolphll. Emperor of the

Romans, and to his fellow-sovereigns of Europe. All these,

his " Dilectissimi Fratres," together with himself, he reckons

as horns of the scarlet beast. Not that he means them to go

into perdition, having a plan for their conversion, of which it

could only be desired that its ingenuity might be equalled by

its success. In their unrcforrned state, he admits, they give

F F 3
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their power to the beast, the Pope; but now they are

invited to turn round upon the Romish harlot, to strip her

naked, that is, to lay bare her pretensions, and to burn her

with fire. Hitherto, by persecuting the Church, they have

fought against the Lamb; but now He is to conquer them by

converting grace. Thus does James, mistaking his pen for a

sceptre, right royally rule the sense: but Alexander's cutting

the Gordian knot is a dangerous precedent for royal theo

logians.

The system fares worse in the hands of the infuriated

Brightman, whose treatise bears the arrogant title of a “Re

velation of the Apocalypse.” And a new revelation was

indeed required, if we are meant to discover that Constantine

is at once the seal-bearing angel, the man-child, the angel

standing by the altar, a horn of the beast, and the Archangel

Michael. “And so,” he concludes, “there is a marvellous

consent of the history with the prophecy.”

To any one who undertakes the history of this school, it

will be mortifying (unless he shall have far better success

than the author of these pages) to find himself always unable

to convey to his reader a distinct idea of their system. Never

will he be able to say what they understand by the Beast:

never to point out the Pope's actual place in their prophetic

scheme. Every explanation hitherto proposed among them

has been negatived by a decided majority: for, if anything

may be expected to be fixed amongst them, it is that the

Pope is the Beast: yet, out of thirty expositors collected

indiscriminately from that school, ten think the Pope

the Beast, twenty deny it: the Beast being in turn claimed

for the old Roman Empire, the new Roman Empire, the

Church of Rome, and the Pope. As for the Pope himself,

ten vote him the Beast, fourteen the false prophet, and six

the image of the Beast.
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Expositor.

Walter Brute.

Aretius.

Foxe.
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Broughton.

King James I.
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Lowman.

Gill.

Baehmair.

Fraser.

Galloway.

Cunningbaine.

Clarke.

Faber.

Croly.

Woodhouse.

Fysh.

Ilabershon.

Elliott.

Beast.

Roman Emperors,

from Julius Caesar

to Frederick.

Old Roman Empire.

Heathen Roman

Empire.

Modern RomanEm

pire.

Old Roman Empire.

The Pope.

Pope.

Pope.

Old Roman Empire.

Modern RomanEm-

pire, as ten king

doms.

False Church.

Papacy.

Roman Emperors.

Rome Papal

Gothic Roman Em

pire.

Latin Empire.

Modern RomanEm

pire.

Papal States.

Pope.

Papal Empire.

Papacy.

Pope.

Roman Empire.

Modern RomanEm

pire.

Roman Empire.

Papacy.

Roman Empire.

Pope.

ModernRomanEm

pire.

Pope.

False Prophet.

The Pope.

The Pope.

The Pope.

Papacy.

Pope.

Apostate Church.

Pope.

Pope.

Papal Kingdom.

Pope and Clergy.

False Hierarchy.

Roman Doctors.

Pope.

Franciscans, Domi

nicans, &c.

Ecclesiastical Em

pire.

Greek Church.

Roman Church.

Holy Roman Em

pire.

Pope.

Roman Clergy.

Roman Clergy.

French Republic.

Pope and Clergy.

Spiritual Roman

Empire.

Papacy.

Dominicans.

Papal Power.

Jesuits.

Papacy.

Papal Clergy.

Image of the Beast.

Electorate, or Image

of the Empire.

Roman See.

Papal confirmation

of Emperors.

New Roman Empire.]

Papal Power.

Pope.

Images.

Modern Roman Em

perors.

Idolatrous power.

Church Represent

ative (probably as

Pope).

Scholastic Theology.

Papal confirmation

of Emperors.

Inquisition.

Pope.

Men like the first

Beast.

Pope.

Deification of the

Pope.

Popery.

Saint-worship.

Pontifical supre

macy.

Convention of Paris

False Church.

Pope.

Image-worship.

Inquisition.

Tyrannical power.

Council of Trent.

Papal Hierarchy.

Papal General Coun

cils.

f r 4
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The scheme, faring so badly in the matter of dates and

doctrines, rests a defence upon a supposed resemblance

between the Papacy and the Antichristian powers of

Apoc. xiii. These powers the year-day expositors pronounce

to resemble wonderfully the Papacy and the Roman Empire.

Then, turning to the history of Europe, Here, they say, we

find the Beast, the false prophet, and the image of the

Beast: how perfect is the likeness! how accurately does each

feature of the portrait correspond l But which is the Beast,

and which is the false prophet? And now it turns out that

though so fully agreed about the likeness, they are entirely at

variance about the identity of the features: what ten had

taken for the eyes, fourteen had guessed to be the mouth, and

six had all along vainly imagined to be the nose: for in that

proportion have we seen them divided as to the Pope's place

in the apocalyptic portrait.

But the dates have proved, if possible, still more difficult

to fix. The following list comprises a large proportion of

those writers who have either applied the 1260 days to the

Papacy, or have attempted any other mystical explanation

of the period.

Expositor. His date. * Beginning of 1260 days.

Joachim 1195 1260 I

Walter Brute 1393 1394 134

- 3 times and

Luther 1530 { 1558 1453 a half.

1328 38 1290 days
Melancthon 1530 2000 660

Aretius 1573 1572 312

Illyricus 1580 1551 1548

Foxe 1586 1594 1300

Napier 1593 1576 316

Pareus 1600 indefinite -

King James I. 1600 indefinite -

Brightman 1600 1546 304

Mede 1630 | does not say -

J. Artopaeus 1665 1520 260

Cocceius 1669 1552 292
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Expositor. His date. º260 Beginning of 1260 days.

1848 606

Fleming 1701 2000 758

2742 1407

Vitringa 1705 || not definite

Daubuz 1720 1736 476

Bishop Newton 1750 uncertain uncertain.

Bengel 1750 1836 1058

Lowman 1770 2016 756

Gill 1776 1866 606

Bachmair 1778 1500 1150

Fraser 1795 1998 756

Galloway 1802 1849 606

Cunninghame 1813 1792 533

Clarke 1814 “rather difficult to say.”

Faber 1814 1866 606

Frere 1815 1792 533

Croly 1828 1793 533

Woodhouse 1828 1882 622

Fysh 1837 1987 727

Habershon 1843 1844 584

1789 529

- 1793 533

Elliott 1844 1864 604

1868 608

Not less difficulty do they find in the seventh head of the

scarlet beast.

Expositor. Seventh Head.

Foxe. Foreign Emperors.

Aretius. Trajan and other foreign Emperors.

Pareus. Constantine and Successors.

Brightman. Popes.

Bishop Newton. Exarchs of Ravenna.

Gill. Popes.

Clarke. Patricians.

Bachmair. Lombards.

Cunninghame. Napoleon.

Cocceius. Popes.

Habershon. Napoleon.

Elliott. Diocletian and colleagues.

Croly. . Charlemagne and successors.
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Expositor.

Faber.

King James I.

Fysh.

Napier.

Gerhard.

Seventh Head.

Carlovingian Patriciate.

Bishops before Popes.

Dukes.

Popes.

Goths and Vandals.

In the attempt to discover, by force, fit representatives

of the two witnesses, it would be hard to decide whether

these writers have simply done themselves injustice, or have

betrayed, by their struggles, the desperate state of their

cause. Among the sects which they have dignified with the

name of "the witnesses," two of the most conspicuous are

the Paulikians and Orleanists.

The Paulikians were a warlike race of Bulgarians, some

times employed as mercenaries by the emperors of the East.

Their history is told by Petrus Siculus, who visited them in

the eighth century, and preserved some fragments of their

writings in the original Greek.

Few of these sects rejected the whole Bible. The Pau

likians retained the Gospels, and even the Epistles of St. Paul.

All historians ascribe to them certain semi-Manichsean tenets.

Sergius, their principal ornament, was a laborious and zealous

teacher, though filled with that spirit of arrogance which, iu

the Western world, afterwards distinguished the more am

bitious pontiffs. Of his Epistles, a few sentences remain:—

" Let no man deceive you by any means. Having these

promises of God, be of good cheer : for, having confidence in

your hearts, we write to you, that I am the Porter and the

good Shepherd, the leader of the body of Christ, and the lamp

of the house of God ; and I am with you always, even to the

end of the world ; for though I am absent from you in body,

yet I am present with you in spirit."

To Leo Montanus he writes : —

" Far be it from me to hate you, but rather to admonish

you, that as you have received the apostles and prophets

which are four" (probably meaning the evangelists), "you

would also receive pastors and masters, lest you become a

prey to beasts. * * * We are the body of Christ: and if

any one fall away from the traditions of the body of Christ,
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that is, from mine, he sins, because he turns aside to those

that teach otherwise, and is not obedient to sound words."*

At this sentence the historian expresses horror, and is

on that account vehemently blamed by the year-day writers.

They seem to forget that Petrus, being a Greek, and living

before the time of Hildebrand, could not have grown ac

customed to such arrogance. Nor can he be expected to

acquiesce in the distinction preserved by our expositors, who

reckon that but mild language in a sectarian which in a Pope

they would call outrageous blasphemy. Petrus, recognising

no such distinction, roughly styles Sergius a precursor of

Antichrist.

Since the Paulikians never came into contact with the

Church of Rome, it is difficult to see how they belong to

the list of anti-papal witnesses. This objection does not

apply to the Orleanists, who, if they could, in the faintest

sense, be styled Christians, might fairly be admitted as wit

nesses against Rome. But, since they witnessed chiefly

against the doctrines of the Atonement, the Incarnation, the

Sacraments, and the saving character of the Bible, rather

than against the corruptions of the Romish Church, we must

suppose that the angel who is made to speak of them as " my

witnesses," is speaking in the character of Antichrist, at

tributed to him by some year-day expositors.

The Orleanists were charged with teaching these and other

errors : " that Christ was not born of the Virgin Mary ; that

He did not suffer for man, neither was He truly laid in the

grave, nor did He truly rise from the dead." After admitting

the truth of this accusation, they sustained a conversation

which is thus reported : —

" The president then put it to them, That Christ chose

to be born of a virgin, because He was able : also, that He

suffered in human nature for our salvation, and, after over

coming death, rose again the third day in Deity, teaching us

that we also should arise in the regeneration. To which

with viper's mouth they answered, Neither were we present,

nor can we believe these things to be true.

* Petri Siculi Historia. Gr. et Lat. Ingoldstadt, 1604.
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" The president then asked them, Do you believe, or not,

that you had parents after the flesh ? Upon their allowing

this, he answered, If you believe that you were begotten of

parents, when you did not exist, why refuse to believe that

God, begotten of God without a mother before the world,

was in the end of time born of a virgin by the overshadowing

of the Holy Spirit? But they said, What nature owns not

has no part in creation.

" The President then answered, Do you not believe that,

before anything existed by nature, God the Father made all

things out of nothing by His Son ? To which, as aliens from

the faith, they answered : You may tell these things to such

as savour the earthly, and believe the fictions of carnal men

written upon parchment. But to us, who have the law

written in the Spirit by the inner man, and who savour

nothing but what we have learnt from God the Maker of all,

you vainly speak of things superfluous and unbefitting the

Deity. And now cease talking, and do with us what you

will. Already we behold our King reigning in heaven, by

His right hand conducting us to immortal triumphs, and

granting us heavenly joys." *

But the greatest feat of the year-day expositors has been

the construction of ten kingdoms out of the offshoots of the

Roman empire. Three of these, they say, were conquered by

the Pope.

Perhaps it may be safely asserted, that no two of them

agree in a list of the ten kingdoms. Napier counts twenty-

six, but of these he rejects sixteen as unsuitable. He rejects

Ireland, but includes Scotland; he rejects Poland, but in

cludes Hungary. The number of kingdoms since collected for

this purpose is said (perhaps incorrectly) to exceed sixty.

In 1728 Bishop Chandler finds " Ten kingdoms, neither

more nor less, whose names, Machiavel, little thinking what he

was doing, gives us." The ten he quotes thus : " 1 . Vandals ;

2. Alans and Sueves ; 3. Visigoths ; 4. Burgundians ; 5.

Franks ; 6. Angli and Saxons ; 7. Ostrogoths ; 8. Gepidae ;

9. Huns; 10. Heruli and Thuringi."f

* Dacherii Spicilegium, ed. quarto, t. ii. p. 675.

f Bishop Chandler's Vindication of his Defence, vol. i. p. 253.
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Bishop Chandler, having made out this list, as if from

Machiavel, is soon quoted by Bishop Newton: from Bishop

Newton, Mr. Faber quotes, as he fondly imagines, the list of

Machiavel. Had Bishop Newton, or Mr. Faber troubled

themselves to consult the Florentine, they would have found

his list to contain, not ten kingdoms, but five, exclusive of

the Byzantine Koman empire. For thus writes Machiavel

himself : " Zeno held the Eastern empire. The Ostrogoths

governed Mysia and Pannonia ; the Vestrogoths, Suevi, and

Alani held Cascovy and Spain. The Vandals possessed

Africa ; the Franks and Burgundians, France. The Heruli

and Thuringhi had Italy." — (Historian Florentine, lib. i.)

The Machiavellian list of ten kingdoms is therefore a

fiction. It is no less a fiction that he made out "ten

kingdoms, neither more nor less," than that the prophets

wrote day for year, or that Justinian delivered up the

saints.

Sect. IV. — The Praterist Theories.

When a man starts with the assertion that these prophecies

were fulfilled in the first ages of Christianity, he is met by

this difficulty : that the prophecies were not found sufficiently

plain to enable the Church to recognise their fulfilment until

some fifteen centuries afterwards. But where lies the fault?

in the obscurity of the predictions, or in the dulness of the

Church ? It is the business of the Prajterist to vindicate the

Scripture, and to leave the entire blame with the Church.

He is bound to point out in history some fulfilment, so obvious

as to show that the believers of that age might fairly have

suspected it to be a fulfilment. But, far from this, scarcely

two Prastcrists have as yet agreed about even the outline of

their supposed fulfilments.

Though Alcassar was the first to apply the Pncterist prin

ciple to the Apocalypse, the rest of the prophecies had been so

treated one hundred years before.

In the eleventh of Daniel, Calvin finds Crassus and the
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Parthians, with a continuation of Roman history clown to the

birth of Christ : at this point he brings in the standing up of

Michael and the great tribulation suffered by Christ's first

followers. Having made the little horn to be Julius Caesar,

the three years and a half remain to be got rid of : —

" They shall be given into his hand for a time, and times,

and the dividing of a time. Here the interpreters are in dif

ficulty : I will not repeat all their opinions, since it would be

needful at the same time to refute them. Though, if I

chose to refute each of them, it would give me little trouble ;

but I will follow my usual method, that is, I will briefly

explain the genuine sense of the prophet, and then no diffi

culty will remain. Those who think that a time here means

a year, are, in my opinion, mistaken. They quote from the

Apocalypse the forty-two months, which make three yeara

and a half; but this is by no means decisive. For, even if I

should grant that a time may be called a year, those years are

not to be reckoned as containing 365 days in each, but the

year itself is taken figuratively for some indefinite time.

It is better to abide by the words of the prophet." — (In

Danielem, vii.)

Calvin's idea of abiding by the words of the prophet

amounts to making 1290 days to mean any time except 1290

days. But, if Calvin condemns everybody else, everybody

else has judged him with the same judgment : he has not had,

to this day, a single follower in the original parts of his

system.

The Praterists may be said to require no refutation, since

they condemn and expose each other. The only exception is

in the case of Calmet, who thought proper to follow Bossuet.

Expositor. Date. Name of the Beast.
Ful6!ment of the Three

Years and a Half.

Alcassar. 1614 The Pride of Life. Persecution by Jews.

Mariana. 1618 Maometis. Nero's persecution.

Grotius. 1630 Ulpius (Trajan). Domitian's persecu

tion.

Hammond. 1680 (Doubtful). Domitian's persecu

tion.
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Expositor. Date. Name of the Beast.
Fulfilment of the Three

Years and a Half.

Bossuet.

Clericus.

1690

1714

Diocles Augustus. Julian's persecution.

" I belong to Jove

or Juno."

Calmet. 1720

1752

1830

Diocles Augustus. Julian's persecution.

Jewish war.

Pagan persecutions.

Wetstein. Titus (Teitan).

Lee. Probably the num

ber is inserted by

a copyist.

Moses Stuart. 1845 Nero Caesar. Nero's persecution.

In making out the Beast and false prophet, they are less

at variance, the heathen religious power answering without

much difficulty to the false prophet.

Expositor. Beast. False Prophet. Image.

Alcassar. Roman Empire. Fleshly Wisdom. Majesty of Roman

Empire.

Mariana. Roman Empire. Mahometanism. Imitation of Pa

ganism.

Grotius. Idolatry. Magic. Image of Apol

lonius.

Hammond. Idolatry.

Roman Idolatry.

Roman Empire.

Apollonius. Flavian Temples.

Bossuet. Philosophy. Image of Julian.

Calmet. Porphyry, Hiero-

cles, &c.

Julian's restored

idolatry.

Wetstein. Roman Empire. Empire of Vespa

sian.

Standards.

Lee. Roman Empire.

Roman Civil Power.

Heathen Priesthood.

Heathen Priesthood.Moses Stuart. Statues of Nero.

Sect. V.— The Futurists.

This small but energetic school dates no farther back

than the beginning of the present century. Its members

agree to receive as final the inspired explanations : but,

while thus adhering to Scripture, they reject all ancient

tradition, however Catholic in its reception or Apostolic iu
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its source. But, since in other respects they are no Puritans,

nor disposed to reject the traditions of the Church, it may be

hoped that they will soon abandon their opposition to the

ancients, and give in their adhesion to Barnabas and

Irenams.

Their system involves the following variations from the

ancient belief : —

That the third beast, or none at all, is the Roman empire,

and the fourth the kingdom of Antichrist, still future.

That the first seal represents Christ's future triumph at

the close of this dispensation : " The beginning of the end."

That Rome is not yet Babylon, but will be. (Bellar-

mine.) (Lacunza thinks that the Church of Rome is now

Babylon.)

That the " Revelation " means, not a revelation by or about

Jesus Christ, but the Revelation, or Second Advent, of Jesus

Christ Himself.

Within the last year this system, adapted to the expec

tation of a Jewish Antichrist, has been advocated in an

anonymous work, entitled the " Jewish Missionary." With

a general disregard of the ancient belief, its author com

bines an endeavour to carry out, to the utmost, the literal

sense of Scripture ; with what measure of success, it may be,

as yet, premature to decide : —

" If the view here taken of this epistle be correct, it will

enable us to explain that very difficult passage, ' the sin unto

death,' of which if a brother be guilty, we are not even to

pray for him. This sin, the writer thinks, is the crowning

sin of the latter times, the completion of the apostacy, the

idolatrous worship of the idol Messiah. For any sin short of

this, there may be hope ; for this there is none. It is com

monly supposed, indeed, that this expression refers to that sin

against the Holy Ghost, which our Lord himself declared

should never be forgiven ; which consisted in ascribing the

miracles of Jesus to the power of the devil. The writer

thinks, that this sin and the worship of the idol Messiah are

essentially the same, though in different stages of its growth.

The rejection of Jesus, ' who came in his Father's name,' and
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the attributing hia miracles to the agency of the devil, will

end in the receiving and worshipping His rival, the idol Mes

siah, who * will come in his own name:'—the former marked

' the green tree,' the latter will distinguish * the dry.' . . .

" For, when the idol Messiah shall fulfil St. Paul's words,

and 'sit as God in the temple, showing himself that he is

God,' there will be no middle course between openly and boldly

maintaining that Jesus is the true Messiah, the Son of God,

and bending in prostrate adoration before the impious usurper

of his throne. Well, therefore, might the inspired apostle

conclude his prophetical warnings with this solemn admoni

tion : * This, Jesus, is the true God : little children, keep

yourselves from idols.' . . .

" In the mind of every man who believes these things,

these prophecies must awaken a feeling of the most solemn

interest. But in the Jew, this feeling will be yet more

solemn — an intense and overwhelming anxiety. In the ap

proaching contest, the Gentile Christian may perhaps be able

to stand aloof, in comparative security ; but the Jew will be

called to the fore-front of the battle ; he must be enrolled

either in the ranks of Jesus of Nazareth, or in those of the

idol king ; for him there will be no escape. Let every Jew,

who reads these lines, fly from the approaching trial — while

flight is in his own power,"

There still remain the Mystics, Swedenborg's followers, and

all others who can see in the Apocalypse nothing else than a

highly coloured picture of the Christian's life. But setting

aside their systems, the above are the most popular counter-

interpretations of the Bible prophecies. After detailing

their points of difference, there still remains the more pleasing

task of noticing in what they agree. The Futurist and the

Turk-Expositor, the Year-day and the scholar of Porphyry,

when they have differed on all besides, and have fought over

every inch of the debateable ground of Scripture, will yet

with one accord hold up their hands for this principle : — That

prophecy means something definite and tangible : that when

G G
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the future is professedly revealed, it is for man to seek dili

gently a visible fulfilment : and that the simple and unlearned

shall not prove to have been so deluded by the splendour of

the visions as to mistake, for the history of thrones and na

tions, a mere parable of the every day experience of the

human heart.
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ILLU8TRATED BY ITS 8EPULCHRAL REMAINS.
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Price 14s. cloth.

Opinions of tne Press.

" Around Rome the soil of the Campagna is pierced in every direction by

winding galleries of almost endless extent. One passage and one vault com

municates with another in labyrinthine mazes, so complex and so extensive as

to form a vast subterranean city, resembling the most surprising of our mines.

Here, in those various persecutions of heathen Rome which preceded the

establishment of Christianity, the primitive Church found shelter, held its

services, buried its dead, and was miraculously preserved in its pnrity and

strength. When, with the revival of learning in the sixteenth century, these

galleries were opened and explored, one of the most affecting spectacles ever

witnessed was presented to the world. The Christian faith, which then over

spread the earth in the fulness of its power, was beheld in these subterranean

works in its infancy. Here were the inscriptions which told of the faith and

practice of the early church ; here the tombs of its martyrs who had attested

their belief with their blood ; here pictured representations of the rites they

celebrated ; here the caves in which the humble and the great, the poorest

labourers and the proudest nobles, lived together to escape the ruthless massacre

that raged without, surrounded by the rude sepulchres of their brethren who

' slept in peace.' Here was a gigantic monument to the truth of Christianity,

no less affecting to the heart than convincing to the mind ; proving with what

rapidity the doctrines of Christianity had spread ; the persecutions and suffer

ings to which its professors had cheerfully submitted by reason of the hope

that was in them ; and the identity of the primitive church, in all its belief and

practice, with the Scripture record.

" Of the relics and inscriptions found in these excavations a museum was

established in Rome. It still exists ; and from its most instructive and interest

ing records this volume has been constructed. It is a remarkably ingenious

and scholarly book, which will be valued not only by those who feel interested

in Christian antiquities, but by all who would trace the early growth of our

religion, and mark how truly scriptural it continued for those centuries of its

progress before it became corrupted by admixture with the ideas and usages of

heathenism, from which resulted that monstrous deformity, the Papal super

stition. To the Tractarians this book will be fatal. They will venture no

more to refer to the antiquity of error. The Church of the Catacombs was

purely Protestant in spirit and practice. We read in its remains the very

sentiments of Scripture on which our own faith is built up.

" Mr. Maitland's work is written in a style equally distinguished by eloquence

and Protestantism. His labour has plainly been one of love. His explana

tions are clear, and assisted by some neat engravings, which convey an adequate
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idea of the carvings on the genuine tombs of early Christians. And not only

is the work decisive as to the scriptural spirit of the primitive church, but it

forms a conclusive historical argument to the truth of Christianity. The faith

Christ delivered to the world is here shown subsisting in all its original purity,

with the heavenly whiteness of its robes, unstained by the sins of ambition, by

the vices of power, by the corruptions of fable, or by the rites of heathenism.

We cannot imagine a better companion to Gibbon's history than this able and

pious volume, or one that more effectually neutralises the poison of that histo

rian's prejudice and bigoted unbelief." — Britannia.

" We can speak in terms of high commendation, both of the subject of this

work and of its execution. The subject is admirably chosen. Precise and

definite ideas of Christianity, as it appeared on earth in the times that imme

diately followed the apostolic age, are exceedingly wanted in the discussions

that now agitate the church ; and this is a contribution of aid, and a valuable

one, towards the attainment of them.

" The execution of them is equally felicitous. By dint of long and devoted

labour, the author has collected a vast mass of inscriptions, and other undoubted

records of the first Church of Rome, which he has arranged in a scholarly

manner, and illustrated, without overloading, with patristic learning.

" So deeply interesting is the immediate subject of this fascinating volume,

that we have omitted to notice the passages that bear with telling effect upon

the controversy which has long raged in our own Church, between the

Biblists and the Traditionists. We select the following almost at random.

This admirable passage needs no eulogy. Mr. Maitland's work abounds in

such passages. With this remark we conclude. Our object has been to induce

Our readers to peruse the book for themselves, and we are conscious we can

say nothing that will so effectually recommend it to their notice."

Churchman's Monthly Review.

" Many are the attractions of this volume. Novelty of subject, laboriousness

of research, extensive learning, abundant illustration, combine to recommend

it to the notice of reviewer and reader. The valuable and original features of

this volume may be sufficiently gathered from the foregoing extracts, and it is

scarcely necessary to commend it to every Sunday library. The subject and

its treatment will command the attention of the scholar and of the Christian."

The Critic.

" Mr. Maitland has established a claim on the gratitude of every member of

our church by the production of these venerable relics in a form not only

accessible but inviting. The work is the result of researches on the spot,

illustrated, in most cases, by original copies of the inscriptions, though the

author has not affected to neglect the copious materials already prepared by his

laborious predecessors."— Guardian.

" The volume before us supplies a desideratum in our literature which has

long been felt. On the whole we are bound to say that Mr. Maitland has pro

duced a most interesting and valuable book, replete with information which is

in a great degree new to the English reader."— English Review.

London : — LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, AND LONGMANS.
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NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS,

PUBLISHED BV

Messrs. LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS,

PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON'.

ACTON -MODERN COOKERY,

In all its Branches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice. For the use of Private Families.
In a Series of Receipts, all of which have been strictly tested, and are given with the most
minute exactness. By Eliza Actox. New Edition, to which are added, Directions for
Carving. Fcp. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

" The whole of Miss Aetna's recipes, ' with a few trifling exceptions, which are scrupulously specified, are eon-
fioci to snch as may be nerfectly depended on, from baving been proved beneath our own roof, and under our own
prrsonal inspection.' Wr add, moreover, that the recipes are all reasonable, and never in any instance extravagant.
Th*-y do not bid as sacrifice ten pounds of excellent meat, that we mav net a couple of quarts of gravy from it ;
nor do they deal with butter and eg*i as if they cost nothing. Mis» Acton's book is a good book in every way ;
there U riffht-mindednecs in every page of it, as well aa thorough knowledge, and experience of the tubjecte ehe
handles."—Medical Gazette.

AMY HERBERT.

By a Lady. Edited by the Rev. William Skwfll, B.D. Fellow snd Tutor of Exeter
College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9a. cloth.

ANDERSEN—THE TRUE STORY OF MY LIFE :

A Sketch. By Hans Christian Andersen, Author of " The Shoes of Fortune," " The
Nightingale," " O. T.," " Only a Fiddler," '* The Improvisators," &c. Translated by
Mart Howitt. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

THE ARTISAN CLUB -A TREATISE ON THE STEAM

ENGINE, in its Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways. By the
Artisan Club. Ed.ted by John Bourne, C.E. New Edition. 4to. with 30 Steel Plates and
349 Wood Engravings, 27s. cloth.

BAKER -RAILWAY ENGINEERING ;

Containing the most approved Methods of laying out Railway Curves, and of setting- out the
Cutting's, Embankments, and Tunnels of Railways : with a General and two Auxiliary Tables,
for the Calculation of Earthworks of Railways, Canals, &c. Also, the Investigation of the
Formula for the Superelevation of the exterior Rail in Curves. By T. Baker, Surveyor and
Civil Engineer, 8vo. 5s. cloth.

3ALL.-AN ACCOUNT OF THE CULTIVATION AND MANU-

FACTURE of TEA in CHINA: derived from Personal Observation during an Official Resi
dence in that Country of upwards of Twenty years; and illustrated by the best Authorities,
Chinese as well as European. With some Remarks on the Experiments now making for the
Introduction of the Culture of the Tea Tree in other parts of the World. By S. Ball, Esq.,
late Inspector of Teas to the East India Company in China. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts,

14s. cloth.

BANFIELD AND WELD -THE STATISTICAL COMPANION;

exhibiting the most interesting Facts in Moral and Intellectual, Vital, Economical, and

Political .Statistics, at home and abroad. Compiled from Official and other authentic Sources,
by T. C. Banimrld, Statistical Clerk to the Council of Education ; andC. R.Weld, Assistant-

Secretary to the Royal Society. Fcp. bvo. 5s. cloth.

BARNES. -THE ELECTORAL LAWS OF BELGIUM

proposed as the Basis of Parliamentary Reform in England. Translated, with the Com
mentary of M. J. B. Bivort, Secretary of ihe Cabinet of the Belgian Minister of the I nterior.
By Philip Edward Barnes, Esq. B.A. F.L.S. and of the Middle Temple. Fcp. Bvo.

3s. 6d. cloth.



4 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

BARRETT.-A SYNOPSIS OF CRITICISMS UPON THOSE

PASSAGES of the OLD TESTAMENT in which Modern Commentatori have differed from
the Authorised Version : together with an Explanation of varioua Difficulties in the Hebrew
and English Texts. By the Rev. Richard A. F. Barrett, M.A. Fellow of King's College,
Cambridge. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 28s. each, cloth ; or, in 4 Half-vols. 14s. each. Also,

Half-vol. V. 14s. cloth.

BAYLDON -ART OF VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES,

Aml the Tenant's Right of Entering and Quitting Farms, explained by several Specimens of
Valuations; and Remarks on the Cultivation pursued on Soils in different Situations.
Adapted to the Use of Landlords Land-Agents, Appraisers. Farmers, and Tenants. By

J. S. Bayldon. New Edition ; corrected and revised by John Donaldson. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BEDFORD CORRESPONDENCE. -CORRESPONDENCE OF

JOHN, FOURTH DUKE OF BEDFORD, selected from the Originals at Wobnrn Abbey

(1742 to 1770). With Introductions by Lord John Russell. 3 vols. 8vo. with Portrait,

49s. cloth.

BLACK.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,

Based on Chemical and Economical Principles: with Formula? for Public Brewers, and
Instructions for Private Families. By William Black. New Edition, with considerable
Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.—Also,

REMARKS ON BAVARIAN BEER, LONDON PORTER, &c 8vo. 2s. od. sewed.

BLAINE.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS ;

Or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting, Fishing,
Racing, and other Field Sports and Athletic Amusements of the present day. By Delakkrk
P. Blaine, Esq. Author of " Canine Pathology," &c. Illustrated by nearly 600 Engravings on
Wood, by R. Branston,from Drawings by Aiken, T. Landseer, Dickes,&c. 8vo.^H2. 10s. cloth.

BLAIR'S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,

From the Creation to the present time: with Additions and Corrections from the most authen
tic Writers ; including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the Exode
to the Temple. Under the revision of Sir Henrv Ellis, K.H., Principal Librarian of the
British Museum. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. half-bound in morocco.

*»* This work, based on the celebrated but costly folio of Dr. Blair, carries forward the
History of the World in a series of Eighty-five Tables. By a single glance is shewn who were
the reigning Sovereigns at every | eriod of time, the Eminent Men who then flourished, and
the Rernarknble Events which then occurred. It is exceedingly easy of reference, and for tne
student of History or the Scriptures will be found invaluable. It is accompanied by a copious
Index of all the Names and Events recorded.

BLOOMFIELD.-HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.

By Thucydides. A New Recension of the Text, with a carefully amended Punctuation; and
copious Notks, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, principally original, partly selected
and arranged from the best Expositors : accompanied by full Indexes, both of Greek Words
and Phrases explained, and matters discussed in the Notes Illustrated by Maps and Plans.
By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D.U. F.S.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 38s. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD. -HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.

By Thucydides. Translated into English, and accompanied by very copious Notes,
Philological and Explanatory, Historical and Geographical. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield,
D.D. F.S.A. 3 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Plates, .62. 6s. boards.

BLOOMFIELD.-THE GREEK TESTAMENT :

V/ith copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Especially formed for
the use of advanced Students and Candidates for Holy Orders. By Rev. S. T. Bloomfield

D.D. F.S.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, *2, cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.-COLLEGE & SCHOOL GREEK TESTAMENT:

With shorter English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, formed for use in
Colleges and the Public Schools. By the Rev. S. T. Hloomfield, D.D F.S.A. New Edition
greatly enlarged and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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BLOOMFIELD.-GREEK AND ENGLISH XEXICON TO THE

NEW TESTAMENT: especially adapted to the use of Colleges, and the Higher Classes in
Public Schools; but also intended as a convenient Manual for Biblical Students in general.
By Dr. Bloomfield. New Edition, enlarged and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BORRER -NARRATIVE OF A CAMPAIGN WITH A FRENCH

COLUMN against the KABA1LES of ALGERIA: with the Mission of M. Suchet to the
Emir Abd-el-Kader, for an Exchange of Prisoners. By Dawson Borrer, F.R.G.S. Membre
Correspondant de la Socit'tC Orientale a Paris ; Author of i' A Journey from Naples to Jeru

salem." Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. boards.

BOSANQUET.-CHR0N0L0GY OF THE TIMES OF DANIEL,

EZRA, and NEHEMIAH ; considered with the view of correcting an Error of Thirty-three
Years in the received Chronolojry between the Capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar and
the Birth of Christ Leading to an Explanation of the Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks, the
Recovery of the lost Era of the Jubilee, and the Rectification of several important Pates in
Scripture Chronology. By J. Whatman Bosanquet, Lsq. Part I. 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

BRANDE.-A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE,

AND ART; comprising the History, Description, and Scientific Principles of every Branch
of Human Knowledge; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in General Use.
Edited by W.T. Brands, F.R.S.L. &E.; assisted by Dr. J. Cauvin. 8vo. with Wood Engravings, jfcfl3, cloth.

BULL -HINTS TO MOTHERS,

For the Management of Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room ;
with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connection with those subjects. By Thomas Bull,
M.D. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. cloth.

BULL.-THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN,

in H RALTH and DISEASE. By T. Bull, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians,
Physician-Accucheur to the Finsbury Midwifery Institution. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. is. cloth.

BUDGE -THE PRACTICAL MINER'S GUIDE.

Comprising a Set of Trigonometrical Tables adapted to all the purposes of Oblique or Diagonal,
Vertical, Horizontal, and Traverse Dialling; with their application to the Dial, Exercise of
Drifts, Lodes, Slides, Levelling, Inaccessible Distances, Heights, &c. By J. Budge. New
Edition, considerably enlarged. 8vo. with Portrait of the Author, 12s. cloth.

BUNSEN—EGYPT'S PLACE IN UNIVERSAL HISTORY :

An Historical Investigation, in Five Books. By Christian C. J. Bunsen, D.Ph. & D.C.L.
Translated from the German, by C. H. Cottrkll, E-q. M.A.—Vol. I. containing the First
Book, or Sources and Primeval Facts of Egyptian History: with an Egyptian Grammar
and Dictionary, and a complete List of Hieroglyphical Signs; an Appendix of Authorities,
embracing the complete Text of Manetho and Eratosthenes, ^Egyptiaca from Pliny, Strabo,

&c. ; and Plates representing the Egyptian Divinities. 8vo. with numerous illustrations,
28s. cloth.

BUNSEN.-THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH OF

the FUTURE. A Practical Explanation of the Correspondence with the Right Hon. William
Gladstone, on the German Church, Episcopacy, and Jerusalem. With a Preface, Notes, and
the complete Correspondence. By the Chi-ralier C. C. J. Buxskn, Ph. D. D.C.L. Translated
under the superintendence of, and with Additions by, the Author. Post 8vo. 9s. Ad. cloth.

BURDER -ORIENTAL CUSTOMS,

Applied to the Illustration of the Sacred Scriptures. By Dr. Samuel Burder. New Edition,

with Additions. Fcp. 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

BURNS. -THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY;

containing the Doctrines, Duties, Admonitions, and Consolations of the Christian Religion.
By John Burns, M.D. F.R.S. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.



fi NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

BURNS.-CHRISTIAN FRAGMENTS ;

Or, Remarks on the Nature, Precepts, and Comforts of Religion. By John Burns, H.D.
F.R.S. Author of " The Principles of Christian Philosophy." Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BUTLER.-SKETCH OF MODERN & ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.

By Samuel Butler, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry; and formerly Head
Master of Shrewsbury School. New Edition, revised by the Author's Son. 8vo. 9s. boards.

BUTLER. - A GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN AND ANCIENT

GEOGRAPHY. By the late Dr. S. Butler. Consisting of Forty-five coloured Maps, and
Indices. New Edition, from an entirelynew and corrected Set of Plates. 4to. 24s. half-bound .

BUTLER -AN ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY.

By the late Dr. S. Buti.kr. Consisting of Twenty-three coloured Maps, from a New Set of
Plates ; with an 1 ndcx of all the Names of Places, referring to the Latitudes and Longitudes.
New Edition. 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

BUTLER.-AN ATLAS OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.

By the late Dr. S. Butler. Consisting ol Twenty-three coloured Maps; with an Accentuated
Index of all the Names of Places, referring to the Latitudes and Longitudes. New Edition,
from an entirely new and corrected Set of Plates. 8vo. 13s. half-bound.

THE CABINET LAWYER :

A Popular Digest of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal; with a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp
Duties, Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties ; Post-Office Regulations, and Prison Disci
pline. Fourteenth Edition, enlarged, and corrected throughout, with the Legal Decisions and
Statutes to Michaelmas Term, 10 and 11 Victoria. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

CALLCOTT.-HOME AMONG STRANGERS:

A Tale. By Maria Hutchins Callcott. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

CALLCOTT.-A SCRIPTURE HERBAL.

With upwards of 1 20 Wood Engravings. By La dt Callcott. Square crown 8vo. 25s. cloth.

CARTOONS.-THE PRIZE CARTOONS EXHIBITED

IN WESTMINSTER HALL, a.d. 1843. TuWishcd under the Sanction and Patronage of
Her Majesty's Commissioners on the Fine Arts. Eleven large folio Engravings, in a neat
Portfolio, ^r5. 5s. ; Proofs before Letters, J£8. 8a.

CATLOW.-POPULAR CONCHOLOGY ;

Or, the Hhell Cabinet arranged: being an Introduction to the Modern System of Conchology :
with a sketch of the Natural History ol the Animals, an account of the Formation of the Shells,

and a comyiletn Descriptive List of the Fumilies and Genera. By Agnes Catlow. Fcp. 8vo.

with 312 Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth.

CHALENOR.-WALTER GRAY,

A Ballad, and other Poems. By Mary Chalenor. New Edition, including the Authot's
Poetical Remains. Fcp'. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

COLLINS. - MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF WILLIAM

COLLINS, Esq. R.A. Including Selections from his Journals and Correspondence, Notices
of many of his eminent Contemporaries, and a Description of his principal Works. Bv his
Son. W, Wilkie Collins, Esq. With Portrait after Linnell, and 2 Vignettes from Sketches
by the Painter. 2 vols. | o.-l 8vo. 21s. cloth.

COLTON.-LACON ; OR, MANY THINGS IN FEW WORDS.

By the Rev. C. C. Colton. New Edition. 8vo. 12s. cli»th.



PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. LONGMAN, BROWN, AND CO.

CONYBEARE AND HOWSON—THE LIFE AND EPISTLES

of SAINT PAUL; comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Paraphrastic
Translation of his Epistles inserted in Chronological Order. Miled by the Rev. W. J.
Conykkakk, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. Howson,
M.A. Principal oi the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. 2 vols. 4to. richly illustrated by
numerous Engravings on Steel and Wood of the Principal Places visited by the Apostle, from
Original Drawings made on the spot by W. H. Burtlett ; and by Maps, Charts, Coins, &c.

*»* To be published in Monthly Parts, price 2a. each; the First of which will appear
in the Autumn of the Year 1849.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.

New Edition, improved. Fcp. 8vo. 22 Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth ; with the plates coloured, 12s. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON MINERALOGY.

With Plates, engraved by Mr. and Mrs. LoWry, from Original Drawings. New Edition,
enlarged. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

COOPER-PRACTICAL AND FAMILIAR SERMONS,

Designedfor Parochial and Domestic Instruction. By Rev. Edward Cooper. New Edition.
7 vols. 12mo. 4rl. 18s. boards.

COOPER-SERMONS,

Chiefly designed to elucidate some of the leading Doctrines of the Gospel. By the Rev.
Edward Cooper. New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 10s. boards.

COPLAND.-A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE;

comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,
and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of
Life; with numerous approved Formulas of the Medicines recommended. By James Copland,
M.D. Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, &c. &c. Vols. I. and II.
8vo. ^3, cloth ; and Parte X. to XIII. 4s. 6d. each, sewed.

COQUEREL - CHRISTIANITY ;

Its perfect adaptation to the Mental, Moral, and Spiritual Nature of Man. By Athanase
Coquerel, one of the Pastors of the French Protestant Church in Paris. Translated by the
Rev. D. Davison, M.A. With an Introductory Notice of the State of the Protestant Church
of France, drawn up by the Author especially for the English Edition. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

C0STELL0- THE FALLS, LAKES, AND MOUNTAINS

OF NORTH WALES; being a Pictorial Tour through the most interesting parts of the
Country. By Louisa Stuart Costello, Author of "The Rose Garden or Persia,'' &c.
Illustrated with Views, from Original Sketches by D. H. M'Kewan, engraved on wood, and
lithographed, by T. and E. Gilks. Square 8vo. with Map, 14s. cloth.

COULTER-ADVENTURES ON THE WESTERN COAST OF

SOUTH AMERICA and in the INTERIOR of CALIFORNIA; including a Narrative of Inci
dents at the Kingsmill islands, New Ireland, New Britain, New Guinea, and other Islands in
the Pacific Ocean : with an Account of the Natural Productions, and the Manners and Customs,
in Peace and War, of the various Savage Tribes visited. By John Coulter, M.D. Author
of " Adventures in the Pacific." 2 vols, post 8vo. 16s cloth.

ii Nous sommei en prttence d'une suite de tableaux dont le mouvement ct la viriitl font le principal merite. La
naive ainceriti du peintre demonde grief jxiur son inexperience, Prenons donr lc livre de M. Uoulti-r pour ce iiu'il
est. poor unecauserie des plus familieres, mais au»i, mature un certain fonds de nuithrxli-me, des pins gai, s ct
tonvfDt dee plus piquantes. LuissonN-nous uller au charine de ces impressions dont le deiiirdre pittorrsque nVst
pax aana originality. Je ne crois paa cm' arrive au terme de cette courss aventujeuse, un ml le droit d'exprimer une
plain te ou un regret. .. Ce reflet de la nature tropicale que j'ai troutti dans le litre de M. Coulter, bun pcu de
Tojageurs ont au le fain paaaer dans leuis ecrits." — Rxtvk dls decs Mondxi.

COULTER-ADVENTURES IN THE PACIFIC :

With Observations on the Natural Productions, Manners, and Customs of the Natives of the
various Islands; Remarks on the Missionaries, British and other Residents, &c. By John
Coulter. M.D. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

CRESY.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,

Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Edward Ckesy, F.S.A.' C.E. Illustrated by
upwards of Three Thousand Engravings on Wood, explanatory of the Principles, Machinery,
and Constructions which come under the Direction of the Civil Engineer. One very large

Volume 8vo. £3. 13s. 6d. cloth.



8 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

CROCKER'S ELEMENTS OF LAND SURVEYING.

New Edition, corrected throughout, and considerably improved and modernized, hv T. G.
Bunt, Land Surveyor. To which are added, TABLES OF SIX-FIGURE LOGARITHMS,
&c,superintended by H. Farley, of the Nautical Almanac Establishment. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

D'AGINCOURT.-THE HISTORY OF ART, BY ITS MONU-

MENTS, from its Decline in the Fourth Century to its Restoration in the Sixteenth. Trans
lated from the French of Seroux D'Asincoort, by Owen Jones, Architect. In 3,333 Sub
jects, engraved on 328 Plates. Vol. I. Architecture, 73 Plates ; Vol. II. Sculpture, 31 Plates;
Vol. III. Painting, 204 Plates. 3 vols, royal folio, j«. 5s. sewed.

DALE.-THE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND FAMILY CHAP-

LAIN, in two Parts: the First Part being Church Services adapted for domestic use,
with Prayers for every day of the week, selected exclusively from the Book of Common
Prayer; Part II. comprising an appropriate Sermon for every Sunday in the year. By
the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A., Vicar of St. Pancras. Post 4to., 21s. cloth: or, bound by
Hayday, 31s. 6d. calf lettered ; j£2. 10s. morocco.

DE JAENISCH & WALKER -DE JAENISCH'S CHESS PRE-

CEPTOR: A New Analysis of the Openings of Games. By C. F. De Jaenisch, of St.
Petersburg!i. Translated from the French, with copious Notes, by Gsorok Walker,
Author of " Chess Studies," and various other Works on the Game of Chess. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

DE LA BECHE.-REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORN-

' WALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. By Henry T. Dk la Bkche, F.R.S. tee..
Director of the Ordnance Geological Survey. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners
of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Pates, 14s. cloth.

DE LA GRAVIERE.-SKETCHES OF THE LAST NAVAL

WAR. Translated from the French of Capt. E. Jurien de la Graviere, with an Introduc
tion and Notes, by the Hon. Capt. Plvnkett, R.N. Author of "The Past and Futureof
the British Navy." 2 vols, post 8vo. with 9 Plans of Naval Actions, 18s. cloth.

DE STRZELECKI.-THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF

NEW SOUTH WALES and VAN DIEMAN'S LAND; accompanied by a Geological Map
Sections, and Diagrams, and Figures of the Organic Remains. By P. E. De Stuzklkcki.
8vo. with coloured Map and numerous Plates, 24s. cloth.

DIBDIN.-THE SUNDAY LIBRARY :

Containing nearly One Hundred Sermons, byeminent Divines. With Notes, &c. by the Rev.
T. F. Dikdin, D.D. 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Six Portraits, 30s. cloth ; or, art. 12s. 6d. neatly

half-bound in morocco, with gilt edges.

DISCIPLINE.
By the Author of 'i Letters to my Unknown Friends," "Twelve Years Ago," and " Some

Passages from Modern History." 18mo. 2s. cloth.

DOUBLEDAY AND HEWITSON'S BUTTERFLIES. — THE

GENERA of BUTTERFLIES, or DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA; comprising their Generic
Characters—a Notice of the Habits and Transformations—and a Catalogue of the Species of
each Genus. By Edward Doukleday, Esq. F.L.S. tee.. Assistant in the Zoological Depart
ment of the British Museum. Imperial 4to. uniform with Grnv and Mitchell's Ornithology ;
Illustrated with 75 Coloured Plates, by W. C. Hewitson, Esq. Author of " British Oology."

*»* Publishing in Monthly Parts, 5s. each ; each part consisting of 2 coloured plates, with
Letter-press giving the Genenc Characters, a Short Notice of the Habits, and a Catalogue of
the Species or each Genus. To be completed in about 40 Parts, of which 26 are now ready.

DRESDEN GALLERY.-THE MOST CELEBRATED PICTURES

of the ROYAL GALLERY at DRESDEN, drawn on Stone, from the Originals, by Franz
Hanfstaengl : with Descriptive and Biographical Notices, in French and German. Nos. I.
to LI I. imperial folio, each containing 3 Plates, with Letterpress, price 20s. to Subscribers; to
Non Subscribers, 30s. Single Plates, 12s. each.

V" To be completed in 8 more numbers, price 20s. each, to Subscribers. Nos. LI. to LX.
contain each Four Plato and Letterpress.
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DRUMMOND—OBSERVATIONS ON NATURAL SYSTEMS

of BOTANY. By James L. Drummond, M.D. Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in the
Royal Belfast Institution; Author of "First Steps to Botany," and " Letters to a Young
Naturalist." Fcp. 8vo. 3s. cloth.

DUNLOP.-TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AMERICA.

With a Journal of nearly Three Years' Residence in the Country. To which are added, a
Sketch of the History of the Republic, and an Account of its Climate, Productions, Com
merce, &c. By Rorrrt Glasgow Dunlop, Esq. Post 8vo. with Map, 10s. 6d. cloth.

DUNLOP.-THE HISTORY OF FICTION :

Being a Critical Account of the most celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest
Greek Romances to the Novels of the Present Age. By John Dunlop, Esq. New Edition,
complete in One Volume. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

EASTLAKE. - MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF OIL

PAINTING. By Charles Lock Eastlark, Esq. R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A.; Secretary to the
Royal Commission for Promotiug the Fine Arts in connexion with the rebuilding of the Houses
Of Parliament, &c. 8vo. 16s. cloth.

*»* Vol. II. On the Italian Practice of Oil Painting, Is preparing for publication.

ECCLESIASTES; OR, THE PREACHER.

The Words of the Preacher, Son of David, King of Jerusalem. From the Holy Scriptures.
Being the Twelve Chapters of the Book of Ecclesiastes, elegantly illuminated, in the Missal
Style, by Owen Jones. Imperial 8vo. in very massive carved covers, Ms. ) or bandftomely

bound in morocco, 90s.

ECCLESTON -AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH ANTI-

QUITIES. Intended as a Companion to the History of England. By Jamks Ecclk-
ston, B.A. Head Master of Sutton Coldneld Grammar School. 6vo. with numerous En
gravings on Wood, 31s. cloth.

ELLIOTSON.-HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY:
With which is incorporated much ofthe elementary part of the " Institutiones Physiologies!"
of J. F. Blumenbach, Professor in the University of Gottingen. By John Elliotson, M.D.
Cantab. F.R.S. Fifth Edition. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 4%. 2s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT: being an Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek and the
English Texts ; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-English
and English-Greek. New Edition, with a new Index. Royal 8vo. 42s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALDEE CON-

CORDANCEofthe OLD TESTAMENT ; being an attempt at a Verbal Connection between
the Original and the English Translations : with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names and
their occurrences, &c. 2 vols, royal 8vo. jff3. 13s. 6d. cloth ; large paper, *M. 14s. 6d.

EPHEMERA.-A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING ;

Teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishing, Salmon-fishing ; the Natural History of River
Fish, and the best modes of Catching them. By Ephemera, ot Bell's Life in London.
New Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 9s. cloth.

ERMAN—TRAVELS IN SIBERIA:

including Excursions northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and southwards to the
Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman. Translated by W. D. Cooley, Esq. Author of
"The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery:" Translator and Editor of Parrot's
" Journey to Ararat." 2 vols. 8vo. with Map, 31s. 6d. cloth.

ETHERIDGE—THE APOSTOLICAL ACTS AND EPISTLES,
From the Pescbito, or Ancient Syriac. To which are added, the remaining Epistles, and the
Book of Revelation, after a later Syrian Text. Translated, with Prolegomena and Indices, by
J. \V. Etheridge, M.A. Doctor in Philosophy of the University of Heidelberg, and Member of
the Asiatic Society of Paris ; Author of "The Syrian Churches i their early History, Litur
gies, and Literature." Royal 12mo. 7s. 64. cloth.

c
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EVANS -THE SUGAR PLANTER'S MANUAL :

Being * Treatise on the Art of obtaining Sugar from the Sugar Cane. By W.J. Evans, M.D.

8vo. '.is. cloth.

FAREY.-A TREATISE ON THE STEAM ENGINE,

Historical. Practical, and Descriptive. By John Farey, Engineer. 4to. with 25 Plates,

and numerous Woodcuts, sfi'5. 5s. boards.

FERGUSSON.-AN HISTORICAL INQUIRY INTO THE TRUE

PRINCIPLES of BEAUTY in ART, more especially with reference to ARCHITECTURE.
By James Feroussok, Esq.; Author of " An Essay on the Ancient Topography of
Jerusalem," " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindostan," Sic. Vol.1.

With 5 Copperplates, a coloured Lithographic Engraving, and upwards of 100 Woodcuts.
Imperial 8vo. 30s. cloth.

FIELD-PRISON DISCIPLINE ;

and the Advantages of the Separate System of Imprisonment : with a detailed Account of
the Discipline now pursued in the New County Gaol at Reading. By the Rev. J. Field, M. A.
Chaplain. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.

FLOWERS AND THEIR KINDRED THOUGHTS :

A Series of Stanzas—On Hope, Innocence, Modesty, Childhood, Humility, Joy, Lore, Con
stancy, Fascination, Timidity, Fine Taste, Thoughts, Recollection, and Friendship. By
Mary Anne Bacon. Illustrated by the Snowdrop, Primrose, Violet, Harebell, and Pimpernel.
Lilley of the Valley, Hawthorn, Rose, Honeysuckle, Carnation, Convolvulus, Fuchsia, Pansy,
Forget-me-not, and Holly ; designed and printed in Colours by Owen Jones. Imperial 8vo.
31s. 6d. elegantly bound.

FORSTER.-THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ARABIA;

or, the Patriarchal Evidences of Revealed Religion. A Memoir, with illustrative Maps
and an Appendix, containing Translations, with an Alphabet and Glossary of the Ha-
myaritic Inscriptions recently discovered in Hadraraaut. By the Rev. Charles Forster,
B.D. Author of "Mahometauism Unveiled." 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.

FORSTER. -THE LIFE OF JOHN JEBB, D.D. F.R.S.,

late Bishop of Limerick. With a Selection from his Letters. By the Rev. Charles
Forster, B.D. Rector of Stisted, and formerly Domestic Chaplain to the Bishop. New
Edition. Svo. with Portrait, &c. 16s. cloth.

FOSS.-THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND :

with Sketches of their Uvea, and Miscellaneous Notices connected with the Courts at West
minster from the time of the Conquest. By Edward Fobs, F.S.A. of the Inner Temple.
Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

" Mr. Fom is an original inquirer. By laborious investigation of obscure records, as well as competent general
learning and considerable professional experience, he makes good his title to the subject he has chosen. Thr
result Is a solid and useful book, if we may judge by the specimen before us. We like his arrangement and
method of proceeding with these early reigns. It supplies what was much wanted,—a regular and proirrei"ive
account of English legal institutions. Trie result is a correction of many errors, an addition of much new
information, and a better general view of our strictly legal history than any jurist, historian, or biogritph.r had
heretofore attempted to give. We shall watch the progress of this work with interest. The? completion will
worthily connect the name of its author with those of the more valuable contributors to English hisiiincal
■tody.* Exxautm.

FOSTER -A HANDBOOK OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE.

By Mrs. Foster. Fcp. 8vo. [Nearly ready.

FROM OXFORD TO ROME;

And, How it fared with some who lately made the Journey. By a Companion Trav
New Edition, revised and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, 6s. cloth.

GARDINER -SIGHTS IN ITALY :

With some Account of the Present State of Music and the Sister Arts in that Country. By
William Gardiner, Author of "Sacred Melodies," "Music of Nature," &c.j Member of
the Academy of St. Cecilia, Rome ; and of the Class of Fine Arts de I'lnstitut Historinue dc
France. 8vo. with engraved Music, los. cloth.

GERTRUDE.

A Tale. By the Author of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D.
Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 8s. cloth/
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GIBBON'S HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE

ROMAN EMPIRE. A new Edition, complete in One Volume. With an Account of the Author's
Life and Writings, by Alexander Chalmers, Esq. F.A.S. 8vo. with Portrait, 18s. cloth.

*»* An Edition, in 8 vols. 8?o. 60s. boards.

GOLDSMITH. - THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER

GOLDSMITH. Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etching
Club. With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edited by Bolton Corney,
Esq. Square crown 8vo. uniform with "Thomson's Seasons," 21s. cloth; or, bound in
morocco, by Hayday, jffl. 16s.

GOWER.-THE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA OF DOMESTIC

LIFE, familiarly explained. By Charles Foots Gowsr. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with
Wood Engravings. 5s. cloth.

GRAHAM -ENGLISH ; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION :

explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By Gi F. Graham. New Edition,
revised and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

GRANT-LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.

Being the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1773 and 1803. By Mrs Grant,
of Laggan. New Edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her son, J. P. Grant,
Esq. a vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

GRANT-MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

late Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, Author of "Letters from the Mountains," "Memoirs of an
American Lady," &c. Edited by her Son, J. P. Grant, Esq. New Edition. 3 vols, post 8vo.

with Portrait, 31s. 6d. cloth.

GRAY'S ELEGY (ILLUMINATED).

Gray's Elegy, written in a Country Churchyard. Illuminated, in the Missal style,
toy Owrn Jones, Architect. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound.

GRAY -LECTURES ON THE NATURE AND USE OF MONEY.

Delivered before the Members of the " Edinburgh Philosophical Institution," during the
Months of February and March, 1848. By John Gray, Author of "The Social System, a
Treatise on the Principle of Exchange." 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

GRAY AND MITCHELL'S ORNITHOLOGY.-THE GENERA

Of BIRDS ; comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and
an extensive List of Species, referred to their several Genera. By George Rorert Gray,
Acad. Imp. Georg. Florent. Soc. Corresp. Senior Assistant of the Zoological Department,
British Museum ; and Author of the " List of the Genera of Birds," Sic. Illustrated with
Three Hundred and Fifty imperial quarto 1'lates, by David William Mitchell.

In course of publication, in Monthly Parts, 10s. 6d. each ; each Part consisting gene
rally of Four coloured Plates and Three plain, with accompanying Letterpress: giving
the Generic Characters, short Remarks on the Habits, and a List of Species of each Genus as
complete as possible. The uncoloured Plates contain the Characters of all the Genera of
the various Sub-families, consisting of numerous details of Heads, Wings, and Feet, as the
case may require, for pointing out their distinguishing Characters.

*»* The work will be completed in about Fifty Monthly Parts, of which 46 have appeared.

Order I.—Accipitres, has been completed, and may be had separately. Imperial 8vo. with
j I5 coloured and 12 plain Plates, j*2. 8s. boards.

GRIMBLOT.-LETTERS OF WILLIAM III. AND LOUIS XIV.

and of their Ministers. Illustrating the Domestic and Foreign Politics of England from
the Peace of Ryswick to the Accession of Philip V. of Spain (1697 to 1770). Edited by Paul

Grimelot. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.
" The volumes are a valuable collection of official papers, illustrative of a particular period Neither monarch

ever loses night of the matter in hand ; and in tlua point of view the letters are not undeserving of study to those who
wish to acouire a business-like stjle, equally removed from the turgid, the technical, the narrow, or the mean.
Nearly all the papers in the volumes, indeed, have a character of plain distinctness, and offer a striking contrast tu
the formal verbosity of the modern red -tapists. To M. Grimblot, the collector and editor of these letters, the thanks
of the political and historical student are doe, for his industry, pains, and skill. The editor has also given illustrative
notes of a curious and informing kind, from various sources, and superintended the translation of the French Jocu
ments from his own tongue into ours."—Sracraron.

GWILT.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE;

Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Joseph Owilt, Esq. F.S.A. Illustrated with
upwards of 1,000 Engravings on Wood, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt. 8vo. 52s. Ad. cloth.
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SIDNEY HALL'S NEW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS

OF FIFTY-THREE MAPS; (size 30 in. by 16 in.) with the Divisions and Boundaries care
fully coloured, and an Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the Maps, with their
latitude and Longitude. An entirely New Edition, corrected throughout from the best and
most recent Authorities ; with ail the Railways laid down, and many of the Mapa re-drawn
«nd re-engraved.

*»* In course of publication in Fifteen Monthly Parts, price 6s. each ; of which Fourteen
ore now ready.

HALL -MIDSUMMER EVE:

A Fairy Tale of Love. By Mrs. S. C. Hall. With nearly 300 Wood Engravings from Designs
by D. Maclise, C. Stanfield, T. Creswick, E. M. Ward, A. Elmore, W. E. Frost, J. N. Paton, F.
Goodall, T. Landseer, E. H. Webnert, R. Huskisson, F. W. Topham, K. Meadows, F. W.
Fairbolt, J. Franklin, J. H. Weir, F. W. Hulme, 1. Lecurieux, and T. R. Macquoid. Square

crown 8vo. 21s. cloth.

HARRISON -ON THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND PRESENT

STRUCTURE of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By the Rev. M. Harrison, M.A. Ute
Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

" A volume of acute grammatical criticism, illustrating by examplca the niceties of verbal c _ _
Indicating faults to be avoided, and, still better, as initiating the mind into the most delicate subtleties of correct
construction, Mr. Harrison's volume is praiseworthy, and well worth attentive perusal. One merit of Mr. Harrison's
hook is, that it induces the reader to reflect on subtleties of construction, and it is, therefore, likely In proportion to
lnduce habits of superior correctness both in speaking and writing."—Britan.ma.

" This is an able, enlightened, and philosophical work. Although the subject Is old, and, as might be sunposed,
worn out, grammars of the English language being as plenty as blackberries, vet, from the erudite and sfhoiarlv
manner in which the author has treated it, ne has contrived to make it a work not only excellent for the especial
purpose for wnich it is intended, but, from the mora of curious information which it contains, really interesting to
all classes oi readers. The points and rules are all abundantly illustrated by numerous quotations from the mo-t
celebrated writers. On the whole, we look on it as a most valuable addition to what the author himself has called
the ' Treasury of English Literature' "—SosrnaT Tinge.

HAWBUCK GRANGE;

Or, the Sporting Adventures of Thomas Scott, Esq. By the Author of " Handler Cross ; or,
the Spa Hunt.'' With Eight Illustrations by Phiz. 8vo. 13s. cloth.

" A book full of genuine humour, and easy, spirited writing. V*e greatly prefer it to the Sketches of Nimrod . It
Ins a knowledge of life and manners, apart from the "porting world, to which that clever writer made no pretension;
mad its knowledge of sporting matters is in an respect inferior Mr. 8cott cms be safely recommended as an
agreeable Christmas visitor."—Exsmimx*.

HAWKER-INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN

In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut.-Col. P. Hawker. New Edit, corrected,
enlarged, and improved ; with Eighty-rive Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard and Branston, from
Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. 8vo. jffl. Is. cloth.

HAYDON.-LECTURES ON PAINTING AND DESIGN :

Delivered at the London Institution, the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, to the University
of Oxford, &c. By B. R. Haydon, Historical Painter. With Portraits of the Author and ol
Sir David Wilkie, and Wood Engravings, from Designs by the Author, 2 vols. 8vo. 24a. cloth.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY:
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By Kyayis. " Manners make the man." New Edition,

revised (with additions} by a Lady of Rank. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

HISTORICAL PICTURES OF THE MIDDLE AGES,

In Black and White. Made on the spot, from Records in the Archives of Switzerland. By a
Wandering Abtist. 2 vols, post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

HOARE.—A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF A NEW METHOD

of PLANTING and MANAGING the ROOTS of GRAPE VINES. By Clement Hoars,
Authorof "A Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vineon Open Walls." 12mo. 5s. cloth.

HOARE.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION

OF THE GRAPB VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Clement Hoarb. New Edition. 8ro.
Is. 6d. cloth.

HOLLAND-MEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS.

By Henry Holland, M.D. F.R.S. &c. Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Physician
Extraordinary to the Queen, and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness Prince Albert
New Edition. Bvo. 18*. cloth.
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HOOK -THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S MINISTRY:
A Course of Lecturea on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter Farsuh mi
Hook, D.D. Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

H00KER.-KEW GARDENS;
Or, a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir William Jackson
Hookrr, K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. &c. &c. Director. New Edition. 16mo. with numerous

Wood Engravings, 6d. sewed.

HOOKER -THE BRITISH FLORA,
In Two Vols. Vol. 1 ; comprising Phamogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir
William Jackson Hooker, K.H. LL.D. F.R.A. and L.S. &c. &c Ice. Fifth Edition, with
Additions and Corrections ; and 173 Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the
Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. 8vo. with 12 Plates, 14s. plain ; with the

Plates coloured, 24s. cloth.
Vol. II., in Two Parts, comprising the Cryptogamia and Fungi, completing the British Flora,

and forming Vol. V., Parts I. and II., of Smith's English Flora. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

HORNE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY

and KNOWLEDGE of the HOLY SCRIPTURES. By Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D.
of St. John's College, Cambridge ; Rector of the united Parishes of St. Edmund the King
and Martyr, and St. Nicholas Aeons, Lombard Street ; Prebendary of St. Paul's. New
Edition, revised and corrected. 5 vols. 8vo. with numerous Maps and Facsimiles of Biblical

Manuscripts, 63s. cloth ; or jC5, bound in calf.

HORNE.— A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE

STUDY of the BIBLE. By Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D. of St. John's College,
Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his "Introduction to the Critical Study and Know
ledge of the Holy Scriptures." New Edition, corrected and enlarged, 12mo. with Maps and

other Engravings, 9s. boards.

HOWITT.-THE CHILDREN'S YEAR.
By Mary Howitt. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, .from Original

Designs by Anna Maky Howitt. Square 16mo. 5s. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK:
Being the real Life of a Country Boy, written by himself; exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by William Howitt. New

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 40 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By William Howitt. New Edition, corrected and revised. Medium 8vo. with Engravings
on wood, by Bewick and Williams, uniform with " Visits to Remarkable Places," 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;

Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and
Toetry. By William Howitt. New Edition. Medium 8vo. with 40 Wood Engravings,

21s. cloth.SECOND SF.RIES, chiefly in the Counties of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM, with a
Stroll along the BORDER. Medium 8vo. with upwards of 40 Engravings on Wood

21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE RURAL AND SOCIAL LIFE OF GERMANY :

With Characteristic Sketches of its Chief Cities and Scenery. Collected in a General Tour

and during a Residence in that Country. By William Howitt. Medium 8vo. with 51

Engravings on Wood, 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE STUDENT-LIFE OF GERMANY.
From the Unpublished M3S. of Dr. Cornelius. By William Howitt. 8vo. with 24 Wood

Engravings, and Seven Steel Plates, 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-COLONISATION AND CHRISTIANITY:
A Popular History of the Treatment of the Natives, in all their Colonies, by the European

By William Howitt. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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HOWSON AND CONYBEARE.-THE LIFE AND EPISTLES

of SAINT PAUL. By the Rev. J. S. Howsow, M.A., and the Rev. W. J. Conykkare, M.A.
2 vols. 4to. richly illustrated. [Seepage 7.

HUDSON -PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS

In Conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Will. 4 and 1 Vict,
c. 26. To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the distribution of Per
sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy : with two Forms of Wills, and much useful information.
&c. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. New Edition, corrected. Fcp.8vo.2a.6d.

HUDSON.-THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.

By J. C. Hudson, Esq. of the Legacy Duty Office, London : Author of "Plain Directions for
Making Wills," and " The Parent's Hand-book." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

*»* These two works may be had in one volume, 7a. cloth.

BARON HUMBOLDT'S COSMOS ;

Or, a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's sanction
and co-operation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Sakine, R.A.
For Sec. R.S. New Edition. Vols. I. and II. post 8vo. 12s. each, cloth.

*»* Also, an Edition in 16mo. uniform with Murray's "Home and Colonial Library.'>
Vols. I. and II. price Half-a-Crown each, sewed.

" Je voua autorise, Monsieur, de voua servir en toute occasion de la declaration, que la belle traduction do
Colonel Sabine, enrichie de rectifications et de notes trcs-prepenses, et qui ont toute mon approbation, eat la senl*
par laquelle j'tu vivement denire voir introduit mon ouvrage dans la litterature de votre pevs.1'

BakOM Hl'NBOLUT'I LlTIU TO Ml. MuUlT.

HUMrHREYS.-A RECORD OF THE BLACK PRINCE;

being a Selection of such Passages in his Life as have been most quaintly and strikingly nar
rated by the Chroniclers of the Period. Embellished with highly-wrought Miniatures and
Borderings, selected from various Illuminated MS3. referring to Events connected with
English History. By Hknry Noel Humphreys. Post 8vo. in a richly carved and pierced
binding, 21s.

HUNT—RESEARCHES ON LIGHT :

An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes
produced by the Influence of the Solar Uavs; embracing all the known Photographic Pro
cesses, and new Discoveries in the Art By Rorert Hunt, Keeper of Mimng Records,
Museum of Economic Geology. " 8vo. with Plate and Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth.

JAMES -A HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF EDWARD THE

BLACK PRINCE, and of various Events connected therewith, which occurred during the
Reign of Edward 111. King of England. By G. P. R. James, Esq. New Edition, 2 vols. fcp.
8vo. Map, 15s. cloth.

JAMESON.-SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART.

By Jlra. Jameson. With numerous Wood Engravings, and Sixteen Etchings by the Author.
2 vols, square crown 8vo. 42s. cloth.

" These are beautiful volumes. All the pleasurnble enjoyment of which the subject la capable lt put before the
reader. There is no inculcation nf rcligioua rfufrma through the side of religions art. The treatment ia catholic, not
Roman catholic. The book is aa full of dainty devices , aa of fanciful and graceful thoughts. Poetry and painting
alternate in it. Each volume contains tome eighty or ninety well executed woodcuts, and a dozen or ao of etching
by the writer. These are of course not pieces or art, but thev are excellent pictorial aids to fancy and memory. The
result is, that a subject full of beauty in iUelf, and suggestive of higher truths and association! in many ways con
nected with U, is placed before us in a readable and attractive form."—Eusilill.

JEBB.-A LITERAL TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK OF

PSALMS ; intended to illustrate their Poetical and Moral Structure. To which are added,
Dissertations on the word "Selah," and on the Authorship, Order, Titles, and Poetical
Features, of the Psalms. By the Rev. John Jkkk, A.M. 2 vols. 8vo. 31s. cloth.

JEBB AND KNOX—THIRTY YEARS' CORRESPONDENCE

between John Jebb, D.D. F.R.S. Bishop of Limerick, Ardfert, Aghadoe, and Alexander Knox,
Esq. M.R.I.A. Edited by the Rev. Charles Forster, B.D. Rector of Stisted, formerly
Domestic Chaplain to Bishop Jebb. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

JEFFREY. - CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH

REVIEW. By Francis Jeffrky, nowOne of the Judges of theCourt of Session in Scotland.
New Edition. 6 vols. 6vo, 42s. cloth.
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JOHNSON.-THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

And Dictionary of Rural Affairs: embracing all the recent Discoveries in Agricultural Che
mistry ; adapted to the comprehension of unscientific readers. By Cuthkert W. Johnson,
Esq. F.R.S. Barrister-at-Law ; Editor of the "Farmer's Almanack," &c. 8vo. with Wood
Engravings, £2. 10s. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE WISDOM OF THE RAMBLER, ADVEN-

TURER, and IDLER; containing 110 of the best Essays. By Samuel Johnson, LL.D.
Fcp. 8vo. 7a. cloth.

JONES'S GUIDE TO NORWAY, AND SALMON-FISHER'S

POCKET COMPANION; founded on Experience collected in the Country. Edited by
Frederic Tolfrky, Esq. Author of "The Sportsman in France," and "The Sportsman in
Canada." With Frontispiece and Vignette Title, and Engravings of the proper Flies, beau
tifully coloured, in exact imitation of the originals. Fcp. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

REMBLE.-THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND:

a History of the English Commonwealth till the period of the Norman Conquest. By John
Mitchell Kemklk, M.A. F.C.P.S., dec. 2 vols. Bvo. 28s. cloth.

" The work throughout conveys a clearer idea of the life and character of the Sazona in England than anything
met with elsewhere This account of The Saxons in St%aland will indicate its historical and archaeological value ;
but these are not its only uses. The lawyer will find in its pages the germs of our common law, especially relating
to land ; and the ethnologist or political philosopher will meet with much assistance in his inquiries into the early
social coodit— - . - . - -

KINDERSLEY.-THE VERY JOYOUS, PLEASANT, AND

REFRESHING HISTORY of the Feats, Exploits, Triumphs, and Achievements of the Good
Knight, without Fear and without Reproach, the gentle LORD DE BAYARD. Set forth in
English by Edward Cockkukn Kindrrsley, Esq. Square post 8vo. with Ornamental
Headings, and Frontispiece by E. H. Wehnert, 9s. 6d. cloth.

KIP.-THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS IN ROME.

By the Rev. W. Inghaham Kip, M.A. Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and
Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

"The style is light, lively, and appropriate. The descriptions art short and striking; and we know not where so
much information respecting the ceremonies, holydays, resources, and uriest-hfc church of Home, Can be fouad
in so brief a compass, or in a shape so amusing and attractive."—Atlas.

KIRBY&SPENCE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;

Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an account of noxious and useful
Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,
Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. Kihky, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barham; and \V.
Spence, Esq. F.R.S. & L.S. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Plates, 31s. 6d. cloth.

KNOX.-REMAINS OF ALEXANDER KNOX, ESQ.

Of Dublin, M.R.I.A , containing Essays, chiefly explanatory of Christian Doctrine, and
Confidential Letters, with Private Papers, illustrative of the Writer's Character, Sentiments,
and Life. New Edition, 4 vols. tvo. 8s. cloth.

LAING.-THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF NORWAY,

From the Earliest Period of the History of the Northern Sea Kings to the Middle of the'; welfth
Century, commonly called THE HEIMSKRINGLA. Translated from the Icelandic of
Snorro Sturleson, with Notes, and a Preliminary Discourse, by Samuel Laino, Esq.

3 vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

LAING.-A TOUR IN SWEDEN,

In 1838 ; comprising observations on the Moral, Political, and Economical State of the Swedish
Nation. By Samuel Laino, Esq. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

LANDOR.-THE FOUNTAIN OF ARETHUSA.

By Rorert Eyres La ndor, M.A. Author of "The Fawn of Sertorius," "The Impious

Feast," Tragedies, &c. 3 vols, post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

" The peculiar source of interest ln The Fountain of Artthuta is the exhibition of modern society from the mere
philosophical or rational point of view ; but there ts a good deal more in the work, which for some readers will possess
greater attraction. The introductory part contains some nice delineation of character and pleatant description in
Englan-t and Germany, marked with a quiet humour. The journey to the Elysian Acids is full of strange Cantai.tic
lncidents an.l scenes, powerful though somewhat theatrical. There are learned, fanciful, and gorgeous descriptions
of new Rome and its region: but the second source of prculiar interest is the graphic reaisal of ancient stories, or the

hea of ancient (treat men. which will remind the reader of the author's previous work, JAe Fawn of Sertortus."
B Srecraron
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LANETON PARSONAGE :
A Tale for Children, on the Practical Use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the
Author of " Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow of Exeter College,
Oxford. New Edition. Parts I and II. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. each ; and Part III. 6s., cloth.

LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPEDIA;

Comprising a Series of Original Works on History, Biography, Natural Philosophy, Natural

History, Literature, the Sciences, Arts, and Manufactures. By Bishop Thirlwall, Sir

James Mackintosh, Sir John Herschel, Sir Walter Scott, Thomas Moore,

Roeert Southey, and other eminent Writers.

The Series, complete, in One Hundred and Thirty-three Volumes, jf39. 18a. The works,

separately, 6s. per volume.
The Seriu cam/irises .-

1. Bell's History of Russia 3vola. 18s.

2. Bell's Lives of British Poets . . 2 vols. 12s.

3. Brewster's Treatise on Optics. 1 vol. 6s.

4. Cooley's History of Maritime

and Inland Discovery 3 vols. 18s.

5. Crowe's History of France 3 vols. 18s.

6. De Morgan's Treatise on Pro

babilities 1 vol. 6s.

7. De Sismondi's History of the

Italian Republics 1 vol. 6s.

8. De Sismondi's Fall of the

Roman Empire 2 vols. 12s.

9. Donovan's Treatise on Chemis

try 1 vol. 6a.

10. Donovan's Domestic Economy 2 vols. 12s.

11. Dunham's History of Spain

and Portugal 5 vols. 30s.

12. Dunham's History of Den

mark, Sweden, and Norway. . 3 vols. 18s.

13. Dunham's History of Poland . 1 vol. 6s.

14. Dunham's History of the Ger

manic Empire 3 vols. 18a.

15. Dunham's History of Europe

during the Middle Ages .... 4 vols. 24s.

16. Dunham's Lives of British

Dramatists 2 vols. I2s.

17. Dunham's Lives of Early Wri

ters of Great Britain 1 vol. 6s.

18. Fergus's History of the United

States 2 vols. 12s.

19. Fosbroke's Grecian and Ro

man Antiquities 2 vols. 12s.

20. Forster's Lives of the States

men of the Commonwealth.. 5vols. 30s.

21. Forster, Mackintosh,and Cour-

tenay's Lives of British

Statesmen 7 vols. 42s.

22. Gleig's Lives of Military Com

manders 3 vols. 18s.

23. Grattan's History of the Ne

therlands 1 vol. 6s.

24. Henslow's Treatise on Botany 1 vol. 6s.

25. Herschel'sTreat. on Astronomy 1 vol. 6s.

26. Herschel's Prelim. Discourse

on the Study of Natural Phi

losophy 1 vol. 6s.

27. History of Rome 2 vols. 12s.

28. History of Switzerland 1 vol. 6a.

29. Holland's Treatise on the Ma

nufactures in Metal 3vols. 18s.

30. James'sLivesofForeign States

men 5 vols. 30s.

31. Kater and Lardner's Treatise

on Mechanics 1 vol. 6s.

32. Keightley's Outlines of History 1 vol. 6s.

33. Lardner's Treat, on Arithmetic 1 vol. 6s.

34. Lardner's Treat, on Geometry. 1 vol. 6s.

35. Lardner's Treatise on Heat . . 1 vol. 6s.

36. Lardner's Treatise on Hydro

statics and Pneumatics .... 1 vol. 6s.

67. Lardner and Walker's Electri

city and Magnetism 2 vols. 12s.

83. Mackintosh, Wallace,and Bell'a

History of England 10 vols. 60s.

69. Montgomery and Shelley'a

Lives of Italian, Spanish, and

Portuguese Authors 3 vols. 18s.

40. Moore's History of Ireland 4 vols. 24s.

41. Nicolas's Chronol. of History. 1 vol. 6s.

42. Phillips's Treatise on Geology. 2 vols. 12s.

43. Powell's History of Natural

Philosophy 1 vol. 6s.

44. Porter's Treatise on the Manu

facture of Silk 1 vol. BR.

45. Porter's Treatise on the Ma

nufacture of Porcelain and

Glass 1 vol. 6s.

46. Roscoe's Lives of Brit. Lawyers 1 vol. 6s.

47. Scott's History of Scotland. ... 2 vols. 12s.

48. Shelley's Lives of French Au

thors 2 vols. 12s.

49. SbuckardandSwainson'sTrea-

tise on Insects 1 vol. 6s.

50. Southey's Lives of British Ad

mirals 5 vols. 30s.

51. Stebbing's Hist, of the Church 2 vole. 12s.

62. Stebbing's History of the Re

formation 2 vols. 12s.

53. Swainson's Prelim. Discourse

on Natural History 1 vol. 6s.

54. Swainson's Natural History

and Classification of Ani

mals 1 vol. 6s.

55. Swainson's Habits and In

stincts ofAnimals 1 vol. 6s.

56. Swainson's Quadrupeds 1 vol. 6s.

57. Swainson's Birds 2 vols. 12.

58. Swainson's Fish, Reptiles, &c. 2 vols. 12s.

59. Swainson's Shells and Shellfish 1 vol. fa.

60. Swainson's Animals in Mena

geries 1 vol. 6s.

61. Swainson's Taxidermy and Bib
liography 1 vol. 6s.

62. ThirlwalL's History of Greece 8vols. 48s.

LATHAM -ON DISEASES OF THE HEART.

Lectures on Subjects connected with Clinical Medicine ;'comprising Diseases of the Heart.
By P. M. Latham, M. D., Physician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and late Pbysciian to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 16s. cloth.
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LEE -ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY,

For the use of School! and Young Persons : comprising the Principles of Classification
interspersed with amusing and instructive original Accounts of the most remarkableAnimals
By Mrs. R. Ler. 12mo. with Fifty-five Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. bound.

LEE -TAXIDERMY;

Or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and Mounting Objects of Natural History. For the
use of Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. R. Lee. NewEdition, improved, with an account
of a Visit to Walton Hall, and Mr. Waterloo's Method of Preserving Ammals. Fcp. 8vo.
with Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

L. E. L.-THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH

EANDON. New Edit:on, 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Illustrations by Howard, 4tc. 28s. cloth ;
or jt2. 4s. uound in morocco.

The following Works separately:—

The IMPROVISATRICE. Fcp. 10s. 6d. cloth. | The GOLDEN VIOLET. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

The VENETIAN BRACELET. 10s.6d. cloth. I The TROUBADOUR, Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

LESLIE -MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN CONSTABLE,

Ban, R.A. Composed chiefly of his Letters. By C. R. Leslie, Esq. R.A. New Edition,
" with further Extracts from his Correspondence. With two Portraits (one from a new Sketch
by Mr. Leslie), and a Plate of " Spring," engraved by Lucas. Small *to. 21s. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOAVN FRIENDS.

By A Lady, Author of " Twelve Years Ago." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

LINDLEY.-INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.

By J. Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. L.S. &c. Professor of Botany in University College, London.
New Edition, with Corrections and copious Additions, i vols. 8vo. with Six Plates and
numerous Woodcuts, 24s. cloth.

LINDLEY.-A SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORA,

Arranged according to the Natural Orders. By Professor John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., &c.
New Edition, with numerous additions and corrections. 12ino. 10s. 6d. cloth.

LINDLEY.-THE THEORY OF HORTICULTURE ;

Or, an Attempt to explain the Principal Operations of Gardening upon Physiological Prin- ,
ciples. By Professor John Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 12s. cloth.

LINDLEY-GUIDE TO ORCHARD AND KITCHEN GARDEN ; \

Or, an Account of the most valuable Fruits and Vegetables cultivated in Great Mritain : with j
Kalcndars of the Work required in the Orchard and Kitchen Garden during every month in tho
year. By G. Lindley, C.M.H.S. Edited by Professor J. Lindley. 8vo, 16s. cloth.

LINDO.-HISTORY OF THE JEWS OF SPAIN AND

PORTUGAL, from the Earliest Times to their Final Expulsion from those Kingdoms, and
their subsequent Dispersion : with complete Translations of all the Laws made respecting
them during their long Establishment in the Iberian Peninsula. By E. H. Lin on, Author of
the " Jewish Calendar." With Views of the Ancient Synagogues of Toledo, and Fac-siiuilcs
of Inscriptions. 8vo. 12s. cloth. i

LINWOOD.-ANTIIOLOGIA OXONIENSIS,

Sive Florilegium e lusibus poeticis diversormn Oxoniensium Gr.rris et Lntiim decerptum.
Curaute Gdlielmo Linwoop, M.A. Md\s Christi Alummo. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

L0UD0N.-THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR:

Being a Monthly Guide as to what should be a'oided, as well as what should be done, in a
Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite; Directions for Laying
Out and Planting Kitchen ana Flower Gardens Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies; and a
short Account, in each Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to
Gardens. By Mrs. Loudon. l6mo. with Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

L0UD0N.-THE LADY'S COUNTRY COMPANION;

Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. Loudon, Author of " Gardening fur
Ladies," &c. New F.dition. Fcp. 8vo. with Plate and Wood Engravings, "s. <kl. cloth.

D
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-

! LOUDON -SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS,

Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers; in Arithmetic, Hook-keeping; Geometry.
Mensuration, Practical Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying1, Levelling, Planning and
Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and lsometrical Projection and Perspective ; with Examples
shewing their applications to Horticulture and Agricultural Purposes. By the late J. C. I
Loudon. With a Portrait of Mr. Loudon, and a Memoir by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with Wood- I
cuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GARDENING :
Presenting, in one systematic view, the History and Present State of Gardening in all Coun
tries, and its Theory and Practice in Great Britain: with the Management of the Kitchen |
Garden, the Flower Garden, Laying-out Grounds, &c. By J. C. Loudon. New Edition, i
enlarged and improved. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS :

( being the "Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum" abridged: containing the Hardy Trees
and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly Described ;
with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts; and with Engravings of nearly all
the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters. By J. C-
Loudon. 8vo. with 2,000 Engravings on Wood, ^2. 10s. cloth.

A New Edition of the Original Work, in 8 vols. 8vo. with above 400 Octavo Plates of Trees,
and upwards of 2,500 Woodcuts, jtflO, cloth,

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE:

Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement, I
and Management of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and
Vegetable productions of Agriculture: including all the latest Improvements, a general History' t
of Agriculture in all Countries, a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for 1
its future progress m the British Isles ; and Supplement, bringing down the work to the year i
1844. By J. C. Loudon. New Edition. 8vo. with upwards of 1,100 Engravings on Wood,

i jf2. 10r. cloth.—The Supplement separately, 5s. sewed.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS :

Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into, Great Britain ;
giving their Nattiral History, accompanied by such descriptions, engraved figures, and
elementary details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover the i
name of every Plant which he may find in flower, and acquire all the information respecting
it which is useful and interesting. By J. C. Loudow. The Specific Characters by an
Eminent Botanist; the Drawings by J. D. C. Sowerby. New Edition with Supplement, and
new General Index. 8vo. with nearly 10,000 Wood Engravings, ^3. I3s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND 1

VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE ; containing numerous Designs, from the Villa j
to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, Farnieries, and other Agricultural ,
Buildings; Country Inns, Public Houses, aml Parochial Schools; with the requisite Fittings-
«p, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Garden Scenery : each
Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. By J. C. Loudon. New Edition,
edited by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with more than 2,000 Engravings on Wood, rf3. 3s. cloth.—

, The Supplement, separately, 8vo. 7a. 6d. sewed.

! LOUDON -HORTUS BRITANNICUS:

A Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into Britain. By J. C. Loudon.
3d Edition, with a New Supplement, prepared, under the direction, of Mr. Loudon, by
W. H. Baxter, and revised by George Don. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON. -HORTUS LIGNOSIS LONDINENSIS;

Or, a Catalogue of all the Ligneous Plants cultivated in the neighbourhood of London. To
which are added, their usual prices in Nurseries. By J. C. Loudon. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON. -THE SUBURBAN GARDENER AND VILLA

COMPANION ; comprising the Choice of a Villa or Suburban Residence, or of a situation on
which to form one ; the Arrangement and Furnishing of the House; and the Laying-out,
Planting, and general Management ut the Garden and Grounds; the whole adapted forground ■
from one perch to fifty acres and upwards in extent; intended for the instruction of those
who know little of Gardening or Rural Atlairs, and more particularly for the use of Ladies.
By J. C. Loudon. 8vo. with above 300 Wood Engravings, 20s. cloth.

LOW. -ON THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS OF GREAT

BRITAIN ; comprehending the Natural and Economical History of the Species and Breeds;
Illustrations of the Properties of External Form; and Observations on the Principles ami
Practice of Breeding. By David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. Professor of Agriculture iu the Uni
versity of Edinburgh. 8vo. with Engravings on Wood, 25s. cloth.
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LOW.-THE BREEDS OF THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

Of Great Britain Described. By David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. The Plates from Drawings bv
W. Nicholson, R.S.A. reduced from a Series of Oil Paintings, executed for the Agricultural
Museum of the University of Edinburgh, by W. Shiels, R.S.A. 2 vols, atlas quarto, with 5ft
plates of animals, beautifullv coloured after Nature, jffl6. 16s. half-bound in morocco. -A)r
in four separate portions, as follows :

The OX. Atlas quarto, with 22 plates, £6, 16s. 6d. half-bound in morocco.
The SHEEP. Atlas quarto, with 21 plates, ^6. 16s. 6d. half-bound in morocco. s
Tlie HORSE. Atlas quarto, with 8 plates, £3, half-bound in morocco.
The 1100. Atlas quarto, with 5 plates, j£2. 2s. half-bound in morocco.

LOW-ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;

Comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and the
Economy of the Farm. By D. Low, Esq. FR.S.E. New Edition, with Alterations and Addi
tions, and an entirely new set of above 200 Woodcuta. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

LOW -ON LANDED PROPERTY

And the ECONOMY of ESTATES; comprehending the Relation of Landlord and Tenant,
and the Principles and Forms of Leases; Farm-Buildings, Enclosures. Drains, Embank
ments, and other Rural Works; Minerals; and Woods. By David Low, Esq. F.R.£.K.
8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

LOW -AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF THE SIMPLE

BODIES OF CHEMISTRY. By D. Low, F.R.S.E. Author of "Elements of Practical Agricul
ture," "A Treatise on Landed Property and the Economy of Estates," " A Treatise on tlie
Breeds of the British Domesticated Animals," "The Breeds of the Domesticated Animals of
Great Britain Illustrated and Described." 2d Edition, enlarged and improved. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE

ACCESSION OF JAMES II. By Thomas Baukisoton MAeAULAY. New Edition.
Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 32s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CON-

TRIBUTED to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Thomas Uakinqton Macaulay.
New Edition. B vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.

With " Ivry" and " The Armada." By Thomas Bakington Macaulay. New Edition.
16mo. <s. 6d. cloth ; or 10s. 6d. bound in morocco.

MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.

With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, drawn on Wood by George
Scharf, Jun. and engraved by Samuel Williams. New Edition. Fcp. «to. 21s. boards ;

morocco, 42s.

MACKAY.-THE SCENERY AND POETRY OF THE ENGLISH

LAKES ; a Summer Ramble. By Charles Mackay, Esq. LL.D. Author of " The Thames
and its Tributaries," Sic. 8vo. with beautiful Wood Engravings from Original Sketches,

lis. cloth.

MACKINTOSH -SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH'S MISCELLA-

NEOUS WORKS; including his Contributions to THE EDINBURGH REVIEW. Edited
by Rorert James Mackintosh, Esq. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

MACKINTOSH.-THE LIFE OF SIR THOMAS MORE.

By Sir James Mackintosh. Reprinted from the Cabinet Cyclopredia. Fcp. 8wi. with
Portrait, 5s. cloth ; or bound in vellum, 8a.

M'CULLOCH -A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-

TICAL, AND HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects

in the WORLD. By J. R. H'Culloch, Esq. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Six large

Maps, £K. cloth.

*»* The new Articles have been printed separately, as a Supplement to the former Edition.
They comprise a full Account of the Present State of the United Kingdom, the Oregon Terri
tory, &c. 8vo. 5s. sewed.

M'CULLOCH.-AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE AND STATIS-

TICAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE; exhibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Population,
Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition
corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved 2 thick vols. 8vo. sM. 2s. clotll.
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MrCULL0CH.—A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETI-

CAL, AND HISTORICAL, OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION. Illus
trated with Maps and Plans. By J. R.M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition, corrected, enlarged,
and improved; with a Supplement. 8vo. 50s cloth ; or 55s. half hound in russia.

The Supplement to the Editions published in 1844 and 1846, maybe had separately,
price 4s. 6d. sewed.

M'CULLOCH.-A TREATISE ON THE SUCCESSION TO

PROPERTY Vacant by Heath : Including Inquiries into the Influence of Primogeniture,
Entails, the Law of Compulsory Partition, Foundations, &c. over the Public Interesti. By

J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

M'CULLOCH.—THE LITERATURE OF POLITICAL ECO-

NOMY: being a Classified Catalogue of the principal Works in the different departments of
Political Economy, with Historical, Critical, and Biographical Notices. By J. R. M'Culloch,
Esq. 8vo. 14s cloth.

M'CULLOCH. -A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND

PRACTICAL INFLUENCE of TAXATION and the FUNDING SYSTEM. By J. R.
M'Culloch, Esq. 8\-o. 10s. cloth.

MADAME DE MALGUET I

A Tale of 1820. 3 vols, post 8vo. 3ls. boards.

" One of the most fasrinatin» productions of the . i **n* day. Tht stary is wet! told ; (Ui4 the Incidents ar» aU
S^mped toerther with the akilt of a painter nnd the hand of a mutter. Few work* of fiction hire appeared at any
me, and fewer still in more recent days, which will bear any comparison with thia, in ail the. CMvsUal attributes of

a Rood novel."—OmlkYra.

MAITLAND.-THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS !

A rescription of the Primitive Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sepulchral Remains. By
Charlfs Maitland.M.I). New Edition, corrected. 8vo.with numerous Wood Engravings,
Ms. cloth.

MARCET - CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY;

In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Illustrated by Experiments.
By Jane Makcet. New Edition, enlarged and improved. J vols. fcp. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

MARCET -CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;

In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Makcet. New
Editioa, enlarged and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with 23 Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET -CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;

In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Makcet. New
Edition revised and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET. - CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIO-

LOGY; comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture.
Hy Jane Marckt. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 4 Plates, 9s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Jank Marckt. New Edition, revised and corrected. With a coloured Map, shewing

the comparative altitude of Mountains. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

MARGARET PERCIVAL.

By the Author of " Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. W. Seyell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor
of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. lis. cloth.

MARRYAT -BORNEO AND THE EAST INDIAN ARCHI-

PELAOO. By Francis S. Marryat, late Midshipman of II. M.S. Samaramr, Surveying
Vessel. With many Drawings of Costume and Scenery, from Original Sketches' made on the
spot by Mr. Marryat. Imp. 8vo. with numerous Lithographic Plates and Wood Engravings,
3U. 6(1. cloth.

MARRYAT.-MASTERMAN READY ;

Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. Py Captain F. Mahhtat, C.B.
Author of " Peter Simple," &c. 3 vols. fcp. 8to. with Wood Engravings, 22e. €d. cloth.
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MA.RRYAT.-THE MISSION ;

(.n. Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain F. Mahryat, C.B. Autlior of
" Masterman Re idy," &c. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE PRIVATEER'S-MAN ONE HUNDRED

YEARS AGO. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready," Sic. 2 vols-
fcp. 8vo. 12a. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.

Written for Young People. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready,"
&c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 2 Illustrations, 7s. 6d. cloth.

MATTEUCCI.-LECTURES ON THE PHYSICAL PHiENO-

MENA OF LIVING BEINGS. By Sionor Carlo Matteucci, Professor in the University
of Pisa. Translated nnder the superintendence of J. Pereira, M.D.F.R.S. Vice-President of
the Royal Medical and Chirnrgicai Society. 12mo. 9s. cloth.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY;

Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature : in which the Zoological Characteristics that
distinguish the ditTerent Classes, Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of interest-
In? Information illustrative of the Habits, Instincts and General Economy of the Animal
Kingdom. To which are added, a Syllabus of Practical Taxidermy, and a Glossarial Appen
dix. Embellished with Nine Hundred accurate Engravings on wood, from Drawing* made
expressly for this work. By Samuel Maundrr. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth j bound
in roan. 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;

Consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of all Age.
and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History ; forming a new and complete Dictionary
of Universal Biography. By Samuel Maunder. New Edition, revised throughout, and
containing a copious Supplement. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 1 2s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF HISTORY;

Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and a
Berics of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists; their Rise, Progress, and
Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective inhabitants, their
Religion, Manners, and Customs, &c. By Samuel Maunder. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.
cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE SCIENTIFIC & LITERARY TREASURY;

A new and popular Encyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-lettres ; including all Branches of
Science, and every Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole written in a familiar
style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acquiring information on the
subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of convenient Reference to the
more instructed. By S. Maunder. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth; bound in roan, I2s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE,

And LIBRARY of REFERENCE: in Two Parts. )8th Edition, thoroughly revised and
enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan. 12s.

*»* The principal contents of the present new and thoroughly revised edition of " The
Treasury of Knowledge" are—a new and enlarged English Dictionary,with a Grammar,Verbal
Distinctions, and Exercises ; anew Universal Gazetteer; a compendious Classical Dictionary;
an Analysis of H istory and Chronology ; a Dictionary of Law Terma ; a new Synopsis of the
British Peerage ; and various useful Tabular Addenda.

MAXIMS AND PRECEPTS OF THE SAVIOUR:

Being a Selection of the most beautiful Christian Precepts contained in the Four Gospels;
illustrated by a series of Illuminations of original character, founded on the Passages—
"Behold the Fowls of the Air," &c, "Consider the Lilies of the Field," 4tc. In a rich
bindim, in the style of the celebrated opus Anglicum. Square fcp 8vo. 21s. ; or 30s.

bound in morocco.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT

BRITAIN, and of the Museum of Economic Geology in London. Published by order of tin
I/irds Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. Royal 8vo. with Woodcuts and 9 largs
Plates (seven coloured), 21s. cloth ; and Vol. II. in Two thick Parts, with 63 Plate* (threi
coloured), and numerous Woodcuts, 42s. cloth, or, separately, 21s. each Part.
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MILNER.-THE HISTORY OP THE CHURCH OF CHRIST.

By the Rev. Joseph Milner, A.M. With Additions and Corrections by the Late Rrv.
Isaac Milner, D.D. F.R.S. A New Edition, revised and corrected throughout, by the
Rev. T. Grantham, B.D. Rector of Brambcr, and Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Kildare.

4 vols. 8vo. .*2. 12s. cloth.

THE MIRACLES OF OUR SAVIOUR (ILLUMINATED).

With rich and appropriate Harders of original Design, a series of Illuminated Fignres of the
Apostles, from the Old Masters, six Illuminated Miniatures, and other embellishments. By
the Illuminator of the "Parables." Square fcp. 8vo. in massive carved covers, 21a.; or

bound in morocco, 30s. ,

MITCHELL-JOURNAL OF AN EXPEDITION INTO THE

Interior of Tropical Australia, in Search of a Route from Sydney to the Gulf of Carpentaria.
By Lieut-Colonel Sir T. L. Mitchell, Knt. D.C.L. Surveyor-General of New South
W ales, and late elective Member of the Legislative Council of that Colony. 8vo. with Maps,
Views, and Engravings of Objects of Natural History, 21s. cloth.

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S POETICAL WORKS.

New and only Complete Edition. With some additional Poems, and Autobiographical
Prefaces. Collected and Edited by Mr. Montgomery. 4 vols. fcp. 6vo. with Portrait, and
Seven othet Plates, 20s. cloth ; or bound in morocco, 36s.

THOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS ;

Containing the Author's recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in one volume, uniform
with Lord Byron's and Southey's Poems. With a New Portrait, by George Richmond, and
a View of the Residence of the Poet. 8vo. 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco.

*»* Also, an Edition in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, jf2. 10s. cloth ;
twund in morocco. 10s.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.

With I3 Plates from Designs by Corbould, Meadows, and StephanolT, engraved under 'the
superintendence of Mr. Charles Heath. 6vo. 21s. cloth; morocco, 85s; or, with India Proof
Plates, 42s. cloth.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH.

New and Cheaper Edition, uniform in size with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's " Lays
of Ancient Rome." With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Editiou of
Mr. Moore's Poetical Works, and a Vignette by D. Maclisp, R.A., Engraved ou Wood by
J. Thompson. 1' mo. 6s. cloth ; or 12s. 6d. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.

With Four Engravings, from Paintings by Westalk New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10a. 6d. cloth;
or, bound in morocco, 14s.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.

Illustrated by D. Maclisk, R.A. Imp. 8VO. with 161 Steel Plates, 43. 8s. boards ; or
j£4. 14s. 6d. bound in morocco, by Hayday. Proof Impressions (only 200 copies printed, of
which a few remain), jf6. 6s boards.

MOORE'S IRISn MELODIES.

New and Cheaper Edition, uniform in size with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's " Lays
of Ancient Rome." With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of
Mr. Moore's Poetcal Works, and a Vignette by D. Maclise, R.A., Engraved on Wood by
J. Thompson. lOmo. 6s. cloth ; or 12s. fid. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.

With Vignette Title, from a design by Corbould. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; or, i
bound in morocco, 13s. €d.

MOORE.-MAN AND HIS MOTIVES.

By Gkorok Moors, M.Di Member of the Royal Co'legc of Physicians, Loodon, &r. ; Author
of " The Power of the Soul over the IJody/' and " ltie Use of the Body in relation to the
Mind." New Edition. Post 8vo. 8s. cloth.
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MOORE.-THE POWBR OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY,

Considered in relation to Health and Mprals. By George Moore, M.D. Member of the
Royal College of Physicians, London. &c. New Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MOORE—THE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE

MIND. By Georok Moore, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians, London,
&c. New Edition. Post 8vo. 9a. cloth.

MORELL.-THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
By J. D. Morell, M.A. Author of an Historical and Critical 'i View of the Speculative Philo

sophy of Europe in the Nineteenth Century." 8vo. 12s. cloth.
ii

MOSELEY.-THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF ENGI-

NEERING AND ARCHITECTURE. By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A. F.R.S., Professor of
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's College, London ; and Author of "Illustrations
of Practical Mechanics," &c. 8vo. with Woodcuts and Diagrams, 34s. cloth.

MOSELEY.-ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's
College, London; being the First Volume of the Illustrations of Science by the Professors of
King's College. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 8s. cloth.

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,

Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by James Murdoch., D.D. New
Edition, revised, and continued to the present time, by the Rev. Henry Soahes, M.A.

I 4 vols. Bvo. 48s, cloth.

MURE.-A CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE LANGUAGE AND

LITERATURB OF ANCIENT GREECE. By William Mure, M.P., of Caldwell.
[Preparing/or publication.

MURRAY.-ENCYCLOPiEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY;

Comprising a complete Description of the Earth : exhibiting its Relation to the Heavenly
Bodies, its Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry, Com
merce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. By Hugh Murray,
F.R.S.E. : assisted by other Writers of eminence. New Edition. 8vo. with 82 Maps, and up-

I wards of 1,000 other Woodcuts, jtf3, cloth.

NEALE -THE CLOSING SCENE ;

Or, Christianity and Infidelity contrasted in the Last Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Rev. Erskine Neale, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk; Author of "The Bishop's Daughter,"
" Belf-Sacrifice," "The Life-Book of a Labourer," &c. New Edition, 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 13s. cloth.

*»• Separately—Vol. I. (First Series), Cs. ; Vol. II. (Second Series), 7s.

NECKER DE SAUSSURE.-PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION ;

Or, Considerations on the Course of Life. Translated and abridged from the Freuch of
Madame Necker De Saussure, by Miss Holland. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 19s. 6d. cloth.

V Separately-Vols. I. and II. Us.; Vol. III. 7s. 6d.

NOZRANI IN EGYPT AND SYRIA :

An English Clergyman'sTravels in the Holy Land. Second Edition, revised. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

*»* Egypt a base Kingdom : Jerusalem trodden down of the Gentiles.

OWEN. - LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

and PHYSIOLOGY of the INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College
of Surgeons in 1843. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. 8vo.
with nearly 140 Wood Engravings. 14s. cloth.

OWEN -LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

and PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College of
Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. By Richahd Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College.
Iu 2 vols. Vol. I. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

PARABLES OF OUR LORD (ILLUMINATED).

PARABLES of OUR LOUD, richly illuminated, with appropriate Borders, printed in
Colours and in Black and Gold ; with a Design from one of the early German Engravers.
Square ftp. 8vo. 21s. in a massive carved binding ; or 30s. bound in morocco.
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PARKES -DOMESTIC DUTIES ;

Or, Instructions to Vounif Married Ladies on the Management of their Households, and the
Regulation of their Conduct in the various Relations and Duties of Married Life. By Mrs.

W. Pakkes. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

PARNELL -A TREATISE ON ROADS,

Wherein the Principles on which Roads should be made are explained and illustrated lay the
Plans, Specifications, and Contracts, made use of by Thomna Telford, Esq. on the Holyhead
Road. By the Right Hon. Sir Henry Pa enell, Bart. New Edition, greatly enlarged. Svo.
with 9 large Plates, 21s. cloth.

PARROT.-THE ASCENT OF MOUNT ARARAT.
By Dr. Friedrich Parrot, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Dorpati

Russian Imperial Councillor of State, &c. Translated and Edited by W. D. Coo ley, Esq.
Author of the " History of Maritime and Inland Discovery," &c. 8vo. with a Map by Ar-
rowsmith, and Woodcuts, Us. cloth.

PASCAL'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS :

Consisting of Correspondence with Relatives and Friends; Letter on the Death of his Father,
in a complete state, from original sources ; Philosophical Treatises ; Discourse on the " Passion
of Love" (lately discovered) ; Essay on the Art of Persuasion, and Notes on Eloquence and
Style; Conversations—On the Condition of the Great, &c. ; detached Thoughts and Notes,
Sic. : the greater part never before published in this Country, and large portions from
Original MSd. Arranged and translated from the French Edition of M. P. Fanzere, with
Introduction, Editorial Notices, Notes, &c. By George Pearce, Esq. Post8vo. 8s. 6d.

PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LETTERS :

With an " Essay on Pascal, considered as a Writer and Moralist," by M. Villemain, Peer
of France, late Minister of Public Instruction, &c. Newly translated from the French, with
Memoir, Notes, and Appendix, by George Pearce, Esq. Post 8vo. with Portrait, 8s. Cd.

*' As these Letter! were the first model of French prow, no they still remain the objects of unqualified admiration .
The writings of Pascal ' flourish in immortal youth' ; all that time can do is to superadd to the * harms of ixrpt-tu il
beauty the veneration whicli belongs to aye. Ilia style cannot grow old. lie anGcipated all ciiGtiam, and Wamc a
law to himaelf."—Edihscroh Riyiew.

PEREIRA.-A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIET :

With Observations on the Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestive
Organs; aud an Account of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and other
Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, &c. By Jon. Prrei ra,
M.D. F.R.S, & L.S. Author of " Elements of Materia Medica." 8vo. 16s. cloth.

PESCHEL.-ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS.

By C. F. Peschel, Principal of the Royal Military College, Dresden. Translated from the
German, with Notes, by Ii. West. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

f Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.
Separately j pjjt 2. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity, and Electro-

i Dynamics). 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 13s. 6d. cloth.

PHILLIPS -AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO MINE-

RALOGY; comprising a Notice of the Characters, Properties, and Chemical Constitution of
Minerals: with Accounts of the Places and Circumstances in which they are found. By
William Phillips, F.L.S.M.G.S. &c. A New Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved,
by W. H. Miller, M.A., F.R.S., Professorof Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge.
8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings. [Intkepreu. |

PHILLIPS-FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE

PALEOZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET; observed in
the course of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that District. By John Phillips, F.R.S.
F.G.S. &c. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with
60 Plates, comprising very numerous figures, 9s. cloth.

PITMAN -A COURSE OF SERMONS

On some of the chief Subjects in the Book of Psalms ; containing Three or more for each Day
of the Month : abridged from Eminent Divines of the Established Church. By the Rev. J. K. I
Pitman, A.M. Domestic Chaplain to the Duchess of Kent. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

PLUNKETT.-THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE BRITISH

NAVY. By Captain the Hon. E. Pluneett, R.N. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged ;
with Notes, aud new Information communicated by several Officers of Distinction. Post 8vo.
8s, 6d. cloth.
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THE POCKET AND THE STUD .

e Stable. By Harr

Fcp. 8vo. with Portrait

Or, Practical Hints on the Management of the Stable. By Harry Hirover. Author nf
*' Stable-Talk and Table-Talk ; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen."
of the Author on his favourite Horse is Harlequin/' 5s. half-bound.

rORTLOCK.-REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTY

ofLONDONDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and described under
the Authority of the Master-General and Hoard of Ordnance. By J. E. Poktlock, F.R.S.
&c. 8vo. with 48 Plates, 24s. cloth.

PYCROFT.-THE COLLEGIAN'S GUIDE;

Or, Recollections of College Days: setting forth the Advantages and Temptations of an
University Education. Bv the Rev. Jam es Pycroft, B.A., Author of '' A Course of English
Reading," &c. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

PYCROFT.-A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING,

Adapted tn every Taste and Capacity : with Anecdotes of Men of letters. By the Rev.
James Pycroft. B.A. Author of "The Collegian's Guide, &c." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION

Translated by Sarah Austik
8vo. 30s., Vol. III. 18s., cloth

Translated bv Sarah Austin, Translator of Ranke's " History of the Popes." Vols. Land II.

READER-TIME TABLES

On a New and Simplified Plan ; to facilitate the Operation of Discounting Bills, and the
Calculation of Interest on Banking and Current Accounts, &c. : shewing, without calcu
lation, the Number of Days from every Day in the Year to any other Day, for any period
not exceeding 365 Days. By Thomas Header. Post 8vo. Us. cloth ; or 17s. calf lettered.

REID. - ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES AND

PRACTICE of WARMING and VENTILATING, with Preliminary Remarks on Health and
Length of Life. By D. B. Reid, M.D. F.R.S.E. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 16s. cloth.

A REMEMBRANCE OF BONCHURCH,

Isle of Wight, the Burial-place of t he Rev. W. Adams, Author of " The Old Man's Home."
"The King's Messenger," " The Distant Hills," &c. (By G. A. Hillieh.) With a Memoir,
Portrait, and Vignettes. Royal 16ino. beautifully printed, 2s. 6d. cloth.

REPTON.-THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING & LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECTURE of the late Humphry Repton, Esq.; being his entire works on these
subjects. New Edition, with an historical and scientific Introduction, a systematic Analysis,
a Biographical Notice, Notes, and a copious alphabetical Index. By J. C. Loudon. 8vo. with
250 Engravings, and Portrait, 30s. cloth ; with coloured plates, j£3. 6s. cloth.

REST IN THE CHURCH.

* By the Author of " From Oxford to Rome ; and, How it Fared with some who lately made the
Journey." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

RICH. -THE ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LATIN

DICTIONARY AND GREEK LEXICON : forming a Glossary of all the Words representing
Visible Objects connected with the Arts, Manufactures, and Every-day Life of the Ancients.
With Kepresentations of nearlv Two Thousand Objects from the Antique. By Anthony
Rich, J un. B.A. late of Caius College, Cambridge; and one of the Contributors to Dr. Smith's
" Dictionary of Greek and Roman antiquities." Post 8vo. with about 2,000 Woodcuts,

21s. cloth.

" This admirable book will be as welcome to mature scholars as to those who arc commencing stu,1y. It is an
original contribution to the investigation of classic,il liternture, ns delightful aa it is ably executed""—tttMiMR

"Not only a requisite and most serviceable companion to the student and to the scholar, but a welcome and
desirable addition to every gentleman's library."—Mukkuo Advertiser.

RICHTER -LEVANA ; OR, THE DOCTRINE OF EDUCATION.

Translated from the German of Jean Paul Fr. Richtkr. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

RIDDLE. -A COMPLETE ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-

ENGLISH DICTIONARY, compiled from the beat sources, chiefly German. By the Rev.
J. E. Riddle, M.A. New Edition. 8vo. 91s. 6d. cloth.

Separately Vfhe EnKlish-Ltttin Dictionary, 10s. 6d. cloth,

c The Latin-English Dictionary, 21s. cloth.
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KIDDLE. -A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

For the Waistcoat-pocket. A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and right Accentuation of l-ttin

Classical Words. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle, H.A. New Edition. Royal 32mo. 4a. bound.

RIDDLE. -ECCLESIASTICAL CHRONOLOGY;

Or, Annals of the Christian Church, from its Foundation to the present Time. Containing a
View of General Church History, and the Course of Secular Events; the Limits of the
Church and its Relations to the Stale; Controversies; Sects and Parties; Rites,
Institutions, and Discipline, &c. By the Rev. J. E. Ridole, M.A. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

RIDDLE-LETTERS FROM AN ABSENT GODFATHER ;

Or, a Compendium of Religious Instruction for Young Persons. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle.

M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

RITCHIE-RAILWAYS : THEIR RISE AND PROGRESS.

and CONSTRUCTION. With Remarks on Railway Accidents, and Proposals for their

Prevention. By Rorert Ritchie, Esq. F.R.S. S.A. Associate of the Institute of Civil
Engineers. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcut and Diagrams, 9s. cloth.

RIVERS-THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE;

Containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly classed in
their respective Families; their History and mode of Culture. By T. Rivers, Jun. New

Edition, corrected and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

R0BINS0N.-THE WHOLE ART OF CURING, PICKLING,

AND SMOKING MEAT AND FISH, both in the British and Foreign Modes. With many
useful Miscellaneous Receipts, and full Directions for the Construction of an economical
Drying Chimney and Apparatus, on an entirely New Plan. By James Rorinson, Eighteen
Years a Practical Curer. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

ROBINSON.-THE WHOLE ART OF MAKING BRITISH

WINES, CORDIALS, and LIQUEURS, in the greatest Perfection; as also Strong and !
Cordial Waters. To which is added, a Collection of Valuable Recipes for Prewing Fine and
Strong x\les, and Miscellaneous Articles connected with the Practice. By James Rorinson.
Fcp, 8vo. 6s. cloth.

ROGERS.-THE VEGETABLE CULTIVATOR;

Containing a plain and accurate Description of all the different Species of Culinary Vegetables, i

with the most approved Method of Cultivating them by Natural and Artificial Means and
the best Modes of Cooking them. Tog-ether with a Description of the Physical Herbs' in general
Use. By J. Rogers, Author of " The Fruit Cultivator." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 7a. cloth. 1

ROIINER.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MUSICAL

COMPOSITION. By G. W. Rohner. Small 4to. 16s. cloth, gilt edges.— Key, 5s.

" A concise, yet not too concise, and full practical ex position of the tlw-ory of movie, bas lone, we belief*, btn
considi-ied a desidrrdtum by the mutual world , and the diligence and scit-ni * of the author appi-ar, at last, to hair
sulililicd the difick-my in a very satisfactory manner. To a»sint the teacher, and facilitate ttu- studios of thou
whose isemua has to be aelf Uugnt, .in- the objects he has en>leav,>uml Ui wcroiuplish, and, as far as thi.. volume |
gots. *'r should any with skill and sucevut. The mstiuctions and ummpies arc urv clear; and we would, therefor*,
cordially recommend the work to the music Jcuitts of all our melodious friends."—Litshajit Gaxstta.

R0WT0N -THE FEMALE POETS OF GREAT BRITAIN,

Chronologically arranged : with copious Selections, and Critical Remarks. By Frederic
Rowton, Author of "Ihe Debater.'' Square crown 8vo. 14s. cloth.

R0WT0N.-THE DEBATER ;

Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Dcbatis, and Questions for Discussion ; with
ample References to the best Sources of Information on each particular Topic. By FkcDekic
Rowton, Author of "The Female Poets of Great Uritaiu." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SANDBY. -MESMERISM AND ITS OPPONENTS.

By Gkorok Sasdky, M.A. Vicar of Flixton, Suffolk. New Eilition, considerably
enlarged ; with an Introductory Chapter on the Hostility of Scientific and Medical Meu to
Mesmerism 161110. 5s. cloth ; or in '2 Farts, 2s. each.
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SANDFORD-PAROCHTALTA,

Or, Church, School, and Parish. By John Sandford, B.T). Vicar of Dunchurch, Chaplaii
to the Lord Bishop of Worcester, and Rural Dean. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 16s. cloth.

SANDFORD.-WOMAN IN HER SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC

CHARACTER. By Mrs. John Sandford. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SANDFORD -FEMALE IMPROVEMENT.

By Mrs. John Sandford. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. cloth.

SEAWARD.- SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE 01

HIS SHIPWRECK, and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea: witl
a detail of many extraordinary and highly interesting Events in his Life, from 1733 to 1749, a>
written in his own Diary. Edited by Miss Jane Portrr. 3d Edition, with a New Nautica
and Geographical Introduction. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SEDGWICK.-A HISTORY OF FRANCE;

From the Earliest Period to the Revolution of 1848. For the use of Schools and Younr
Persons. Edited by the Rev. John Sedgwick, M.A. Demy of Magdaleue College, Oxford :
and one of the Masters in the Ordnance School, Carshalton. Fcp. 8vo. [AV>irV, ready.

SENIOR-CHARLES VERNON :

A Transatlantic Tale. By Lieut.-Colonel Henry Srnior. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. boards.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.

Printed in Gold and Colours, in the Missal style; with Ornamental Borders by Owen Jon h s
/rchitect, and an illuminated Frontispiece by W. Uoxall, Esq. New Edition. Fcp. 4 to
in a rich brocaded silk cover, 21s. ; or bound in morocco, by Mayday, 25s.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,

From Ben Jonson to Beattie. With Biographical and Critical Prefaces, by Dr. Aikin
A New Edition, with Supplement, by Lucy Aikin ; consisting of additional Selections fron
more recent Poets. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,

From Chaucer to Withers. With Biographical Sketches, by R. Southet, LLD. 8vo. 30s

cloth ; with gilt edges, 31s. 6d.

i .i The prculiar feature of these two workp is, that the Poems are printed entire, without mutilation or abridg
ment—s feature not possessed by any similar *tirk, and adding obrinualv to their interest and utility.

SHAKSPEARE, BY BOWDLER.

THE FAMILY SHAKSPEARE; in which nothing is added to the Original Text ; but thos>
words and expressions are omi'rferf which cannot with proprietybe read aloud. ByT Bowdlkk
Esq. F.R.S. New Edition. 8vo with 36 Engravings on Wood, from designs by Sinirke, Howard,
anu other Artiats, 21s. cloth; or, in 8 vols. 8vo. without Illustrations, £\. Ms. tid. boards.

SHORT WHIST :

Its Rise, Progress, and Laws; with Observations to make anyone a Whist Player; containing
also tl'e Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecartl, Cribbage, Backgammon. Hy Major A* ***'*.
NewKdition. To which are added, Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. Bs***. Fcp'.8vo.3s cloth

THE GOOD SHUNAMMITE.

From the Holy Scriptures. With Six Original Designs by A. Klein, and an Ornamental
Border toeach paee, in the Missal style.by L. Gkuner. printed in Colours and Gold. Solum-
fcp. 8vo. 21s. in massive carved covers ; or 30s. bound in morocco.

SINCLAIR.-THE BUSINESS OF LIFE.
By Catherine Sinclair, Author of "The Journey of Life," i' Modern Society," "Jam

Bouverie." &c. 2 vols. fcap8vo. 10s. cloth.

SINCLAIR.-THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.

By Cath erine Sinclair, Author of " Tlie Business 01 Life," " Modern Societv," "Jain
Bouverie," &c. New Edition, corrected and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.
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SINNETT—BYWAYS OF HISTORY,

From the Twelfth to the Sixteenth Century. By Mrs. Pkkcy Sinnett. a vols, post 8vo.

18s. cloth.

THE SKETCHES :

Three Tales. By the Authors of "Amy Herbert," "The King's Messengers," and " Hawk-
stone." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 6 Plates, 8s. cloth.

SMITH-PERILOUS TIMES ;

Or, the Aggressions of Antichristian Error on Scriptural Christianity, considered in reference
to the Dangers and Duties of Protestants. By Gao Smith, F.A.S. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SMITH-SACRED ANNALS;

Or, Researches into the History and Religion of Mankind, from the Creation of the World to
the Death of Isaac : deduced from the Wntings of Moses and other Inspired Authors, copiously
illustrated and confirmed by the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen
World. By Georok Smith, F.A.S. Crown 8vo. 10s. cloth.

SMITH.- THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT BRITAIN HISTORI-

CALLY CONSIDERED: or, a Succinct Account of the several Religious Systems which have
obtained in this Island from the Earliest Times to the Norman Conquest : including an Inves
tigation into the Early Progress of Error in the Christian Church, the Introduction of the
Gospel into Britain, and the State of Religion in England till Popery had gained the ascen
dancy. By Gkorqe Smith, F.A.S. New Edition. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH.-THE VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL:

with Dessertations on the Sources of the Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and Navigation -

of the Antients. By James Smith, Esq. of Jordan Hill, F.R.S. 8vo. with Views, Charts,
and Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH:

Including his Contributions to THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, PETER PLYMLEVS
LETTERS, and other Miscellaneous Writings. New Edition, with Additions. 3 vols. 8vo.
with Portrait, 36s. cloth.

SMITH-SERMONS PREACHED AT ST. PAUL'S CATHE-

dral, the Foundling Hospital, and several Churches in London; together with others
addressed to a Country Congregation. By the late Rev. Sydney Smith, Canon Residentiary
of St. Paul's Cathedral. 8vb. 12s. cloth. I

SOAMES.-THE LATIN CHURCn DURING ANGLO-SAXON '

TIMES. By the Rev. Henry Soames, M.A., Editor of " Mosheim's Institues of Ecclesias
tical History." 8vo. 14s. cloth.

SOME PASSAGES FROM MODERN HISTORY.

By the Author of " Letters to My Unknown Friends," and " Twelve Tears Ago-" Fcp. 8vo.
6s. 6d. cloth. I

THE SONG OF SONGS, WHICH IS SOLOMON'S.

From the Holy Scriptures. Being the Six Chapters of the Book of the Song of Solomon,
richly illuminated, in the Missal Style, by Owen Jones. Elegai tly bound in relievo leather. 1

Imperial l6mo. 21s.

SONGS, MADRIGALS, AND SONNETS :

A Gathering of some of the most pleasant Flowers ot ' Id English Poetry. Set in borders of
coloured Ornaments and Viffnetts. Square fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. ornamental boards ; or 17s.
bound in morocco by Hayday.

" The pircea are prettily choarn, without exception ; and it ii altogether a 1kkik of tongs and sonnets which may
just if) the motto fiom the love lorn Master Slender, who, in the moat difficult crisis of hia life, had rather than forty
'.hillings thai he bad not nmlald the comfort of such a companion."—Examines.

ROBERT SOUTHEY'S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS ;

Containing all the Author's last Introductions and Notes. Complete in (me Volume, with
Portrait and View of the Poet's Residence at Keswick, uniform with Byron's and Moore's
Poems. 8vo. 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco.

Also, an Edition in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait and 19 Plates, £1. 108. cloth; morocco,£4. 10s.

SOUTHEY.-THE LATE MR. SOUTHEY'S COMMON-PLACE

BOOK ; comprising his Readings and Collections in History, Biography, Manners and
Literature, Voyages and Travels, &c. &c. [/■ the prat.
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SOUTHEY (ROBERT).-THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE

OF THE LATE ROBERT SOUTHEY. Edited by his Son, the Rev. Cmahlks Cuthkert

Socthey, M.A. [In preparation.

SOUTHEY -THE DOCTOR, fee

By the late Rorert Southey. Complete in One Volume. Edited by the Author's Son-in-
Law, the Rev. John Wood Warter. With Portrait, Vignette Title-page, and Bust of the
Author. New Edition. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SOUTHEY.-THE LIFE OF WESLEY;

And Rise and Progress of Methodism. By Rorert Socthky, Esq. LL.D. New Edition, with

STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK ;

or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN. By Harry Hieovrr. New Edition.
2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 24s. cloth.

STEEL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT ;

Com piled for the use of Merchants, Owners and Masters of Ships, Officers of Customs, and all
Persons connected with Shipping or Commerce : containing the Law and Local Regulations
affecting the Ownership, Charge, and Management of Ships and their Cargoes ; together with
Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New Edition, rewritten
throughout. Edited by Graham Willmore, Esq. M.A. Harrister-at-Law ; George
Clements, of the Customs, London; and William Tate, Author of" The Modern Cambist."
8vo. 28s. cloth ; or, 29s. bound.

STEPHEN-ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHY,

AND ON OTHER SUBJECTS. Taken from Articles which have appeared in THE
EDINBURGH REVIEW. Revised and corrected by the Author, the Right Hon. Sir James
Stephen, K C.B. 2 vols. 6VO. [In preparation.

STEPHEN-HISTORY OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND, from the Reformation to the Present Time. By Thomas Stephen, Author of
" The Book of the Constitution," " Spirit of the Church of Rome," &c. 4 vols. 8vo. with 24
highly-finished Portraits engraved on steel, 32s. cloth.

STEPHENS. -A MANUAL OF BRITISH COLEOPTERA,

or, BEETLE..' : containing a Description of all the Species of Beetles hitherto ascertained to
inhabit Great Britain and Ireland, &-c. With a Complete Index of the Genera. By J. F.
Steph ens, F.L.S. Author of " Illustrations of Entomology." Post 8vo. 14s. cloth.

STEWART. -THE MEANS OF FACILITATING THE

TRANSFER OF LAND : in Three Lectures. By James Stewart, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn,

Barrister. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

THE SUITOR'S INSTRUCTOR IN THE PRACTICE OF THE

COUNTY COURTS : containing ell the Information necessary for Conducting or Defending
a Suit; the Fees payable on each Step ; Definitions of the Legal Terms used in the Proceedings ;
an Abstract of the Act of Parliament ; the Rules of Practice, &c. &c- Also, a District Directory,
giving the Nnmes of all the Streets (and the number of Hotit.es in each Street) which form the
Boundaries of the Metropolitan Districts, made from an actual Per mbulation aroun' each;

and a List of the Country Districts. By a County Court Assistant Clerk. 12mo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

TATE. -THE CONTINUOUS HISTORY OF THE LIFE AND

WRITINGS OF ST. PAUL, on the basis of the Acts ; with Intercalary Matter of Sacred
Narrative, supplied from the Epistles, and elucidated in occasional Dissertations: with the
Hone Paulina; of Dr. Paley, in a more correct edition, subjoined. By James Tate, M.A.
Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's. 8vo. with Map, 13s. cloth.

TAYLER.-MARGARET ;

Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. Charles B. Taylek, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, Chester, Author
of " Lady Mary ; or, Not of the World," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER.-LADY MARY ;

Or, Not of the World. By the Rev. Charles B. Taylrr, Rector of St. Peter's, Chester;
Author of " Margaret, or the Pearl," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with a Frontispiece
engraved by J. Aesolon, 6s. 6d. cloth.
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TAYLOR-LOYOLA AND JESUITISM.

By Isaac Taylor. Post 8to. [Nearly ready.

TAYLOR-BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE WORKS:

With the Life by Bishop Hf.ker. Revised and corrected by the Rev. Charles Page
Eden, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. Vol. II. (the First in the order of publication|
contains the Life of Christ; Vol. 111. the Holy Living and Dying; Vol. IV. a Course of
Sermons tor all the Sundays of the Year; Vol. V. the Episcopacy, Apology for Set Forms,
Reverence due to the Altar (now first printed from a MS. recently discovered in the Libra r\
of Queen's College, Oxford), Liberty of Prophesying, and Confirmation.

\* To be completed in Ten Volumes, 8vo: price 10s. 6d. each.— Vol. I. (the last in order of
publication) will contain Bishop Heber's Life of Jeremy Taylor, extended by the Editor.

THIRLWALL.-THE HISTORY OF GREECE.

By the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of St. David's (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). A New
Edition, revised ; with Notes. Vols. 1. to IV. 8vo. with Maps, 36s. cloth. To be completed
in 8 volumes, price 12s. each. [Vol. V. nearly ready,

*»* Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 4-2. 8s. cloth.

TH0MS0N.-THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK

ROOM, necessary, in Aid of Medical Treatment, for the Cureof Diseases. By Anthony
Todd Thomson, M.D. F.L.S Profesior of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and of
Forensic Medicine, in University College, London. New Edition. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.

Edited, with Notes, Philosophical. Classical, Historical, and Biographical, by Anthony
Todd Thomson, M.D. F.L.S. Fcp 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.

Edited by Bolton Corney, Ksq. Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn ou Wood,
by Members of the Etching Club. Kngraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.
Square crown 8vo, uniform with "Goldsmith's Poems," 21s. cloth ; or, bound in morocco,
by Hajday, 36s.

THOMSON-SCHOOL CHEMISTRY;

Or, Practical Rudiments of the Science. By Rokfrt Dundas Thomson, M.D. Master in
Surgery in the University of Glas :o« ; Lecturer on Chemistry in the same University ; and
formerly in the Medical Service o. the Honourable East India Company. Fep 8vo. witb

Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

THOMSON-EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE FOOD
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